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PREFACE

CONFERENCE ON DISARMAMENT - 1985 SESSION

This book is the result of a survey of

the working papers submitted to the Conference on

Disarmament (CD) and its predecessors from 1970 to

1984, relating to Radiological Weapons (RW). It

has been compiled to facilitate research on the RW

issue and is a compendium of the more significant

material made available to the CD.



RADIOLOGICAL WEAPONS

I. CONFERENCE OF THE COMMITTEE ON DISARMAMENT (CCD)

1. CCD/291 Netherlands Working Paper concerning 14/VII/1970

United Nations General
General Assembly
resolutions 26U2 C (XXIV)

II. COMMITTEE ON DISARMAMENT (CD)

2. CD/31 USSR Letter dated 9 July 1979 9/VII/1979
addressed to the Chairman
of the Committee on
Disarmament from the
Representative of the
Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics transmitting a
document entitled "Agreed
Joint USSR-United States
Proposal on Major Elements
of a Treaty Prohibiting
the Development,
Production, Stockpiling
and Use of Radiological
Weapons"

3. CD/32 United Letter dated 9 July 1979 9/VII/1979

States addressed to the
Chairman of the
Committee on Disar-
mament from the
Representative of the
United States of America
transmitting a document
entitled "Agreed Joint
US-USSR Proposal on
Major Elements of a
Treaty Prohibiting the
Development, Production,
Stockpiling and Use of
Radiological Weapons"

4. CD/40 Hungary Working Paper on the 23/VII/1979
draft preambular part
of the Treaty on the
Prohibition of the
Development, Manufacture,
Stockpiling and Use of
Radiological Weapons
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5. CD/42 German Working Paper on draft 25/VII/1979

Democratic paragraph XI, sub-
Republic paragraph 3, and

paragraph XII, sub-
paragraph 3, of the
Treaty on the Prohibi-
tion of the Development,
Manufacture, Stockpiling
and Use of Radiological
Weapons

6. CD/79 Decision adopted at the 17/III/1980

69th Plenary Meeting
held on 17 March 1980
(Originally submitted
as Working Paper No. 9/
Rev.1)

7. CD/104 Secretariat Compilation of relevant 26/VI/1980
documents on radiological
weapons covering the
period 1979-1980
(Prepared by the
Secretariat at the
request of the
Committee on Disarmament)

8. CD/133

9-.: CD/151

10. CD/218

Ad Hoc Working Group 8/VIII/1980

established with a view
to reaching agreement on
a convention prohibiting
the development,
production, stockpiling
and use of radiological
weapons: Report to the
Committee on Disarmament

Decision adopted by the 13/II/1_981

Committee on ad hoc
working groups at its
105th plenary meeting on
12 February 1981

Report of the Ad Hoc 14/VIII/1981
Working Group on
Radiological Weapons

.../3



11. CD/243 

12. CD/284/Rev.1 
and Corr.1 

Decision adopted by the 	19/11/1982 
Committee on Disarmament 
on ad hoc  working groups 
at its 156th plenary 
meeting on 18 February 
1982 

Special Report to the 	23/IV/1982 
Committee on Disarmament 
in view of the Second 
Special Session Devoted 
to Disarmament: Ad Hoc  
Working Group on 
Radiological Weapons 

21/IV/1982 13. CD/289 	 Statement made by 
Ambassador Henning 
Wegener, Chairman of the 
Ad Hoc  Working Group on 
on Radiological Weapons, 
on the occasion of the 
submissions to the 

- Committee on Disarmament 
of the Report of the Group 

14. CD/323 	Japan 	 Working Papers: Pro- 	1/IX/1982 
and Corr.1 	 hibition of Attacks 

against Nuclear 
Facilities (also issued 
as CD/RW/WP.37) 

15. CD/328 9/IX/1982 Report of the Ad Hoc  
Working Group on 
Radiological Weapons 

16. CD/331 	Germany, 	Working Paper: Issues 	13/IX/1982 
CD/RW/ 	Federal 	Relating to a Prohibi- 
WP.40 	Republic of 	tion of Attacks Against 

Nuclear Facilities in the 
framework of a 
Radiological Weapons 
Treaty (also issued as 
CD/RW/WP.40) 

17. CD/345 	Group of 	Ensuring the Safe 
socialists 	Development of Nuclear 
Countries 	Energy (Proposal by a 

group of socialist 
countries) 

14/11/1983 

.../4 
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18. CD/358 20/111/1983 Decision on the re-
establishment of ad hoc  
working groups for the 
1983 session of the 
Committee on Disarmament 
(adopted at the 207th 
Plenary Meeting held on 
29 March 1983) 

19. CD/374 	United 	Definition of Radio- 	13/IV/1983 
Kingdom logical Weapons and the 

scope of a Radiological 
Weapons Treaty (also 
issued as CD/RW/WP.41) 

20. CD/414 Report of the Ad Hoc  
Working Group on 
Radiological Weapons 

18/VIII/1983 

• • •/5 
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III. CONFERENCE ON DISARMAMENT (CD)  

21. CD/434*/ Group of 	Organization Matters of 	17/11/1984 
Socialists 	the Work of the 
States 	Conference on Disar- 

mament: Memorandum of 
a group of socialist 
States 

22. CD/499 Decision on the estab- 	17/IV/1984 
lishment of an Aa Hoc  
Committee on Radiological 
Weapons 

23. CD/530 	Sweden 

24. CD/540  

Working Paper: 
Proposals for parts of a 
treaty prohibiting 
Radiological Weapons 
and the release or 
dissemination of 
radioactive material for 
hostile purposes (also 
issued as CD/RW/WP.52) 

18/VI/1984 

Report of the CD to the 	31/VIII/1984 
UNGA part G: New types 
of weapons of mass 
destruction and new 
systems of such weapons; 
radiological weapons 
(also issued as CD 533) 

.../6 

*/ This document is listed under other agenda items to which it 
is arso relevant. 
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IV. WORKING PAPERS OF THE AD HOC WORKING GROUP ON

RADIOLOGICAL WEAPONS

1. CD/RW/ Chairman
WP.2/
Rev.1

2. CD/RW/ Canada

WP.3

3. CD/RW/ Germany,

WP.4 Federal
Republic of

4. CD/RW/ Germany,
WP.S Federal

Republic of

5. CD/RW/ Sweden
WP.6

6. CD/RW/ Italy
WP.7

7. CD/RW/ France
WP.8

Main elements in the 20/VI/1980
negotiations of a treaty
on the prohibition of
radiological weapons

Comments on major
elements of a Treaty
prohibiting the
development, production
stockpiling and use of
radiological weapons

18/VI/1980

Proposal for a new 23/VI/1980

Article V

Comments on major 25/VI/1980
elements of a Treaty
prohibiting the
development, production,
stockpiling and use of
radiological weapons

Proposal for Articles 30/VI/1980

I, II and III, of a
Treaty prohibiting
radiological warfare
including the develop-
ment, production,
stockpiling and use of
radiological weapons

Comments on major 30/VI/1980
elements of a Treaty
prohibiting the
devélopment, production,
stockpiling and use of
radiological weapons
(CD/31 and CD/32)

Proposed amendments to 8/VII/1980

the agreed joint USSR-
USA proposal on major
elements of a Treaty
prohibiting the
development, production,
stockpiling and use of
radiological weapons

.../7
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8. CD/RW/
WP.9

9. CD/RW/
WP.10

Pakistan

Yugoslavia

10. CD/RW/ Argentina

WP.11

11. C1)/KW/ Venezuela
WP.12

12. CD/RW/
WP.14

Sweden

13. CD/RW/
WP.15

14. CD/RW/
WP.15
Add.l/
Rev. 1

15. CD/RW/
WP.15/
Add.2

Secretariat

India

Indonesia

Proposals for a revised 8/VII/1980

Article V and a new
article after Article V

Proposal for an article 8/VII/1980

of the Treaty related
to the definition of
radiological weapons

Observations on a Treaty 9/VII/1980

prohibiting radiological
weapons

Proposals for a title 11/VII/1980

and for substitution of
the Articles I, II and
III of the "agreed joint
USSR-USA proposal on
major elements of a
treaty prohibiting the
development, production,
stockpiling and use of
radiological weapons"

Proposal for a study on 14/VII/1980

IAEA safeguards

Tabulation of the texts
of all proposals
concerning the pro-
visions of a treaty on
radiological weapons

Proposals for amendments
of Articles I, II, III,
V and VII of the elements
of the proposed Draft
Treaty on the Prohibition
of Radiological Weapons

21/VII/1980

16/III/1981

Statement delivered by 16/III/1981
the delegation at the
4th meeting of the Ad Hoc
Working Group on Radio-

logical Weapons held on
13 March 1981

.../8
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16. CD/RW/. Indonesia Comment on the agreed 30/III/1981

WP.15/ joint USSR-United States

Add.2/ CD/31-CD/32, especially

Supp.1 para.3, Article VIII,
concerning compliance
and verification and on
the French proposal
contained in CD/RW/WP.8

17. CD/RW/ Yugoslavia Proposal for amendments 23/III/1981

WP.15/ to Article II of the

Add.3 elements of the proposed
Draft Treaty on the
Prohibition of
Radiological Weapons

18. CD/RW/ Report to the Committee 1/VIII/1980

WP.16/ on Disarmament

Rev.1

19. CD/RW/ Chairman Brief delivered at lst 25/II/1981

WP.17 meeting of the Ad Hoc
Working Group on
Radiological Weapons
held on 20 February 1981

20. CD/RW/ Chairman Working Paper containing 11/III/1981

WP.18/ alternative texts of
Articles on definition
and scope of prohibition
of a future treaty

21. CD/RW/ Chairman Working Paper containing 24/III/1981

WP.18/ alternative texts of

Add.1 Articles on activities
and obligations and
peaceful uses

22. CD/RW/ Chairman Working Paper containing 31/III/1981
WP.18/ alternative texts of
Add.2 Articles on relation-

ship with other
Disarmament measures
and agreements and
compliance and
verification

23. CD/RW/ Chairman Working Paper containing 3/IV/1981
WP.18/ alternative text for
Add.2/ Annex

Supp.1

.../9
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24. CD/RW/ Chairman
WP.18/
Add.3

25. CD/RW/ Sweden
WP.19

26. CD/RW/ Chairman

WP.20

27. CD/RW/ Sweden
WP.20/
Add.1

28. CD/RW/ Morocco
WP.20/
Add.l/
Supp.1

29. CD/RW/ Japan
WP.20/
Add.2

30. CD/RW/ Germany,
WP.20/ Federal
Add.3 Republic of

31. CD/RW/
WP.20/
Add.4

Sweden

32. CD/RW/
WP.20/
Add.5

Venezuela

33. CD/RW/ Morocco
WP.20
Add.6

Working Paper containing 6/IV/1981

alternative texts of
Articles on Amendments,
Duration and Withdrawal,
Review of Conferences,
Adherence, Entry into
Force, Depositary

Memorandum on certain

aspects of a convention
prohibiting radiological
warfare

Working Paper containing
consolidated text based
on proposals submitted
by the Chairman

16/III/1981

21/IV/1981

Proposal for Article VI 6/VII/1981
of the consolidated text
by the Chairman

Proposal for Article VI 10/VII/1981

of the consolidated text
by the Chairman

Proposed amendment to 7/VII/1981

Article V of CD/RW/WP.20

Proposal for Article VII 23/VII/1981

and Annex of the
consolidated text by the
Chairman

Proposal for Article VIII
of the consolidated text
by the Chairman

Proposed amendment to
Article IX of document,
CD/RW/WP.20

27/VII/1981

27/VII/1981

Proposed amendment to 30/VII/1981
Article VII of
document CD/RW/WP.20

.../10
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34. CD/RW/ 	Chairman 	Working Paper on 	 30/VII/1981 

	

WP.20/ 	 definition and scope of 
Add.7 	 prohibition 

35. CD/RW/ 	Chairman 	Working Paper on peace- 	30/VII/1981 

	

WP.20/ 	 fui uses 
Add.8 

36. CD/RW/ 	The 	 Proposed amendments to 	7/IV/1982 

	

WP.20/ 	Netherlands 	Articles VIII and X 
Add.9/ 
Rev.1 

37. CD/RW/ 	Australia 	Working Paper on the 	1/V11/1981 
WP.22 scope and definition 

of the future Treaty 
on Radiological Weapons 

38. CD/RW/ 	Group of 21 	Working Paper on certain 	15/VII/1981 
WP.23 elements of the Conven-

tion on the Prohibition 
of Radiological Weapons 

0 

39. CD/RW/ 	Chairman 	Statement (of 9March1982) 9/111/1982 
WP.25 

40. CD/RW/ 	Chairman 	Amended Proposal for the 15/111/1982 
WP.25/ 	 organization of work 
Add.1/ 	 during the opening session 
kev.1 	 (adopted by the Working 

Group on 15 March 1982) 

Working Paper: Positive 	10/111/1982 
formulations of a RW 
definition 

Working Paper: Suggested 15/111/1982 
formulation of the 

- provision on scope of the 
Radiological Weapons 
Treaty 

41. CD/RW/ 	Chairman 
WP.26 

42. CD/RW/ 	Chairman 
WP.28 

43. CD/RW/ 	Chairman 
WP.29 

Working Paper: Suggested 22/111/1982 
formulation of the 
provisions on peaceful 
uses 

44. CD/RW/ 	Yugoslavia 	Definition of Radio- 
WP.30 	 logical Weapons - 

Article II 

18/111/1982 

.../11 
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45. CD/RW/ 	Australia 	Proposal on Definition 	19/111 and 
WP.31 	 and Scope of Prohibition 	2/IV/1982 
and Add.1 	 (giving two alternative 

texts) 

46. CD/RW/ 	Chairman 	Working Paper: Suggested 	22/111/1982 
WP.32 	 mechanism of compliance 

and verification 
(following on document 
CD/RW/WP.20) 

47. CD/RW/ 	Chairman 	Summary of suggested 	30/111/1982 
WP.33 	 issues of initial 

relevance relating to 
protection of nuclear 
facilities for 
discussion during 
Working Group meetings 
on 26 March and 2 April 
1982 

48. CD/RW/ 	Sweden 
WP.34 

49. CD/RW/ 	Chairman 
WP.35 

50. CD/RW/ 	Chairman 
WP.35/ 
Add.1  

Memorandum of certain 
aspects of a convention 
prohibiting radiological 
weapons 

Draft Report to the 
Committee on Disarmament 
in view of the Second 
Special Session devoted 
to Disarmament 
(Introduction) (Parts A 
and C) 

Discussions on the 
provisions of the Draft 
Treaty on Radiological 
Weapons ("traditional" 
RW subject-matter) 
(Part B) 

5/IV/1982 

13/IV/1982 

16/IV/1982 

51. CD/RW/ 	Group of 21 	Text proposed for an 
WP.36 	 Article in the Draft 

Treaty on Radiological 
Weapons 

52. CD/RW/ 	Japan 	 Working Paper: Prohibi- 
WP.37 	 tion of attacks against 
and 	 nuclear facilities 
Corr.1 	 (see CD/323)  

14/IV/1982 

1/IX/1982 

.../12 
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53. CD/RW/
z+7P. 38

54. CD/RW/
WP.39

55. CD/RW/

WP.40

Chairman Statement (of 6
September 1982)

Chairman Working Paper:
Compilation of Radio-
logical Weapons

Germany, Working Paper: Issues

Federal relating to a pro-

Republic of hibition of attacks
against nuclear
facilities in the frame-
work of a radiological
weapons treaty (see
CD 331)

56. CD/RW/ United

WP.41 Kingdom

CD/374

57. CD/RW/
wP.44

Chairman

58. CD/RW/

v7P.45

and

Corr. 1

Sweden

59. CD/RW/ United
WP.46 States

60. CD/R;7/ United

WP.47 Kingdom

Definition of Radio-
logical Weapons and the
scope of a Radiological
Weapons Treaty (see
CD 374)

Working Paper containing
Co-ordinator's progress
reports of Groups A and B

Compliance and
Verification

Proposal by the
délegation of the
United States

The prohibition of
attacks on nuclear
facilities

61. CD/RW/ Group of 21 Proposal for an

WP. 4 8 Article on "Peaceful
Uses"

62. CD/RW/ Japan Proposal for Article I

WP.49 ("Definition"), Article
II ("Scope of
Prohibition") and the
related Article

6/IX/1982

9/IX/1982

13/IX/1982

13/IV/1983

29/IV/1983

13 and
21/VI/1983

16/VI/1983

30/VI/1983

30/VI/1983

6/VII/1983

.../13
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63. CD/RW/ 
WP.50/ 
Rev.1 

A compilation of types 	12/VIII/1983 
or categories of nuclear 
facilities to be 
considered 

11/VIII/1983 64. CD/RW/ 
WP.51 

65. CD/RW/ 	Sweden 
WP.52  

A compilation of 
alternative mechanisms 
for the linkage between 
"traditional 
radiological weapons 
subject-matter" and 
"prohibition of attacks 
against nuclear facilities" 

Working Paper: Proposals 	18/VI/1984 
for Parts of a Treaty 
Prohibiting Radio- 
logical Weapons and the - 
Release or Dissemination 
of Radiological Material 
for Hostile Purposes. 
(see CD 530) 

66. CD/RW/ 	United 	 Working Paper: A 	 20/VI/1984 
WP.53 	Kingdom 	Definition Relevant to 

the Prohibition of 
Attacks on Nuclear 
Facilities 

67. CD/RW/ 	Sweden 	 Notes from the inter- 	12/VII/1984 
WP.54 	 vention by Ambassador 

Ekéus on 21 June 1984 
concerning criteria 
and definitions used in 
CD/RW/WP.52 

68. CD/RW/ 	Sweden 	Answers to questions 	19/VII/1984 
WP.55 	 raised by the Federal 

Republic of Germany 
concerning the Swedish 
proposal for draft 
provisions prohibiting 
attacks on nuclear 
facilities contained 
in CD/RW/WP.52 

.../14 
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69. CD/RW/ Sweden Notes from the inter- 3/VIII/1984

WP.56 vention by the Swedish
Delegation on 1 August
in the Ad Hoc Committee
on Radiological Weapons

concerning some

definitions on nuclear
facilities in document
CD/530, CD/RW/WP.52

70. CD/RW/ Chairman Criteria and categories 2/VIII/1984

WP.57 on nuclear facilities
regarding the scope of
the prohibition of
attacks against
nuclear facilities

71. CD/RW/ Germany, Questions addressed to 13/VIII/1984

WP.58 Federal the Swedish Delegation
Republic of with respect to draft

provisions regulating
th,e prohibition of
attacks in Document
CD/RW/WP.52

.../15
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V. CONFERENCE ROOM PAPERS OF THE AD HOC WORKING GROUP

ON RADIOLOGICAL WEAPONS

1. CD/RW/ Definition: Proposals 30/VI/1980

CRP.1 by USSR-United States,
and Netherlands, France,

Corr.1 Sweden, Egypt, Mexico
Pakistan, Canada and
Italy

2. CD/RW/ Definition: Proposals 1 and

CRP.1/ by Egypt, Pakistan, 7/VII/1980

Add.1 Italy and Australia
and
Corr.1

3. CD/RW/ Definition: Proposals 3/VII/1980

CRP.l/ by India

Add.2

4. CD/RW/ Definition: Proposal by 7/VII/1980

CRP.1/ Yugoslavia
Add.3

5. CD/RW/ Definition: Proposals 14/VII/1980

CRP.1/ by Venezuela and
Add.4 Argentina

6. CD/RW/ Definition: Proposal 15/VII/1980

CRP.l/ by Morocco
Add.5

7. CD/RW/ Scope of Prohibition: 1/VII/1980

CRP.2 Proposals by USSR-United
States, Belgium, Sweden,
Netherlanas ana Australia

8. CD/RW/ Scope of Prohibition: 7/VII/1980

CRP.2/ Proposal by France
Add.1

9. CD/RW/ Activities and

CRP.3 Obligations: Proposals
BY USSR-United States,
Italy, Canada, Sweden,
Netherlands,
Pakistan and India

7/VII/1980

.../16
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7/VII/1980 

7/VII/1980 

11/VII/1980 
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12. CD/RW/ 
CRP.4/ 
Add.1 

13. CD/RW/ 
CRP.4/ 
Add.2 

14. CD/RW/ 
CRP.4/ 
Add.3 

15. CD/RW/ 
CRP.5 

10. CD/RW/ 
CRP.3/ 
Add.1 

11. CD/RW/ 
CRP.4 

Activities and obliga-
tions: Proposals by 
Australia and France 

Peaceful Uses:  Proposal 
by USSR-United States, 
Germany, Federal Republic 
of, Italy and Pakistan 

Peaceful Uses:  Proposal 
by France 

Peaceful Uses:  Proposal 
by Pakistan 

Peaceful Uses:  Proposal 
by Romania 

Relationship with other  
disarmament measures and  
agreements:  Proposals by 
USSR-United States, 
Pakistan, Egypt, Canada 
and France 

16. CD/RW/ 
CRP.5/ 
Add.l 

17. CD/RW/ 
CRP.5/ 
Add.2 

18. CD/RW/ 
CRP.6 

19. CD/RW/ 
CRP.6/ 
Add.1 

20. CD/kW/ 
CRP.7 

Relationship with other 	7/VII/1980 
disarmament measures and  
agreements:  Proposal 
by Australia and France 

Relationship with other 	14/VII/1980 
disarmament measures and  
agreements:  Proposal by 
Pakistan 

Compliance and Verifica- 	8/VII/1980 
ation:  Proposals by USSR- 
United States, Belgium, 
France and Sweden 

Compliance and Verifica-  14/VII/1980 
tion: Proposal by 
Pakistan 

Annex:  Proposals by 	8/VII/1980 
USSR-United States and 
France 

.../17 
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21. CD/RW/
CRP. 8

22. CD/RW/
CRP.9

23. CD/RW/
CRP.10

Amenaments: Proposals
by USSR-United States
and France

Duration and Withdrawal:
Proposals by USSR-United
States and France

Review Conferences:
Proposals by USSR-
United States, German
Democratic Republic,
Australia and France

9/VII/1980

9/VII/1980

9/VII/1980

24. CD/RW/
CRP.10/
Add.1

25. CD/RW/
CRP.11

26. CD/RW/
CRP.12

27. CD/kW/
CRP. 12/
Add. 1

28. CD/RW/
C1tP.12/
Add.2

29. CD/RW/
CRP. 13

30. CD/RW/
CRP.14

31. CD/RW/
CRP.16

Review Conferences: 15/VII/1980

Proposal by Morocco

Adherence, Entry into 9/VII/1980
Force, Depositary:
Proposals by USSR-United
States, German Democratic
Republic, Australia,
France and Pakistan

Preamble: Proposals by 9/VII/1980

Hungary, Sweden, Egypt
and Belgium

Preamble: Proposal by 14/VII/1980
Bulgaria

Preamble: Proposals by 17/VII/1980
Sweden and Germany,
Federal Republic of

Invitation to the 9/VII/1981

International Atomic
Energy Agency: Proposal
by The Netherlands

Scope on Prohibition:
Proposal by
The Netherlands

Definition of facilities
to be protected:
Proposal by Pakistan

17/VII/1981

30/III/1982

.../18



35. CD/RW/ 
CRP.20/ 
Rev.1 

36. CD/RW/ 
CRP.21/ 
Rev.1 

37. CD/RW/ 
CRP.22/ 
Rev.2 
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32. CD/RW/ 
CRP.17 

6/IV/1982 Draft Consolidated  
Radiological Weapons  
Treaty Provisions: 
Submitted by the Chairman 

	

33. CD/RW/ 	 Suggestions by the Co- 	28/IV/1983 

	

CRP.19 	 ordinator on the Issues 
of Definition, Peaceful 
Uses, and Relationship 
to Other Agreements 

34. CD/RW/ 
CRP.20 

38. CD/RW/ 
CRP.25 

Suggestions by the Co- 	23/IV/1983 
ordinator for the 
Structure of a Treaty 
Prohibiting Radiological 
Weapons 

Submission by the Co- 	3/VIII/1983 
ordinator of Group A 

Report of Group A 	 9/VIII/1983 

Report of Group B on the 12/VIII/1983 
question of prohibition 
of attacks against 
nuclear facilities 

A list of proposals by 	20/VI/1984 
the Chairman for the 
items to be discussed 
in the Ad Hoc  Committee 
on Radiological Weapons 
during the summer session 

	

39. CD/RW/ 	 Questions addressed to 	6/VII/1984 

	

CRP.26 	 the Swedish Delegation 
by the Delegation of the 
Federal Republic of 
Germany with respect to 
the draft provisions 
regulating the prohibition 
of attacks in Working 
Paper CD/RW/WP.52 

40. CD/RW/ 
CRP.27 

Submission by Sweden: 
Notes from the inter-
vention by Ambassador. 
Ekéus on 21/VI/1984 
concerning criteria and 
definitions used in 
CD/RW/WP.52 

12/VII/1984 

.../19 
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41. CD/RW/ Programme of work of the 12/VII/1984
CRP.28 Ad Hoc Committee on

Radiological Weapons

42. CD/RW/ Answers provided by the 19/VII/1984

CRP.29 Delegation of Sweden to
questions raised by the
Federal Republic of
Germany concerning the
Swedish proposal for
draft provisions pro-
hibiting attacks on
nuclear facilities
contained in CD/RW/WP.52

.../20
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VI. In addition, during the 1983 session of the Committee on 
Disarmament, the Secretariat prepared and circulated to 
the Working Group on RadiologiCal Weapons a number of 
informal papers relating to proposals made by Members 
under the item as follows: 

(1) Compilation of texts regarding "Definition" and 
"Scope of Prohibition" as contained in CD/31, 
CD/32, CD/RW/WP.20 and CD/RW/WP.39 

(2) Compilation of texts regarding "Peaceful Uses" as 
contained in CD/31, CD/32, CD/RW/WP.20 and 
CD/RW/WP.39 

(3) Compilation of texts regarding "Relationship with 
other disarmament measures and agreements" as 
contained in CD/31, CD/RW/WP.20 and CD/RW/WP.39 

(4) Compilation of texts regarding "Compliance and 
Verification" as contained in CD/31, CD/32, 
CD/RW/WP.20 and CD/RW/WP.39 

(5) A list of proposed draft treaties on radiological 
weapons 

(6) A list of proposals on the draft preamble part of 
the Treaty on Radiological Weapons 

(7) A list of proposals on "Definition" and "Scope of 
Prohibition" parts of the Treaty on Radiological 
Weapons 

(8) A list of proposals on "Peaceful Uses" part of the 
Treaty on Radiological Weapons 

(9) A list of proposals on "Relationship with other 
disarmament measures and agreements" part of the 
Treaty on Radiological Weapons 

(10) A list of proposals on "Compliance and 
Verification" part of the Treaty on Radiological 
Weapons 

(11) A list of proposals on "Amendments", "Review 
Conferences", "Duration and Withdrawal", 
"Adherence, Entry into Force, Depositary" parts of 
the Treaty on Radiological Weapons 

(12) A list of proposals on "Annex" part of the Treaty 
on Radiological Weapons 

(13) A list of proposals regarding the question of 
prohibition of attacks against nuclear facilities 
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CONFERENCE OF THE COMMITTEE ON DISARMAMENT CCD/291 
14 Jul.' 1970 

Originel: EnLISE 

The Netherlands  

t1orkine Paner concerninF United Nations 
General  Assembly resolution 2602 C (XXIU 

A. Prospects for redioloEical warfere  

Two modes of radiological warfare are distinguished in the literature, and also in 

-the United Nations General Assembly resolution: on the one hand the use of nuclear 

weapons in sue% a way as to maximize their radioactive effects, on the other hand the 

use of radioactive agents independently of nuclear explosions. 

It is teChnically possible to manufacture nuclear weapons in such a way that they 

will cause a na332aal amount of. fall-out. But it is not probable that a country would 

deliberately do so, because it.would hardly offer distinct military advantages. lf - . 
1.r...clear weapons uould ever be ueed, it may be assamad that they will be ueed with the 

aim of achieving a decisive effect against an opponent in a short span  of -tune.  .The 

short-term lethal effects of a nuclear enplosion are caused by blast, heat and initial 

- radiation. Increasing  the  fell-out would cause harmful effects after weeks, months and 

even years. Normally, such long-term effects would seem not to be interesting from a 

nilitary point of view. iioreover, the attacked  ares  would become badly accessible on 

acco-....nt cf its radioactive contamination. Tne trend in nuclear weapons technology is 

coing in the direction of cleaner weapons rather than dirtier ones. 

The second method of radiologiral warfare, namely the use of radioactive agents 

independently of nuclear explosion, ir likewise not very plausible. 

In order to kill or harm people within a few hours, a radiation dose would be 

required of at least 1.000 roentgen. Eut the highly radioactive isotopes one would need 

for that purpose all have a short or very short half-life. This implies thet they 

cannot be stored for later use. It is true, suc!1 isotopes can be produced. For instance, 

by irradiating uranium in a high-flux reactor one would obtain P considerable amount of 

highly radioactive material which would remain lethel during a few days. But the 

transport of this meterial to the target area would be a very difficult and cumbersome 

job, in the first place on account of the heavy protective eLlelding which would be 

needeC for this .-..v.tremely dangerouameterirl. Large-scale use of ruch isotopes for 

so-called strategic purposeF is out of the question. 
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iûhereas tl^r use of iiC'il;r' reciiacctive r^atcrial: S•^r cai^sin^ short-tezra effects

would run into t^?^nost un,n^ountable practical difficulties, the sane does not apply

to the use of less radioactive m3teriFils uhich can ha= lifo or health after IIonths

or years..
For this purpose one might use materials having a long half-life, for instance

strontium-9-0,, w:.ich has a_half-life of thirtv years. Such mEteriels are not so difficult

to handle and can be obtained relatively easily from the radioactive waste of reactors.

But here the sane would apply as with renard to the deliberate manufacture of "dirty"

nuclear weapons:
Whst would be the military rationale for achieving these long texz

h2r-̂ J'a? effects? -

5mm-ning up:
judging by the available inforr: tion possibilities for radiologital

w=arfexe do exist theoretically, but do not seem to be. of much or even of any practical

sigTf--icance.

B. tgs-ç control as-Dects of ra3lologicaï »arfare

1r- the ^ ^lt of the fOTe^,Oi?:^' c0 ns1:,Lerc^..tia:2..• 1i. ].s dlfl'icul^ to see the practical
^3.ET,.

useftLI-aess of 8iscussinG arms cor.trol maasure:- rel^ted to radiolcgical warfare.
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CD/31
9 July 1979

M-IGLISH
Original: RUSSIAII

Î,ûTTEfi DATED 9 JULY 1979 ADDRESSID TO TMi. CHAIRI-I0 Cr
THE COI-II•IITTM- ON DISAM•IAZEIIT iROr! TEE :iEiME, SMdTATIVE
Or THE UNION OP SOVIvT SOCIALIST ID, PQBLICS TiiAIiSI1ITTIIIG
A DOCDI40T ENTITIED ;'AGREED JOINT ûSSP.-üItITED STATES
^P.OPOSAL 01T MAJOR EIEPiCIITS OF A TREATY PROEIBITIIIG TEE
DE=PtiENT, PP.ODÛCTIOIT, STOCKPILItIG AND USE OF

F^!'iDIOLOGICAL I-TEAPOIIS"

I am submitting a document entitled "Joint üSSR United States proposal on

major-elements of a treaty prohibiting the development, production, stockpiling

and use of radiological treapons;'.

I should be grateful if you would arrange to have this document distributed to

the members--of the Comaittee on Di3armament.

(Signed): V.L. ISSRAELYAII

USSR Iierresentativb to the
Committee on Disaxmament
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AGi OMD JGIITI' IICS^^-ûlil= S711.127ZS FR^ICS.. L CIT :liJCn E=MT^S
Ci 4 i?'I^TY PRG:iî^,I1-ITC TIiî DI^LC_?^, _î ^DUCTIGIi,

S1CCI.Ti ILII.TC 4I 7 U= OF ;2-DICI,CCICL?.

T

-i,ach State -?art;; to the Treaty undertakes not to develop, produce, stockpile,

othersrise acquire cr possess, or use rac;iolotical :reaponc.

Ii

For the purpose of the Treaty, the term 'radiological weanon" me2sis :

1. Any device, including any weapon or ecluianent, other than a nuclear explosive

device, specifically designed to emplcy radioactive raterial by disseminating it to

cause destruction, damage or injury by means of the radiation nroduced by the decay

of such material.

2. Any radioactivè material, other than that produced, by a nuclear explosive

device, specifically designed for énploynent, by its disseaination, to cause

destruction, damage or injury by means of the radiation produced by the decay of

such material.

III

^a ch State Party to the Treaty also-undertakes not to employ deliberately, by

its dissemination, any radioactive ffiterial not defined. as a radiological treapon in

paragraph II, subparag?aph 2, and not produced by a nuclear explosive device, to

cause destruction, damage or injurr• by means of the radiation produced by the decay

of such material.

IV

Each State Party to the Treaty undertakes not to assist, encou_r•age, or induce

any person, State, group of States or international organization to engage in any of

the activities which the Parties to the Treaty have undertal.en not to engage in under

the provisions of paragraphs I and III.

Provisions of the Treaty shall not hinder the use of sources of radiation from

radioactive decay for peaceful purposes and shall be without prejudice to any

Eenerally recognized principles and applicable rules of international law concerning

such use.
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VI 

Each State Party to the Treaty undertakes, in accordance mith its 

constitutional procedures, to take any measures which it deems necessary to prevent 

loss of and to prChibit and prevent diversion cf radioactive materialb that  mit  be 

used in radiological weapons and any activities contrary to the provisions of the 

Treaty in its territory or at anD-  place under its jurisdiction or under its 

control. 

VII 

Nothing in the Treaty shall be interpreted as in any way limiting or 

detracting from the obligations assumed by any State under the Treaty on the 

Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons, the Protocol for the Prohibitien  of the Use  

in War of Asphyxiatins, Poisonous or Other Gases, and of Bacteriological ilbthods of 

Warfare, signed at Geneva on 17 June 1925, or any existing rules of international 

- law governing .armed conflict. 

VIII 

1. The States Parties to the Treaty undertake to consult one ahother and to 

co-operate in solving any problems mhich may arise in relation to the objectives of, 

or in the application of the provisions of, the Treaty. Consultation and 

•co-operation pursuant to this paragraph may also be undertaken through appropriate 

•international procedures within the framework of the United Nations and in . 

accordance with its Charter. These international procedures  may inclUde the 

services of appropriate international organizations, as yell as of a Consultative 

Committee of Experts as provided for in subparagraph 2 of this paragraph. 

2. For the purposes set forth in subparagraph I of this paragraph, the 

Depositary shall, within one month of the receipt of a - request from any State Party, 

convene a Consultative Committee of Experts. Any State Party may appoint an expert 

to this Committee, whose functions and rules - of prdcedure are set cut in the Annex, 

which constitutes an integral part of the Treaty.  The  Committee shall transmit to 

the Depositary a summary of its findings of fact, incorroratinE all views-and 

information presented to the Committee during its proceedings. The Depositary shall 

distribute the summary to all States Parties. 	 . . 
. 3. Any State Party to the Treaty which has reasons tc believe that any other State 

Party is acting in breach of obligations deriving from the provisions of the Treaty 

may lodge a complaint with the SecuritY Council  of the  United:Nations. Such a 

complaint should include all relevant information as well as all possible evidence 

supporting its validity. 
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4. Any State Party to the Treaty undertakes to co-operate in carrying out any 

investigation which the Security Council mar initiate, in accordance with the 

provisions of the Charter of the United Nations, on the basis of the complaint 

received by the Gouncil. The Security Council shall inform the States Parties to 

the Treaty of the results cf the investigation. 

5: Each State Party to the Treaty undertakes to provide or support assistance, in 

accordance with the provisions of the Charter of the United Uttions, to any  Party  to 
the Treaty which so requests, if the Security Council decides that such  Party  has 

:been harmed or is likely to be harmed as a result of violation of the Treaty. 

1. A State Party may proPose amendments to the Treaty. Each proposed amendment 

shall be submitted to the Depositary, which shall promptly transmit it to all States 
Parties. 

2. An amendment shall enter into force for each State Party accepting the 
amendment fter the deposit with the Depositary of documents of acceptance by a 
majority of the States Parties. Thereafter, the amendment shall enter into force 

for each remaining State Party  on the date of the deposit by it 6f the acceptance 

- document. 

••• ■• 
.11 

1. The Treaty shall be of unlimited duration. 

2. Each State Party to the Treaty shall in exercising its national sovereignty 

have the right .b.; withdraw from the Treay if it decides that extraordinary events, 

related to the subject matter of the Treaty, have jeopardized the supreme interest 

of its country. It shall give notice of such withdra•al to all other States Parties 
to the Treaty and to the United Fations Security Council three months in advance. 

Such notice shall include a statement of the extraordinary events it regards as 

having jeopardized its sunreme interests. 

XI 

1. Ten years after entry into force of the'Treaty, or earlier if requested by a 
majority of States Parties, a conference of States parties  should be convened to 

review> the operation of the Treaty, with a view to assuring that the purposes of the 

preamble and the provisions of the Treaty are being realized. Such review should 

take into account any new scientific and technological developments relevant to the 
Treaty. 

2. Thereafter, a majority of the States Parties could obtain the convening of a 
conference with the same Objectives. 
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3. If no review conference has been convened irithin (blank) years follouing the

conclusion of a previous reviel-r conference, the Depositar-y should solicit the vieils

of all States Parties on the holdine of such a conference. If (b7.ank fraction) or

(blank number) of the Statc-^ ?arties, trhichever number is less, rèspond

affirmativelly, the Depositary should take imnediate steps to convene the conference.

XII

1. The Treaty shall be open to all States for signature. A State which does not

sign the Treaty before its entry into force in accordance with subparagraph 3 of this

paragraph may accede to it at any time.

2. The Treaty shall be subject to ratification by signatory States. Instruments

of :ratification and accession shall be deposited t-.*ith the Secretary-General of the

United Nations.

3. The Treaty shall enter into force upon the deposit of the instruments of_

ratification tW (blank) Governments in accordance with subparagraph 2 of this

pa:ragTaPh.
For States t.*hose instruments of ratificà.tion or accession.are deposited

subsequent to the entry into force of the Treaty, it shall enter into force on the

date of the deposit of their instruments of ratification or accession.

5.
The Depositary shall promptly inform all signatory and acceding States of the

date of each signature, the date of deposit of each instrument of ratification or

accession and the date of entry into force of the Treaty, as well as of any

amendment to it and of the receipt of othsr notices.

6. The Treaty shall be registered by the Depositary pursuant to Article 102 of the

Charter of the United Nations.

I.III

The Treaty, the Arabic, Chinese, English, French, P^ussian and. Spanish texts of

which are equally authentic, shall be deposited with the Secretary-General of the

United Nations, who shall transmit duly certified copies of the Treaty to the

Governments of the signatory and acceding States.
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Annex to the Trea+,

Cor_sultative Committee of ExDerts

1. The Consultative Committee of Experts shall undertake to make appropriate

findings of fact and provide expert views relevant to any problem raised nursuant to

paragraph VIII, subnaragraph 1, of the Treat'ir by the State Party reqtesting the

convening of the Comnittee.

2. The taork of the Consultative Committee of Experts shall be organized in such a

'way as to nermit it to perform the functions set forth in paragraph 1 of this Annex.

The Committee shall decide nrocedural questions relative to the organization of its

vork, where possible by consensus, but otheri.*ise by a majority of those present and

voting. There snall be no voting on matters of substance.

3. The Depositary or his representative shall serve as the Chai--jan of the

Committee.

^!. Each expert may be assisted at meetings by one or more advisers.

5. Each expert shall have the right, through the Chairman, to request from States,

and from international organizations, such information and assistance as the expert

considers desirable for-the accomplishment of the Comnittee'- :rork.



(Signed). 

9 July 1979 
Original ENGLISH 

LEMLe DATED 9 JULY 7.979 .ZDRESSED TO TEE CH_UP.MA: 7  
OF THE COU'i=:: or DIWITIL'aL:71FRŒI 	REFREn3.72,;...TIVL 
OF 12.1iL; UITED STTLS ŒF LPLIOJ. TR.:2311ITTE-G DOCUHEZT 
EFTITLW 'LGRIED JOII:T US-USSR PROPOSAL 017 .1-JOR Us:7=S 
OF A TREATY PROFTRITIrG  TEL  D17.1 .110.111=,  PRODUCTION, 
STOCIITTLTEG filiD USE OF RADIOLOGICAL 

I am transmitting herewith a document entitled 'Agreed Joint US-USSR Proposal 
on Major Elements of a Treaty Prohibiting the Develoment, Production, Stockpiling 
and Use of Radiological Ubal)ons . . 

I resectfully renuest that this document be circuleted among the members of 
the Committee on Disarmament. 

Adrian S. Fisher 
United States Ro7Dresentative 
to the Committee on 
DisarmaMent 

GE.79-62317 
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:.re-,-isions of the T: -- 
f:'.: radicactivo Cscay eor - eacefls1 
genera1l7 recoànize prinGiples 
ouch 7Li2.  

tie uze of 0-;urces ci radiatien 
.1Z+11.1".. 1117 oju.ic  

ei 	 lau consz-nnr: 

-4 .L 

1.17.ch S -.;ata Party to the Treaty undertal:es, in accordance 1 -i:L its consU -:;uonal 

cscC.ures, "co ta::e any nea0uroL :rhich 	 prevent lsss of and to 
and evont diversisn of radionctivc materials that might 'se used in 

radiolor:ical uearons and any activi'cios contrary t: ..) 	vfoi :1 the Treaty 

in ito territory or at any place 	 jurisCietier sr under its control. 

VII 

in the Treaty-  shall be interpreted as in any -Jay limiting pr detracting 

froy.'. the c".;liga=bions assumed by any St - te under -Lho Troay on the ilea-Proliferation 

ze 7 fuclear Udapons ;  the_ Protocol for the Prohi -sition sf talc Use in -jar of 

• .Lr.7 .7..e.syniat:::à, Pdisoneur..- or -:-Jthsr Gases, =1 of Dacterislogical UOthods of Uarfare, 
cigned at Gcneva on Juno 17, 1925, er any onisting rules of international lau 

csvorning azaed conflict. 

VIII 

1. The Stateo Parti_:s to the Treat71 urdertzen.o to censult one another and to 

CO—:D=Z;;.) ir solving any problems :tich 	arise in rolation t:-.) the objectives of 

 or in the aPplication ci the provisio7,s of  the Tro;%::y. Consultation and co-operation 
ilur=m7.r's to this Paragraph may also be underten throuàh aPprepriate international 
procedures  ±tin the frame:702::  of tho  United Uations and in accordance -.7ith its 

Charter. These internatienal procedures may inclu e  the servicos of appropriate 
international srganizbatio -n, as uell ao of a (..onsultative Committee of Etperts as 

Pr.:,vided for in Su::paragraph'2 of this . Paragraph. 

2. Per tho =pesos sot forth in Su"naragraph 1 of tai;  Paragraph, the DLpesitary 

shan, uithi-.% one month ci the receipt ci a rer .uest from any State'Pary, convene 

-.,- uultative Cjennitteo of Enperto. Ary Stat ,-; rarty nay appoint an =pet te thiz 
Comnittec, Uhose funstious and iules ci procry2ure arc et out in the Anner, uhich 

cons. tituten ar integral art of t'ie Treaty. The '.»p:mittoe shall transmit te the 
Depositary a summary -)f its findings -f fact, incorpea'cinr; all vie= and iniorma-

te-  presented *.;o tie Jo itt2o  	f.tr; proccedirg.:. The Depositary shall 
distributa the 01, 71717-,7  tG all  3-tes 7)artje-s!. 
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Thereafter, a majority rf thr: States Particr; eoulr7. Dbtain the convening of a 
c-ylforencc uith tho 	jecti7es. 

If ::• 'eview c....,nference 	bee. -1 convized within 	years f_llowin7 the _- 
conclusion of a previous review co'zference, the Depositary should solicit the virus 

ail  States Partiee .371 the honinn of'cUch a conference. If .,blaZ11. fraction; or 
nun-5er'; of the States Pal-ties, cf.liehovor n-...mbor is loss, respond affirmatively, 

'.fle Depositary should tahe immeL7 iato steps to wnvene the eDnIsrence. 

1. Tho treaty shall bs open tu all States for siz.pat-àre.  A Stats which does not 
sign 	Treaty "before its entry into foroe ih sccordance with Subparagraph D of 
	 ....aragrah may accede to it at sny time. 

2. The Treaty shall be subject to ratification by sien:tory States. Instrunents 
cf ratification and accession Shall be deposited with  tlic Secretary General of 
the United iiations. 

The Treaty s':71a7 1 ente-,- into force upon  the C.eposit 7.,f the instruments of 

rat.ification by (blanh) Governmentà in accordance. uith Subparagraph 2 of this 

ParagraTih. 

4. For States  hose instruments of ratification. Dr accession are deposited 
su")sor.uont to the entry into  force of the Treaty, it shall enter inte force oz  the 

date of the deposit of tàoir instruments of ratification or accession. 

5. The Dopositary Shall promptly inform ail  signatory and acceding States sf the 

do.o of each signature, the date of deposit cf each instrument  of  ratification or 

accession and the date of entry ints force of the Treaty, as wall as of any amendment 
te it and of the receipt of other notices. 

G. The Treaty Shall be registered by . .hc Depositary pursuant to Article 102 of the 

:hart= of the TJiitcd:ations. 

The Treaty, the Arabic, Chinese -, r_glia:1, French, Russian and Spanish tents of 

uhidà  are 	authentic, shall Sc  deposited uith  the  Secretary General of the 

U'titod Uations, who sh-. 11  transuit ly certifie  copies  of the Treaty to the 

Governments of the signatory  and  acceding States. 
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23 July 1979 

Original: ENGLISH 

HUNGARY 

Working parer on the draft preambular  part cf the Treaty 
on the Prohibition of the Development, Manufacture, 

Stockpiling and use of Radioloical Weapons 

The States Parties to this Treaty, 

Determined to further enhance international peace and security and to save 

mankind frm the damger cf the use of  ne:  meant of warfare and to contribute to the 

cause of the cessation of the aras race with the final goal of achieving general 

and'complete disarmament under strict and effective international control and to 

continue negotiations to achieve further Progress in the disarmament field, 

Convinced  of the importance of adopting effective measures to prevent the use 

of scientific . and technological achievements for developing  ne w types and systems 

of weapons of mass destrution including radiological wcamons, 

Realizinq  the threatening possibility of the development and deployment of 

radiological weapons in the arsenal of armed forces of States 

Recalling that the General Assembly of the United Nations called for the 

prohibition of development, production, stockpiling  and use  of radiological weapons, 

Conscious that the use of radiological weapons would have devastating 

consequences for mankind, 

Convinced that the prohibition of radiological weapons will contribute to the 

preservation of the natural environment for the present and future generations, 

Recognizing  the need for peaceful uses of sources of radiation from radioactive 

decay in diffarent fields of human activities, 

Desiriu  to further confidence and peaceful relations among States and to 

improve international atmosphere in accordance with the purposes and principles 

of the Charter of the United Nations 

Have agreed on the following: 

GE-79-62822 
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25 July 1979 

riCi1al ENGLISS 

GMLUI DUIOCRATIC RI.J7"UDILIC 

Working paper on draft paragraph XI, subparagramh 5, anC paragraph XII, 
subparagraph 5, of the Treaty on the Prohibition of the Development, 

lianufactr -ro, Stoc:zpil inp; zvIC UGC of Radiol opi cal ',Teapc: -Is  

Paragrath XI, subreragraph 5  

If no review conforonce has been conveneC within  ton  years followire-  the 

conclusion of a previous review conference, the Depositar7 should solicit the 

views of all States Parties on the holilive of such a conference. If one-third or 

ten of the States Parties, .uhichever number iG less, respond affirmatively,  the 

Depositary Should take immediate  stops  to convene the conference. 

ParagraPh XII, subparagraph ';  

The Treaty shall  enter  into force upon the deposit of the instruments of 

ratification by 25 Governmente (includirfr the nuclear-weapon States) in accordance 

with subparagrabh 2 of this paraGraph. 

GE .79-63003 
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COMMITTEE ON DISARMAMENT CD/79 
17 March 1980 

Original: ENGLISH 

Decision adonted at the 69th plenary meetinc held on 17 March 1930  
(originally submitted as Working Paper Ho.9/Rev.1) 

The Committee on Disarmamant decides to establish for the duration of its 

1980 session an ad hoc working group of th n Committee with a view to reaching 

agreement on a convention prohibiting tha development, production, stockpiling and 

use of radiological weapons. 

The ad hoc marking  croup  will report to tho Committee on the progress of its 

work at agy appropriate time and in agy case before the conclusion of its 1980 session. 

GE.80-60 610 



COMMITTEE ON DISARMAMENT CD/104
26J-ane1990

Original: ENGLISH

Compilation of relevant dccuments on radiclogical
weapons covering the periNd 1579 - 1960

(Prepared by-the Secretariat at the request of
the "^ommittee on Disarmament)

At its 69th plenary meeting, the Committee on Disarmament

decided t establish for the duration of its 1980 session an ad

hoc working grcup of the Committee with a view to reaching agreement

on a convention prohibiting the development, production, stockpiling

and use of radiological weapons (document CD/79).

At its first meeting on 24 April 1980, the ad hoc working

group on radiological weapons requested the Secretariat to prepare

a_compilation of relevant documents on radiological weapens which

should cover the period 1979 - 1980 including a short summary of

the development of the preceeding period. That compilation -hould

be divided into two main sections: the first dealix:g with statements

of a general character and the second incorporating specific proposals,

which should be prepared in a systematic manner.

In carrying out its task, the Secretariat adopted the following

criteria:

(a) As requested,:the compilation refers mainly to statements

made at and wcrking papers submitted to the General*:. Assembly

and the Committee on Disarmament.

(b) The compilation covers the period 1979 - April 1980.

Only a summary of developments in the preceeding period is

included as an introduction.

(c) The compilation consists of a sumsary description of the

main points covered in relevant documents and statements.

(d) In t}.e compilation views are not attributed to any

particular delegation. However, a list of references to

sources is provided.

G-E.80-63098
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(e) No reference is marle to  informai meetings, since no 

- recOrds:_exist for thm.- 

(f) The-text-oÈ-thejCompilatiom iiras....arranzeduncier 

headings that roughly followed.the provisions of the 

proposals submitted to the Committee on Disarmament, 

as well as the proposals and suggestions contained in 

relevant wOrking:papers_and statements. 
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I. Introduction

As early as 1948, a resclution adcpte3 by the Commission of

the United Nations for.Conventional Armaments stated that weapons-

of mass destruction had to be defined to include, inter alia,-
1

"radio-active material weapons".

In 1969, the General Assembly took up the issue for the first

time and adopted resolution 2602 C(:{kZV) by which the Conference

of the Committee on Disarmament (CCD) was invited to consider the

auestion of controls against the use of radiological methods of

warfare conducted independently of nuclear explosions.2 At that

time the CCD considered this proposal and concluded that it was

difficult to see the practical usefulness of discussing measures

relatéd to radiological weapons.3

After a lapse of six years', in 1976, the CCD, taking into

account the new developments and trends in science and technology,

considered the question of the prohibition of the development and

manufacture of new types of weapons of mass destruction and of new-

systems of such weapons.4 The General Assembly, at its thirty-first

session took up and discussed briefly the question of the prohibition

of radiological weapons. No draft resolution was,submitted on the

question.5

Two divergent approaches on the issue emerged and continued

to persist. Some delegations expressed preference for a compre=

hensive prohibition of the development and manufacture of new types

and systems of weapons of mass destruction, which would contain a

list of specific weapons to be banned. Other delegations advocated



conclusion of separate conventions concerning specific new types

of weapons of mass destruction which might emerge and could be

identified.6 'rThile this discussion was proceeding in disarmament

bodies, the question of the prohibition oî radiological w.eapons

became the subject of bilateral IISSR-USA negotiations.

In 1978, the Tenth Special Session of the General Assembly

considéred the issue and its Final Document incorporated relevant

provisions in paragraphs 76 and 77.7

In 1979, the Committee on Disarmament decided to include in.

its agenda an item entitled "New types of weapons of mass destruction

and new systeIIs of such weapons; radiological weapons", which was

again inscribed in'its agenda for 1980.

In 1979,the participants in the bilateral talks produced and

submitted to the Committee on Disa,mament an "agreed joint proposal

on major elements of a treaty prohibiting the development, production,

stockpiling and use of radiological wéapôns".8 The General Assembly,

at its'thirty-fourth'session, adopted resolution 34/87 A which

requested the Committee on Disarmament to proceed as soon as possible

"to•achieve agreement, through negotiations, on the text of such a

convention" and to report to the General Assembly at its thirty-fifth

session.?
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I.  Statements of a general character 

1. Approaches 

It was generally accepted that the need of preventing the emergence 

of radiological weapons arose with the rapid development of nuclear energy 

and technology-and the increasing accumulation of radioactive materials through-

out the world. The international community, therefore, should prevent the 

use of - sdientific and technological progress for the purpose of developing 

such weapons. 	• 	 . . 
In this context the radiological weapons, on one hand, were regarded 

as one of the categories of weapons of mass destruction identified by the 

United Natiens which was not already prohibited and thus the ban would fill 

a gap in the set of multilateral agreements dealing with thoée weapons; 

such à ban would represent a first steP which could be followed by the 
10 prohibition of specific and clearly identified types of weapons. 

On the other hand, the prohibition of particular types of weapons of 

mass destruction,  including radiological weapons, was regarded as  .a part 

of the solution to  the:problem of the comprehensive  prohibition. of.  new 
11 types and systems of such weapons. 	 - 

The ban would constitute yet another important contribution to the 
•  limitation of the arms race;

12 
 a contribution to the total scheme of 

control and ultimate disarmament13  ; a timely response to the appeal contained 

in paragraph 76 of the Final Document of the Tenth Special.Session;
14

an 

unique opportunity to ban a system before it comes into existence.
15 The 

provisions of a future convention would not have the effect of discriminptimr 

against agy State, particularly between nuelear and non-nuclear States.
16 

2. Relationship with other disarmament measures and/or  agreements  

Views were expressed - that . thefuture treaty on radiological weapons 

should be properly integrated in the framework of the existing international 

legal arrangements in the field of disarmament - in particular, the Non- , 

 Proliferation Treaty and the Geneva Protocol of 1925 - without prejudice 

to the obligations or rights of States under those treaties.
17 Any 

misconception should be prevented that the convention on radiological 

weapons was to be regarded as a substitute to nuclear disarmament.
18 

The provisions of the future agreeriént should not call in question tile 

basic provisions of the Non-Proliferation Treaty.
19 The future convention 
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or agreement should not detract from an existing convention or any convention 
' 

under negotiations.
20  A provision mentioning-the Non-Proliferation Treaty 

would oreate difficulties for the States non-parties to.the Treaty.
21 Co- 

ordination With the Convention on the Physical Protection of Nuclear 

Materials could be envisaged.
22 

3. Priorities and timing' 	 - 

The negotiationsshould start.and the completion of the draft treaty,,, 

be pursued with a _view to submitting it to the thirty-fifth séssion.of the 

 General Assembly.
23 The urgency of making progress in nuclear - disarmament 

is far greater than that of concluding a radiological weapons treaty.
24 

The radiological weapons item is far from being one of those whiC.h call 

for priority attention; however, if feasible, a complete draft treaty 

could be transmitted to the General Assembly for examination at its next 

session.
25 The negotiations on a draft treaty on radiological weapons are 

not a matter of first priority and should not be held at the expense of 

urgent priority items agreed upon.
26 

4. Peaceful use of radioactive material  

It should be made clear that the treaty does not apply to any of 

the uses of radiation from radioactive decay for peaceful purposes.
27 

The treaty should in no way prejudice the principle of the peaceful 

use of radiological resources, and the need for the exchange of information 
29 

in this field.. No provision of the convention on the radiological 

weapons should impinge on the development and operation of peaceful 

nuclear programmes, especially of the developing countries; it should 

not compromise the feedom of scientific  research. 
29 

5. Complaints procedure and verification  

Verification system provided for in the treaty prohibiting radio-

logical weapons should be without prejudice to and not binding for 

any:other real disarmament agreement which would be negotiated in the 

future. 30 The implications of the verification procedure for other 

disarmament agreements should be studied.
31 The complaint procedures 

should be non-discriminatory in character and result in an effective and 

fair convention. 32 The verification machinery should be effective, non-

discriminatory, and acceptable to all the countries concerned. 33  Loopholes 

in the verification machinery should be avoided. 34 The envisaged complaints 

procedure should not be regarded as a model for any other future arms 
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control and disarmament convention.-" Verification measures provided

for any agreement on arms limitation should correspond to the subject

and scope of the prohibition.36 The measures of verification should be

adequate to th- special nature of the --eapons to -be; cont olled37

6. Terminolog:y

The future treaty should adopt terminology which would be fully

consistent with the rights and obligations under other international legal

instruments and allow for no ambiguity.3 Any ambiguity in the text

should be avoided.39
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II. Srecific Propesa3.s :

1. Preambular part

Various suggestions, as indicated below, have been made regarding the

preambular part. It was proposed that it should note the determination of

the parties to the treaty to further enhance international peace and security

and'to save mankind from the danger of the use of new means of warfare

and to contribute to the cause of the cessation of the arms race with

the final goal of achieving general and complete disarmament and to

continue negotiations on disarmament; the importance of adopting

effective measures to prevent the use of scientific and technological

achievementz for developing new types and systems of ;•reapons of mass

destruction including radiological weapons; the threatening possibility

of the development and deployment of radiological weapons in the arsenals

of armed forces of States; that the General xssembly of the United 1 -Taticns

called for the prohibition of development, production, stockpiling and use

-f radiological weapons; that the use of radiological weapons would

have devastating consequences for mankind; that the prohibition of

radiological weapons will contribute to the preservation of the natural

énvironment for the present and future generations; the need for peaceful

uses of sources of radiation from radioactive decay; and the desire to

further confidence and peaceful relations among States in accordance with

the Charter of the United 11atior_s.40 It was also suggested that reference

should be mad,2 in the preamble to the importance and priority of nuclear

disammament.41 It would be advisable to state in precise terms the basic

objective of :iuclear disarmament.42.

2. Scope of the prohibition

The development, production, stockpiling, otherwise acquiring or

possessing, or use of radiological weapons should be prohibited.43 I.rith

regard to the scope, it was stated that nn obligation undertaken by

States in the projected treaty should be interpreted as covering the use

of radioactive materials or any sources of radiation for the purpose of

any activity except such activities as the parties to the treaty had

undertaken not to engage in pursuant to the provisions of the treaty.44

Some delegations felt that the activities mentioned in the above statement

needed clarification.45 In order to eliminate any doubt about the .

application of the treaty in time of war it was suggested that the parties
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to the treaty would "never under any circumstances" take action contrary to

the prohibition. 46 The view was expressed that the application of the

convention should cover actions taken for purely defensive purposes.47 It

was nointed out that careful consideration should be given to the question

whether the prohibition should be limited only to radiation effects

produced by non-explosive menas.48 In the convention, it should be stated

explicitly that the prohibition of the dissemination of radioactive

material would cover actions for defensive purposes.a9 The use of

radioactive barriers on one's o:•m territory should be banned.50

2.1 Definition of radioloaical weapons

It was proposed, for the purposé of the treaty, that the definition of

"radiologiçal weapons" should contain the following elements:

any device, including any weapon or equipment, other than a nuclear

explosive device, specifically designed to employ radioactive material

by disseminating it; any radioactive material other than that produced

by a nuclear explosive device, specifically designed for employment, bV

its dissemination; the destruction, damage or injury would be caused by means

of the-radiation produced by the decaY of such material.51 The view was

expressed that the definition should include also the so-called particle-

beam weapons, which produce radiation in ways other than through

radioactive decay.52 Others felt that particle-beam weapons should be

dealt with separately in another context.53 In order to eliminate any

ambiguity as to the particular method of warfare, it was proposed to

specify that dissemination occurs independently of nuclear explosions.54

The concept of "nuclear explosive device" needs to be defined precisely.55

2:2 Activities and obligations

`•:ithrespect to other activities of each.State Party to the Treaty

w]hich might be prohibited,-a proposal covered-the-following categories:

undert2king.not to employ deliberately, by its diss4mination, any

radioactive material not defined as a radiological weapon, and not-

produced by a nuclear explosive device; undertaking not to assist,

encourage, or induce any person, State, -Toup of States or international

organizations to engage in any of the activities prohibited by the treaty;

undertaking to prevent loss of and to prohibit and prevent diversion of

radioactive material that might be used in radiological weapons and

any activities contrary to the provisions of the treaty in its 6

territory or at any place under its jurisdiction or under its ccntrol.5
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It was suggested that the prohibition of the dissemination of radioactive 

material should cover actions for defensive purposes. 57  Nilitary attacks 

or deliberate damaging in war of nuclear reactors or other nuclear-fuel-

cycle facilities should be taken intc.. account, and the prohibition should 

cover all facilities containing large amounts of radioactive substances. 56 

•A reference to the Convention on the physical protection of nuclear 

material should be considered. 59 The application of IKEA safeguards could 

be explored. 60 

The Convention should provide guarantees against the diversion 

of radioactive material from unsafeguarded facilities in non-nuclear 

weapon States, as well as in nuclear-weapon States. 61 The convention 

should contain categorical provisions regarding the obligations of 

all member States to promote nuclear disarmament, to prevent the threat 

of nuclear war and to preserve international peace and security.
62 

2.3 Relationship to other treaties  

It was proposed that nothing in the treaty should be interpreted as 

in any way limiting or detracting  frein the obligations assumed by any 

State under the Treaty of Non-Proliferation of Nuclear 'eleapons, the 

Geneva Protocol of 17 June 1925, or any existing rules of international 

law governing armed conflict. 63 
Thé mention of a particuler treaty could 

create difficulties for certain . delegations. 64  

Peaceful uses 	 • 

A proporl was made that the provisions of the treaty should not 

hinder the use of sources of radiation from radioactive decay for 

peaceful purposes and should be without prejudice to any generally 

recognized principles and applicable rules of international law 

concerning such use. 65  The wording Of the provision should ensure 

explicitly the peaceful use of the radiation produced by radioactive 

decay; and the development and operation of peaceful nuclear programmes, 

especially of the developing countries. 66 

4. Compliance and verification  

Uith respect to the question of compliance and veriÉication, it was 

proposed that in order to solve any problems which may arise in relation 

to the objectives of the treaty or its application, consultations and 

co-operation •ould be undertaken by the parties themselves and also 

through appropriate international procedures within the framework of 

3.  
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the United i':e.tion_ and in accordance with its Charter. The services of

appropriate international organizations, as well as of a consultative Committee

of Lxpert-- are envisaged. It was also proposed that any âtate Party which

has reasons to believe that any other State Party is acting in breach of

obligations deriving from the treaty may lodge a complaint with the

Security Council of the United `t;ations, which may initiate an investigation.

It was further proposed that each State Party should undertake to co-

operate in ca=jinG out any investigation which the Security Council may

initiate and to provide or support assistance to any Party which so

requests, in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations, if the

Security Council decides that such Party has been harmed or is likely

to be harmed as a result of violation of the treaty.67 Views were

expressed that the complaint procedure involving the Security Council

should be considered insufficient as long as the permanent members may

exercise their right of veto in such matters.6a The machinery for

consultation and co-operation needed careful exa in tion.69 The procedure

for convening the Consultative Committee of Experts should be more efficient,

assuring more powers for the Depositàry'and for the Committee itself.70

The procedures of consultation and co-operation need to be more specific

and effective. The role and powers of,the Consultative Commi.ttee and its

activities should be regarded as a first step before the submission of a

specific complaint to the Security Council.71 Doubts were expressed

regarding the complaint procedures and the role of the Security Council,

as inconsistent with the principles of equal obligations and with the

principle that onlyparties to a treaty have the right to participate

in the implementation of the trea.ty.72

5. Other provisions

5.1 Amen dmFnts .
It was suggested.that.amendnentsto.the treaty might be proposed by

any State Party through the Depositary. An.amendment would enter into

force after the deposit of documents of acceptance by a majority of State

Parties. Thereafter - on the date of the deposit'by the State Party of the

acceptance document.73

5.2 Duration and withdrawal

It was proposed that the treaty would be of unlimited duration. 'lien

the supreme interests of a State Party are jeopardized, it shall have the

right to withdraw from the treaty after_ prior notification. I:otice of. such
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withdrawal shall be given to all other Parties and to the Security Council 

three months in advance. Such notice shall include a statement of the 

extraordinary events it regards as having jeopardized its supreme interests. 76 

5.3 Review Conferences  

It was proposed that a review conference should be convened ten years 

after entry into force of the treaty, or earlier if reauested by a majority 

of States Parties, with a view td assuring that the murposes of the preamble 

and the provisions of the treaty are being realized. Such review should 

take into account any new scientific and technological developments 

relevant to the treaty. Thereafter, a majority of the State Parties could 

obtain the convening of a conference vith the same objective. The 

Depositary should solicit the views of all State Parties on the holding of 

a review conference if such a conference hns not been convened during a 

certain period of time. 75 Five years after the entry into force of the 

treaty  or the first review conference was considered a more appropriate 

time length..76  Further review conferences could be held at longer intervals, 

demending..on the need expressed by a majority- -cf-States or a number of 

States not constituting a majority, as may be agreed upon. 77 If no 

review conference had been convened within ten years following the 

conclusion of a previous review conference, the depository should solicit 

the views of all States parties. If one third or ten of the States 

parties, whichever number is less, respond affirmatively, the depositary 

should convene the conference. 78 

5.4 Adherence, ratification, entry into force, Depositary  

It was proposed that the treaty should be  open  to all States for 

signature. Any State could accede to it at any time. The treaty should 

be subject to ratification by signatory States. Instruments of 

ratification and accession should be deposited with the Secretary-General 

of the United Nations. The treaty should enter into force upon the 

deposit of an agreed number of instruments of ratification. 79 It was also 

proposed that the treaty should enter into force upon the deposit of 25 

instruments of ratification (including those of the - nuclear-weapon States.) 80  

5.5 Annex 

It has been proposed that in an annex which would constitute an 

integral part of the treaty, the functions and rules of procedure of a 

Consultative Committee of Experts  would be set out.
81 
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Reuort to the Committee on Disarmament

I. 121IRODIICTION

1. The Final Document of the Tenth Special Session of the General Assembly in

its section III entitled "Programme of Action" contains the following paragraph:

"76. A conventien should be concluded prohibiting the development,

production, stockpiling and use of radiological weapons".

2. At its 1979 session the Committee on Disarmament noted with satisfaction the

submission by the ÜSSR and the United States of 1Lmerica of an agreed joint

proposal on major elements of a treaty prohibitiaE; the development, production,-

stockpiling and zzse of radiological weapons (CD/31 and CD/32). Following a

preliminary discussion, the Comni.ttee concluded that it would continue consideration

of the agreed joint.proposal as soon as possible at its next annual session.

3. At its thirty-fourth session the General Assembly of the ITr.ited Nations

adopted resolution 34/87 A entitled "Conclusion of an international convention

prohibiting the development, production, stockpiling and use of radiological

weapons", which operative paragraphs 1 and 2 read as follows:

"1. Welcomes the report of the Comittee on Disarnamrnt with regard

to radiological'weapons and, particularly, its stated intention

to continue consideration of proposals for a convention banning these

weauons at its next session;

2. Requests the Committee on Disa=a?ent to proceed as.soon as

possible to achieve agreement, throug;n negotiation, on the text of

such a convention and to report to the General bssembly on the results

achieved for consideration by the Assembly at its thirty-fifth session."

4. In considering item 5 of its 1980 agenda, entitled "New types of weapons of

mass destruction and new systems of such weapons; radiological weapons", the

Committee on Disarmament at its 69th plenary meeting held on 17 March 10.80 adopted

the following decision:

"The Committee on Disarmament decides to establish for the duration of

its 1980 session an ad hoc working Sroup of the Committee with a view

to reaching agreement on a convention prohibiting the development,

production, stockpiling and use of radiological weapons.

* Reissued for technical reasons.

arr nR.rroof,
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The  ad hoc uorking croup  will report to the Committee  on the  progress 

of its uorizat any appropriate time and -- in any - case beforethe 

conclusion of its 190G session..: 

5. At its GOth meeting-an 22 Ln the Committee appointed 

Ambassador Dr. 'mice Eemives of UUngary as Chairman of the Ad labaldo±king Group; 

Mr.  B.  Renstantinovi of the United nations Centre for Disarmament, uas appointed 

as Secretary of the 1.7orking : Group --. 

II. SUMARY er - rmeil  Pnou:luoIuGs. 	- 
6. In accordance -with the agreement reached in the Committee the Ld Hoc Working 

Grolip . held  i6  meetings betweeni. Ap•il and 1 August 193C. 

7. Delegates Of all mebber States of the Committee on Disarmament partiCipated 

in the uork of the Uorking Group.  • raperts from Czechoslovakia, Empt, France, 

Dormarip,  IndOneSia;-Sueden, USSR, United States and Yugoslavia provided additional 

inforMatien.and gaVe'erzplanations. 

S. -At its first meeting the Uerking Group caasidcred organizational matters and 

agreed that it mould s•art its substantive:morh en.flenday r  16 June, providing,' 

at the beginningi - poasibility fora short general e=change of vieus on radiological 

weapons. It mas also agreed that each delereation would decide at uhich point 

the assistance of erperts would be needed. 

9. At its second meetirc the Wor3riog Grouo agreed that the proceedings should 

encompass three phases: 

(a) to identify the main elements of the future treaty, bearing in 

mind the documents submitted so far and the statements made; 

(b) to negotiate on each of identified elements; 

(c) .  to draft the tee, of  the. convention.  

Atthe request' of  thelrorkinaGroup theChairman Stibmittedandthe Group 

adopteâ at itothird meeting a,morking paper containing the 'Wain elements in 

the negotiations Of a treatzii on the prohibition of radiological ucapons, namely: 

1. 'Preamble 	- 

2. Scope of the prohibition 
. 	 . 

3. Definition of radiological weapons 

A. Activities'and obligations 

5. Relationship uith other disarmament measures and agreements 

6. Peaceful uses 

7. Compliance:and Verification' 
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8. Other provisions 

9. Amendments 

10. Duration and • ithdrawal 

11. Review conference 

12. Adherence, entry into force; depositary 

13. Annexes 

U. At the same meeting the Group adopted a proposal by the Chairman concerning 

the order which could  serve as a guide in discussing the mein elements at meetings 

of the Working Group, namely: 

- Definition of radiological weapons 

- Scope of the prohibition 

- Activities and obligations 

- Peaceful uses, Relationship to other treaties 

- Compliance and verification - 

- The remaining "main elements" (other provisions, amendments, duration 

and withdrawal, review conference, adherence., entry into force, 

depositary) 

- -Preamble 

It was further agreed that during each meeting the Working Group would tackle 

all proposals and considerations of States members of the Committee on Disarmament 

which were submitted prior . to the dgy of the meeting or might be Submitted and 

which refer to the main element to be discussed. 

12. In the conduct of its work the Working Group had before it the following 

documents and working papers: 

(1) CD/31 "Letter dated 9 July 1979 addressed'to the Chairman of the 

Committee on Disarmament from the Representative of the Union of  

• Soviet Socialist Republics transmitting a document entitled 

"Agreed joint US-United States proposal on major -elements of a 

treaty prohibiting the development, przduction, stockpiling and 

use of Radiological Weapons." 

(2) CD/32 - Letter dated 9 July 1979 addressed to the Chairman of the 

Committee On Disarmament from the Representative_of the 

United States of America transmitting a document entitled "Agreed 

joint United States-4MM proposal on major.elements of a treaty 

prohibiting the development, production, stockpiling and. use of 

radiological weapons". 
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(3) CD/40 - "dDrkinG paper on the draft mreambular part 

of the Treaty on the Prohibition of the development, manufacture, 

stockmiling and use of radiological weapons", dated 23 July 1979, 

submitted by the delegation of HunparY;  

(4) CD/42 - "Working paper on draft paragraph XI, submaragraph 5, and 

paragraph XII, subparagraph 3 of the Treaty on the Prohibition of 

the Development, Manufacture, Stockpiling and Use of Radiological 

Weapons", dated 25 July 1979, submitted by the delegation of the 

German Democratic Republic. 

(5) CD/R1M.3 - Canada: Comments on major elements of a Treaty . 

prohibiting the development, Production, stockpiling and use of 

radiological weapons. 

(6) CD/WM.4 - Federal Republic cf Germany: Proposal for a new 

Article V. 

(7) CD/RWM.5 - Federal Republic of Germany: Comments on major 

elements of a Treaty prohibiting the development, Production, 

stockpiling ?rid  use of radiological weapons. 

(8) CD/RWA7P.6 - Sweden: Proposals for Articles  i, II and,III, of a 

Treaty prohibiting radiological warfare including the development, 

production, stockpiling and use of radiological weapons. 

(9) CD/WM.7 - Italy: Comments on major elements of a Treaty 

prohibiting the development, production, stockpiling and use of 

radiological weaponS (loc. CD/31 and CD/32). 

(10) CD/WM.8 - France: Proposed amendments to the agreed joint 

USSR-US& proposal on major elements of a Treaty Prohibiting the 

devéldiabént, production, stockpiling and use of radiological Idea-Pons. 
. 	 . 

(11) CD/RUM.9 - Pakistan: Proposals for a revised Article V and a new 

article after Article V. 

(12) CD/WM.10 - Yugoslavia: Proposal for an article of the Treaty 

related to the definition of radiological weapons. 

(13) CD/RUM.11 - Argentina:  Observations on a Treaty prohibiting 

radiological weapons. 

(14) CD/WM.12 - Venezuela:  Proposals for a title and for substitution  of the 

Articles I, II and III of the nagreed joint USSR-USA proposal on major 

elements of a treaty prohibiting the development, production, stockpiling 

and use of radiological weapons". 

(15) CD/W/WP.14 - Sweden:  Proposal for a study on IPLEA safeguards. 
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In addition to these documents the Worki.ng Group took into account the views

expressed by many deleg^tions on the question of the prohibition of radiological

weapons in the Committee, as well as during the l.-st session of the General Lssembly.

Ypany delegations have also commented upon the documents referrcd to previously,

making suggestions and also vsking questions in connexion with them.

.Lt the request of the Group the Secretsir:t compiled in twelve Conference

Room Papers and their addenda all proposals aMd suggestions mentioned above, as

well as additional proposrls and suggestions made by t' delegations of I,nstralia,

Belgium, Bulgasia, Ea-pt, the Federal Republic of Gernrr_y, India, hexico, Morocco,

the Iletherlends, Rom.-nia and Pakistan.

I list of documents, working papers and conference room pcpers was prepared

by the Secretariat (CJ^;r^rr/1?/3ev.1). -

13. Lt the request of the Working Group the Secretr-riat prepured a "Compilation

of relevent documents on rc.diolo€ic.^' weapons covering the period 1979-1980"

(CD/104) •

14. Llso kt the request of the Working Group the Secretariat prepared a tabulation

of the texts of all propos,,-ls concerning the provisions of a treaty on radiological

we?pons (CD/RtIA1P.15 ) . .

III. SII19•= OF M DISCUSSION

15. In carrying out its mandate, the ad hoc worl:.ing group held extensive

discussions on the main elements. of a treaty pro'hibiti_ng radiological weapons.

The discussion rere212Z that, while all delegations were ready to negotiate a

treaty on radiological wevpons, different concepts existed with regard to approach,

the priority, the role and. scope of the treaty, the definition of radiological

weapons and the procedures of verifying compLan.ce:,- as =.-Mll as in some otser-

16. With respect to the approach, the role and the scope of the treaty, the view

was expressed on the one h<^nd that its importance coZ^â.s ted o_ =eventing the

emergence of a pasticulrx type of weapon of mass destruction not yet in existence

but which could be developed and produced. Consequently.the treaty should not be

burdened with o.dditiona1 problems. Furthermore, the treaty would represent another

contribution to the limitation of the qualit,%tive Psas race and progress towards

the objective of using scientific and technological achievements solely for

afpeaceful purposes. The joint USSR-United States propose-1 t:*;.s regarâed as
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suitable basic for reachine agreement on a:treaty prohibitir_`
the development,

On the other hand, in
roduction, .sto^^iline

and-use of radioloCiçal rreapons.
p
asÿescii^ the joint proposal, the viev was e:'pressed that

the text ^ras too

to include the prohibition of
restrictive and it should be broadened so as

y
all Linds. of veapons that used radiation. In this respect, it was stressed

that any txeaty prohibitinC the use of radiological weapon= should
- contain

e:plicit '
provi.sior.s concernine the urLrent priority of nuclear disa:ruament.

- The vie=.r was he7:d that particle bean, veapons --hould-- also- be- covered by a

ban on- radiologic-al weap ons . Hol ►ever, others - pointPd out that pzrt icle ^eamo f

uee_pons are of a clifferent nature and could not be included vithin the 3 p

the proposed convention.
- The cuestion of intrroducinC. the notion of radioloCrica.l tirarfare was raised.

The view was
expressed that the term radioloaical lrarfare meant dissemination of

radioactive material, other than throu^_h the explosion of a rn-
1clear explosive device,

in order to cause destruction, damage or injury by means of the radiation produced

by the decay oz--such material. In this connexion the view was expressed that the

introduction of such a notion woul.d. 7ead to= confi.ision. iïi the field of international

la*.r
related tô armed conflicts, and that the joint USM-United States

rroposal

was aimed at a preventive prohibition. of radiolooi, ca1 1.*eapons as ?:*ell as- the

prohibition of radiological varfa.re, i.e. militartf- actions with the. use of such

pons.wea-

- The ^-ieu -%-Tao e-_--ressed that the treaty should explicitl
y prohibit deliberate

attacks on nuclear rcactor..̂ or a .̂,T other nuclear fuel facilit ies . On the other

band, the vieir was expresseft that a similar prohibition was already provided for.

to the Geneva Comtenticros.-aî 1949,
in Article 56 of the I gdditional Protocol of 1977

on the protection of victims of international armed conflicts.

- it. was stated that', as. radi ologica.l . ueapons^ did:- not ye lt;. e::ist, and that

cince it'did not seen îôresecable that they coula-e=i-st as'a specific type of.

weapon, the work of the Coffii ttee on Disaraament sl?ould be orient' ec?
. tmrards the

conclusion of a convention on the prohibition of the use of radioactive ma.terinl

for hostile purnosee. ihis opinion iras contested

such an approach -would limit the scope of a future treaty and tha t • the joint

proposal was more comirehensive.

-'^^lie vieu was e.:pressed that more explicit xrordinC should be used with

respect to the prohibition of -
.adiologic4l ireaponn in irartirie, for defence purposes,

as well as to the use- of radioactive.barriera and- pexmisszblelevels e^.rac?ioactivity
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17. With respect to the definition, the vieu was expressed that the joint proposal 

was insufficient. The view  iras  expressed that the definition of radiological 

ueapcns should not be so drafted as to imply that the use of nuclear meapons 

have a legal justification that certain delegations did not accept: .  The'definition 

of radiological ueapons should, therefore, be in terms of the specific attributes 

of such potential weapons and net in terms of the exclusion of nuclear explosive 

devices. On the other hand, the view  ras exoressed that the definition of, 

radiological meanons contained  in th joint  proposal had a sound scientific basis. 

At the same •ime the view mas expressed that it mould be useful to continue the 

search for a formulation that mould define radiological weapons in strictly positive 
• • 	. 

terms, without resolng to exclusion clauses. 

18. Questions uere raised regarding the manner in which the fulfilment of the 

obligations contained in the joint USSR-United States elements not to divert 

radioactive material for use in radiolegical uarfare mould be monitored, especially 

with regard to radioactive material in nuclear facilities outside international 

safeguarda: It uas proposed in this context that an overvieu study of the 

possibilities.of establishing and administering international safeguards should 

be perfelmed by the Secretariat. Others expressed their disagreement with this 

proposal. 

19. It uas generally accepted that the provisions of the treaty should not hinder 

the use of radiation from radioactive decay  forr-peaceful purposes. Views were 

expressed concerning the need for mole explicit provisions for the right of the 

parties to exchange information as well as to develop and acquire nuclear technology 

for peaceful purposes. 

20. In the course of consideration of the procedures of verifying compliance, the 

view was expressed that the related provisions of the joint proposal corresponded 

to the sUbject and scope of Prohibition and met the renuixements of this particular 

treaty. Some held the view that the procedure of lodging complaints envisaged 

in the joint USSR-United States proposal could be regarded as a satisfactory one. 

On the other hand, reservations uere made with regard to the procedure of verifying 

compliance as proposed, in particular with respect to the role of the 

Security Council of the United nations, as well as the proposed mandate for the 

Consultative Committee of Experts. The view  iras  also expressed that greater 

authority, including uith respect to on-site inspection, should be granted to the 

Consultative Committee of Experts as an independent body. The view was also 

expressed that the ultimate authority in the  natter of compliance should be vested not 

in the Security Council, but in the United nations General Assembly or in a 

Governing Board consisting of all the States Parties to the Treaty. 
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21. The uorL-inC group also brieflJr considered other elenents of a treaty, such as

tlle preanble and the final clauses.

Ij.. CC?IiCLIISIOIT

22. There was wide recognition of the need to reach agreement on the tex t

of a treaty prohibitinU radiological ucapons. However, various differences

of approach have ^Tet to be resolved.

23c In the liCht of the progress made, the Ad EQc ;Iorking Group recomnends

that the Connittee on Disanoament set up at the beLinriing of its 1961 session

a further Ac? Hoc ';•Iorl..izi` Group under an appropriate mandate to be deteimïned at

tha;. time, to continue negotiations on the elaborati.on of a tres.ty' prohibiting

radiological veapons.
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Deciaion ac'opted by the Cocmitt_e on ad hoc yor-da; sroupc
at its 103th plenars aeetin^: on 12 February 1981

The Comaittee decides that the ad hoc worbzz.U rrnnp an the eoaprehensive
programme of diszroanent estebïished on 17 Harch 1980 $hal1 re^uue its vorL
forthwith, in accordance with the conclusion reached by the Committee at its
100th plenary'aeeting (pe.r^r2ph 68.16 of CD/139). .

The Coffiittee further decides to re-establish= for the duration of its 19B1
session, the ad hoc vorkizg, groupa on effective -international arran,^eZents to
assure non-miclear veapon States against the use or threat of use of nuclear xeapons,
chenical treapons and radiological veaponsv &ich tiere established on 17 March for its
1580 session, so that they may continue their vor': on the basis of their former
mandates.

It is' understood that the Cotiuittee irill, as soon as possible, revietr the
mandates of the three ad hoc vor'-dnC groups with a vietr to adapting, as appropriate,
their'mandates to advance t?ie'proCress of the process of naCotiations tow2.rds the
objective of concrete disarmaDent'mea.,Tes.

It is also understood that the decision t&en by the Co=-ittee in no vW
precludes the urgent consiueratio-n of the proposals submitted for the establishment
of other aC hoc voricingr gouns on items 1 and 2 of the Counittec's aGenda, as t:►elï
as the consideration of the ectablishnent of other subsidiarr* bodiec which have been
or may be pronosed.

The e,d hoc t:rorLing- groups will report to the Coratten on the pros:^ess of their
worl: at any appropri4te time and in any ca: e 3efore the conclusion of its 19E11
session.
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•REPORT CF THE AD HOC WORKING GROUP ON 
RADIOLOGICAL WEAPONS 

	

I. .INTRODUCTION 	 . 

1. At its 105th-plenary meeting on 12 February 1981, the Committee on Disarmamer:' 

adopted the following decision relating, inter alia,  to-item 5.of its agenda: 

"The Committee further decides ts re-establish, for the duration of its - 

1981  session,  the ad hoc Working.Groups on effective international arrangements . 	_ 
to assure non-pucear weapon States.against the use . or threat of use of _ 	. . 
nuclear . weapons, chemical weapons, and radiological weapons, which 

established on 17 March for its 1980 session, so that they may continue their 

work on the basis of their former mandates." 

: In addition; the Committee on Disarmament decided that the ad hoc Working Groups. 

would report to the Committee on the progress of its work at any appropriate time and 

in agyease before the conclusion .of :Its.1981  session. (document  CD/15.1, paràs. 2, 5). 

IL ORGANIZATION OF WCRIC AND DOCUMENTATION 
. 	. 	_ _ _ _.. 	• 

2. At its 107th plenary meeting on 17 February 1981, the Committee on Disarmament 

appointed Ambassador Dr, Imre Eldraives (Hungary) as Chairman of the Ad. Hoc  Working Group. 

Mr. Guennady Efimov of the United Nations  Centre .for  Disarmament was appointed as 

Secretary of the Working Group. , 

3. The Ad Hoc Working Group held 21 meetings between 20 February to 23 Apri1.1981 

and between 18 June to 14 August 1981. 

4. Delegates of all member States of the Committee on Disarmament participated in 

the work of the Ad Hoc Working Group. 

5, ,At the 127th plenary meeting of the Committee on Disarmament, on 24 April 1981, 

the Chairman submitted a progress report on the work done by the Ad Hoc Working Group 

CD/PV.127). 

i. At its 129th and 132nd plenary meetings on 16 June and 24 June 1981 respectivelY y, 
te  Committee on Disarmament decided to invite, at their request, the representatives 

of the following States not members of the Committee to participate in the meetings of 

th 3 Ad Hoc Working Group: Austria, _Spain. 

GE . 81 -64776 
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7.- In fulfilling its ma:-IdZ.te, the Ad Hoc Working Group tooi-, into consideration

paragraph 76 of the Final Document of the. First Special Session of the =Jniy„ed IIatiions

General Assembly dnvoted to disazmaaent which stated that a convention should be

concluded prohibiting the develnpruen•c, production; stockpiling and use of radiological

weapons. The Workiag Group also took into consideration the relevant recormi-end ions

of the United Nations Disaxmement Commission, in particular those adopted in connectien. . _,.

wi-th the Second Dis,rnar.ent Dec-,.de in 1980. The Working Group furthér_took into

account sesolution 33/156G-of the 4;eneral •-Assemoly entitled- "Conclusion of o n

international convention prohibiting the development, production, stocLpilin6 end use

of- iadiological z-Yea:!)ons",-`in irhicYi opAr4tive wragraph 1 reads as follows: -

111. =Calls Lnon the Cbmmittee on Disannament to continue negotiations with a

view to elûboratitig â. treatÿ-prôhibiting ths' dévelopment; production, stoclniling

and use of radiôlo6ical'weapons ând to report on the results to the

General Asseubly at its thirty-sixth session-."

8. In the conduct of its--work the Ad Hoc Working Group had before it^ the following

do.caments and working pa.pers:.

- CD/31 - I,etter dated 9 July 1979 addressed to the Chairman of the -Conm%ttee on

Disarmament fror,: the Representative of the Union of Soviet Socialist Renublics-,

transmitting a document entitled 'sgreed joint USSR-United States-proposal on

major elements of o. treaty prohibiting the development, production, stocl:nil i ►nd

and use of i adiological Weapons' . -

CD/32 - Ietter dated 9 July 1979 addressed to the Chai.rman of the Committee on

Disarmament from the Representative of the United States of America trnnsrzitting

a document entitled 'Agreed joint United States-IISSR;proposal on major eleraents

of a treaty ??rOh1 1i•^3ng the development, ^r;^,i^lCt30?17 S^OC1:Û111n^ Md '-,Se Of

radiological raeapcn s f .

CD/40- --'► for^ing paner on the draft nreazibular- part of the Tre aty- on the Prohibition

ockpiling: and use of ^.^,diological.tnûpo_.s'

dated 27 Jul- 1;'79, submitted ^?3r the delegation of Ht:nga^r.

CD/42 -^ II-ing Taper on draft parag^tapi-. YI, subpara^raph 3, end par^rs.ph XIII

subpaxagre.ph 3 of the Ireaty on the Prohibition of the Development, ti^nuf^;ctu^,

Stockpilir ig and Use of I?adiologicr.1 ^lé^:.pons' , dated 2; July 1;'79, sub;^it ^.ed by the

delegation of the G£ruan Democratic Fepüt;lic.
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- CD/RWA/P.3 - - Canada: Cormirnita -  on - major.-a-laments of •a Tr.e.aty Prohibiting the 

de Vel&pment produ ,.-Ition stoëkpiling 	use of - radiological weapons. 

- CD/RM./P:4 - Federal Republic ef Germany:  Proposal for a new Article  Ù. 

- ŒD/RWAIP.5 - Fede.ral Republic of German;i: Comments. ;M:i major elements of à Treaty 

prohi'biting the development , production sto ckpiling and. use  of radiological 

weapons. ;. 
- Sweden .: Pro-oosals for Articles 1, II and III,  or' a Treaty prohibiting 

the developni0nt, production, stockniling and use of radiological weaPons. 

-   Comrnts•en raajor elements  of a Treaty prohibiting the 

developmén— t, 'production, stock.oiling  and use of radiological weapOns 

(Doc. b)/31 and CD/32). 

- CD/RWAIP.8 -  France:  Proposed amendments -to the agzeed joint USSR-United States 

Propose:1 -on major elements of a Treaty -prohibiting the development., prodlicticn, 

stockoiling and use of radiological weapons. • 

- 	CD/RWAIP.9 - Pakistan:  Proposals for a revised: Article V" and a new article 

after Article V. 	 • 

- CD/RWAIP.10 Yurros. lavia: ProPosal for an article of the Tre•aty -  related 'Lb the 

définition of radielogical weapons. 
. 	• 

/W/\'1P .11 ;-; L.rp'entina: Observations on a Treaty orehibiting radielOgical • 

weapons. 

• CD/RWAIP:12:- Venezuela.: Prorosals for a title 'and. for subatitution of' the 

Articles I, II and III of the 'agreed joint USSR-Unitecl States proposal on 

major elements of a tré.a.ty prohibiting the development, production', stockpilin g. 

 and use of radiological .t..rear,onsi . 

CD/RW/IIP.14 - Sireden: Proposal for a study on IAEA .saferuardz-. -  

CD/MO.:P.15 - Tabulation of proposals submitted to the Ad Hoc Iforking G.'roup on 

Radiologica.'.1 1.1e.c.rons on a treaty prohibiting radiological we'apons ,  

(prepared by  t1't  S  ore tariat ) . 

- 'CD/RW,4TP.13/Add .1/Rev «.1 - India.: Proposals for amendments of. ..A.rticlè .  I, II, III, V 

and VII of the elements of the.  •pronosecl Draft Treaty on the prohibition of 

Radiological ;!ea..pons. 

- • ŒD/RWAIP .15/Add .2 - Indonesia,:  Statement delivered. by • the dèlegatibn cf Indonesia., 

 at the fourth meeting of the Ad Hoc llorking Group on Radioloàical WeaPons held 

on 13 March 1981. 
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- 	CD/RW/WP.15/Add.2/Supp.1 - Indonesia:  Comment on the L%.1.2ed joint .  

USSR-United States CD/31-CD/32 esPecially paregraPh 3 Article VIII.poneerning 

compliance  and  verification and an the French proposal contained in Cel4ATP.O. 

CD/RW/WP.15/1dd.3 - Yugoslavia: Proi...osal for amemdments to Article II of tha 
- • 

elements of the proposed Draft Treaty on the Pro-hiliition of Radiological Meemons. 

0D/ReP.16,4ev.1 -Report to the Committee on Disarmament. 

CD/RW/WP.17 - The Chairman's brief delivered at the First meeting of the Ad Floc' • 

Working-Group an Radiological Weapons held on 20 FebruarY-1981. 

- 	CD/RW/UP.1G— The Chairman's lloring Paper containing alternative texts of . 	• 	. 	:• 
Articles an definition and scope of prohibition of a future treaty. 

- 

	

	CD/RW/WP.10/1dd.1 - The Chairman's warleing paper containing alternative texts 

of Articles on aetivities and  obligations and  peaceful uses. 

CD/RW/WP.10/Add.2.- The Chairman's Working Paper containing alternative texts 

of Articles an relatianship with other Disarmament measures and agreements and 

compliance and verification. 

- 	CD/RW/WP.10/Add.2/S'appU - The Chairman's Working Paper containing alternative 

text for Annex« 	 • 

- CD/RW/WP.I8/Add.3 --The ,  Chairman's Working Paper . cantaining alternative- texte 

of Articles on Amendments, Düration andWithdrawal, Review Conferences, Adherence, 

Entry into Force, Depositary. 

- CD/RW/WP.19 - Sweden: Memorandum on certain aspects of a convention  prohibiting 

radiological warfare. 

- CD/RW/WP.20 - The Chairmantalforking Paper containing r:onsolidated text based 

an proposals submitted by the Chairman. 

- CD/RV/UP•20Add.1 - Sweden: Proposal for Article VI of the consolidated text 

by the Chair:Mon. 	 • 

CD/RW/u9 ,•20/Ad.i/Supp.1 7 liorocco:  Proposal for-Article - VI of the consolidated 

text by the Chairman. 

.CD/RW/UP.20/tdd.2 - Japan: Promosed amendment toArticle V of CD/WAFJP.20. 

CD/RW/WP.20/iid.3 - Federal Republic of Germany: Proposal for Article VII ana 

Annex of the consolidated text by the Chairman. 

- CD/RW/UP.20/Uld.4 - Sweden: Proposal for Article VIII of the consolidated text 

by the Chairman. 	 • 

- cle1/wp.2eac...5 - Venezuela:  Proposed amendment to Article IX of 
document CD/IWPP.20., 
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- CD/M1/1,.20/Ad-i.6 - Morocco: Pra-^,sed amenclmert to Article VII of

document CD/RW/WP.20.

CD/RW^!^IP.20/Add.7 - The Chairman's Working Paper -on definition and scope of

prohibition.

- CD/RW4^TP.20/Add.8 - The Chairman's Working Paper on peaceful üses:

-:, CD/W-`/WP.21 - The Chairman's Working Paper.containing time-table for the work"

of the Working.Group during-the Second part of the CD 1981 session.

- CD/RW/WP.22 - Australia: Working paper on Scope and Definition of the future

Treaty on Radiologicaï Weapons. -

- CD/RW/10.23 - Working Paper of the Group of 21 on certain elements of the

Convention on the Prohibition of Radiological Weapons.

- CD/BW/WP.24-- Draft Report of the Ad Hoc Working-Group on Radiologicaï Weapons.

- CD/RW/WP.24/`Rev.1 - Draft.Report of the Ad Hoc Working Group on Radiological

Weapons. - -

9. In addition to these documents, the Working Group took into consideration the

views•expressed by delegations on the question of the prohibition of radiological

weapons in the Committee on Disarmament as well as during the thirty-fourth and

thirty-fifth sessions of the General Adsembly.

10. At the request of the Group, the Secretariat compiled in 15 conference room

papers and their addenda proposals and suggestions made by Australia, Belgium,

Bulgaria, Canada, Egypt, France, German Democratic Republic, Germany, Fede-ral

Republic of, Hungary, India, Italy, Mexico, Morocco, Netherla.nds, Pakistan, Romania,

Sweden, Union of.Soviet Socialist Republics, United States of America, Venezuela and

Yugoslavia. A list of documents, vorking papers and conference room papers-was

also prepare d by the Se cre tariât (CD/RI•T/'vTP .1 ^/i^ev .2 ).

11. At the request of one delegation the Ad Hoc i•brking Group agreed that it 1:^u1d

benefit the taork of-the Group if, in conformity v:th Article 41 of the rules of

procedure of the Committee on Disermament, the Directcr-General of the IAEA could be

invited to provide information on the possiblc relati-.^msbip betveen a draft convention

prohibiting the development, production, stoc:.pilir.g and use of radiological weapons

and the Vienna Convention on the Physical Protection of Nuclear Material as well as

the guidelines for physical protection of nuclear material.. Consequently the Chairman

of the Ad Hoc Working Group wrote z letter to the Chairman of the Committee on

Disarmament asking him to initiate consultations vith the Committee on this request.

Some delegations expressed their reservations to this proposal. Some delegations

stated that the information sbauld be technical and in the nature of providing relevant

facts to delegations who may require them. Some delegations stated that it should
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have no bearing on the process of negotiatiOn on the elaboration Of a treaty 

prohibiting the development, production, stockpiling and use of radiological weapons 

within the Ad Hoc Working Group. 

III. SUMMARY OF 'PRE DISCUSSION 	 - 

12. In fulfilling its Mandate _the Ad Hoc Working GroUp. cOnsidered the ibain elementa 

of a treaty probibitine'radiolOgical weapons-on the basis of the Chairman's 

consolidated text and other documents amiproposalssubmitteirwith a viéw to 

 elaborating draft provisions for the future treaty. The activitiea of the 

Ad Hoc Working Group showed that while further efforts weramade to narrow  dom the - 

existing differences, divergences still exist, particularly on the scope of 

prohibition, the definition of radiological weapons, the procedure for verifydng 

compliance, peadeful uses ànd the rélationship of the proposed treaty with other 

international agreements and other measures in the field of disarmament including 

nuclear disarmament. 

13. In connection with the scope of the treaty, several specific suggestions were put 

forWard. Some delegations stated: tbat the develaPMent of specific, radiological 

weapons as defined in the Chairman's consolidated text  and the  joint USSR/United States 

proposal was a very remote possibility. They recalled that these weapons did not • 

exist and in their view they could hardly become practical weapàns of mass 

destruction. They considered however that there existed a very real risk of mass 

destruction from dissemination of radioactive substances through attaCks on nuclear 

facilities, a possibility which vas not adequately covered by existing international 

agreements. Therefore these delegations believed that the treaty should centain a 

provision for an undertaking not . to  attack . nuclear facilities or to deliberately. 

damage such facilities and that the treaty - on radiological weapons would be the 

appropriate legal framework for elaboration of such an international legal norm. 

They considered that such - a ilovision: should not he seen as an obstacle to the 

conclusion of the treaty. 

The view was also expressed that as radiological weapons did not exist and their 

existence as a specific type of weapon could not be foreseen the work of the 

Committee on Disarmament in this field should be oriented towards the prohibition of 

radiological warfare and all use of radiation produced by radioactive materials to 

wage radiological warfare. 

Other delegations 'considered that the possibility of the emergence of 

radiolOgical weapons.in  the  future:should not be excluded. These-delegations -

believed - that- the possibility of the development of radiological weapons and the 

consequent threat of their use should be dealt with now as a matter of foresight 
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before such weapons come into existence. lbese delegations held the view-that the

scope of the prohibition as defined in the joint USSR/United States proposal and in

the Chairman's consolidated text fully corresponds to the purpose of the treaty to

prohibit the development, production and use of radiological weapons. In their view

an attempt to deal in the lame ne^gatiationswith the prohibition of radiological

wsapons-and with-tbe.protection of nuclear facilities would lead to confusion-and make

elaboration:af any agreements on_ï,otn -ma.tters practically.i.mpossible. They believed

that provisions concerniiig '.this mattsr we^ ^already covered :by the Genevâ._Prcttowl-•

additional to the:Geneva Conventions of 12 August :L949,_an4-.:relating..to -the protection

of victims of international armed cor_flicts'(protocol 1), 1977, and that-any additional

measures to protect nuclear facilities should be considersd within tbe-frainework of

international humanitarian law applicable in-armed conflict.- .

A view Was-expressed that there exists a very real risk of mass destruction from

dissemination of radioactive substances through attacks on nuclear facilities.

However, reservations were expressed as to 1:hether a treaty prohibiting radiological

weapons would be the zppropriate instrument to deal with tlyis problem particularly in

view of the complexities -involved. , - :

Some delegations also expressed'the view that as a compromise the i-dea.af holding

separate negotiations on this qupstian should be reflected in the text•of the.•treaty

or in a separaté statem?nt.-.. - -^ -

Some delegations stressed^thzt the future treaty-on the prohibition of

radiological weapons should contain.an..explicit commitment to pursue urgently the goal

of the cessation of.the nuclear.arras race and the achievement of nuclear disarmament.

They stated that the treaty should -be ioo:ied upon as a positive step in the process of

future negotiations aimed at, ba;:ining all weapons of mass destruction.

14. There was a general agreement that the scope of the treaty should, inter alia,

cover a prohibition on the transfer of radiological veapons.

15. As regards the definitior.; some. delegations continued to maintain the position

according to which radiological weapons could be defined with an exclusicn clause .

concerning nuclear weapons. On the other hand, other delegations maintained the vie-ka

that definition of radiological weapons should not contain such an exclusion clause

because they thought that it would legitimize nuclPax^ ti•:eapons. Some delegations did

not agree with such interpretation of an exclusion clause. The Chairman submitted a

new proposal for the definition.

16. With regard to peaceful uses, it was stated by some delegations that the treaty

on radiological weapons shoulc, recognize the inalienable rights of all States

to develop and apply their prograrumes for paaceful use of radioactive

materials and sources of radiation, includina nuclear energy snt right of free
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access and acquisition of related materials, equipment, information and teChnology. 

The view was expressed by these delegations that all States should undertake to 

contribute fully to the strengthening of international co-operation on peaceful 

uses of radioactive materials and source: of radiation including exrhenee and 

transfer.of teChnology, equipment, materials, sCientific information and know4aaw, - 

 tWIcirig into account the.marticular needs of developing cauntries-for their - 

economic and social development. - Some delegations stated that a new provision 

Should be included.on promotion of international co-oPeration - for the development 

of protective measures against harmful effects of radiation for the benefit  Of 

an.  countries; especially in providing assistance in this field to deVeloping . 

countries. On the other hand, the view was expressed by some delegations that -

the provisions on peaceful uses in the treaty should not le too comprehensive or 

detailed, taking into account the main purpose of the treaty and in agy event 

Should not run counter to the goal of preventing the proliferation of nuclear 

weapons and to the commitments of States asSUmed under respective international 

agreements in this field. These delegatiOns held that, under intermstional law 

the provisions of's_ treaty can only apply to States parties to the given treaty. • 

The Chairman semitted a_new proposal on questions related to peaceful uses. 

17. In cOndidering the procedures of Verifying compliànCe'it was maintained 

by some delegations that the procedures provided in the Chairman's consolidated 

text to solve problems whiCh may arise with regard to the objectives and 

application of the future treaty correspond to the subject and scope of the 

prohibition of radiological weapons and could be regarded al relevant to the 

purpose of the future treaty. Some delegations maintained that the . :. 

Security Council was the most Suitable organ to take up the question when a 

party to the treaty considered-that there-had been a breaChof obligations 

deriving, from the provisions of the treaty, considering:that such - a breach may 	. 

constitute a threat to international peace and security. 

Other delegations disagreed with these views and stated that the  procedure 

to be devised fcr lodging of complaints under the treaty dhould not specifically . 

 refer to the United Nations ::ecurityCouncil. Some delegations believed that 

complaints should instead be lodged with the General Assembly. 

The view was expressed that the role of the Consultative Committee of Experts 

should be strengthened so as to include,  inter alia,  provisions for on-site 

inspections -and that-all States Parties- should.undertake to co-operate fully-with' 

page 8 
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the Consultative Committee of Experts with a view to facilitating the execution of

its task. It was also suggested that if agrèement caiinot be reached in that

Committee a report should be submitted containing all different opinions and-the

reasons given.

16. Some progress was made in the ad hoc Working--6roup in finding formulations-

for the provisions relating to activities and obligations and relationship with

other disarmament agreements (ArticlesIV and-VI of-the-Chairmati's consolidated

text) but differénces still exist regarding the reference-to-"intértiâtional

arrangements" in'Article IV and in connection with a proposal torefer to

"existing r.iles,of international 1Rwt" in Article VI of the Chairman's 'consblidated

text.

19. With respect to the procedure for submission of amendments to the treaty, the

view was maintained that the Committee on Disarmament should be given the task of

studying proposed amendments. On the other hand, some delegations believed that

only the parties to the treaty should be entitled to participate in the procedure

for amendments. An additional provision was suggested according to which, if

requested to do so by one-third or more of the parties to the treaty, the

depositary should convene a conference to which all the parties would be invited

to consider amendment to the treaty.

20. In connection with the clause on duration and withdrawal, while it was

generally accepted that the treaty should be of unlimited duration, some

reservations were expressed concerning the wording of the provision on withdrawal

as contained in Article IX of the Chairman's consolidated text. In this context

an alternative formulation was proposed.

21. Some delegations suggested that review conferences should be convened at

five year intervals, while others preferred 10 year intervals.

22. Some delegations maintained that the treaty should enter into force upon

the deposit of the instrument of ratification by 25 governments (including the

nuclear weapon States). Other delegations Juggested that the number of such

ratifications should be reduced. Some delegations expressed the view that

the requirement of ratification by the nucle_r weapon States should be deleted.

ITJ . CONCLUSION

23. During the current session, the Ad Hoc Working Group was able to make some

progress towards the elaboration of a treaty banning radiological weapons.
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Nevertheless, considerable work remains to be done and some important and complex 

issues reed to be resolved. In response to the desire that the elaboration of 

such a treaty be concluded before the second special session of the General Assembly 

devoted to disarmament, the Ad Hoc Working Group agreed to recommend to the 

Committee on Disarmament tbat it consider elether the Group should resune its work . 	. 
on 18 January 1982. The Ad Hoc Working Group also. recommends that the _ 	_ 	 .  
Committee  on  Disarmament - set up at the -beeprine of its 1982 session an 

Ad Hoc Working Group under.an appropriate mandate, to be-determined at. that time, 
_ 

to continue negotiations on the elaboration of-a treaty prohibiting radiological _ 
weapons. 
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COMMITTEE OH srî  0/2,13 
_ 7-1•ry 1? 

EIICa 
CrigizIal: ETC LISZ 

Decision .2uoted bv the Committee on Uisarmament on 
ad. hoc worizire7 'rol.l.no at ito 154th nlonay meatinr 

on 18 February 1202 

The Committee tlecides to re- ostablich, for the duration of its 1982 session, 

the  ad hoc  working groups on effective international arrangements to assure 

non-nuclear weapon States aguinet the use or threat of use of nuclear weapons, and 

radiological weapons, which were:i established on 17 March for its 1900 cession, so 

that they may continue their work on the basis of their former mandates. 

In discharging its responsibility for 'Cho negotiation and elaboration, as a .  . 

matter of.high priority, cf a nniti/ateral convention on. the complete and effective 

Drohibition of the development, production and steek7piling of chemical weapons and 

on their destruction, the Committee on Disarmnment aeciaes to ez:tablish, for the 

 duration of its 1962 session, an ad hoc  working group of the Committee to elaborate 

:.uch a convention, taking into . account  .il  exietirg proyosals .2-id future initiatives, 

with the view to enabling the Committee to achiovo agreement at the earliest date, 

The ad hoc  qorking- :71-roups will roport to the Connittee, 	-fte ose  of their 

work before the conclusion of the first part of it 192 cocsion, in  view cf the 

forthcoming second special oeior of the (Ian:2rd i.osembly devoted to disernPmPnt. 

They will also report to the CommiLte,D before the conullw;icn of the second part of 

its 1982 session. 

GE.e2 -60521 



COMMITTEE OH DISARMAMENT CD/284/Rev.1/Corr.1 
30 April 1982 

Original: =DISH 

SFECIAI MORT TO TEO CCMJAITY  ON DISARMAUEUT In viur Or 
TIE SECOND SFECLIL SIMSI01,7 DEVOTED TO DISARM-MET 

Ad Hoc Working  Group on Radiological 1.feapons 

CORRIGEITDIIN 

page 2, paragraph 11  

The second sentence of this paragraph should read as follows: 

"The Working Group held 12 meetings between 20 February and 21 April 1982 
under the Chairmanship of Ambassador Dr. Henning Wegener (Federal Republic 
of Germany)." 

GE.82-62478 
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Ad i:cc '.Jc_hin,7 C=cu; on ïTtiat^_11oÿ ca1 t•leîons

1. n.T^RCL Û C11Gi? Ej

1. Taking into . consider-•.•cicn para ;:^_^h -j6 of the fi=_.' Cloc'u?lent of -the First
Special Session of the General !is^embly ::evotec' to T_sarmament, vilich state^: that
a convention should be concluded pro'hLibitin^ the zevelorment, production; stocLTilinG
and use of radiolo^;i cal. weapons, the Comittee on Eisa=r.az ent consiêereC- the
question of concluding a treaty on radioloüical weapons in J 's 1979 session.
During this session, the USSR and the United States subnittec their joint
USSR/1Tnited States propos`:l: on• mc.jor elenents of the treat.- (CD/ •î7. and`C:/32).
Qther nronosal.s 1-jere also submitted.

2. Bearing in mind Gener<11 Assembly te^olution 3r%^7 entitled "conclusion of
an international convention proiiibitin3 the development, production, stocLZsiliaG
and use of-radiolo^ical ereapons", the Cosmi ttee on îis^.rmunent at its 69th Plenary
Meeting held on 17 I•larch 1900 adopted the decision readin^, inter a!:,.-;

"The Comaittee on Eisarnabent decided to establish for the durztion of its
19C0 session an ad hoc riorLing Croup of the Comnii:tee with a viei1 to reaching
agreement on a convention prohibitinG the development, production,
stockpiling and use of radiolo^;i cal veapons."

3. The Vorki_ng Group vas re-established by the Committee in 1901 at its
105th Plenarÿ 1-Ieeting on 12 February 1931 to continue it: i:orû on the basis of
its former mandate.

4. During the 1;C0/7.9C1 ses^. ions of the 'Cânn=ttee on Eisarmanent, the t^lorLi nm ^rou7
under the Chairnanship of Ambassador Dr. In-je Kdmives (Run^ry) held further
discussions on the main element: of a trea t^- pro':_^^i ti nG ^^Liolo-ical tleapons on
the basis. of the C'i^.irnc.n's Consolirlated le^:t (C^:/iW/i•Ti'.20) and other documents
and proposals submitted vith üVi ew to ela3orati nR the draf t -provisions for the
treaty on, radiolo&:-ical vcapons (C7A35 and CD/22C1.

5. The activities of the Ad Hoc Vlorkinp Group during that period showed that,
tihile further efforts uere made to narrot: doun the existinS difficulties,
divergencies still existed, particularly on the scope of tLe* prohibition, the
definition of radi olo,;ical weapons, the procedure for verifying compliance, peaceful
uses and the relationship of the nroposed treaty with other international agreements
and other measures in the field of disar= ent s includin,; nuclear disarmament.

2/ A list of Documents, t;orkinü Papers and Conference Room Papers
(1979-1902) submitted in connection ti'ri th t.ze question of radiolor;ical weapons
is attached as Annex I to taiy report.

Gi;.32-62331
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6. In 1980 and 1981, several specific suggestions were put forward in the 
1,10/king Group in cornectior with the scope of the treaty. It was stated that the 

work of the Committee or Disarmmert should be orierted towards the conclusion of 
a . cenVention on - the -orohibition- of - use of-radioactive material-for-hnetile purposes. 

7. Some delegations argued -that there existed a very real:riak of mass destruction 
from dissemination - of -radioactive Substances through attacks  on  nuclear facilitieà. 
Those delegations believed that the treaty on radiological weapons would form an 
appropriate legal fraMework.for.an  undertaking not te attack nuclear facilities 
or to deliberately damagésuch facilities. 

8; Other delegatiors=considered that  am obligation to this effect would fall 
outside the frameworkof a-treaty.prohibiting radiolegical.meapons. It  was also 

. fei-tthaten atteMpttodeal.in the same negotiations with the prohibition of- • 
- radiological weapons and with the bar on attaeks'on nuClear faCilities would • 

complicate thé negotiations and make elaboration of anyagreement on*either matter 
impracticable. They believed:that the issues relating to nuclear facilities Wer e . 
already coVered by the Geneva Protocol additional to  the- Geneva  Conventions of -
12-August 1949, and relating to-the protection of victims of internetione'arMed.. 
conflicts (Protocol 1), 1977, and that any additionalmeasures te protect nuclear . 
facilities should be considered within the framework of international humanitarian 
law  applicable in grMed conflict. 

9. 'Other delegations expressed the -view that the exiating international . 
instruments on.- -thel-SUbject were partial and ambiguous, and that the Committee , ôn 
Disarmament-was fully competent to consider the matter. 

IO. SeMe:delégationa also expressed the view that aaa compromise the idea  of  
holding separate negotiations on this - question shou/d be reflected in the text-
of the treaty or in a separate statement. 

II. Present state of-negotiations on elaboratiOn of the Treaty prohibiting 
radiological weapons - 

A. Organization of work and procedures 

11. In pursilande of : the Committee's decisidn on subsidiary bodies, on • 	, 
18 February1982 (CD/243), the Ad Hoc  Working Group on Radiological Weapons was 
re-establishédon'the basis of its formèr mandate.. The Working Group held 
11 meetings:between 20 February and 16 Apri1 . 1982 under.the Chairmanship of. 
Ambassador- Dr. Henning Wegener (Federal Republic of.Germany). Mr. Guenney Bfimov-
of the United Nations Centre for Disarmament served as Secretary of the Working-Group. 

. 	- 
12. At:their request,'representatives of the following States, non-members of'. 
the .Committee:on:  Disarmament, were invited to participate in the meetings of the 
Working Gretip during its 1982 session: Austria, Norway. 

13. In'addition to'the earlier resolutions the Working Group also -took into 
account resolution 36/97 B of the General Assembly which contained an appeal to 
complete its negotiations in order to allow a treaty to be submitted if possible -
to the General Assembly at its Second Special Session devoted to Disarmament. 

. 	. 
14. Following consultations, the Chairman, qn 9 March 1982, eve,et comprehensive 
report(CD/RW/WP.25), advancing_on a personal basis a certain number of suggestions. 
as to the procedure to adopt, and as to possible compromises -  fer the still 
unresolved problems. 
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15. -At the-.suggestion of the Chairman, or ..15 March 1982 the Working Group agreed,
as a•procedural-hyvothesis and without prejudice to later decisions, to conduct
separate meetings on: -the "trad2tional" I/ radiological weanons nubject matter,
on the one hand, and on the uestior. of nrohibitior. of attacks on r,uclear
facilities on the other (CD^WP.25/A3d.1/Rev.1) .

16.. In- this connect'ioh, some reservations%•tize-re éxbressed. Some- delegations
maintained that such a procedural hypothesis should not be interpreted-as signifying
the commencement of negotiatiôns on the subject of prohibition of attacks on nuclear
facilities. Some delegations, while prepared to participate in the meetings,
expressed doubts as to the competence of the Committee on Disarmament (or competence
of the Working Group) to' negotiate the -question. of protecting nuclear.facilities
frbm attack. Sôme delegations expressly reserved their position as'to the competence
of the Committeé to. deal with this matter. *Some other delegations made clear that
the consideration of that question could, in*their view, only be of an exploratory
naturè• at this time. Some delegations believed that the two subjects on which
rregotiatïor.s .weré being conducted-in accordance-with the proposed procedure should
be treated equally on a non-discriminatory basis with a view to incorporating"them
in the same legal instrument. Other delegations expressly reserved their position
with respect to the number and form of the future lègal instrument(s) on the
subjects under-consideration.

- B. °"mraditional" RW subject matter

17- The-Working Group on Radiological Weapons held three meetings devoted to
consideration of the m3tters rèlatéd to the "tra.d.itional" radiological weapons
subject._matter.- While.some new possible compromise formulations taere.advancedy
the negotiations showed that differences still exist regarding, in particular, the
definition of radiological weapons, the scope of prohibition, verification and
compliance; peaceful uses, relationship'of the treatybn radiological weapons with

.•nuclear disarmament., and some:aspects of the final clauses. Some delegations
reminded the Working Group of their view that some draft articles might have to
be revised, in-view of their intention to have the ban on attacks on nuclear
facilities included-as an integral part of the Treaty.

18. With regard to the:formulatior of a defintion of radiological weapons and
because of the objèctions by some delegations to the inclusion of an èxplicit
clause excluding-nuclear weapons from the treaty,•attempts were made to develop
a "positive definition" which would not include such â, clause. Some specific
suggestions were- made in this respect (CD/M^A:rP.26, 30, 31 and Add.l) .

19. Although no'formulation was found to be entirely accéptable, from either
the technical or legal point of view, the Working Group felt that efforts in this
direction shoùld be continued. While some delegatiôns expressed their readiness
to participate in those efforts, thèy 'still•believed'•that the most:effective way
to define radiological weapons•could bè through maintaining an-exclusion clause.
Other delegations continued'to believe that this wrould amount to a legitimization
of nuclear weapons. Some.delegatioros maintained their doubts as to the feasibility
of including certain radioactive materials in the definition of radiological weapons.

l/ The Working Group agreed'that îor the purpose's of this.réport the term
"traditibnal" should be employed as'a convenient reference to'the scope of'
prohibition envisaged in the joint proposal contained in documents'CD/31 and CD/32.
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20. In connection with the scope of prohibition some delegations maintained that 
the use of the term radiological warfare would depend on the scope of the future • 
treaty. Other delegations felt that the concept of radiological Warfare has no 
place In the framework of such a treaty. 

21. The view was also expressed that the treaty should not only address the 
prevention of the emergence of radiological weapons as a specific type of weapon, 
but also to the prohibition of the use of radiation from the decay Of radioactive. 
materials for hostile purposes. 

22. Seine  delegations maintained that the future treaty:on the prohibition of " 	; 
radiological weapons should contain an explicit - coMetment to urgently pursue 
negptiations for the cessation . of the nuclear arms ra:Ce, the conclusion  of effective 
measures to prevent- the use  or threat of use of rUclear weapons and the achievement 
of nuclear disarmament.' in'this connection thé text of an article for inclusion 
in the treaty was proposed by the Group  of •21 f  (CD/RW,4JP.36). Other delegations 
were of the view that this article mas inappropriate for inclusion in a radiological 
weapons treaty. 

23. As regards peacefUl uses, there was widespread recognition that the treaty 
should contain an appropriately balanced article which would include a provision 
relating to the strengthening of international co-operation in the peaceful used. 
of sources of radiation from radioactive decay and a provision stating that nothing 
in the treaty should be interpreted as affecting the inalienable right of the 
Parties to the Treaty to .apply.and develop their programmes for the peaceful uses 
of nuclear energy, and to  international cooperation_fTythis field; theldorking-
Group, however l. had not.completed its coPsideration of•the-precise wording of 
these provisions. . 

24. Or'  the auestion of Oompliance  and verificat±on, some  delegations. were  of the 
 view that the procedures 'provided  in the joint USSR/United States proposal'correspond 

to the subject and scopefef the trdaty on  prohibition of radibIogide weapons 'and 
should be fully maintained, including the provision for lodging CoMplaints, in Case " 
of an alleged breach of the Treaty, with the United Nations SeCuritY COuncil - 

25. Some delegations disagreed with these views and held that the procedures for 
lodging.complaints Under the Treaty should not refer to the Security Council'or - 
other organs of the United Nations, since such procedures were, in any event, 
available under the UnitedSations - Charter, and that the Consultative Committee  of 
Experts  should be the'faCil pant for complaints and verification'matters Under the-
treaty. It was suggested thàt the Consultative Committee of Experts  should:be 
provided with broad investigatory powers so as-to include l  in the view of some 
delegations, providiond :for' On-site inspections: Some - delegations advocated a • 
two-tiered structure for the'verification régime Under the treaty, with a 
Consultative Committee e Èxperts as a fact-finding and evaluating body, and a 
General Assembly of States. parties as a political forum for consideration of • 
alleged breaches of the treaty. It was agreed that the issues of compliance and 
verification under the treaty needed further consideration. ' 

2/4 	Algeria, Argentina, Brazil, Burma, Cuba, Egypt, Ethiopia, India, 
Indonesia, Iran, Kenya, Mexico, Morocco, Nigeria, Pakistan, Perul  Sri Lanka, 
Sweden, Venezuela, Yugoslavia, Zaire. 
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26. Some delegations pointed out that the detailed elaboration of the provisions
on verification and compliance would require the prior solution of the outstanding
issues relating to the scope of prohibition.

27. With regard to the final clauses, the proposal was made for a more elaborate
procedure to act upon proposed amendments (CD^RL1Tfl.^.20^tàà.?^Rev.l); the general
idea of this amendment was supAorted by some delegatiors. While some divergencies
persisted as tô the time intervals between entry into force and holding of a first
and subsequent review conferences, the view iras expressed that these differences
could,-perhaps, be overcome.

28. The view was widely held that the treaty should enter into force upon the
deposit of the instruments of ratification by a louer number than 25 hitherto
discussed and the number of 15 was advanced in this cor.text, while some delegations
reaffirmed their position that the treaty should enter into force upon its
ratification by 25 governments, including the nuclear weapon States.

C. Consideration of the question relatir.F to the prohibition of attacks on
nuclear facilities

29. The Working Group also held three meetings devoted to consideration of some
issues of relevance relating to the question of protecting nuclear facilities.
During these meetings a number of delegations reiterated their reservation as
stated in paragraph 16 above. One delegation did not take part in the meetings.

30. The discussion on the prohibition of attack on nuclear facilities fol-lowed
the outline in the working paper CL/M-!f[:TP.33 proposed by the- Chai rman and
.centered around the definition of facilities to be rorotected and the scope of
a possible prohibition. -

31. The Working Group heard technical explanatiors from some delegations as to
the destructive effects that could result from attacks on nuclear power_ reactors
exceeding a certain minimum thermal power, reprocessing plants and storage
facilities of irradiated material and waste. It was pointed out that attacks on
sl.ich facilities could possiblf result in mass destruction, .:hqreas in the case of
certain other facilities, attacks on them wou'ld not result in mass destruction
because of their low inventory of radioactive material or the lack of such
inventory. A certain number of divergencies i^ relatie^^ to these issues appeared.

32. Some delegations proposed that the nrohibition of attacks on nuclear -
facilities should be as comprehersive as possible. Since the basic objective t,*as,
in their view, to prevent mass destruction, there could be no justification to
differentiate between civilian and military facilities. They also believed that
mass destruction would result from attacks on either kind of facilities. However,
in their vies-r, mass destruction was not the only criterion relevant to this ussue.
They argued that an important objective of the proposed instrument was to restore
confidence among the countries regarding their peaceful nuclear programmes. This
confidence had, in their opinion, been severely eroded in the wake of the Israeli
attack on the peaceful r.uclear facilities of a developing country. Therefore,
they argued that the scooe of the prohibition should include not only the larger
nuclear fuel cycle facilities but also the smaller research reactors and other
facilities. To exclude the latter, in their view, would constitute gross
discrimination against the develoning countries. In this connection, a specific
proposal on the defir-ition of facilities to be protected was put forward by one
delegation (CD/RI7/CRF.16).
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33. Some other dclegationc felt that it would create serious and possibly

insuperable clifficulties to g±ant protection to all nuclear facilities and that

in this context it would be appropriate to introduce a threshold of minimum

inventory of radioactivity (and of a ther•Ml nocaer in the case of nuclear

reactors) so as to eliminate from the protection facilities which, in case of
attack, would not cause mass destruction. In this r°gar3, it was particularly'
emphasized by.these delegatiors that a prohibition of attacks on facilities,

which would not result in any radiological damage, wculd nrovide a disincentive

to the use of nuclear energy for peaceful purposes to the benefit of mankind.

Some delegations held that the ir_c.lusion of military installations would entail

very complex problems. k working paper on definition'and scope of prohibition

was put before the Working Group by one deîEgatior. (CD/H[1ATP:34) •

34.
Some delegations noted however that this, very working paner stated that

"there may be good arguments that all facilities'of the kind mer_tioned above should
be protected by a radiological t•reapors convention be they civilian, military or

dual purpose".
A partial ban could, in their vieu, legitimize attacks on certain

nuclear facilities resulting in mass destruction and thus contravene the main
objective of the prohibition and increase the difficulties of çompliance aifd

verification.
They also pointed out that the promotion of r-rucl-eax energy, at

least in the developing countries was not being impeded by public opinion in
these countries but by the restrictive policies of certain-industrialized countries.

35.
On the other handy it was pointed out that such a comprehensive ban could not

be res:sonably-expected to be successfully negotiated or, alternatively, to receive
the necessary number of ratifications to make it a viable and effective instrument
of international law, and thus to remove the danger-of mass destruction. The

drew
• delegation, whose Working Paner had been quoted in the nrecedingparagrapha
attention to the fact that the Paper in this context also contained the following

statement: "The political diffïculties 6f protecting military facilities in an
international instrument are obvious, and such facilities therefore.seem to have

to be excluded from a cor_vention".

36.
It was, however, stated by some delegations that such political difficulties

as may be involved were not sufficient reason for a partial prohibition.. -In théir
view such an approach would leave open the possibility of legitimizing mass

destruction in the conduct of•..warfare.

37. Some other delegatiors believed many of the arguments advanced above were'

inaccurate. and further_had little to do tJith the issues at har.d.

38: The- divergencies coul-d rot be settléd, in the - course= of - the- three- meetings

of_"the.Working Group... Some delegatiors felt that the topic needed further
clarification and discussion.. They also felt that a detailed discussïon,on the

remaining issues of the ChairmanIs provisional' checklist (CD/A4,/L1P.33) woul-d

also require a solution of these basic differences of view or definition of

facilities and scone of prohibition.
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411 WEX. 

LIST 

of Documents, Working Papers and C.onference Room Papers  

I.' Documents and Working Papers  

1. CD 131 - 	 Union of Soviet Socialist Republics: Agreed joint 
USSR-United States proposal on major elements of a 
'treaty prohibiting the development, production, 
stockpiling and use of radiological,weapons. 

2. - CD/32 

	

	 United States of America: Agreed joint 
United _States-USSR proposal on major elements of 

• a treaty prohibiting the development, production, 
stdckpilibg and use of radiological weapons. 

.3. - 	• D/40 Hungary: Working paper on the draft preamble 
part of thé Treaty on the prohibition of the 
development, manufacture, stockpiling and use of 
radiological7weapons. . 

4. 	CD/42 	 German Democratic Republic: Working paper on. 
draft paragraph XI, subparagraph 3, and 
paragraph:XII, subparagraph 3, of the Treaty on 
the prohibition of the development, manufacture, 
stockpiling -and use of radiological weapons. 

CD/104 	 Secretariat:  Compilation of relevant documents:  
(alào as CD/RW/WP.1) 	 on -radial:faecal weapons covering the period 

1979-1980. 

Reportte the Committee on Disarmament:  Ad Hoc 
Working Group established with a view to reaching 
agreement on a convention prehibiting the 
development, .production„ptockpilihg  and use  of) 

• . radiological-meapons..(1 ÀUguSt 1980) 

7. CU/218 	 'Report of the Ad Hoc Working Group on Radiological  
Weapons  (14 August 1981) 

•., 
8. • cD/Rw/wP.2/Rev.1 

	

	 Chairman:  Main elements  in  the negotiations of a 
treaty on the prohibition of radiological weapons. 

9. CD/RW/WP.3 	 Canada: Comments on major•elements of a treaty 
prohibiting the development, production, 
stockpiling and use of radiological weapons. 

10. CD/RW/WP.4 

	

	 Federal Republic of Germany: Proposed new 
Article V. 

CD/133 



11. CD/RW/WP.5 

12. CD/RW/WP.6 

13. CD/RW/WP.7 

14. CD/RW/WP.8 

15. CD/RW/WP.9 

16. CD/RW/WP.10 

CD/RW/WP:14 

20. CD/RW/WP.15 

21. •CD/RW/WP.15/Add.1/Rev.1 

22. CD/RW/WP.15/Add.2 
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17. CD/RW/WP.11 

18. • CD/RW/WP.:12 

Federal Republic of Germany: Comments on major 
elements of a treaty prohibiting the development. 
production, stockpiling and use of radioïogical 
weapons. 

Sweden: Proposals for Articles I, II, and III 
of a treaty prohibiting radiological warfare 
including the development, production, stockpiling 
and use of radiological weapons. 

-Comments on majr elementà of a treaty 
prohibiting the development, production, stockpiling 
and use -ce-radialodical weapons (Document CD/31 
and CD/32). 

France:  Proposed amendments to the agreed joint 
USSR-United States proposal on major elements of a 
Treaty prohibiting the development,  production,  
stockpiling and use of radiological weapons. 

Pakistan:  Revised Article V; new article after 
Article V. 

Yugoslavia: Proposal for an article of the treaty 
related to-the definition of radiological weapons.. 

Argentina: -  Observations of a treaty prohibiting 
radiological weapons. 

Venezuela: -Proposals for amendments to the 
"Agreed joint USSR-United States proposal on major 
elements of a treaty prohibiting the development, • 
production, àtockpiling and use of radiological 
weapons". 

Sweden: Proposal for a study on IAEA safeguards. 

Tabulation of proposals submitted to the Ad Hoc 
Working Group on Radiological Weapons on a treaty 
prohibiting .radiological weapons (prepared by the 
Secretariat.). 

India: Proposals for amendments of Article I, II, 
III, V and VII of the elements of the proposed 
Draft Treaty on the Prohibition of Radiological 
Weapons. 

Indonesia: Statement delivered by the delegation 
of Indonesia at the fourth meeting of the Ad Hoc 
Working GrouP on Radiological Weapons held on 
13 March 1981. se..• 



27. CD/RW/WP.18 

••.. 

CD:ii(W/WP,18/Add-4 

30. CD/RW/WP.18/Add.2/Supp.1•  

31. CDiRWM.:187crd:3 
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23. CD/RW/WP.15/Add.2/Supp.1 

24. CD/RW/WP.15/Add.3 

25. CD/RW/WP.16/Rev.1 

26. CD/RW/WP.17 

29. 'CD/HW/WP:18/Add ..2' 

32. CD/RW/WP.19 

33. CD/RW/WP.20 

34. CD/RW'/We:20/Aàd.1 

35. -  CP/W/I.e.20/Add.1/Supp.1 

,CD/RW/WP.20/Add.2 

37. ÇD/RW/WP.20/Add.3 

Indonesia:. Comment on the agreed joint ussii-
'United Statai-CD/31-CD/32 eSpeCially paragraph 3, 
«Articie'VIII concerning complianca and verification 
and on the French proposal containedin 

- 
Yugoslavia: Proposal for amendments to Article I= 
of the elements of the proposed Draft Treaty on - 	- 	. 

" the 'Prohibition of Radiological Weal:ems. 

Report to the Committee on Pisarmament. 

The Chairmaies brief delivered at the First meeting 
of the Ad Hoc  Working Group on Radiological Weapcns 
held on 20 February 1981. 

---The;-:Chairmen-ts Working Papéreontaining ' 
alternative texts of Articles on definition and 
scope of prohibition of a future treaty, 

'The Chairman's' Working Paper containing 
alternative texts of Articles on activities and 
obligations and  peaceful unes. 

The Chairman's Working Paper containing 
alternative texts of Articles on relationship 
with7ethee:-Disermament measures and . agreeMen.s 
and Compliance and verification. 

, 
The

:.
a Chairmn's Working Paper containing , 	. 	. 	. 	, 

alternative text for Annex. 

The Chairman'S, Working ?aper containing 
alternativeteXts of Articles on Amendments, 
Duration and Withdrawal, Review Conferences, 
«AdherenCe, Entéy into Force, Depositary.' 

. 	.• 
Sweden:  ..MeMorandum on bertaih aspects of a 
conVention.prelibiting radiological warfare. 

The Chairman's Working Paper containing ,. . 
'oChsolidated text based on proposals submitted 

by  the . Chairman. 

"-*Sweden: Proposal for Article VI of the  
consolidated text by the Chairman. 

- Morocco: Proposal for Article VI of the 
cimbolidated text by the Chairman. 

, Japan:  Proposed amendment to  Article  V of 
CD/RW/WP.20: 

Federal Republic of Germany: Proposal  for. 
 'Artiolnei Annex of the consolidated 

by the Chairman. 
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38. CD/RW/WP.20/Add.4

39. -'CD/RW/WP.20/Add.5

40. CD/RW/WP.20/Add.6

41. CD/RV/WP.20/Add-.7

42- CD/RW/WP.201Add:8

43. CD/RW/WP:20/Add.9/Rev.1

44. - CD/RW/WP.21 *

45. CD/RW/WP.22
i.-

46. CD/RW/WP.23

47. CD/RW/WP.24

48. CD/RW/WP.24/Rev.1

49. CD/RW/WP.25

50. CD/RW/WP.25/Add.l/Rev.l

51. CD/RW/WP.26:

52. CD/RW/WP.27

53. CD/RW/WP.28

54. CD/R:1/WP.29

Sweden ::- •..Progosal for Article VIIT, of the
consolidated text by the Chairman.

Vénezuelâ: "-Proposed amendment to Article IX of
document CD/RW/WP.20.

Morocco: 'Proposed amendment to Article VII of
'do^cuént'CD`1Rt•d/WP.20.

The Ch3irmàn's Working Paper, on defi.nitiôn and
scope of prohibition.

• The. .Chairman''s ,Working Paper on peaceful uses.

The Netherlands: Proposed Amendments to
Articles VIII and X.

The Chairman's Working Paper containing time-table
for the work of the Working Group.during the'Second
part of- the CD 1981 session-. •

Australia: Working Paper on scope and definitiôn
of the future Treaty on Radiological Weapons.

Graup of 21c Working Paper-on certain elements of
the Convention.on the Prohibition.

Draft Report of the Ad Hoc working Group on
Radiological Weapons -. • ''

Draft Report of the Ad Hoc Working Group on
Radiological Weapons.

Chairman's Statement (9 March 1982).

Chairman's Amended Proposal for the organization of
-wQrk during the opening session (adopted by the
Working'Group on 15 March 1982).

Chairman-'s.' Working Paper.: Positive.fôrmulations of
an RW Definition (Synopsis). .

Tentative Programme of Work (Submitted.by the
Chairman).

Chairman's Working Paper: Suggested formulation
of the prà.vision on scope of the `Radïological
Weapons-Treaty.

'Chairman's'.Working Paper: Suggested 'formulations
of the provisions on peaceful uses.

55: CD7RWlWP:30;' . Yugoslavia:- Definition of Radiologïcai-Weàpons,; -•
Artïcle II.
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56. CD/RW/WP.31

57. CD/RW/WP.32

58. CD/RW/WP.33

59. CD/RW/WP.34

60. CD/RW/WP.35

61. -'CDIRFTlWF:3571Add:I-

62. CD/RW/WP.36

Australia: Proposal on Definition and Scope of
-Prohibition (giving two alternative.texts).

Chairman's Working Paper: Suggested mechanism of
compliance-and verification (following on
Docuinènt -CD/RW/idP.20).

Chairman's -Summary of suggested.,issues'of initial
relevance relating to protection of nuclear
facilities for discussion during Working-Grbup
meetings-ôn 26 March and 2 April 1982.

Sweden: Mëmorandum of certain aspects of a
convention prohibiting radiological warfare

. . (.Tj- Aprï7 '1982) .

Draft Report to the Committee on Disarmament in
view of the Seçond Special Session.devoted to
Disarï¢amërit :"stibmitted by the Chairman (Introduction)
(Parts A -ând^^CY:

Diacussiôns--ôn-ttie provisions of the Draft Treaty
on Rad'iôlôgical Weapons ("traditional" RW subject
matter): submitted by the Chairman (Part.B-). •

Group of 21: Text proposed for an Article in the
.Draft Treaty -on Radiological Weapons (14. April 1982).

JI: Conference

1. ,CD/RW/CRP.1 and Corr..l-

2. CD/RW/CRP.1/Add.l and
Corr.1

CD/RW/CRP.1/Add.2

4. CD/RW/CRP.1/Add.3 .

5. CD/RW/CRP.1/Add.4

6. CD/Ri3/CRP.1/Add.5., :

7. CD/RW/CRP.2

8. CD/RW/CRP.2/Add.1

9. CD/RW/CRP.3

Room Papers

Definition: Proposals by USSR-United.States,
Netherlancis, Frànce, Sweden, Egypt, Mexico,
Pakistan, Canada and Italy.

Définition: Prôposals by Egypt, Pakistan, Italy
and Australia.

Définition--.: Proposals by India.

Definition: Proposal by Yugoslavia.

Definition: -Proposals by Venezuela'and-Argentina.

. Definition : _ .Proposal by Morocco.

Scope of Prohibition: Proposals by.USSR-
United Statés, Belgium, Sweden, Netherlands and
Australia.

Scope of Prôhibition: Proposal by France.

Activities and 0b1ig^tions: Proposals by
USSR-United States, Italy, Canada, Sweden,
Netherlands, Pakistan and India.
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10. CD/RU/CRP.3/Add.1 

11. CD/RW/CRP.4 

12. CD/RW/CRP.4/Add.1 

13. CD/RW/CRP.4/Add.2 

14. CD/RW/CRP.4/Adc1.3 

15. CD/RW/CRP.5 

16. CD/RW/CRP.5/Add.1 

17. CD/RW/CRP.5/Add.2 

18. CD/RW/CRP.6 

19.. CD/RW/CRP.6/Add.1 

20. CD/RW/CRP.7 

21. CD/RW/CRP.8 

22. CD/RW/CRP.9 

23. CD/RW/CRP.10 

24. CD/RW/CRP.10/Add.1 

CD/RW/CRP.11" 

26. CD/RW/CRP.12 

27. CD/RW/CRP.12/Add.1  

Activities and Obligations:  Proposals by Australia. 
and France. 

Peaceful Uses:  Proposals by USSR-United States, 
Federal Republic of Germany, Italy and Pakistan. 

Peaceful Uses: Proposal by France. 

Peaceful Uses:  Proposa).  by Pakistan. 

Peaceful Uses:  Proposal by Romania. 

Relationship with other disarmament measures and  
agreements:  Proposals by USSR-United States, 
Pakistan, Egypt, Canada and France. 

Relationship with other disarmament measures and  
agreements:  Proposal by Australia and France. 

Relationship with other disarmament measures and  
agreements:  Proposal by Pakistan. 	. 

Compliance and Verification: Proposals by 
USSR-United States, Belgium, France and Sweden. 

Compliance and Verification: Proposal by Pakistan. 

Annex: Proposals .  by USSR-United States and France. . 	.  

. Amendments: Proposals by USSR-United States and 
France. 	. 

Duration and Withdrawal: Proposals by USSR-
United States and France. 

Review Conferences: Proposal by Morocco. 	-  

Adherence,. Entry into Force, Depositary: 
Proposals by USSR-United States, German Democratic 
-Republic, Australia, France and Pakistan. 

Yreamble:  Proposals by Hungary, Sweden, Egypt 
and  Belgium. 

Preamble: Proposal by Bulgaria. 

Review Conferences: Proposals by USSR-United States, 
German Democratic Republic, Australia and France. . 
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28. CD/RU/CRP.12/Add.2

29. CD/RW/CRP.13

30. CD/RW/CRP.14

31. CD/RW/CRP.15

32. CD/RW/CRP.16

33. CD/RW/CRP.17

Preamble: Proposals by Sweden and Federal Republic
of Germany.

Invitation to the International Atomic Energy
enc : Proposal by The Netherlands.

Scope on Prohibition: Proposal by The Netherlands.

Amendments to text of Draft Report.

Definition of facilities to be protected:
Proposal by Pakistan.

Draft Consolidated Radiological Weapons Treaty
Provisions: Submitted by the Chairman.
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Original: ENGLISH 

.sTATEumEffrip-nr, 31- AmmAsstmoR UDIA 111 WEGENER, CHASENAN OF baltÉ AD HOC 
WORUNG GROUP ON RADIOLOGICALMIPONS, ON THE OCCASION OF THE SUBMI§SION 
TO TEE COMMITTEE ON DISARMAMMIT OF TEE REPORT OF TEE GROUP 

The Marking Group had chosen to make use of its time for substantive 
 negotiations as late into last week as possible. As a conseauénaé, only one 

meeting was available for discussion and adoption of the report. This has 
placed a considerable burden upon the Secretariat who had to put in extra hours 
to reproduce the report from a somewhat heterogeneous collection of oral and. 
handwritten amendments designed to supplement the original draft. The  ,members 
of the Secretariat have done an excellent job under these difficult -circumstances, 
and I Should like to thank them on behalf of the Working Group. 

However, it was unavoidable in this situation, that a small number'of errors .  
or ambiguities bave crept into the printed text. With your permission, I should 
therefore lïke to read this limited number Of amendments e .whiCh have . become 
necessary, none of which changes the general thrust and structure of the report, 
but which  ri1l help to clarify it. None of the amendments adds to the text.a 
sentence or thought that was not aIready part of thelearking Group.'s decision to 
adopt the.report: I then refer to CD/284, and, in the P.rtlish version to CD/284*. 
I quote froe:the-English text, on. page 2, in the penultimate line we ahould strike 
out the worda at the end of the Une, "radiation from the decay of". On page 3, 
in paragraldh 16, in the seventh line after the sentence ending  ith "fromettace e  
kindly insert the following additianal sentence: "Some delegations expressly 
reserved their position as to the competence of the Committee to deal with this-. 
matter". On page 5, in the last sentence of paragraph 27, there is a mere printing 
error, please replace words "points of view" by "differences". And on the last . 
page, it bas become necessary to clarify that some of the sentences.  written. bere 
are quotations from what delegationm said. In paragraph 32 therefore, in the 
second sentence, the words "in their  vie"  should be put in, the sentence should 
then read, PSince a basic objective was, in their view, •.." on .to "prevent". The 
following sentence should be prefaced "they also believed", the sentence then to 	• 
read, "They-also believed mass destruction would result from:attacks, etc." In 
paragraPh.34,,the second sentence, the Wards "in their view" should be put in, 
the sentence then to read, "a partial ban could, in their view,legitimizer etc." 
In paragraph 33, in the fourth line, the term "thermal effect" for mere technical 
reasons of correctness, should be repIaced by "thermal power". 

:As delegations will recognize, while tàking note of the contents of the Report, 
the record of the Marking Group is far from brilliant. While a Promising start 
was made in early- March with a practicable procedural decision that did much to 
unblock a deadloak situation, the sense of urgency which General Aesembly 
Resolution 36/97 B had initially instilled into the Group and which raised hope 
that convinoing progress could be made at least on the "traditional" RU subject 
matter, rapidly vanished, and the Working Group is now still faced with some of 
the same problems that made its work difficult in the preceding year. The 
willingness of delegations to consider compromise formulation, and to join in a 
common effort to reach consensus resUlts, faded away at least when the time came 
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to drâftthis Report. Instead of proudly going on record with the measure of
•progress achiéved, delegations preferred to restate their earlier positions,
in a clear attempt to keep their stance intact for the.next xound---of.-negoti-ations.
Some-delegations-everi'üsëd the opportunity to phrase their demands -%rith new

- proposalsvigour, although it must have been abundantly clear to them their
harboured no promise of adopion:-br thefisrking• Grôuji::• The in Various

instaad&s-; at.Vpmpted_ to à^t forward texts2--vhi;ch ïn:"Ms viëw tci'ôk-a. mMiim
numtier•vf positions intô âccounts • but he. gefaerally lcémained-unsuccessful. When
he, in the closing stages •of the session offered.to submit an integral draft
text . of a future RFI treaty, coverin;g the'!traditionâ.l : R47 subj:éct:z'vja-ftèr; ' â draft
which, in his :perception. could have',served;_as a suitable°-fot compromise ,onwhb1i-
all delegation"s côuld:eventually,a^ree, :ha, Was given. to tümderst^and'-tha^ such axi_
initiative "was. unwelçgme., _• ïi.e thusabstaïned- from circulaiing-

'The séveral'paraliel meetings on; gugstions : reiatix4 to the -prohibitibn : bf:
at`,6eck6 ôrr:nucléar facilities, provicîeci; an opportunity for discussion in depth '
nf" some 1•iighl.y relevant issues. A. number of delegations contribûted'to an
elucidation of the"technical problems involved, and it is fair to say that' the

band.Working Group as s-a whole-:gained-çonsiderable insight$:into.-the probléms it
Sowéver, major- divergençies. as to ,the scope- of possible -prohibition°-âppeared at.`
à6"éarly peirit-, and proved -tô 'be 'sô 'coàsiderable as to:.impede -furthér :progress "
even on the level 'of '-inita.al discussion,.

While the Working Grgüp f s:ISession.,has certainly contriiiui^ed,. ^oi•!pr-0viding •
a' cle^irer perspective to •aT1 dèlegatiôns •ôn the issues and on cer^=optivns'
fôr solution; the field `i9 stïll rride open. ; Once a^in:, .the 7^I^g Group;
.dsaling ^rïth a süb'Ject ••mâ^tér of only limited. significance_^for!-the. global
disarmament prôces s t h:hs" be^ *jlnaôië : to live 'up fully to its: rzsponsibilities.
,That-constitutes a=serious O'iisllér éfôr the forthcoming summer session. It will^..,...
still: be.. my' pr3vîlegë to 'présicle. o^ërJ^he_ uorl. at that time. ^^rhen vrork is
resùmed ÿ: I^ri13' urgé" âll delégâtions 4ô ren^^r their efforts to come to grips with
.the-sti12--%tnresolved= =problems^,..^^:'`I would - already ask them now^ to dear their '
minds-and td use the "siit-ermédiâte periodfor-.reflection• about how some of the
outstandâng prôb]&sëfë can be tach7.ed.withoui: undue loss of time..

•'While tlië 'Sprïrïg ;SÉssiôn :-lias•disappointing in its results,. I yet have to=
acknowledg"e'•=tYiat :`m^^ny de2egâ^iôns,": and . ma^ colleagues person^lly, offered th.
Chairtnàn ari'èxc2pti.ônar7.y fine co;opg.'ration .and bore with him .in: the search for
results and coinpromise:' i'shoiild:^ lice to express _my. gratitude •to them, . just° as
I thank the Sécretatiat`ârid '.thé interpreters for their f;,ne work. 7-

Should-a-tn6de be adoptèd according.to which all the introductory-statemerits'=•
by Working Groups ' Ch^irmen be circulated, I " would- not want to be exclùded,
however, I would think that in my speciaT case a rendering iin.the-verbatim record

--would be süfficient.
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JAPAN 

WORKENG PAFER 

PROH1BITIONOFATTAME AGAINST NUCLEAR FACTLITS •  

1. The purpose of this working paper is to indicate a possibility of solving the 

on, and the early conclusion of a RW treaty. 
 _ 	. 

2. Japan  bas  24 nuclear power etations,.6 nuclear-fuel processing facilities and 1 

reprocessing plant on its'small expanse of land territory and is firmly resolved to 

use'nuclear energy only for peaceful purposes. For Japan, therefore, it is a matter 

of great Concern to ensure the sectrity ef these nuclear faCilities and we consider 
that the prohibiting of attacks against such facilities by international agreement 

would be of Cdnsiderable'significance in this regard. Wb ale believe that 

achievement of such agreement would be a matter of similar interest to many other 

muntries with nuclear facilities for peaceful purposes on their territories. 

Expressing suèh a view in the Second Special Session of the United Nations 

General Assembly devoted to Disarmament, Prime Minister Suzuki stated as follows: 

"It is a matter of great concern for countries of the world to be relieved of 

anxieties in regard to the peaceful uses of nuclear energy. It is important in 

particular, to ensure and guarantee the security of nuclear facilitiée for peaceful 

purposes, and. Japan hopes that international efforts towards this end will be 

successful. Ny country, for its part, wishes to contribute positively to these 

efforts." 

3. In the course of the  deliberation of a RW treaty in the Committee of Disarmament, 

the Swedish delegation submitted a proposal that a future RW treaty should include a 

provision on the prohibition of attacks against nuclear facilities. Japan 

appreciates - the intention of this Swedish proposal from the viewpoint mentioned in 2 •  

above. 

2 .82 -66259 
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Recognizing the importance of both the conclusion of a so-called "traditional" 

RW treaty and the prohibition of attacks against nuclear facilities, we have prepared 

an outline of a draft protocol on the prohibition of attacks against nuclear 	_ 

facilities as an optional protocol to the RW treaty (see Annex). 

4. Jspào proposes to deal with this question in the form of an optional protocol 

to the RW treaty for the following reasons: 

(1) Roth a RW treaty and the proposed  provisions on the prohibition of 

attacks against nuclear facilities would aim at minimizing  the damage 

Which maY - be Caused by dissemination of radioactive materials. -.: They 

are l 'hOwever of a different nature in that  the  former would.rzohibit 
_ 

. 	 . 

"weaPims"; while the latter would prohibit an "act". --.the act of 
. 	- 

attacking nuclear facilities. It has become clear that the attempt 

to  Solve these tWo questions of a different nature by using.pne 

vehicle (a RW treati) presents difficulties to many: delegations and. 

Constitutes one of the factors Making the abhievement of a RW:treaty . 

 difficult. - 
•• 	• 	 _ 

(2) We believe, therefore, : thet one - way to respond to the keen interest 

gxisting in the international community in both these questions ie 
to -attain an agreement on the prohibition of attacks against unclear 

. 	. 

facilities in a separate instrument, while retaining . a link to the 

RW treaty by mplri,ng it an optional protocoIl_within the framework . of 

the treaty. 

(3) This proposal is put forward in response to the call of the_Chairman 
- 	 - 

of the Ad Hoc Wbrking Group on Radiological Weapons, Ambassador Wegener,. 

for a "compromise mechanism", and it is strongly hoped that it will 
• . 	• 	. 

be of some help in finding a way out of the present impasse in the 

efforts to achieve a RW treaty. 

5. 1-view  bas  been expressed.that the question of,the . prohibition of attacks against 

nuclear facilitieé shbuld be dealt with in the . context of the 1977 4dditiona1 Protoceg 's 
to the Geneva ConVentiouà of 12 August 1949. However, it is . neoessary to bear...in mind 
that the said Additional Protocols, which have their own background, prohibit attacks 
only on nuolékr power stations. 
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6. With regard to the scope of the prohibition, namely which nuclear facilities

should be protected from attack, Japan considers that out of nuclear facilities

for peaceful purposes at least all nuclear facilities under IAEA safeguards should

be protected.

7.. We fully understand the idea that nuclear facilities in general should be

protected from attack. Therefore, it is proposed that a paragraph to this effect

be included in the preambular part of the protocol.

8. We are well aware that the conclusion of the proposed protocol'as an

international agreement would have complex implications for the security of states

and would also involve a number of difficult technical problems of a legal nature.

These would certainly require further examination and study.

-9. It should also be pointed out that Japan has no intention to exdlude the

possibility of attacks against nuclear facilities in an independent and separate

treaty.
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ANNEX

OUTLINE CP DRAFï' PROTOCOL @I THE PROHIBITION OF ATTACKS AOAINST
NUCLEAR FACILITIES (OPI'IONAL PROTOCOL TO THE THEATY ON'TBE

_PROHIBITION OP RADIOLOGICAI, WEAPONS)

The States Parties to this Protocol,

1. Recalling that, in accordance"with 'thc Charter of the United Nations,

States .must refrain ïn. their international relatiôns from the threàt.
. .
r use of force

against. the -territorial- integrity or pol3tical inclependence of any State, or in any

other:manner znconsistent with'the Purpôses-of the'United Nations,

2.:- Taking into-account the gravity of possible damage to the civilian

population by radioactive contamination that could ensue in the case'oflan attack

against a nuclear facility,

3. ExpressinA a general desire that nuclear facilities should not be attacked

as a matter of principle,

4. Hecogmizina the importance of providing international protection to

peaceful nuclear activities carried out under international control,

5. Believing that the prohibition of attacks against nuclear facilities on

which IAEA safeguards are applied would contribute to the protection of the civilian

population and the promotion of peaceful nuclear activities,

6. Desiring that such prohibition of attacks against nuclear facilities would

supplement the measures provided for in the Treaty on the prohibition of radiological

weapons the purpose of which is to prevent damage by dissemination of radioactive

materials,

Have agreed as follows:

Article I

Each State Party to this Protocol undertakes not to make the object of attack

any nuclear facilities on which IAEA safeguards are applied and whiçh are located

within the territory of any other State Party, under the jurisdiction of such other

State Party or under its control anywhere.

Article II

The term "nuclear facilities on which IAEA safeguards are applied" means any

nuclear facilities on which the application of IAEA safeguards is provided for in

an agreement with the IAEA.
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Article III 

In order to facilitate the identification of  nuclear facilities protected 

under Article I, these facilities may'be marked with a sPecial sign (to be agreed 

upon). 

Articles IV - 

(Provisions  on a complaint procedure, the registration of nuclear facilities . 	. 
_to be :protected, scope of protection, duration of the Protocol, amendments,' . 	. 
withdrawal, review conferences and other matters nhall be included if necessary, 

or relevant provisions of the_EW treaty,  shall be made to apply:with:appropriate 

modifications.) 



^QP.Y^71?TE^ 0 0 C9SARR^A^i E^^ CD/323/Corr.1
CD/nw/wF.37/Cor=.1
3 September 1982

MLÏSH ONLY

JAPAN
'rIQRKING PAiER

PROHIBITION OF A2TACH5 AGAINST NUCIEAR F$CILITIES

Corriaendum

page 3, replace paragraph 9 by the followi.ng:

"It should also be pointed out that Japan has no intention to eaclude

the possibility of dealing with the question of the prohibition of attacks

against nuclear facilities in an independent and separate treaty.°
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REPORT OF 1HE AD HOC  WORKING' GROUP  ON. RADIOLOGICAL WEAPON73. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

1. At its 156th plenary meeting on 18-February 1982, the Committee on nsermament 
decided to re-establish the Ad Hoc Wdrking Group on Radiological Weapons on the basis 
of its former mandate, with a view to reaching agreement on a convention prohibiting_ . 
the development,PrOduction, stockpiling:and:mie of radiologi cal  weapons. The' ' 
Committee further decided that  the Ad  Hoc  Working Group would report to the Committee 
on the progress of its work before the conclusion of the first part of its 
1982  session,  in -view of the convening of. the second special session of the 	• 
General Aasembly devoted to disarmament,  and. that the Ad Hoc  Working Group would also 
report to the Committee before the conclusion  of the second part of its 1982 session. 

II. ORGANIZATION OF WORK An DOCUITENTATION 

2. At its 157th . plenary meeting on 23 February 1982, the Committee on Disarmament 
appointed AmbaSsador Dr. Henning Wegener, representative of the Federn Republic of 
Germany, as Chairman of the Ad Hoc  Working Group. Mr. GdennadyEfimcv  ane 
Dr. Lin  Kim-Chung of the .United Nations Centre for Disarmament served as Secretary of 
the Woiking .Group during the first and second parts of the 1982 sèssicn réspectiVtly. 

The Ad. Hoc  Working Group held 14 meetings between 20 February and. 21 kpril and 
oetween 2 and 8 September 1982. 

4. At their 'request, representatives of the following States, not méàbera of the 
Committee on Disarmament; were invited to participate in the meetings of the 
Ad Hoc  Working Group during the 1982 session: Austria, Denmark, Finland, Greece, 
Ireland, Norway, Senegal and Spain. - .. 

5. In carrying eut its mandate, the Ad Hoc  Working Group took into account 
paragraph 76 of the Final  Document of the first special session of the 
General Assembly devoted to disarmament. It also took into consideration the 
relevant recoMmendations of'the United Nations Disarmament Commission, in -particular 
those adopted in connection with the Second Disarmament Decade in 1980. In addition 
to various resolutions adopted by the General Assembly on the subject at its previous 
sessions, the Working Group.further took into account resolution 36/97 B of the. . 
General Asseribly, by which the Committee on Disarmament was called upon "to Continue 
negotiations with a view to an early Obnclueion of the elaboration of a treaty' 
prohibiting the development, production, stockpiling and use of radiological weapons, 
in order that it may be sdbmitted if possible to thé General Assembly at its 
second special session devoted to disarmament, to be held in 1982". . 

GE.82-66497 
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(4)  

(5)  
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6. During the 1982 session, the Ad. Hoc Working Group had before it the following 
additional documents for consideration: 

( 9) cD/Rwite .32  

(10) 0D/RW/UP.53 

(11) 0D,4W/UP.34 

(12) .  CD/RWAIP .35' 

(13) CD/OP.35/Add:1 

(14) CD/RWAP .36 

- Chairman' s Statement (9 March 1982) 

- Chairman's Amended Proposal for the organization of 
work during the opening session (adopted by the 
Working Group on 15 March 1982) 

- Chairman' s Working Paner: Positive formulations 
of an RW Definition (Synopsis) (10 March 1982) 

- Tentative Programme of Work .(Suggested by the 
Chairman) (15 March 1982) 

- Chairman's Working Paper: Suggested formulation 
of the provision on scope of the Radiological. 	. 
Weapons Treaiy (15 March 1982) 

- Chairman's Working  Per:  Suggested formulations 
of the provisions on peaceful uses (22 March 1982) 

- Yugoslavia: Definition of Radiologi' cal Weapons 7 
Article II (18 March 1982) 

.- Australia: Proposal on Definition and.- Scope of 
Prohibition (giving two alternative texts) (19 March 
and. 2 Aprir1982) 

Chairman's Working Papèr: Suggested merhani  sm of 
compliance and. verification (follow-ing on 
Document CD/Rif/A/P.20) (22 March 1982) 

-- Chairman's Summary of suggested issues of initial  • - 
relevance relating •  to protection of nuclear 
facilities for discussion during Working Group 

.* meetings on 26 March and 2 April 1982 (30 March 1982) 

- Sweden: Memorandum on certain aspects of a 
convention prohibiting radiological warfare 
(5 ApriI.1982) 

- - Draft Report to the Committee- on Disarmament in 
view of the Second Special Session devoted tO - 
Disarmament: submitted by the Chairman : •  

(Introduction) (Parts A and. C) (13 April.l'j82) 

- Discussions on the provisions of the D.raft Treaty 
on Radiological Weapons ("traditional" RW subject-
matter): submitted by the Chairman (Part B) • 
(16 April 1982) 

- Group of 21:  Text proposed for an Article in the 
Draft Treaty on Radiological. Weapons_ 
14 April 1982) 



(15) CD/R1-1A,1P.37 and Corr.1 - Japan: Proposal on prohibition of Attacks Against
Nuclear Facilities (1 September 1982)

k16) CD/RWfl12 .38 - Chairman's Statement ( 6 September 1982)

(17) CDIRWAIP .39 - Cha.i.rman' s Working Paper: Compilation of
Radiological Weapons Treaty Provisions

(18) CD/RWA7P.40 - Federal Re-public of Germany: Issues Relating to a
Prohibition of Attacks Against Nuclear Facilities-
in the framework of a Radiological Weapons Treaty

III. SDBSTAZTTIVE 1EG0TIATIONS

A. First Part of 1982 Session

7. Pursuant to the appeal contained in the General Assembly resolution 36/97 B, the
Ad Hoc Working Group, in addition to informal consultations and informal meetings of
a drafting.group, held 12 meetings during the first part of the 1982 session with a
visw to suünitting a treaty prohibiting the development, production, stockpiling and
use of radiôlogical weapons to the second special session of the General Assembly
devoted to disarmament.

8. The. Ad Hoc Working Group submitted a special report to the
Committee on Disarmament, as çontained in Document CD/284/Rev.1, t•rhich.contains a
summary account of the negotiations during the 1980 and 1981 sessions as well as the
first part of the 1982 session.' At its 173rd plenary meeting on.21 April 1982 the

mmm.ittee adopted the special report of the Ad Hoc Working Group, which is an
...Ltegral part of the Special Report of. the Committee on Disarmament to the
second_special session of the General Assembly devoted to disarmament
(Document CD/292 and Corr. 1-3). ^

B. Second Part of 1982 Session .

9. In view of the difficulties encountered in the first part of the 1982 session and
taking into account the fact that the second special session of the General Assembly
devoted to disarmament had not taken action'in this field, the Chairman of-the-
Working Group took the initiative to exchange views with.delegations through a`letter
and attached'questionnaire with a vieW to facilitating the future work of the

Working Group. The questionnaire concentrated on the relationship bett•reen the
"traditional" radiological weapons subject-matter and the problems inherent in the
prohibition of attacks against nuclear facilities, which, inter alia, had threatened
to bring the negotiations in the Work.ing Group to a deadloc. at an earliez• point.

10. At the lst meeting of the Working Group during the second part of the
1982 session, held on 2 September 1982, the Chairman reported on the replies to his
letter and questionnaire as well as various views expressed by delegations during

his informal consultations. A summary account of those replies and views is contained

J It was also issued as Official Records of the General Assembl

_yrelfth Special Session, Supplement No. 2 A S-12 2.
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in the Chairman's statement  (Document  CD/RW,41P.38). In the presentation of his 
Statement the Chairman emphasized that bis reading of the replies received was 
necessarily of a personal and synthetic nature, and was designed to brine out the 
*common ground he could discern among the variaus views offered by delegations. 

11. At the same meeting, confirming developments to mhich the Chairman had drawn 
attention in his statement, a certain flexibility of positions of Emme delegations 
was revealed in connection with the organization of the future work of the  
Ad Hoc Marking Group and the subjects addressedin-the Chairman's questionnaire. 
However, it . appeared from the discussions that the consultations initiated by- the 
Chairman l -especially those to which referenae is made in paragraph 10 above, and the 
new positions of certain delegations had not yet succeeded in eliminating the 
difficulties encountered in the Working Group regarding-the - issue. Also, several 
delegations felt it necessary to restate the viewsaf their governments as to a 
certain number of other_issues of a substantive .nature  under negotiation in the 
Working Group, which had not been considered in aetail in the second part of the 
1982 session. 

12..-During the same meeting the representatives of Japan  and 	Federal Republic 
of Germany introduced working papers as contained in CD/RW/UP.37 and Corr.1 and 
CD/RW/WP.40, respectively. 

13. In spite of differences of opinion, there was a general recognition that 
negotiations on ".àn international convention  prohibiting - the development, production, 
stockpiling and use of  radiologiCal . meaPons within the franework of theCammitiae . . 
on Disarmament should be continued Mith. a view ta attaining rapid progress, -_taking 
also into accOdht the consultations and discussions held düring the second part of 
the 1982 session. Several delegations expressed the view that progress on the 

 "traditional" radiological MeapOns subject-matter might be facilitated bY baaing -
future negotiations in this respect on the Compilation of Radiological Weapons Treaty 
Provisions submitted by the Chairman as contained in document CD/RW,4IP.39. . Certain 
delegations expressed the view that this issue should be negotiated simultaneously 
mith the question of prohibition of attacks pgainat.nuclear facilities. Other 
delegations had reserved their position on this subject. 

14. The Ad Hoc Working Group agreed to recomnend to the Committee on Disarmament 
that an ad hoc working group should be established at the beginning of its 
1983 session to continue negotiations on the prohibition of radiological weapons. 
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FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY • 

Working Paper  

Issues Relating to a Prohibition of Attacks 
Against Nuclear Facilities in the framework 

• of a Radiological Weapons Treaty 

General remarks  • • 	 . 	• 

1. In its 'prmposal of 30 June 1980 and its memorandum.of 13 March 1981 Sweden 

expressed th'e view that there is a very real danger of mass destruction,pbsed by 

laleydissemination  of  radioactive substances in var. With this it.had in mind th-i 

danger of-military attacks'on nuclear installations containing large amounts of 

radioactive materials. Consequently, it demanded that a treaty banning radiological 

- weapons must also provide for the prohibition of radiological warfare so‘as to 

cover not only the development, production, stockpiling and use of radiological 

weapons &ut alsb attacks on civilian nuclear'installations. Sweden therefore 

proposed "that the main ,source of radiological warfare, i.e. attacks on =clear ' 

installations, should be:mentioned explicitlY" - in Article III. 

In thie context,.  Sweden also contended that the protection of nuclear 

installations provided for in the additional protocols to the Geneva Conventions 

of 1949 (Article 55 of Protocol I and Article 15 of Protocol II) is not sufficient 

for two reasons: firstly, these protocols cover only nuclear electrical generating 

stations, thus omitting other installations containing large quantitiea-of 

radioactive  materials. Secondly, the purpose of the - protocols is limited to 

providing protection for the civilian population in the vicinity of thèse 

installations and they permit militarY considerations to take precedenCe.over 

humanitarian ones, thus allowing exceptions from the protective provisions. For 

the purpose of a comprehensive ban on radiological warfare, a radiological weapons 

treaty must, so as to "cover all important risks and. have noloopholes", also 

ensure comprehensie protection"for.nuclear installations. 

GE.82 -.66536 
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2.
The preseht..paper deals in section II with the main substantive questions

relating to a comprehensive ban on military-attacks on civilian nuclear installations.

This section is a rough summary of the.r.emarks.made by,two experts from the

Federal Republic of Germany at the 1982 spring session of the Ad Hoe Working Group

on Radiological Weapons. Section III then--l-ooks--at•the question of how such

installations-can be protected in practice and comes to the conclusion that one should

examine how to improve the protection afforded by international customarylaw and

by the first additional protocol to the Geneva Convention of 1949. Section IV then

deals with the question of whether protective provisions should be drawn up within

the framework of a treaty banning the development, production, stogkpilitig-âna

use of_radiological weapons.(radiological weapons treaty) or elaborated in separate

negotiations.
It comes to the .eonclusion that the latter solution appears better

and proposes:that the link between the.subject-matter of the radiological weapons

treaty-and improvedprotection for nuclear installations be underscored by including

an obligation.in the,treaty.for the early commencement of negotiations on the latter.

3.
In.the.present paper-the term."nuclear installations"•covers the following

nuclear power stations and other civilian installations containing a corresgcndinglY

high amount of radioactive materials, the release of which would lead to an

unquantifiable loss of civilian life and/or render large areas of land unusable:

_ power-generating,and research reactors," even if they are temporarily

or permanently shut down,

intermediate stores for spent fuel elements,

plants for reprocessing spent fuel elements,

plants for producing mixed oxide fuel,elements,

-
containers for transporting radioactive material between the aforementioned

plants.
Specificallÿ.military nucleartinstallâtions, which`pose.problems of their own,

are not-dealt. with here-.

II

Aspects of militar attacks on nuclear installations

1.
Significance of national safety regulations for nuclear installations

A decisive factor in assessing
the effacts of military attackcs on nuclear

installations are the safety standards which relate to the design and operation
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of such installations and are, owing to t"a latter's dangers potential, the

prerequisite for the granting of planning permission by national.authorities. These

standards are aimed -- as in the case of industrial plants -- at protection against

natural and.civilian influences and not against military influences, but they also

afford some limited protection against the latter. Of key importance in this

respect are the design features for withstanding static and dynamic.loads as a

result of,.for- instance, earthquakes,.aircraft crashes and lateral gas blast waves,.

for example from.chemi.cal explosions, as Kell,as redundant and protective design

features performing containmeat and filtering functions and thus:preventing the

.escape of radionuclides in such casesr --

Other nuclear installations might be designed in such a way that,they are no

more vulnerable.,to military attacks than nuclear power stations.

National safety standards relating to nuclear.installations differ-greatly.

Moreover, in.the course of time they have undergone.substantial changes,within

individual countries so that various standards may.apply in a single country,

as a result of which older installations are.less well protected against,external

effects than more.recent_ones. Obviously, in the.case of.low.security standards

nuclear power installations'are much more susceptible to military influences than

installations built in compliance with high safety requirements.

2. Effects..of militar.y attacks on nuclear installations .

It must be assumed.that there.are still.nuclear power installations in

existence from which some of the radioactive substances would.escape in the.event

of an attack with conven*innal weapons (for instance,.1,000 kg TNT in a high-explosive

bomb.). This applieS.all.the more to attacks with nuclear weapons. The effects in

the individual case depend.on a number of factors, such as

- -distance from the-installation and point of impact of the,weapon

- type and power.of the weapon

- type of installation and.its design features

- chemical and physical nature of the nuclear substances contained

in the installation
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- type and extent of the destruction of the installation 

- meteorological conditions at the time of the attack 

- possibility of short-term measures to limit the damage sustained 

by the installation. 

The effects of a nuclear explosive device on the decisive concrete structures; 

i.e. containment, of a nuclear power station are confined . to the blast wave. 

(Thermal and radioactive radiation do not yield any perceptible effects). If the 

explosive device impacts at a short . distance from the installation, damage to the 

containment can no longer be ruled out, which can under certain circumstances lead 

to a core meltdown. This would, however, have effects onlY hours later.' (Only if - 

a sufficiently powerful nuclear explosive deVice directiYitiits thé containment  or  

impacts in its immediate vicinity is it likely that the containment wili :Wimbiediately 

deàtroyed and that, in particularly unfavourable circumstances,  thé  radioactive core 

will partly evaporate. Evën in such a case the effecti - of the'weapon's radionuclides

•  predominate for the first few weeks.) Other nuclear installations,.ih soefar -as 

they have a containment similar to that of a reactor, behave more favourably  in the' 

event of an attack with nuclear weapons since, as a rule, all systemà pas à into â safe . 	. 
state (emergency cooling unnecessary) even without'auxiliary energY .suppiies 

- 	, 
(electricity, water) and the effects - of the evaporation'of nuclides, which ià to 

be expected in the event of a direct hit and may possibly exceed theeffècts of 
_ 	. 

the nuclear weapon, are felt several weeks later.' 

Generally speaking, it cambe.. - àaidthat  t1 escape of radioactive subeances. 

from nuclear power installations produces barely calculable radiological effectà 

which render large areas of land unusable to man for many decades. 

3. Probability of military attacks on nuclear installations  

The destruction of nuclear installations might in theory serve as a gàal for 

military force since in this way, with only a limited use of special-purpose 
- 

weapons; great damage can be achieved by releasing the radioactive riaaterial in 

an installation. For instance, the impairement" of energy supplies and the resultant 

impact on industry, infrastructure and defence bight be Oorisidered a feasible goal. 
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However, the escape of radioactive substances in such installations can have

effects on the attacker's military operations, the nature and extent of which_cannot

be'preciséljr determined. In other words, an attack en a nuclear installation would

lead to uncertain and scarcely calculable factors in the attacker's operational

planning. Furthermore,,the deliberate destruction of such installations in

conventional warfare would mean.-the start•of an "indirect nuclear war" and could

lead to nnpredictable reactions-by-the other side. As it is, the adversary's

energy supplies can be impaired without this risk by destroying conventional power

stations,.transformers, etc.-

The use of nuclear weapons against.a nuclear installationwould, by destroying

the installation; increase the radiological effects of the weapons used. Eowever,

.nuclear-weapon States are not dependent-on this effect. This effect wouldt

moreover, be to their disadvantage owing to the above-stated results. .

On the whole, the destruction of,-a nuclear.installation-entails a cdnsidérâble.

element of uncertainty for the destroyer,owing_to .the-.irnoalçulabie ^mdioa:ctive.

contaminatiori. Moreover, the attacker-is likely-to be greatly interested in taking

control of the valuable installations intact:.. ^

It can therefore be deduced from all these aspects that there-are stronger

arguments against a deliberate military attack on a nuclear installation.

Farthermore,it would run-counter to the trend in weapons technology towards precision

weapons which permit targets to be.eliminated by means of précision strikes with

limited and precisely calculable effects if one'were at the same time to plan to*

cause unquantifiable effects by destroying.nuclear installations.

Destruction of such installations by*accidental strikes is therefore more

probable than deliberate destruction. Accidental strikes will depend primarilÿ on

the type and extent of..battles.and their•distance from the installations-. They

will,-of course$ become all the more probable if there are military targets in the

vicinity of the installations. Considerable importance therefore attaches to the

.question of whether.there are national safety regulations stipulating that military

facilities and other:military,targets must be located at a minimum distance from

nuclear installations for reasons of safety.
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d. ."National regulations on safe distances between military 'targets and nuclear

installations

A number-of countries havé régulations stipulating safe distances between

potential militârytargets and nuclear installations.. They are designed ta.erisure

that, when milïtary targets are attacked, neighbouring nuclear-installations are not

affected by accidental strikes or callateral-damage. 'These distances are-laid down

in the licensing procedure-for such installations. The military authorities have to

ensure that the area around a nuclear power installation is kept free from all kinds

of mi^_itary targets.-. The distance is calculated by,taking into account the

weapons'that are likely to be used against a military target, their potential

area of dispersion,-and the désign.of the-installation. • ,

Improved-i-nternational protection for nuclear installations

1. Protective zones for nuclear installations

..The onY3rway of fully protecting nuclear-installations against military attacks

is to establish protective^zones. These zonés would serve to ensure that
, . -

everyoneis â,cquainted with the location of all potentially dangerous installations.-

they would-tj,nis help to. make ;the-prohibition of direct attacks on such-installations-

more^effective and also-cause adversaries engaged in military action within the -

protective zone to take into account the proximity of the.installation so as to

avoid accidéntal strikes or collateral.damage. The latter would require that the

protective zones be kept free from military installations and other targets: In

this connection,.ân•inner and an outer circle within a protective zone are .

conceivable: .the inner circle would be kept free from all targets,'and the outer

one free from particular types of targets (e.g. hardened ones). The protective

zones and the location of.nuclear power installations would have to be made known on

acceeding to the relevant treaty, for instance by exchanging lists. This would be

necessary not'least because nuclear installations are not always identifiable as such.

Conspicuous markings visible from afar both in-the air and on the ground would also

make for effective protection. -

However,•the establishment of protective zones for nuclear.installations poses

considerable problems. As already mentioned, the safety standards for such

installations differ-between States and, in some cases, even within an individual -

country. If protective zones were to be confined to the minimum requirements,
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zones of different sizes would have to be established. Alternatively, zones of a 

single-size could be established worldwide in line with (assumed) low-safety-standards. 

In this case the, zones  would -  have to be fairly large. 

Another problem is pOsed by the fact that some countries have a high density 

of nuclear . installations, whilst in others they lie scattered far apart or exist 

only in small nuMbers. In the former countries, there would thus be a correspondingly 

large number of protective zones which, depending on the size of the countries and 

the  zones, would oover a sdbstantial part of the territory. As a result, 

sanctuaries would exist in these countries. 

For theàe reasons it is a moot point whether pràtective zones can in fact be 

established in the near future. 

2.  Alternative solution  

• f An alternative solution would be to lay down a general ban on attacks on nuclear 

installations, as already envisaged for international conflicts in Article 56 of 

Additional Protocol I to the Geneva Conventions. Although a general ban would not 

afford the same comprehensive protection for nuclear installations as would the 

establishment of protective zones, it woUld none the less provide desirable additional 

protection for such inàtallations against military attacks. In other wOrds, this 

solution' amoUnts to the proposal that one Should - examine haw to improve the 

protection afforded by international customary law and Additional Protocol I to the 

Geneva Conventions of 1949, specifically Article 56. In Article 56 (6) of the 

latter the High Contracting Parties are urged "to conclude further agreements among 

themselves to prOvide additional Protection for objects containing dangerous forces". 

Improved protection for nuclear installations under international law would be 

desirable for various reasons. For instancé, by including only nuclear power 

stations and not other nuclear installations in Article 56 ofAdditional Protocol 1 '— 

even if it is asaumed that the latter are covered by the protection afforded by 

general international law and other provisions of the Protocol -- one has not taken 

into account the fact that the escape of radioactive substances from  nuclear 

installations has the same hazardous effects as the escape of such Substances from 

nuclear power stations. The protection afforded by Article 56 of the Protocol 

could also be improved by other means: for example, by stipulating that certain 

types of military activity are not permitted within a specific area around nuclear 

installations or by agreeing on the international exchange of lists of protected 

installations. 
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IV

Dealing with the protection of nuclear installations in a radiological weapons treaty

1. When drawing up provisions designed to imnrove the protection of nuclear

installations, one would have to proceed from the existing legal situation and both

reaffirm and define more closely the prohibition of attacks on such installations

which already exists under international law.

International law already contains the principle that military attacks must be

directed primarily against military targets. FtZrthermore, in an armed conflict the

right of the parties to the conflict to choose methods or means of warfare is not

unlimited. The principle of commensurability has to be respected at all times.

This protection is expanded and defined in Additional ProtocQl I to the

Geneva Conventions of 1949 relating to the Protection of Victims of International

Armed,Conflicts.

However, the elaboration of such provisions would greatly transcend the framewoxk

initially envisaged for a.radiological weapons treaty and probably necessitate a

considerable amount of additional time. It therefore appears best to deal with the

improved protectibn of nuclear installations in a separate agreement.

2. Another reason why it is prefprable,to deal with the improved protection of.

nuclear installations in a sepâ.rate agreement is`the fact that there are major...

differences in subject-matter:

A ban on radiological weapons is designed to prevent the use of radioactive

substances as weanons which, on decomposition, release corpuscular and/or

electromagnetic radiation and thus.constitute weapons of mass destruction as defined

in the 1948 United Nations Resolution. The establishment of nuclear installations,

on the other hand, is of.course not designed to produce the effect of weapons.

Instead, these installations would be used as weapons by another country, not

responsible for their establishment, when it destroys them. The principle

military effect of attacks orn nuclear installations would be a"multiplicator effect"

sparkedoff by the weapon itself. - This is in principle comparable.to the

destruction of a dam-byconventional weapons-and the resultant devastating tidal

wave.
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A radicilogical weapons treaty, one of its purposes being -- as proposed by 

Sweden -- the prohibition of radiological warfare, would thus cover two highly 

different sUbject+matters: one of them would be the military use of ionizing 

radiation by employing devices, weapons or equipment specifically manufactured or 

designed for radiological warfare. The other would be ionizing radiation and its 

harmfUl effects caused by the unspecified impact of weapons when nuclear 

installations are damaged or destroyed during military attacks. The only common 

denominator would be the use of ionizing radiation for military purposes. 

Furthermore, the actual content of a ban on radiological warfarm would -- in so far 

as it went beyond the prohibition of attaàks on civilian nuclear installations -- 

be hard to determine. 

-.3, In view of the great interest in improved protection for nuclear installations 

Shown by numerous cuuntries at the Geneva talks on a radiological weapons treaty, 

it would appear advisable to include an article in this treaty which underscores 

the link between the seject+matter of the treaty and improved protection for 

nuclear installations and thus leads to an early commencement of work on a specific 

agreement proViding protection for such installations. In other words, the article 

shoulf: be worded to the effect that the Contracting Parties undertake to start 

negotiations as soon as possible on this edbject. 
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E_•ISÜRIi;G THE SITDEVEi,OpI107111 OF I.•T^CLFPR ENTMGY

(Proposai Dy the Froup of socialist countries)

CD/34
.j l ebruary 1^9;

^::^IHSu
Original ? RûSSI::;

1. The group of socialist countries proposes the i.nclasior_ i.n the agenda of the
Committee on Disarmament of a sepa_ate item entitled "h^nsuring the safe development
of nuclear energy" and also the establishment of an ad hoc ^:orking group to cop-duct
negotiations with a view to the elaboration of an appropriate international.
agreement on this subject.

2. The group of socialist countries is making this proposal because it is in favour
of the adoption of international legal measures for the prohibition of actions
leading to the deliberate destruction of civilian nuclear facilities. At the same
time the socialist countries believe that the elaboration and adoption of such
measures wol-dd constitute a substantial contribution to the prevention of nuclear
war in another important way, since the destruction of civilian nuclear facilities
could have consequences similar in effect to those of a nuclear explosion.

3. The question of ensuring the safe development of nuclear energy is exceptionally
important and urgent; it has been under discussion for many years now in bodies
concerned with disarmament•pro3lens and in particular in the Committee on Disarmament
as well as other iniernatior_al forums. This being so, the group of socialist
countries considers that the best'place for the conduct of Etultilateral negotiations
on this urgent matter is the Committee on Disarmament.

4. In proposing the initiation of negotiations on this question, the group of
socialist countries is prompted also by the recommendation of the United Nations
General kssembly contained in its resolution 37/^; C of 13 December 1,082, which was
adopted on the basis of a consensus, that the Committee on Di sarWament should
continue its search for a solutio, to the question of the prohibition of military
attacks on nuclear facilities, including the scope of such prohibition, taking into
account all proposals submitted to it to this end. This question was also touched
upon in certain other resolutions adopted by the United Nations General Assembly at
its thirty-seventh session.

5. The group of socialist countries is convinced that the separate consideration of
this matter in a working group of the•Committee on Disarmament set up specially for
the purpose would in fact be the best way of carrying out this task effectiliely. In
the view of the group of socialist countries, the adoption of this organizational
approach for the consideration of this nuestion would at the same time facilitate
progress in the negotiations on the prohibition of radiological weapons. It is no
secret that the attempts to solve the problem of the prohibition of military attacks
on civilian nuclear facilities within the framework of • ar_ agreement on the prohibition
of radiological weapons have proved to be the main obstacle to progress in resolving
each of these issues.

GE.83-60320
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6. The group of socialist countries believes that its submission of this propose 
- .provides a real-  possibility for the_mractical solution of the problem of the 
-prohibition of radioloaical weaPenS az well as of that of the . urchibition of 
military attacks on civilian nuclear facilities. The group of socialist countries 
considers that it is essential  no  w to set aside disaareements on procedural matters 
and proceed without delay to deal -dith the substance of these two questions, the 
importance and urgency of which no one is likely to dispute. The aroup of  socialist 
countries expects  ail States interested in the positive solution of these questions -
to support this proposal. 
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Decision on the re-establishment of ad hoc working groups
for the 19 3 session of the Committee on Disarmament

(Adopted at the 207th Plenary Meeting held on 29 March 1983)

The Committee decides to re-establish for the duration of its 1983 session
the Ad Hoc Working Groups on a Nuclear Test Ban, Effective International
Arrangements to Assure Non-Nuclear-Weapon States Against the Use or Threat of
Use of Nuclear Weapons, Chemical Weapons and Radiological Weapons, and to
appoint Ambassador Herder of the German Democratic Republic as Chairman of the
Ad Hoc Working Group on a Nuclear Test Ban, Ambassador Ahmad of Pakistan as
Chairman of the Ad Hoc Working Group on Effective International Arrangements to
Assure Non-Nuclear-Weapon States Against the Use or Threat of Use of Nuclear
Weapons, Ambassador McPhail of Canada as Chairman of the Ad Hoc Working Group on
Chemical Weapons, and Ambassador Lidgard of Sweden as Chairman of the Ad Hoc
Working Group on Radiological Weapons.

It is understood that the ad hoc working groups may start their work on the
basis of their former mandates. The mandate of the Ad Hoc Working Group on a
Nuclear Test Ban may thereafter be revised as decided by the Committee which will
consider'this question with appropriate urgency.

The ad hoc working groups will report to the Committee on the progress of
their work before the conclusion of its 1983 session.
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Definition of Pladiological Iteapons and the
scone of a Itac':i.olo^,ri.cal i-Tea.pons Treats

1, The ad hoc Working Group on Racli.ologs:ca7. 1Teapons of the Committee on
Disarmament has been negotiating a treaty banning.-radiological weanons on the
lines envisagad by the authors of a joïnt US/USSR draft which was submitted to

the Committee in 1980.

2.
L. central problem has been the definition of such weapons. Since re.dioZo^,rical

weapons do not e:dst, there can be no precise technical description of such
weapon3, but common sense and analogy with chemical or other weapons suggest that
what was envisaged by the authors' of the joint dr^aft is some sort of weapon (or,
perhaps, more properly, munition) which would on delivery, by explosion or other
means, disperse or disseminate radio-active material in the environment. The
primary danger from such a weapon would come from e:Cposure to the dispersed

radio-active material. In order to make the definition of such weapons more
comprehensive, however, it is necessary to include spr<•.ys,•aerosol5,-or other
methods of dispersing r^ciio-active material in 'large quantity within the scope of

the treaty.

3. Nuclear weapons would be excluded from the scope of the treaty but so far
the working group has failed to find language satisfactory to all delegations
which would express this fact. The United i:ingdom delegation has carefully
considered various "positive" definitions which have been.put for:fard, and has
indeed suggested one of its own, but has concluded that it would be preferable to
seek a 1°negative" definition which would specifically emclude nuclear ti,reapons and
other nuclear explosive devices. Such a definiton has a greater possibility of

bein^,r unambigvious and unmistakable in intent.
The United Singdom.delegation does

not accept that a definition which specifically excluded nucleas 1,reapons in this
way would make any statement about the legitimacy or otherwise of that class of

weapons.
If a, probZeII excL sted in this regard for certain dele-tions, it could

readily be overcome by a clear sta.tement of interpretation at the-time of signature
of the treaty or; indeed, might well be held to'be inplied, if the views of any
particular State in this,regard had been clearly expressed on other occasions and
bad thus become part of the. negotiating history of the treFty.

4. Consideration of thé danger that might occur in wax-time from the dispersül
of raclio-active material into the environment has led some delegations to suggest
that prohibition of attacks on nuclear facilities should be included in the scope
of the treaty. Nuclear faeilities already e'-Tlst in many areas of the world and
attacks on them in war-time could possibly lead to the dispersal of large °rsounts
of radio-activity into the environment, causing radiological daga.ge to th^ population
of surrounding areas. The United Kingdom delegation reco zes this problem, but

sees difficulties in accepting that radiological weapons in the sense that we have

GE.333-6ce77
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described them above)..and attacks on nuclear facilities can be prohibited by the 
same -legal inetrument,L_Singe_ettacks .on nuclear electricity generating stations 
which  mit  cause the release of "dangeroa Uuvesn'are aUmedr -prohibited by-  -- 
the Additional Protocols to the Geneva Conventions, legal confusion could follow 
from au attempt to cover substantially the same subject in another convention 

5. The United Kingdom delegation seea  .distinct  dissimilarities between the two 
problems. In the case of radiologicaIweepOns, as original].yr--emvisaged, the 
radio-active contents maybe presumed- to be deliverei frod - the --.attackingState 
against a target in the State beingattacked. The attaàk will employ- weapons, or 
means of dispersal, Which have been specifically designed for.theorpose of the 
efficient dissemination  of  the radio-active material. The radigractive material 
and the means of dispersal together will constitute a recognizable-weapon system, 
whichhas no purpose other than the military one which it is the object of the 
Convention to prosorïbe. In the case of an attack on .a. nuclear *facility, the 
radio-actiVe material is not delivered from the attmkingState but already exists 
in the State subject - to attack. Furthermore, the immediate vehicle of the attack 
would be weapons-which fell outside the‘stope of the treaty. Conventional weapàhé 
would not in themselves contain -any significant radio-active material,- and. thé . 
radiological damage caused by the dispersal of the contents of the nuClear facility 
would almost certe -fflybe secondary to the purpose of the main attack. .Anattadc - 
by conventional weapons on a.nuclear facilitywould- anpear to be. more analogous 
to attacks on other . facilities, fôr - example dams, which could also canse mass . 
destruction and - which, likeizmolear electricity:generating  stations,. are alréady.. 
treated lin the iiaditional Protocols. Because of these fundamental differences 
betweenthe two situations, the United Kingdom delegation sees serious conceptual 
difficulties in bringing together the two-ideas. The fact that either radio/ogical 
weapons'or attacks on nuclear faCilïties would both cause damage by means of 
radiation resultingfrom the decaY of radio-active material is, in the view of the 
United Kingdom delegation, too.narrow a reason far attempting to prohibit them. 
within a single legal instrument. 

6. Discussions within the Committee on Disarmament have shown that differences 
of view also'exist between those delegations which are in favour of the question 
of attacks an nuclear facilities being included within the.dcope of a radiological 
weapons treaty. In particular thereaxe différences over whether military 
facilities should be excluded from.the treaty - and whether there should be a lower 
limit on the size.  of facility which -should be included in any prohibition. To 
exten&:a prohibition_to include an:nuclear facilities of whatever size would. take 
us away from:the cormeptof mass destruction in the sense commonly. understood., and 
would in the-view of the  United Kingdoedelegation render any treation these lines 
impractical. The United  Kingdom delegation:has no objection to.fhrther.exploratory 
discussionsin the Committee on Disarmament to try to resolve some of these problems 
with respect to a prohibition of attacks on nuclear facilities, while.retairirg an 
open mind Whether, on the assumption-that existingdifferences can be resolve& and 
that there dan be some agreement on the principles on wbich a.treaty çanbe based, 
negotiations:bould be completed within the Committee on Disarmament or in some 
.ct#er body. - 	 • 

• 
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REPORT OF THE AD HOC WORKING GROUP
ON RADIOLOGICAL WEAPONS

CD/414
18 August 1983

Original: ENGLISH

I. INTRODUCTION

1. At its 207th plenary meeting, on 29 March 1983, the Committée' on.:Disarmzmént
.,,aFçpted .the following decision, relating to item- 5 on its, agenda, contairiéd,in,'.:
document CD/358, which, inter alia, reads:

.The -Committee decides to re-esta4lish for the duration of' its -
1983 session.the .Ad. Hoc Working -Groiigs on a Nuclear Test Ban, Effective
International Arrangements to Assure Non=Nuclear-Weapon States Against
the Use or Threat of Use of Nuclear Wéapons, Chemical Weapons and
Radiological Weapons ...

.It is understood that the id hôcf working, ^roqbs may .stârt the.ir
work on the basis of their former mandates.:...

The ad hoc working groups will report xo,the.upmmittee on the
progress of their work before the conç3.tision cif its ;1983, session."

II. ORGANIZATION OF WORK AND DGt:t,rgNTATION

2. At its 207th plenary meeting, on 29 March 1983, the Committee on Disarmament
appointed Ambassador Curt Lidgard, representative of Sweden, as Chairman of the
Ad Hoc_,Working.Group. Dr. Lin Kuo-Chung of the Un',*Lted Nations Department for.,
Di rmas àment Affairs served as Secretary of the Ad;Hoc Working Groùp.

3. The Ad Hoc Working Group held six meetings b#ween 8 April and 29 April and
between.13 June and 17 August 1983.-

4. At its lst meeting, on 8 April, the Ad Hoc Working Group, upon the Chairman's
suggestion, decided to establish two groups (A and B) to undertake substantive
examjna^ions of the two major issues before the Working Group. #/. Group.A, under
thè côorÿtnatorship of the représentative of the United States of America, would
consider questions relating to 'f'traditional radiological weapons subject matter"
and Group B, under the*coordinatorship of the representative of the Union of*Soviet
Socialis^_Republics, would examine issues related to prohibition of attacks against
nuclè3r^rh,qjlities. It yas the understanding that the question of linkage between
these tw6-,issues would be left aside for the time being and would be considered
in the Ad Hoc Working Group'itself at the end of the current session.

A delegation, while not opposing the establishment of Group B, abstained
from participating in that.Group.

GE.83-63792
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5. At their request, representatives of the following States, not members of the 
Committee on-Disarmament, were invited to participate in the meetings of the 
Ad Hoc Working Group during the 1983 session: Austria, Burundi, Finland, Greece, 
Ireland, Norway, Senegal and Spain. 

6. In carrying out its mandate, the Ad Hoc Working Group took into account 
paragraph 76 of the Final Document of. the  first special session of the 
General Assembly devoted to disaràameni. It also took into consideration the 
relevant recommendations of the United Nations Disarmament Commission, in particular 
those adopted in connection with:the Second Disarmament Decade in 1980. In addition 
to various resolutions adopted bythe General Assembly on the subject at ita 
previouS:sessions; the %icing Group tiook into account-ihrticular - 
resoluti6n . 37/99C'orthe-General Assembly. ParagraPhsnd .:2 of that -resolution 

• . 	- read as follows: 

"1. Requests  the Committee on Disarmament to continue negotiations with 
a view to an early conclusion of the elaboration of a treaty prohibiting 
the development;:prodUction, stoOkpiling . anctuse of radiolOgical weapons, 
in order that it -may he -submitted to the Gefièral Assembly'ât its 
thirty-eighth session; 	 . 

2. Further requests  the Committee on Disarmadent to continue .itiSéarch 
for a solution to the question of prohibition of military attacks on 
nUOlear facilities, including the .scope - Of àuch prohibition, taking into 
account all proposals submitted to it tb . this.end;" 	rf •  

7. During the 1963 session., the Ad Hoc  *Working Group .  haebefore:it the following -, 	_. 
additional'emuments for consideration: 

(1) CD/345 

(2) CD/RWIWP.41 
(CD/374) • 

À Grdup of Socialist Countries: Ensuring 
the Safe Development of Nuclear Energy 
(14'Fèbruary 1983); 

United Kingdom: Definition of Radiological 
Weapons and th è scope of a Radiological 
Weapons Treaty (13 April 1983); ". 

. 	 . 
Chairman's Working Parier: Meetings in 
the _First Part of 1983 Session _ 
•(14 April 1963); ' 	 _ - 	, 

. . 	 - 	. 
_Chairman's' Working Paper: Meetings in 
:e  Second Part of 1983 SessiOn .  .• 

(26 Apri1,1983)- ; 	• 

Chairman's WcirkingTaper, containing 
Coordinators' progress  reports of • 
Groups A and B (29 April 1983); 

(6) CD/RWMP.45 and Corr.1

• (7) CD/R4ÙMP.46 

(8) CD/RWMP.47 

Sweden: Compliance and Verification 
(21 June 1983); 
•-.. 	- 

Proposal by thé deegation-of -the 
United States of America (16'àune 1983); 

United Kingdom:  The Prohibition of 
Attacks on Nuclear Facilities 
(30 June 1983); 
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(9) CD/RW/WP.48' 

(10) CD/RW/WP.49 

(11) CD/RW/WP.50 

(12)CD/RW/WP.51 

(13)CD/RW/CRP.19 

„- 

(14)CD/RW/CPP.20 

(18) CD/RW/CRP.23 

(19) CD/RW/CRP.24 
. 	•• 

- Group of . 21: -  PrOposal for an ArtiCle *orl 
"Peaceful Uses" (30 June 1983); 

Japan:  .PrOposal for Article I 
("Definition") Article II ("Scope of 

- Prohibition") and the related Article 	- 
(6 July 1983); 

A compilation  of types or categories of 
nuclear facilities - to . be  considered 
(9 August 1983); 

A compilation of alternative mechanisms 
.for the linkage between "traditional 
'radiological weapons subjedt mattWi  and  

."prohibition of attacks againet-nuclear 
facilities" (11 August 1983); . y  . • 
Suggestions by the Coordinator on the 
Issues of Definition, Peaceful Uses, and 
Relationship to Other Agreements 

- (28 April 1983); 

Suggestions by the Coordinator for the 
Structure of a Treaty.Prohibiting 
Radiological Weapons (23 June 1983); 

Submission by the CoOrdinator of Groue A 
(3 August 1983);. 

Report of Group A (9 August 1983); 

Report of Group  Bon the question of 
prohibition'Of attaàks against nuclear - 
facilities (12 Augdst 1983); 

Draft Report of the Ad Hoc Working Group 
on Radiological Weapons (11 August 1983); 

A list of proposals regarding the question 
of prohibiticin of ettacks ageinst riticleàr - 
facilities (10 AUgust.1983). - .  

, 

During the course of deliberations in the Working Group, as well as in Groups A 
and B, the Secretariat also prepareda number  of  informal working papers with a 
view to assisting the work of the Groups. They are listed as follows: 

(1) -COMpilation Oftexts regarding "Definition" and "Scope'o?Pi.ohibitiOne as  
contàined in . CD/31, CD/32,.CD/RW/WP:20:and CD/RW1WP.39; - ' _ 

(2) Compilation "of textà 14egeikting "Peaceful  Uses' as contained in CD/31, 
CD/32, CD/RW/WP.20 and Cb/RW/WP.39; 

(3) Compilation of texts regarding "Relationship with' other disarmament measures 
and agreements" as contained in CD/31, CD/32, CD/RW/WP.20 and CD/RW/WP.39; 
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(4) Compilation of texts regarding ^"Compliance and Verification"as contained

in CD/31, CD/32, CD/RW/WP.20 and CD/RW/WP.39;

(5)
A list of proposed draft treaties on radiological weapons;

(6) A 3ist of proposals on the draft preamble part of the Treaty on Radiological

Weapons;

(7)
A i1st of proposals on "Definition" and "Scope of Prohibition" parts of..tho

Treaty on, Radiological Weapod`s;:.

(8) Alist of propo3als on "Peaceful Uses" part of the Treaty on Radiological

Weapons;

(9) A list of proposals on "Relationship with other disarmament measures and
agreements" part of the Treaty on Radiological Weapons;

(10) A list of proposals on "Compliance and Verification" part of the Treaty on

Radiological Weapons;

(11) A liat-'cf proposals on "Amendments", "Review Conferences", "Duration and

Withdrawal", "Adherence, Entry into Force, Depositary" parts of the Treaty

on Radiological Weapor.s ;

(12) A list•Qf°proposals on "Annex" part'of the Treaty on Radiological Weapons;

(13)-A list of proposals regarding the question of prohibition of attacks against

'nûclear facilities;

(14) A compilation of texts of provisions contained in certain existing legal
instruments regarding the question of prohibition of attacks ag-4inst•nuclear

facilities;

(15)'Compilatiori'of specif;c proposâls-which may facilitate the formulation of
a list of ci•iteria regar•ding thé scope of prohibition of attacks against

nuclear facilities; - •^

(16) A preliminary list of types•or'categories of nuclear facilities to be

considered;

('17) , A>compilatiori of alternative:méchanisms for the linkage between "Traditional
radiologicalwezpons subject mattér" and "prohibition of attacks against

nuclear facilities".

III. SUBSTANTIVE NEGOTIATIONS..ON•THE SUBJECT.;
DURING THE 1983 SESSION

8. "In `acccrdaince with the Pirogramme of Work adopted -by the Ad Hoc. Working Group:

as containad in document CD/RW%WP.42,•Groups A and B held three meetings each

between 11 and 28 April, under the coordinatorship of Mr. Morris D. Busby (USA)

and Mr. Yury Nazârkin 1-USSR) =respectively. The Coordinators of Groups:A• and B

submitted progre:.s reports, as contained in-Annexes I and II of r

document CDlRWIWP.44 respectively..
. • • . - ^
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9. During theeecond-part of .the 1983 session,•Group A held nine .meetings 
between 13 Jung,and,8 August,.under the coordinatorship of Mr. Morris D. Busby (USA). 
The Coordinator submitted the report of the'Group on its work to the Ad Hoc Working 
Group on Radiological Weapons, as contained in - Annei I of this report. Group B - 
held 11 meetings between.:21 June-and 12 August under.the coordinatorship of 
Mr. Boris P. Prokofiev (USSR). The Coordinator sUbmitted the report of the Group 
on its-work'to the Ad Hocyorking Group on Radiological Weapons, as contained in 
Annex II of this.report- 

10.*.:At»its 4th,and 5th meetings, on 11 and 15 August, the Ad Hoc Working.Group 
considered the.questioé of linkage : between the twoleajor issues before the - 
Working Group,inamey. "traditional radiooeçal weapàns.subject matter" and 
"prohibition:of attacks against: nuclear facilities". Taking into accountyarinuig 
suggestions-and.proposals made by delegationiatie,SeeStariat prepared a 	- 
compilation.of:alternative.,mechanisms for the;114age betiieen them (CD/RW/WP.51) -. :  
The compilation contains the following  alternative méchenisMs: • ..• . 	• 	• 

(1) 'One.:singletreaty%on radiological weapons covering•both issues, in light of 
the fact...that attacks-against nuclear facilitiés coilld be tantamoun •  to  the  
use of  radiological weapons;: . 

(2) One general treaty on radiological weapons containing two PrOtocols, namely: 
deslihg -with "traditional radiological weapons subject matter" - 

 and-Peotocol-ITdealing.with 'prohibition1  ie attacks against 
•facilities"; 

(3) One treaty with one protocol, either integral or optional, namely: the 
treaty itscl -  dealing with "traditional radiological weapons subject 
matter" ar- the protocol dealing with "prohibition of attacks against 
nuclear iacilities"; 

(4) Two separate treaties dealing with the two issues with clauses of 
understanding that the conclusion of one treaty will be pending the 
conclusion of the other treaty; 

(5) One treaty dealing with "traditional radiological weapons subject matter, 
with clauses of understanding that the relevant provisions contained in 
the existing legal instruments, in particular, the Additional Protocol I 
of 1977 to the Geneva Conventions of 1949 should be amended in such a 
manner that the question of "prohibition of attacks against nuclear 
facilities" be fully covered; 

(6) Two separate treaties dealing with the two issues independentlY without 
any linkage. 

In addition the following alternative mechanisms were suggested: 

(1) One treaty on the "traditional radiological weapons subject matter" with 
the insertion of a clause stipulating that the Contracting Parties 
undertake to start negotiations as soon as possible on the prohibition of 
attacks against nuclear facilities. 

(2) One treaty dealing with the "traditional radiological weapons subject 
matter" could have clauses of understanding to the effect that the 
question of prohibiting military attacks against nuclear facilities, 
including the question of the scope of such a prohibition, be further 
'considered with a'view to reaching agreement on these issues. 
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On the basis.of this compilation delegations had a general-exchange of views.
The

discussions revealed that positions of delegations on.this question continued to be

considerably far apart from each other.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS..

il. A3.though-certain outstanding issues:=ntinued to remain in the "traditional

radiological weapons subject matter", the extensive discussion-T and intensive .- .

negotiations in Group A have further clarified many of the problems involved and

would pave the way for future work on the subject. The substantive examination of

the question of prohibition of attacks :against.nuclear
facilities in Group B.was

considered useful and neaessar.y.;.and to;.have:led- to a better-camprebension of the

problems.. The various poeit3;ans of delegaLionss esPecial^Y..aa .to, .the scope of

prohibition and legaZ.aspeets;-of-the ;.issue,. were :clar•ifted. . The..discussion

contributed considerably •to. fi:he ex;Lmination of. çommomapproaches,.and of potential

activities of the Group in the -future'.: . ^`A .

12. It was- recognized- that; -the :"traditional radicylo$:i_cal weapons subject matter"
and the question--of prohibition of attacks against nuc^.ear facilities•Were.
important and that these issues needed solution.. The -Committee.os_pisarmament

could continue to be the most appropriate forum to deal with them.

13. The Ad- Hoc Working Group- agreed to recommend to: the Committee an Disarmament
to re-establish an ad- hoc working group at the:beginnir}g of its 1984 session to

continue its woi-k and that context to review and assess how best to make.progress

on the subject matter>
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COMIMETEE ON DISARIiAiEiiT CD/RW/CRP.21/Rev.1

Ad Hoc Working Group on 9 August 1983

Radiological Weapons Original: ENGLISH
Group A

REPORT OF GROUP A

1. As requested by the Chairman of the Ad Hoc Working Group on Radiological
Weapons on 8 April 1983, Group A has considered the subject of radiological weapons
in the "traditicnal" sense. A separate group was requested to deal with the
question of prohibition of militar,s attacks on nuclear facilities. Group A held
12 meetings during the course of this session. The purpose of Group A, as defined
by the Chairman, was to "...try to solve the still outstanding substantive issues
and leave for the time being the question of the linkage between them."

2. At its initial meeting on 11 April 1983, Group A decided on a working method
whereby there would be substantive discussion of four outstanding issues: the
question of a definition of radiological weapons; the question of an apprepriate
article in the treaty regarding peacefull uses; the question of undertakings and
obligations of states in the related field of nuclear disarmament; and the question
of compliance provisions. The Co-ordinator proposed, and the Croup agreed, that
negotiations should be held on these issues, based on all existing proposals as
well as suggested compromise texts which the Co-ordinator wôuld prepare and present
to the Group, in order to arrive at accommodations.* Group A would attempt to find
consensus and to forward to the full IN Working Group an overall treaty text.

3. Based on previously submitted consolidated texts and all relevant proposals,
Group A considered each of the four outstanding issues. In this context, Group A
took note of and expressed appreciation for the efforts of previous chairmen of
the Radiologiçal Weapons Working Group, Ambassador Komives of Hungary and
Ambassador Wegener of the Federal Republic of Germany. During the course of these
deliberations, the Co-ordinator submitted, on his own responsibiZity, several
suggesticns for compromise (CD/M7/CRP.20) which were in turn discussed by the Group.

4. Differences on matters of substance remain. On 3 August 1983, the
Co-ordinator prepared a consolidated negotiating texto of a radiological weapons
treaty (CDAW/CRP.20/Rev.1) and submitted it to the Group. The purpose of the
Co-ordinator's text was to reflect in a single document the state of the
negotiations, including areas of agreement and disagreement. The Co=ordi*iator
pointed out that the text contained internal brackets and in some cases alternative
language. This method had been employed not to indicate agreement on the
unbracketed portion of the text but, rather, to highlight key issues upon which
subsequent negotiations should focus.

5. The Group considered the Co-ordinator's text. There was no agreement on the
text, but the Group agreed that the Co-ordinator forward it, along with this report,
to the Radiological Weapons Working Group, it being understood that the text was
prepared on his own responsibility.
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Annex to AMEX I 

CD/RW/CIP.2C/Rev.1 
3 August 1983 

Original: ENGLISH 

Cs, I OM ON DISARMAMENT 
Ad Hoc Working. Group on 

- Radiological Weapons . 
Group L 

Submission by :the Co-ordina..tor  

Attached, for considera.tion of Group A, is a draft Treaty Prohibiting 
Radiological Weapons, which has been prepared following .consultations with 
delegations, as agreed at.the meeting of Group A on B .%71iiy:1983. The draft 
includes provisions regarding verification and. consultation/compliance 
procedures which it had not been possible to include  in  CD/RW/CRP.20. 

• 

AttaC;hmertt: .  as  .e.ated. 
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IMEATY PROHIBITING RADIOLOGICAL 1,4EAFONS 

The States Parties to this Treaty, 

Determined to strengthen international peace and security and to preserve 
mankind from the danger of new means of warfare, 

Desiring to contribute to the cause of halting the arms race and recognizing 
that an agreement on the prohibition of radiological weapons would contribute to 
this end, 

[Affirming the obligation of all States] [Determined] to pursue negotiations 
in good faith on effective meaeures relating to the prohibition of recognized 
weapons of mass destruction-and_to bring:about general and complete disarmament 
under strict and effective international control, 

Reaffirming in this regard the urgency of the pursuit and early conclusion 
of negotiations on effective measures aimed at the cessatioin . of the nuclear arms 
race and nnclear disarmament, - _ - . 

- 
Noting  the, provisions  contained in other agreements relating to this 

Objective, 

Conscious that the use of [any form of] radiological weapons could have 
devastating consequences for mankind, 

Stressing therefore the particular importance of accession to this Treaty by 
the greatest possible number of States, 

[Affirming the principle that the benefits of peaceful applications of 
radioactive materials should be available to  ai]. States Parties to this Treaty, 
with due consideration for the needs of the developing countries, and recognizing 
the need for peaceful uses of sources of radiation from radioactive decay in 
different fields of human activities,] 

Recalling that the General Assembly of the United Nations has urged the 
prohibition of the developmemt, production, stockpiling, and use of radiological 
weapons, 

Have agreed as follows: .  

Article I  

1. Each State Party to this Treaty undertakes never under agy circumstances to 
develop, produce, stockpile, otherwise acquire or Possess, transfer, or use . 
radiological weapons. For the purposes of this Treaty, the term "radioldgioii 
weaponII means: 

_ 	(a) Any device, including any weapon or equipment, specifically designed 
to employ radioactive material by disseminating it to cause destruction, damage, 
or injury by means of the radiation produced by the decay of such material; 
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(b) Any radioactive material specifically [designed] for employment, by its 
disseminPtion, to cause destruction, damage, or injury by means of the radiation 
produced by the decay of such material. 

2. Each State Party to this Treaty also undertakes never under any circumstances 
to employ deliberately, by its dissemination, any radioactive material to cause 
destruction, dpmpgé, or injury by means of the radiation produced by the decay of 
sunh material, whether or not such material is specifically defined as a 
radiological weapon in paragraph 1 of this article. 

3. Each State Party to this Treaty also undertakes not in any way to assist, 
encourage, or induçe any person, State, group of States, or international . 
organization to engage in any of the - activities which the States Parties to the 
Treaty have undertaken not to engage in under the provisions of paragraphs 1 and 2 
of this  article. 

[Article II  

1. Each State.  Party  to this Treaty undertakes to contribute [to the fullest 
possible_extent] [fully] to the strengthening of international:Co-operation in 
the peaceful uses of radioactive materials and of sources Of radiation from 
radioactive deCayt, and to the develoPment of adeouate measures of protection for 
all States against hPrmful effects of radiation]. 

2. Each State Party to-  this.Treaty undertakes to facilitate, and has the right 
to participate in, theffullèst. possible] [full] exChange of eouipment, materials; 
and scientific and - technological  information  regarding the neaceftil uses referred 

.to  in paragraph.1 of this article, taking into account the needs of the developing 
countries. 

3. Nothing in this Treety'shall be interpreted as affectinethe'inalienable 
right of the States Parties to this Treaty to develop and apply their programmes  - 
for the peaceful uses of nuclear energy and to international co-oeration in this • 
field[ ;  consistent with the need to prevent the proliferation'of nuclear weamons]; 
and no provisions of this Treaty  ha1.1  hinder the use of sources of radiation 
from radio...tiye decay for peaceful purposes, in accordance with generally 
reCognized principles and applicable rules of international law concerning such 
use.] 

	

Article III 	• 
• - 	. 

Each State Party to this Treaty undertakes to prevert loss of and to prohibit 
and prevent . diversion to  radiological weapons  of  materials that might 
be used for such weapons. 

Article IV 

Each State Party to this Treaty undertakes, in accordance with its 
constitutional procedures, to take any measures which it considers necessary 
tc prohibit and prevent any activity in violation Of the provisions of the 
Treaty anywhere under its -jurisdiction or control. 
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Article V

[l.
The provisions of this Treaty s:L31 not apply to nuclear explosive devices or

to radioactive material produced by them].

2. 'Nothing in this Treaty shall be interpreted as in any way limiting or
detracting: from any existing ru)-es of international law applicable in armed
conflict or limiting or detracting from obligations assumed by the States Parties

under any other relevant international agreement.

[Article V bis

The-States Parties.to this Treaty undertake to pursue urgently negotiations
for the cessation of the nuclear arms race, the conclusion of effective measures
to prevent the use or threat of use of nuclear weapons, and the achievement of

nuclear disarm+ment.]

; :-Axticle VI

1. The States Parties to this Treaty undertake to consult one another and to
go-operate in solving any problems rihich may be raised in relation*to the
objectives of,.or in the application of 'the provisions of, the Treaty.

2. Consultation and co-operation pursuant to this article may â.l.so be undertaken

through appropriate interzia.tional procedures within the framework:.of the
Ûn.ited. Nations and in accordance with its Charter. These international.
procedures may includé the services of appropriate interna.tional'orô r;zâ.tions,
as well as of a-consultativé committee and a:*fact-finding panel as.providèd for

in article VII of fi,his -Treatÿ .

3. The States Parties to this Treaty shall exchange to the.fullest possible
extent, bilaterally or multilaterally, information deemed necessary to provide,."

assurance of fulfilment of their obligations under the Treaty.

Article VII

'J. For the purpose of effective fulfilment of paragraph 2 of article VI of this
iréaty, a consultative commi.ttee and a standing fact-finding panel shall be

established. Their functions and rules of procedure are established in
Annexes I and II, respectively, which constitute i.ntegral parts of the Treaty.

2, Any State Party to this Treaty which has reasons to believe-that any other
State Party may not be in compliance with the provisions of the Treaty,.or whiçh
has-'concerns about a.related situation which may be considered 2nbiguous, and^. is .
not satisfied with the results of the consultations provided for under article VI
of the Treaty, may request the Depositary to initiate an inquiry to ascertain
the facts. Such a request should include.all relevant information, as well as

all possible evidence supporting its validity.

3. For-the purposes set forth in paragraph 2 of this article, the Depositary
shall convene as soon as possible, and in any case within 10 days of the receipt
of a reauest from any State Party, the standing fact-finding panel establisheci

pursuant to paragraph 1 of this article.
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4. If the possibilities for fact-finding pur-suant to paragraphs 2 and 3 of this
article have been exhaus teâ. without resolution of the problem, [five or more States
Parties] [any State Party] may request the Depositary to convene a meeting of the
consultative committee of States Parties to consider the matter.

j: "Each State Part3► to this Treaty undertakes to co-operate ' to the -f.i? lest
possible extent with the consultative committee and i,rith 'the fact-finding panel
with a view to faci2ita.ting the'= iaork.

[6i. Each' State Part-,r to t,h1.s -Treaty undertakes to provide assistance, in
accordance with the provisions of the Charter - of the United Nations, to any
State Party to the Treaty which has been harmed or is likel`v to be harmed as a
result of: violation of the Trea:ty.]

[7. The provisions of this article shall no.t-be interareted as affecting the.
rights and duties of States Parties ur_der the Charter of the United Nations,,
including bringLg to the attention ot-the Security Council concems-about-.
couroliance' with this Treaty.] -

Art; cle YT-

1. Any State Party to this Treaty may propose amendments to the Treaty. The
text of any proposed amendment shall be submitted to the Depositasy, whc shall
promptly circulate it to all States*Parties.

[2. Any State Party prcposing amendments to this Treaty may request the Depositary
to seek the views of the States Parties. ori vhether a conference. should be -convened
to consider the proposal. Thereupon, if requested to do so by a majority of the
States Parties,-the Depositary shall con-rsne a conference to which he shall invite
all States Parties to consider such a proposal.]..

3. An amendment shall enter into force for all States Parties to this Treaty
which have accepted it, uvon the deposit with the Dépositary of instruments of
acceptance-by a majority of the Sta^-+.es Parties. Thereafter,.it ehalï enter into
force for any remaining State Party on the date of deposit of its instrument of
acceptance.

Article- IK

1. This Treaty shall be of unlinited duration.

2. Each State Party to this Treaty shall-in exercisinô its national sovereignty
have the right to withdraw from the Treaty.if- it decides that eatraordipazy eventF,
related to the subject matter, of- this Txpeaty,. have jeopardized the supreme
interests of its country. It shall give notice of such withdrawal to all other
States Parties[,] [and] to the Depositary{^,.-:and to the United Nations
Security Council] three months in Edvnnce. Such notice shall include a-statement
of the extraordinary events it regards as having jeopardized its supreme interests.
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Article X  

1. [Pive] [Ten] . years after entry into force of this Treaty, a conference of 
States Parties shall be convened by the Depositary to review the [scope and] 
operation of the Treaty, with a view to assuring that the purposes of the preamble 
and the provisions of the Treaty are being realized [and to consider any proposals 
for amendments thgei  pending]. Such review ermll take into account any new 
scientific and technological developments [likely to affect the  provisions  of] 
[relevant -te] the Treaty. [States  mot  Parties] [signatories] to the Treaty shall 
be invited to.the conference as observers.] 

2. At intervals of five years thereafter, a majority of States Parties mayobtain, 
by sdhmitting a proposal to this effect to the Depositary, the convening of further 
conferences with the same objectives. 

3. If no review conference has been convened within 10 years following the 
conclusion of the previous review conference, the Depositary ghAll solicit the 
views of  ail States Parties on the holding of such a conference. If one-third 
or 10 of the States Parties, whichever number is less, respond affirmatively, 
the Depositary shall take immediate steps to convene the conference. 

Article XI 	• • 

1. This Treaty shall be open to  ail States for signature. Any- State which does 
not sign the Treaty before its entry into force in accordance with paragraph 3 of 
tbig article may accede to it at any time. 

2. This Treaty shall be stibject to ratification by- signatory States. *Instruments 
of ratification or accession àhall be deposited with the Secretary-General of the 
United Nations. 

3. This Treaty shall enter into force upon the deposit of instruments of 
ratification by [fifteen] [twenty] governments in accordance with paragraph 2 
of this article. 

4. For States whose instruments of ratification or accession are deposited after 
the entry into force of this Treaty, it shall enter into force an the date of the 
deposit of their instruments of ratification or accession. 

5. The Depositary ahall promptly inform all sigàatory and acceding States of the 
date of each signature, the date of deposit of eadh instrument of ratification or 
,accession, and thé date of entry into force of this Treaty and of any amendments 
thereto, as well as of the receipt of other notices. 

6. This Treaty shall be registered by the Depositary in accordance with 
Article 102 of the Charter of the United Nations. ' 

Article XII  

This Treaty, of which the English, Arabic, Chinese p lerench, Russian and 
Spanish texts are equally authentic, shall be deposited with the Secretary-General 
of the United Nations, who shall send certified copies thereof- to the 
governments of the signatory and acceding States. 
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MED: I 

[Consultative Committee' 

1. The consultative committee of States Parties[,. in addition to establihing the 
fact+finding panel as.provided for in annex III] si3all undertabe to resolve any 
problem which may .be raised by-thelStates Parties] 1State  Party] requesting a 
meeting of the committee. For-this•purpose, the asseMbled States. Parties.  sh!)1 • _ 
be entitled to request and receive any informatian which a State.. .Party.  is.  in  a.  . 
position to communicate. 

• : 
-2. The wark of the consultative committee shall be organized in suCh a. way.as ..to 
permit it to perform the functions set forth in paragraph 1 of this anneX. The 
committee shp31 [decide procedural.questions relative to the organization  of. its 

-worla] [take dmoisions], where possible by consensus, but otherwise .by.a majority-. 
of those mresent and voting. "There shall be no voting.on matters . of substance,.] 
The chairman shall have no vote. • • • 

3. Any State Party may participate in the work of the consultative committee. 
Each representative on the committee may be assisted at meetings by advisers. 

4. The,Depositary or bis representative àhall serve as chairman of the 
committee; 	 _ 

5. The consultative committee shall be convened by its chPirmerf: 

(a) within 30 days.after entry into farce of this Treaty for the purpose: 
of establishing the standing fact-fine.ingpanel; 	. 

(b)] as soon as possible and in any case within 30 days after a request for. 
a meeting pursuant to paragraPh 4 of article VII of the TreatY. 

6. Each State Party shall have the rit,  through the chairman, to request 
fram States and.from,international organizations such information and. assistance 
as the State Party considers desirable for the.accomplishment of the committeels . 	. 
work. 

7. A  ttin 	of any [problem,solvir meeting, incorporating all views and 
information presented during the meetings. shall be prepared. The chairman shall_ 
distribute the summary to all States Parties; 	: 
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9NIŒX II

[Fact-Findi.ng PanelJ

1. The standing fact-finding panel ahall undertake to make appropriate findings
of fact and provide expert views relevant to an¢* problem referred É:^.t by the
Deposiiary, pursuant to varagraph 3 of article VII of this Treaty. Pursuant to

paragraph 5 of article ;VII-. of the Treaty, the fact-finding panel may -ca.rry out

on-site investigations when necessary.]

[ 2. The fact-fi.nding panel shall be composed of not more than 15 members

representing State Parti6s^

(a) Ten members shall be àppôinted by the [ chairm?»] [consultative cormm'ittee]
after consultation with States Parties. -In selecting these members due regard -sha.11
be given to ensuring •an • appropriate geograph.ic balance. Members shall be named for

a two-year period, with five members being replaced each year;

.'(ti) In addition, •those- permanent members of the United- Nations Securft:^ Council
who are parties "to •the- -Treatv' shall also be represented on the f4ct-finding panel':]

[2. The fact=fizding panel shall be composed of not more than (blank) members
representing States Parties. Ifembers of the initial panel shall be appointed by
the [ cha i rman, after consultation with. States Parties,] [consultative committee]
at its first meeting, one-third being named for one yéar,' one-tthird for two years,

and one-third for three years. lnereafter.all menbers- shall be named for a
three year period by the chairman -[ of the consultative tomafittee ' fcrl^on;ring
principles decided by the commi.ttee.. during^•its' first' meeting andi=*!aitL-- _

consultation with States Parties. In selecting the members, due regard shall be
given to éfasuring'àii appropriaté geographical balance.] - -

3. Each member may be assisted by one or more advisers.

Q.. The Depositarÿ= or his representative shall serve ^a^'• chairman of•!thè• pâxïel[
unless tYié''pâ.nel décides otheriaise under the procedures established: in '`.
paragraph 5 of this armex] .

5, The work. of the fact-finding panel_, shall be organized, in such a%,`as to
permit : it- to perform the functions set- for:th in,paragraph l. of; this annex. [At
the first meeting of the panel, to be held' not later than 60Y days' af-Wb``iits
establishment [by the consultative committee], the Depositary shall.submit
recommendations, based on consultations with States Parties and signatories, as
to the organization of the work of the panel, including any necessary resources.]
[The panel shall decide procedural c3uestions relative to the organization of its
work, where possible by consensus, but otherwise by a majority of those present
and voting. There shall be no voting on matters of substance.] [The panel

shall take decisions, -%..here ossible by consensus, but otherwise by a majority

of those present and vot:ng.1 The chairman shall have no vote.
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6. Each member shall have the right, through the chairman, to reauest from States 
and from international organizations sudh information and assistance as the member 
considers desirable for the accomplishment of the work of the panel. 

7. The State Party reauesting the inquiry and any State Party against which the 
inquiry is directed shall have the right to [participate in the work of the panel] 
[be represented at meetings but may not take part in decisions], whether or not 
they are members of the panel. 

8. The fact-finding panel shall, without delay, transmit to [the Depositary] 
[all States Parties] a report on its work, inclilaing its findings of fact and 
incorporating all views and information presented to the panel during its 
proceedings[.] [, together with such recommendations as it may deem appropriate. 
If the panel is unable to secure sufficient data for factual findings, it shall 
state the reasons for that inability.] [The Depositary shall distribute the 
report to all States Parties.] 
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AIiIiHX II

COM1~1ïmTEE ON DISA.RMAMtT G'D/RW/CB.P.22/Rev.2
12.August 1983

Ad Hoc Working Group on
Radiological Weapons 0riginal: ELIGLISH

GROUP B

REPORT OF GROUP B ON THE QUESTION OF PROHIBITION
OF ATTACKS AGAIIiST NüC?1FAR FACILITIES

I. I2TITRODUCTIOIi

1. In accordance with the decision adopted by the Ad Hoc Working Group on
Radiological Weapons at its first meeting on 8 April 1983, Group B was

established with the purpose of considering the question of prohibition of

attacks against nuclear facilities with the understanding that the question of
linkage between this issue and the "traditional radiological weapons subject
matter" would be left aside for.the time being. .

2. In carrying out of its task, Group B took into account all relevant-proposals
submitted on, the subject and held three meetings between 18 and 28 April, under the
Co-ordinatorship of Mr. Yury K. Nazarkin, representative of the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics, during the first part of-1983 session. The Group devoted its

efforts to the consideration of various issues involved in the subject such as
scope, legal question, zones, as well as compliance and verification. At the

conclusion of the first part of the 1983 session, the Co-ordi*+?tor submitted a
progress:report on the work of Group B.of the Ad Hoc Working Group on Radiological
Weapons at its second meeting held on 29 April 1983, as contained in Annex II of
document CD/RW/WP.44.

3. During the second. part of 10,63 session, Group B held 14 meetings between
21 June and 12 August under the Co-ord.inatorship of Mr. Boris P. Prokofiev,
representative of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. At the initial
meeting of this period., the Group decided, upon the suggestion of the C6-ordinator
to continue to concentrate its efforts on those issues which have been considered
during the first part of the session.

4. In the course of its deliberations the Group also considered the various
proposals, suggestions and commentaries contained in the documents and working
papers submitted to the Committee and its subsidiary bodies before and during
the 1983 session. The list of these'documents is contained in d.ocument
CD/'RW/CRP.24, as annexed to the report of the Ad Hoc Working Group. In addition
to these documents, the Group took into consideration the proposals made and the
views expressed by delegations on the question of prohibition of attacks against
nuclear facilities in the Committee on Disarmament and the regular and special
sessions of the United Nations General Assembly. In this connection a number
of delegations stressed the importance of the question of ensuring the safe
development of nuclear energy as proposed at the thirty-seventh session of the
United Nations General Assembly, which was the other side of the problem of
prohibition of attacks against nuclear facilities.
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IL, SUBSTANTIVE :DISCUSSIONS .ON TEE,SUBJECT 

Objectives  

5. The vie,; was widely held that there was a need for effective international 
legal measUres prohibitina attacks aaainst nuclear facilities because such attacks 
could result in mass destruction. In this connection, a view was expressed that 
attacks on certain nuclear facilities might lead to such a destructive effect as 
that of a nuclear explosion. There was also an exchange of views concerning the 
precise nature of the objective to be pursued . , namely, whether the purpose should 
be: 

to prohibit attacks on such.facilities as a form of radiological weapon 
or, more precisely, as a means of radiological warfare; 

— to avoid effects of weapons of mass destruction; 

— to strengthen the existing leaal protection of such facilities; 

— to ensure the safe development of nuclear mower energy; or 

— a combination of the objectives mentioned above. 

While many deleaations held that the objective, in keeping with the  mandate of 
the Working Group l - should be the avoidance of effects of mass destruction, no 
consensus could be reached:on this issue. Sotie  delegations armed - that 
approaches Which relied on the concept of an ettack on a nuClear facility- being .  - 
equivalent te  th è use of a radiOlogical_weamon, or  on  concepts of. "mess 
destruction" -  were unlikely to be-fru 'nh 1 ey suggested that a-more , practical 
approach should be adopted which would try to establish the primary purpose of - 
any further ban of attacks on nuclear - facilities, determine practical limits to 
the scope of any  ne v ban and frOm these - considerations determire  hou  far existing 
instruments were already adequate in this respect. Other delegations stated 
that attempts to thwart negotiations on a subject of such high importance to 
international community shoUld'also not be allowed to be fruitful. They pointed 
out that avoidance of possible mass destruction through radiological warfare by 
attacks on nuclear facilities was indeed the basis as well as the primary purpose 
of the Group's work. The existing instruments were entirely insufficient in . 
this respect. 

Scone of prohibition  

6. There was general understanding among the delegations that the question of a 
definition of the scope of the ban, or the kind of nuclear facilities to be 
protected, constituted one of the key issues of a future international instrument. 
In this connection a number of specific proposals and suggestions were made 
regarding categories or types of nuclear facilities to be covered by a possible 
agreement. Several main points of views were expressed in that regard and it 
was suggested that the prohibition of attacks should apply to: 

— All nuclear facilities; 

— All nuclear facilities in non—nuclear—weapon developing States; 
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- Civilian nuclear facilitiec only; 

- Civilian nuclear facilities above a specified power threshold for nuclear 
reactors and above a Specified level of quality and quantity of radio-
active materials  for  other facilities; 

- L11 nuclear facilities- subject to ILEA safeguards system. 

It was generally understood, however, that . naval vessels, submarines, space 
vehicles as well as other devices having nuclear installations and designed as 
weapons systems would not be considered within the context of "nuclear 
facilities" as referred to under the subject of prohibition of attacks against 
nuclear facilities. 	 • 

7. .In connection with the scope of the ban,.some delegations drew attention to 
the fact that there Was also a problem of dual-purpose nuclear facilities, that 
is, facilities which can be used both for peaceful and for militai-y purposes, 
and a problem of distinruishing between milAary and civilian =leer 
facilities. Other delegations stated that the difficulty in strictly 
distinguishing between military and civilian nuclear facilities was - another -- 	: 
important reason for all nuclear facilities to be protected. A view  was  expressed 
in this regard that an effective existing criterion to identify nuclear 	 • 

facilities for peaceful purposes is the TAM  safeguards system and that therefore 
among nuclear facilities for peaceful 'purposes at least those.facilitied under 
the IAEL safeguards should be included in the scope of protection. . Other . 
delegations considered that  ibis  criterion was not sufficient.  •  

8. Some delegations stated that all nuclear facilities in the non,-nuclear-
weapon States were civilian facilities, and at least, these should all enjoy 
protection from attacks. Other delegations held that the scope of any agreement 
should not automatically include all nuclear facilities whether located in 	- 
nonnuclear-weapon States or nuclear-weapon States. Further, a view was also 
expressed that the concept of "generic danger" might be applied when identifying 
the tyPes of facilities tO be protected, and that that concept might also be 
used to determine thepdints in time when protection should begin and cease to 
operate. 

9. It was suggested that the scope of a possible future treaty couldvery well 
be limited to nuclear power and research reactors, nuclear fuel production and 

 reprocessing plants as well as fissionable materials, spent fuel and high level 
waste storage. 

Legal-aspects of the question 	 • 

10. The Group examined some legal aspects of the problem of prohibition of 
attacks against nuclear facilities. The discussion centered on questions whether 
certain relevant provisions in the existing international instruments, in 
particular Additional Protocol I  (1977) to the Geneva Conventions of 1949, are 
adequate, as well as possible types of an agreement to be elaborated. In this 
connection some delegations stated that the existing international law provided 
for a substantial protection of the nuclear facilities in question, and thst they 
had not been convinced of the necessity for additional protection. Other 
delegations held that since the protection covered by the Additional Protocol I 
was inadequate in scope, contained a number of reservations and allowed a 
subjective interpretation of its relevant provisions by military commanders on a 
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tactical level, there was a clear need for a new international aereeaent, for the
necessary protection of nuclear facilities. In the course of dis cussion the
question of.the application of the EN-MD Convention to the issue of military

attacks on civilian nuclear facilities was also raised.

Zones

11. The Group also discussed. the rationale of establishing.protective zones
aroundnuclear facilities to be protected. In this context zones based. on

circles with a definite radius were mentioned. However, substantial doubts were

expressed as to the feasibility and usefulness of the concept of protective zones,
especially in view of the existing differences in the design, typical inventory
and location of the various facilities to be protected. Another view was held that
there were difficulties with that concept in the case of nuclear power stations.
It was suggested that, instead of protective zones, a provision should be
included that an attacker should assume absolute liability if severe radiological
consequences occur.- The problem of clandestine use of protective zones for
military purposes'was also touched upon.

Compliance and verification

12. With regard to matters concerning compliance and verification aspects of a
possible agreement it was argued that consideration of those issues would depend
to a great degree on the scope of prohi'oition. It vas fel:t in this.connection

that solution of this problem would be possible only after the scope of the ban

had been determined.: Some delegations pointed out that the question of
verification and compliance should be.seen in its pro-Der perspective and in
seeking a ban on attacks on nuclear•facilities it is the prohibited action, not
the mechanism of control on the potential victim, which ouEht to be the subject
of verification and compliance. Other delegations considered this view somewhat
over-simplified. A view was also held that the issue of compliance and.
verification was irrelevant since it was sufficient to establish the fact of an

attack. Some deledations were of the opinion that if the scope of the agreement

would be li,-nited to those facilities which were placed under the IP.I$ safegaards'

system the control procedure could be much s;.mplified. and made more sfficient
with respect to all such facilities, except those in the possession of •nuclear-
weapon States. Other dele.,ations believed that such an approach was
discriminatory and had. no relevance to the. question of compliance and.
verification. .

III. CONCLUSIONS

13. In spite of differences of opinion among d.elegations on specific matters,
it was generally recognized that the question of prohibition of attacks against
nuclear facilities was an important issue which needed solution and that it was

also a complex problem. The exchange of views on the subject in the Group was

considered as necessary and useful. It helped to clarify the various positions
of delegations, in partictilar the scope of prohibition and the relevant legal

questions. It also contributed-substantially to the examination of possible
common approaches and potential main avenues of the activities of the Group in

'the future.
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APINr^ III
CO?1rZT= ON JISARMMaIM^TI' CD%RW/CRP.24
Ad Hoc Working Group on. 10 Au&ust 1983 .
Ftadiological_Weapons Original: ENGLISH

A list of proposals regarding the question of prohibition
of attacks against nuclear facilities

-CD/345 Agroun of socialist countries: Ensuring the Safe

2. CD/RW/WP.3

Development .of Piuclear Energy.

Canada: Connents on major elements of a treaty
prohibiting the development, production stickpiling
and use of radiological weapons.

3. CD/RW/WP.6 Sweden: Proposals for Articles I, II and III of a
treaty prohibiting radiological warfare including
the development, production, stockpiling and use of
radiological weapons.

4. GD/iW/WP.19 Sweden: rlemorandum on certain aspects of a convention
prohibiting radiological warfare.

5• CD%/WP.23 Group of 21: Working Paper on certain elements of the
Convention on the Prohibition.

6. CD%Fbt/WP.25 Chairman's Statement (9 March 1982).

7. CD/Er,'/'WP.25/Add.l/Rev.l C'nairman's Amended Proposal for the organization of
work during the opening.

8• CD/IN/WP.33 Chairman's Summary of suggested issues of initial
relevance relating to protection of nuclear facilities
for discussion during Working Group meetings on
26 March and 2 April 1982.

9. CD/N/WP.34

10. CD/323 (CDAWNP.37)

U. CD/331 (CD/RW/WP.40)

Sweden: i•iemorandum of certain aspects of a convention
prohibiting radiological warfare.

Jaa : Working Paper on prohibition of attacks against
nuclear facilities.

Federal Rernzblic of C-e y: Working Paper on issues
relating to a prohibition of attacks against nuclear
facilities in the frame;iork of a radiological weapons
treaty.

12. CD/RWtdP.45 and Corr.1 Sweden: Compliance and Verification.

13• CD/RW/WP.47 United King-dom: Working Paper on the prohibition of
attacks on nuclear facilities.



15. CD/RW/CRP.15 

16. CD/RW/CRP.16 
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14. CD/RWM.50 A compilation of types or categories of nuclear 
facilities to be considered (Prepared by the 
Secretariat) 

The Netherlands: Proposal an invitation to the 
International Atomic Energy Agency. - 

Pakistan:  Proposal on definition of facilities to - 
be protected. 	. 
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CONFERENCE ON DISARMAMENT 
CD/434 
17 February 1984 

ENGLISH 
Original: RUSSIAN ' 

ORGANIZATIONAL MATTERS OF THE WORK OF THE 
CONFERENCE ON DISARMAMENT 

. Memorandum of a group of socialist States-. 

1. A group of socialist:States members of the Conference on Disarmament recalis 
the provision in paragraph 120 of the-Final Document of the.tenth spacial session 
of the General Assembly,:the first: special - session devotedto disarmament, 
according to which theConference: - on-Disarmamenti_previously designated as the 
Committee on Disarmameht, is "a - single-multilateral disarmament negotiating forum", 
'and'also rule 1 of the rillas-of . procedure orthe.:Conference, which describes it 	. 
as "a disarmament negotiating forum".  Th a General Assembly  of 	United Nations 
has repemtedly appealed to the Committee on Disarmament to undertake negotiations. 
In particular.; resollition 738/183'I.t . entitled "Report  of: the  Committee on 
Disarmament", once again urgeà.the Conferahce "to.continue or undertake, during . 
its session to be held in 1984, substantiva negotiations en the priority. questions 
of disarmament on its agenda 	and. in order to reach that goal, to provide the 
existing  ad hoc working-grOups - with approprie  negotiating mandates and to 
establish, as a matter of urgency, the ad hoc  working groups on the cessation of 
the'nuclear-arMs race and hilblear disarmament, on the prevention Of nuclear mar 
and on the PréventiOh Of àà arms eace in cuter space". 

• • 
2. Emphasizing:the charàdter of the .  COnfarence on Disarmament.as  a negotiating 
forum, the grobp cesoèialiat 'States eXpresses ooneern at the factthat this 	- 
negotiating body . is , in substance, failing to perform its designated function 

::and-tending to tu-rnint:o yet anbther deirratïVebody-in the dishrmaMent field. 
The main cause of this abnormal situation, in the socialist countriusl lfiew, are • 
attempts to convert the Conference into a forum for academic discussions and to 
put up t sai•ies Of preliminarY ctinditions 	th:!-Kolding of negotiations.. Such 
an approaChiin the'éocialiat cOuntries' vii runa"ctunteeIpth .  to the terms.of 
reference provided'for the'Cbnference in the Final Dàcument and toits own rules 
of procachire -. 

. 	. 

'3. ' the grdup'Of SOdialist . countries"pr)ceeda from the fact-that-the subsidiary . 
 bodies of the Confer.ence on Disarmament, a- 'hegotiating  forum,  muse have the 

possibility to conduct the appropriate negotiatinns. Only technical groups or 
groupa of govarnmehtal expert, mentioned in rule 23 of the rulee:of procedure, 
may form an exception. 	 • 

The qUeatiOn . C.fthe'estmblishmant of sUbs£diary  bodies must bè solved in a 
manner organi4aliy . lihked With'tho elaboration :,5f an approPriate negotiating 
barldate: «  An artidcial divisin between solvins the question'erthe establishment 
of subsidiary_trftes .and reachins agreement .3n -their mandate mërely creates 
loopholea to'dndèal the unwillingness , 1-• certàin - Statesto conduct nègotiations. 

GE.84-60413 
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4.
Attempts made in the past to set up subsidiary bodies having no mandate to hold

negotiations have shown that, despite the hopes placed in them in certain quarters,
discussioris`-iri subsidi3rÿ bodies of'this kind fail to lead to any constructive
development of the position adopted by the opponents of negotiations.

5.
In that connection, the group of socialist States proposes that in the course of

the 1984 session subsidiary bodies should belestablished on all substantive items on
the Conference agenda with mandates providing for the holding of negotiations. The
group notes with satisfaction..that the maridAtes of_subsidiary bodies on the items
"Effective international arrangements to assure non-nuclear-weapon States against the
use-or threat of use of - nuclear-Weapons" and "Comprehensive programme of-.disarmament"

fôr 'the period of the 1983 session already: •provided for the -holding of:^appropriate

neaotiatioris; -as well as the fact that in -6e Ad Hoc Working :Group on: the. agenda -
item "Chemicsl weâporisn a récommendation was adopted to provide: the corresporiding
•subsidiary •-body which might be established at the 1984 session vith :a: mandatQütto^..e
start the -fi^l1 and- complete process of negotiations;- developing znd 'working

cônvéatïori, -'except -for its final drafting".

With regard=^to^the remaining substantive items-of.the agenda,•the group of
socialist Sts,tes -considersthat it would be expedient to provide the following:..'

mandates:

(1)_ Subsidiary body on agenda item l; "Nuclear test ban".

-'*The Conferenee on Disarmament decidès:tô establi'sh for the.duration of•its
1984 session, an ad hoc subsidiary.body to.ne;otiate on a Treaty prohibiting all
nuclear-weapon tests, taking into account all existing proposals and future

initiatives.
The ad hoc subsidiary body will report to the Conference on Disarmament

on the^-progress of its work at the end of the seçond part of its 1984 session."

`.(2)
Subsidiary body.on agenda item 2, "Cessation of the.nuclear arms race-and

nuclear disarmament".=

-nThe.Conference-.on Disarmament decides to establish, fôr.the duration of.its
1984 session,:an ad hoc--:subsidiary body for.negotiations,on.the cessation of the.
nuclear-arms race and nuclear disarmament in accordance with pa ragraph*.50 of the
Final Document of the first special session of the General Assembly devoted to.
disarmament, and especially to elaborate-a nuclear-disarmament programme. The
ad'hoc subsidiary body;:will report to the Conference on Disarmament on the.pr.ogr.ess

of its w.ork at, the, end:- of the-. second part' of i-tsï 1984 .session:

..(,3).^;Subsidiary body-on agenda item 3, "Prevèntion of nuclear.War, including_

all related matters".

"Th,e Çonference-on.Disarmament decides to establish, for the.;duration of its
1984 session, an ad hoc subsidiary bo3y f.or.negotiations with-a view.toaçhieving.
^gr.eement on appropriate and practical measures for the prevention of nuclear war,

taking into-account the..documents referred to in Generzl Assembly-
resôlution 37/78 I as well as other existing proposals and future #itiativés,.
The ad hoc subsidiary body will report to the Conference on Disarmament on thé
progress of its work at the end of the second part of its 1984 session."
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(4) Subsidiary body on-agendt:'izem 5, "Prevention of an. arms race.in-outer

space".

"The Cchference on Disarmament decides to establish, for the. duration.of its
1984 session,' an ad hoc subsidi,3r9r body with.a view to undertaking.negotiations.for
the conclusion of ah,agreément or agreements, as appropriate;to preventi:an.àrms
race in all its âspect's- in- butzr' space, taking into account_ all .releva.nt prapôsâls,
including the conaidër^:tiën -of 'ttié. proposal . for- a treaty on the-:prohihi^ion:
use of force in duter-!sphcé"ârtd' frtrm: space -against the Earth.- The. ad -hoc. subsisij.^.ry
body will report to the Conference on Disarmament on the progress of. its work..ât,:..

the'end of the second part of its 1984 session."

(5) Subsidiary body on agenda item 7, "New types of weapons of mass
destruction and new systems of such wCapons; radiological weapons".

"The Conference on Disarmament decides to establish, for the duration of its

1984 session, an ad hoc subsidiary body for:

(a) Negotiàtions, with the assistance of qualified governmental experts, with
a view to preparing a draft comprehensive agreement on the prohibition of the
development and manufacture of new types of weapons of mass destruction and new
systems of such weapons, and to draft possible agreements on particular types of

such weapons;

(b) Negotiations with a view to reaching agreement on a convention prohibiting

the development, production, stockpiling and use of radiological weapons;

(c) Negotiations with a view to solving the question of prohibition of
attacks on nuclear facilities, including the scope of such prohibition, taking into

account all proposals submitted to the Conference to this end.

The ad hoc subsidiary body will report to the Conference on Disarmament on the
progress of its negotiations in all three areas at the and of the second part of

its 1984 session."

6. At the same time, the group of socialist States indicates that it takes a
positive view of proposals repeatedly advanced concerning the desirability of
preparing standard terms of reference for subsidiary bodies of the Conference on
Disarmament, which, of course, would provide for the holding of negotiations on the

appropriate issues.

7. With regard to the designation of the ad hoc subsidiary bodies of the
Conference on Disarmament, the group of socialist States proceeds from the need to
make full use of the provisions contained in rule 23 of the rules of procedure of

the Conference. In particular, the group of socialist countries considers that it

would be logical, in view of the change of name of the single multilateral
negotiating body in the field of disarmament from "Committee" to "Conference", also
to consider the question of appropriately changing the deeignation of its subsidiary

bodies in accordance with the rules of procedure.
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8. 'Providing the subsidiary bodies of the Conference on Disarmament with the 
possibility of holding negotiations does not, of course, represent a guarantee of 
the successful solution of the problems facing it. There have been repeated Cases 
of late where certain States hàve engaged in negotiations for the sake.of 
fiegotiations, done everything to sidestep the solution of important issues, and 
faiIed'to shdw the flexibility and political will necessary. in . order to reach 
agreement. nevertheless, in the view of the group of socialist States, to provide 
thesubsidiarY bodies of the Conference on Disarmament with mandates to hold 
riegotiations:wquld render attempts to avoid serious negotiations more difficult 
and Make.theminore *obvious. 



CONFERENCE ON DISARMAMENT CD /499  
17 April 1984 

Original: ENGLISH 

Decision on the  establishment of an Ad Hoc Committee 
-----on  Radiological Weapons  

(Adopted at the 259th Plenary meeting held on 17 April 1984) 

The Conference on Disarmament decides to establish, for the duration of its 
1984 session, an Ad Hoc Committee on Radiological Weapons with a view to reaching 
agreement on a convention prohibiting the development, production, stockpiling 
and use of radiological weapons. 

The Conference also decides to appoint Ambassador Mil6s Vejvoda of 
Czechoslovakia as Chairman of the Ad Hoc Committee. 

The Ad Hoc Committee will report to the Conference on the progress of its 
work before the conclusion of the 1984 session. 

GE.84 —61677 
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CD/530
CD/RW/WP.52
18 June 1984

Original: ENGLISH

Proposals for parts of a Treaty Prohibiting Radiological
Ffeanons- and the ReléaSe or Dissemination of Radioactive- ••

riaterial for Hostile Purposes

in 1979 the Soviet Union and the United States of America presented a joint

draft treaty prohibiting radiological weapons. In June 1980 Sweden proposed that

the scope of the draft treaty should be broadened to include also the prohibition

of radiological warfare (CD/RW/WP.6). Since then extensive discussions have taken

place in the CB penetirating the issues involved in great depth. i•iucii work has been

done and a great number of detailed proposàls-have'been put forth. This process

has deepened the understanding of-the issues and has therefore been of great vaZùe',

while at the same time bringing into the picture a r.umber of complicated problems

not originally foreseen. Or. some aspects progress has been made while on others,

thz.problems have tended.to become ever.more intricate. Here solutions have yet'

to be found.`- Time has now come to revert to a search for simple and

straightforward formulas based on the accumulated insight acquired during the last

couple of years' work and on a genuine willingness by all to compromise and

negotiate past positions.

In this spirit Sweden has endeavoured to elaborate new text proposals

concerning some of the major still outstanding problems. A fundamental idea on'

which these proposals are based is that the treaty should prohibit the use of

radioactive material for hostile purposes, be it by using radiological weapons

or by attacking nuclear facilities in such a way that radioactive material is

released. Hôrkir.g papers and proposals from,individual countries have been

carefully considered and the progress already made has been taken into account.

In elaborating the r.cw proposals the text put forward in August -1-983-(CD/421)

by the co-ordinator'of Group A of the Ad Hoc Working Group on Radio-logical Weapons,

Mr. Busby, has sarved as the basis. Chan-2s in that text have only been made as

regards some'of the k2} ► issues where Swaden feels that progress has so far been

too limited or non-existant.*

GE.84-62374
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The new draft proposals presented here are an honest attempt to find 

compromise solutions which could be acceptable to all as a basis for serious 
_ 

negotiations. Just because the overriding concern has been to find a .compromise 

basis for the continued negotiations some changes in earlier Swedish positions' 

have been made. 

For the sake of facilitating the study of the new proposals they are 

presented below -peallel with-the text-of the co—erdimetor—of Group.A.In 1983 as 

presented in CD/e1. - 	• 	_ 	 . 

• 

* * 

Preambular text 

In the preambular_part only such changes have been made which ara logical 

consequences  of the  substantial changes proposed in the new  Articles I,  II and III 
t". 	 • 	 . 

or . prompted by reformulations elsewhere in the text. 

• . 

1963 Report from Group A, 
' 	Co-'•:Srditeter's text (CD1421) Swedish proposals . 	 • 

"TREATY PROHIBITING RADIOLOGICAL 

WEAPONS" 

"The States Parties to this Treaty, 

"Determined to strengthen international 

peace and security .and to preserve 

mankind from the danger of new means 

of warfare., 

"Desiring : to.contribute , to -:the.cause:of'. 

 halting the arms race and recognizing 

thatenagreement on the prohibition 

of radiological weapons would contribute 

to this end, 

TREATY PROHIBITING RADIOLOGICAL 

WEAPONS  AND THE RELEASE  OR  

DISSEMINATION OF RADIOACTIVE_ › 
MATERIAL FOR HOSTILE PURPOSES . 	_ 

Desiring...tocentribute'to:the cause - 	, 

of halting the. arms race and 	 • 

recognizingthat an agreement on the 

prohibition .e,radiologicalyeapons •  , 
and of the release 9r.dissemination . 

of radioactive_ material_xor :hosti2e 	_ 

purposes would contribute to this - 
end, 



Conscious that the use of 

radiological weapons and the release 

or dissemination of radioactive 

material coula nave devastating 

consequences for mankind, 

Recognizing the need for peaceful 

Uses of sources of radiation from 

radioactive decay Ili àifferent fields 

of human activities, and the need for 

international co—operation in this 

field, and affirming that the benefits 

of peaceful applications of radioactive 

materials should be available to  al].  

States Parties to this Treaty, with 

due consideraticn for the needs of 

the developing countries. 

CD/530 
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"(Affirming the obligation of all States) 

(Determined) to pursue negotiations in 

good faith on effective measures relating 

to the prohibition of recognized weapons 

of mass destruction and to bring about 

general and complete disarmament under 

strict and effective international 

control, 

"Reaffirming in this regard the urgency 

of the pursuit and early conclusion of 

negotiations on effective measures aimed 

at the cessation of the nuclear arms 

race and nuclear disarmament, 

"Noting the provisions contained in 

other agreements relating, to this 

t e 

• objective, 

"Conscious that the use of (any forM 

of) radiological weapons could have 

devastating consequences for . Mankind, 

"Stressing therefore the particular 

importance of accession to this Treaty 

by the greatest possible number of 

States, 

"(AffièMinifthe principle that the , 	. 
benefits of peaceful  applications 'of 

 materials shoUld be available 
. 	.• 	• 

to all States Parties to this Treaty, 
. 	• 

with dde consideration for the needs of 

the develei)ing countries, and recognizing-

the—heed .fOr peacefUl uses of sources of 

radiition from radioactive decay in 

different fields of human activities,) 

• `.: 
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"Reca?ling that the Ganeral Assembly of

the United Nations has urged the

prohibition of the development, production,

stockpiling and use of radiological

weapons,

"Hàve agreed as follcws:

Articles T_, II. IIï and Annex III

Only a-nor a.djustaents have been made in the taxt of the Co-ordinator's

Article I. -.4cwever, it has been suppllment=d with new additional Articles.

The new Articles I, I: and II= are proposed to take the placa of the

Co-ordinator's Article 1.

In the pronosed new Article I the scope of the prohibition of use of

radioactive material for hosti?.e purposes ^ias been broadened to encompass also
::

releasz-or disseminatiôn caused by attacks on nuclear facilities.
.;.

T1.2se facilities have been defined in Article II:b. A number of very

detailed proposais and counterproposals on different aspects of this question have

bean thoroughly discussed in the CD; but so far no agreement on suitable criteria

has been reachcd. Beli.eving that preventing mass destruction should be the

overridino concern, Sweden proposes criteria based on the nuclear facilities'

potential to cause mass destruction through the release or dissemination of

radioactivity, if att3cked. An attempt has been made to formulat:: as simple a

model as possible with set threshold limits for the different kinds of facilities.

Fu_rthermore, it.is°proposad in Articles II and TTI that in order for a

nuclear facility to qualify for protection under the Treaty it should be carefully

ident_fied; registered ar.d open to inspection. A simple procedure to this.end is

proposed;n a new Annex III. A special register of &the nuclear facilities in

question maintained by the Depositary is envisaged, as well as a list at the

D2positary's aisposal_of qualiiizd experts whose services could be made available

to undertake Inspection Missions. ►Yo changes in the procedures for verification

and compliance with the Treaty as proposed in the Co-ordinator's text
;.

(Article VI, VI-1, Annexes I and LT) will be needed.

For the sake of Facilitaziâ?g the study of these new. proposals Annex III_ is

here presented in ccnjunctio:i with the,Articles.I-II2.

0
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-1983 Report frcm Group A,
Co-ordinator's text Swedish proposals

"Article I

"l. Each State Party to this Treaty

undertakes never under any

circumstances to develop, produce,
. -- • .

stockpile, otherwise acquire or

possess, transfer, or use radiological

weapons.

For the purposes of this Treaty,

the term 'radiological weapon'

mzans :

Articié I

1. Each State Party to this Treaty

undértakes never under any-

circumstances to release or

disseminate radioactive material for

hostile purposes causing destruction,

damage, or injury by means of the

radiation produced by the decay of

such matérial,'neither by using

radiological weapons nor by attacking

nuclear faci'lities.

2. Each State Pârty'to this Treaty

undertakes never under any

circumstances to develop, produce,

stockpile, otherwise acquire or

possess, or transfer, radiological

weapons:

3. Each State Party to this Treaty

also undertakes not in any way to

assist, encourage, or induce any

person, State, group of States, or

international organization to engage

in any of the activities which the

States Parties to the Treaty have

undertaken not to engage in under

the provisions of paragraphs 1 and 2'

of this article.

Article II

For the purposes of this Treaty,

(a) The term "radiological weapons"

means:
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"(a) Any device, including agy weapon 

or - equipment, -  specifically.  designed-to . 

employ radioactive material by . 

diseeminating it to cause destruction, 

damage, or injury by means of «the 

radiation produeed by the decay 'Of sUch 
material; 

"(b) Ai y radioactive material -

specifically (designed) -for empioynent, 

by its diesemination, « to cààse' 

destrUCtion; danage, dr injurrhy means 

of the radiation produeedby the decay 

of Silch material. 

(i) Any device,inerfit»s - agy 

weapon or eqpipment,...specifically 

designed to employ radioactive . 

material uy dzsseminating it to 

cause destruction, damage, or 

injury by means of the radiation 

produced by the decay of saCh 

material; 

(ii) Any radioactive material 

srecificaily designed for 

employment, by its dissenination, 

to cause destruction, damage, or 

injury e means of the  radiation 
produced brthe decay of'süch - 

material. 

(b) The tern.nuaclear facilities" 

means =clear-facilities on land. i•ihich 

• are - either' 

(i) Unclear reactors designed• 

for a thermal effect which cauld 

exceed 30 Mega_vatts; 

(ii) Intermediate spent fuel 

storaees designed for storing 

radioactive material exceeding. 

1018  Bq; 

(iii) Reprocessing plants, or, 

(iv) Waste deposits containing -

radioactixe material exceeding 
1 8  

10-  Bq, 

and which cre included in a register 

maintained by the Depositary. 

Article 21I .e.' - 	• 	• 	- 

The Depositary shall maintain a 

register of nuclear fpcilitiea 

covered by the pro7isions cf this 
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. 	. 
"2. Each State Party to this Treaty also 

undertakes never under any circumstances 

to employ deliberately, by its 

dissPminAtion, any radioactive material 

to cause destruction, damage, or injury 

by means of the radiation produced by the 

decay of such material, whether or not 

such material is specifical/y defined 

as a radiological weapon in paragraph 1 

of this article. 

"3. Each State Party to this Treaty 

also undertakes not in any way to assist, 

encourage, or induce agy person, State, 

group of States, or international 

organization to engage in  agY  of the 

activities which the States Parties to 

the Treaty have undertaken not to engage 

in under the provisions of paragraphs 1 

and 2 of this article. 

Treaty and shall  transmit certified 

copies  thereof to each State Party to 

the Treaty. 

States Parties to the Treaty wishing 

to have nuclear facilities under their 

jurisdiction as snecified in 

Article II:b included in this 

register shall  for each such facility 

communicate to the Depositary a 

request for inclusion in the register. 

Such a request shall contain written 

information as stecified in Annex III 

which constitutes an integral part of 

the Treaty. 

Information contained in requests 

for the inclusion of nuclear 

facilities into the register shall  

be subject to verification, in 

accordance with-procedures spelt out 

in .Annex III. 

(Replaced by the proposed Article 

I:1) 

(This  paragraph is identical with the 

proposed Article 1:3) 



A= III

Register on nuclear facilities and
Ins-Dectian Missions

1. Upon receipt of a request for an

inclusion in the register provided

for in Article III of this Treaty

the Depositary shall without delay

satisfy himself. that the nuclear

facility or facilities concerned can

be defined as such in accordance

with Article II:b. To this end the

requests for the inclusion of nuclear

facilities in the register as stated

in Article III of the Treaty shall

contain the following written

information:

(a) Details on-the exact

geographical location of the

nuclear facility/facilities,

(b) Identification of the type of

nuclear façility i.e. if it is a

reactor, intexaediary spent fuel

storaüe, reprocessing plant or

waste deposit,

(c) Detailed specifications as

applicable on

(i) the thermal effect in

i-iegawatts for which-a nuclear

reactor is desigaed,

(ii) the capacity (in Bq) for

which an intermediate spent fuel

storage is designed,

(iii) the content (in Bq) of a

vaste deposit.
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2. The Depositary shall in 

constatation with_the regnesting 	. 

State initiate an Inspection Mission. 

An Inspection- Mission, conitituted 

by one expert or more, shall by  

on-site inspection verify that the 

facility or facilities concerned 

are nuclear facilities as defined 

under Article II:b. 

3. The Depositary shPll, with the' • 

co-operation of States Parties to 

the Treaty, compile and maintain a 

list of qualified experts, whose 

services could be made'available to 

undertake such Inspection Missions. 

4. The Depositary shall include 

in the register the requested 

detafls on the facilities concerned 

as soon as the InsPection Mission 

- has confirmed that the relevant 

definition under Article II:b is 

applicable, and shall immediately 

notify States Parties to the Treaty 

of agy new  inclusion in the register. 

Article IV 	 - 

Following the Proposals above, the Co-ori 4 natorls Article II dealing with 

different aspects of peaceful  uses of radioactive materiels is numbered Article IV 

in the Swedish proposal. 

3earing in mind that the mPin purpose of this paper is to bring about a 

compromise, acceptable as a basis for further negotiations of a treaty prohibiting 

radiologically caused mass destruction as well as the difficulties involveà- in 

so doing, the Swedish proposal only includes undertakings falling directly Within 

the scope of suàh a prohibition. This is reflected in the following: 
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1983 Report from Group A,
Co-ordinator's text Swedish proposals

"(Article. 11 Article 17

"I. Each State Party to this Treaty 1. Each State Party to this undertakes

undertakes to contribute (to. the fullest to contribute to the fullest possible

possible extent) (fully) to the extent to the developaent of adequate

strengthening of international measures of protection for all States

co-operation in°the-peaceful uses of against harmful effects of radiation.

radioactive,materia.ls•and of sources of

radiation from radioactive decay (, and

to the development of adequate measures

of protection for all States aga.i.nst

ha,mfui effects of radiation).

"2. Each State Party to this Treaty

undertakes to facilitate, and has the

•right to participate in, the (fullest

possible ) (full) exchange of èqui.pment,

materials, and scientific and

technological info-.tion regarding tiie-

peaceful uses réferred to in paragraph 1

2. Nothing in this T,.eaty shall be

interpreted as affecting the

inalienable right of the States Parties

to this Treaty to develop and apply

their programmes for the neaceful

uses of nuclear energy and to

international co-operation in this

of this article, taking into account the field, and no provisions of this

needs of the developing countries. Treaty shall hinder the use of'sources

of radiation from radioactive decay

for peaceful purposes, in accordance

with generally recognized principles

and applicable rules of international

law concerning such use.

"3.. Nothing in this Treaty shall..be-

-interpreted as affecting the

ina].ienable right of the States Parties

to thisTreaty to develop•and apply

their programmes for the peaceful uses

of nuclear.energy and to internâtional

?co-operation in this field (, consistent

with the need to prevent the

proliferation of nuclear weapons); and

no provisions of this Treaty shall

hinder the use of sources of radiation
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from radioactive decay for peaceful-purposes, 

in accordance with generally recognized principles 

and applicable rules of international law 

concerning such use.) 

* * * 

Articles V and VI  

The Co-ordinator's Articles III and IV would as a consequence of the above 

proposals be numbered as Articles V and VI. 

* * * 

Article VII  - 

This article is based on the Co-ordinator's two Articles V and V bis. Again 

the proposed changes are to be seen as an attempt to concentrate  only  on issues falling 

within the immediate scope of the proposed prohibitions.. 

1983 Report from Group A, 
Co-ordinator's text 	 Swedish proposals 

Article V 	 Article VII 	 • 

(1. The provisions of this Treaty 	 1. The provisions of this Treaty shall 

shall not apply to nuclear explosive 	not apply to nuclear explosive devices or 

devices or to radioactive material 	 to radioactive material produced by then. 

produced by them.) 

2. Nothing in this Treaty shalI. be 	 2. Nothing in this Treaty shall be 

interpreted as in any way limiting or 	interpreted as in any way legitimizing the 

detracting from any existing rules of 	use of nuclear weapons or detracting fron 

international law applicable in armed 	obligations to prevent the use or threat 

conflict or limiting or detracting from 	of use of such weapons and the achievement 

obligations assumed by the States Parties 	of nuclear disarmament, nor as in any way 

under any other relevant international 	limiting or detracting from any existing 

agreement. 	 rules of international Law applicable in 
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(Article V bis  

The States Parties to this Treaty 

undertake to pursue urgently 

negotiations for the cessation of the 

nuclear arms race, the conclusion of 

effective measures to prevent the use 

or threat of use of nuclear weapons, 

and the achievement of nuclear 

disarmament.) 

armed conflict or limiting or 

detractiàg from obligations assumed by 

the States Parties under any other 

relevant international agreement. 

* * 

Articles VIII-XIV  

No specific proposals are made concerning the Co-ordinator's Articles VI-XII. 

However, they woUld.be , numbered VIII-XIV. 

* * * 

Annexes I and II  

No new proposals. 

Annex III  

A new Annex III is_proposed, the text of which is presented in its substantial 

context; page 9. 	 • 

*-` 



CONFERENCE ON DISARMAMENT CD/540
31 August 1984

Original: ENGLISH

REPORT OF THE CONFERENCE ON DISARMAMENT TO
THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE UNITED NATIONS.

G. New types of weapons of mass destruction
and new systems of such weauons;
radiological weanons

118. The item on the agenda entitled "New types of weapons of mass destruction
and new systems of such.weapons; radiological weapons" was considered by the
Conference, in accordance with its prograame of work, during the periods
2-6 April and 30 July-3 August 1984.

119. The list of new documents presented to the Conference during its 1984 session
under the agenda item is contained in the report submitted 17 the Ad Eac uomittee
referred to in the following paragraph.
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120. At its 284th plenary meeting on 23 August 1984, the Lonference adopted the
Report of the Ad Hoc Uommittee established by the Conference under the agenda item
at its 259th plenary meeting (see paragraphs 10 and 11 above). That Report
(CD/533) is an integral part of this Report and reads as follows:

"I. 'INTRODUCTION

111. In accordance with the decision taken by the Conference on Disarmament at
its 259th plenary meeting held on 17 April 1984: as contained in document UD/4999
the Ad Hoc Committee on Radiological Weapons was established for the duration of
the 1984 session with a view to reaching agreement on a convention prohibiting
the development, production, stockpiling and use of radiological weapons. The
Conference further decided thàt the Ad Hoc L;ommittee would report to it on the
progress of its work before the conclusion of the 1984 session.

°II. ORrau-rZamION OF WORK A1TD DOCDMEtZTATION

112. At its 259th plenary meeting on 17 April 1984, the Conference on Disarmament
appointed Ambassador Mi16s Vejvoda of Czechoslovakia as Chairman of the
Ad Hoc uommittee. Mr. Victor Slipchenko, United Nations Department for
Disarmament Affairs, served as Secretary of the Ad Hoc %.ommittee.-

"3. The Ad Hoc t;ommittee held 11 meetings from 15 June to 10 August 1984. In
addition, the uhairman held a number of informal consultations with delegations.

"4. At their request, the representatives of the following States not members of
the Conference on:Disarmament participated in the work of the Ad Hoc Committee:
Finland; Norwayaad Spain..

"5: In carrying out its mandate, the Ad Hoc uommittee took into account
paragraph 76 of the Final Document of the first special session of the,
United Nations General Assembly devoted to disarmament. It also took into
consideration the relevant recommendatione of the United Nations Disarmament
Commission, in particular those adopted in connection with the Second Disarmament
Decade in 1980. In addition to various resolutions adopted by the
General Assembly on the subject at its previous sessions, the Ad Hôc Uommittee
took into account in particular resolution 38/188D of the General Assembly of
20 December 1983. Paragraphs 1 to 3 of that resolution read as follows:

"11. Requests the Conference on Disarmament to continue negotiations with a
view to a prompt conclusion of the elaboration of a convention prohibiting the
development, production7 stockpiling and use of radiological weapons in order
that it may be submitted to the General Assembly at its thirty-ni.nth':session;-

"12. Further requests the Conference on Disarmament to continue its search
for a prompt solution to the question of prohibition of attacks on nuclear
facilities, including the scope of such prohibitionp taking into account all
proposals submitted to it,to this end;

"13. Takes note of the recomm,endation of the Ad Hoc Working Group on
Radiological eapons, in the report adopted by'the ^•ômmu^tee on Disarmament, to
re-establish an Ad Hoc Working Group at the beginning of its 1984 session to
continue its work and in that context to review and assess how best to make
progress on the subject matter.'
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'6. In addition to the documents of previous sessions, the Ad Hoc Committee 
had before it the following new documents for consideration: 

- CD/530 1  dated 3 August 1984, submitted by Sweden, entitled 'Proposals for 
parts of a Treaty Prohibiting Radiological Weapons and the Release or 
Dissemination of Radioactive Material for Hostile Purposes' (also issued 
as uD/RW/WP.52 of 18 June 1984) 

- CD/RW/WP.53, dated 20 June 1984 1  submitted by the United Kingdom, 
entitled IA definition relevant to the prohibition of attacks on 
nuclear facilities' 

- uD/RW/WP.54, dated 12 July 1984, submitted by Sweden, entitled 'Notes from 
the intervention by Ambassador Ekéus on 21 June 1984 concerning criteria 
and definitions used in CD/RW/WP.52' (also issued as uD/RW/CRP.27) 

- uD/RW/WP.55, dated 19 July 1984, submitted by Sweden, entitled 'Answers 
to questions raised by the Federal Republic of Germany concerning the 
Swedish proposal for draft mrovisions prohibiting attacks on nuclear 
facilities contained in cDAW,41P.52' (also issued as uD/RWARP.29) 

- UD/RW/VP.56, dated 3 August 1984, submitted by Sweden, entitled 'Notes 
from the intervention by the Swedish delegation on 1 August in the 
Ad Hoc Committee on Radiological Weapons concerning some definitions of 
nuclear facilities in document uD/530 - uD/RW,4JP.52' 

- uD/RW/WP.57, dated 2 August 1984, submitted by the chairman, entitled 
luriteria and categories of . nuclear facilities regarding the scope of 
prohibition of attacks against nuclear facilities' 

- uD/RW/WP.58, dated 10'August 1984, submitted by the Federal Republic of 
Germany, entitled 'Questions addressed to the Swedish Delegation with 
respect to the draft provisions regulating the prohibition of attacks in 
Document cD/RW/WP.52 1  

- uD/RW/CRP.25, dated 21 June 1984, entitled 'Proposals by the uhairman 
for the items to be discussed in the Ad Hoc committee on Radiological 
Weapons during the suer  session' 

- uD/RW/uRP.26, dated 6 Jule 1984, submitted by the Federal Republic of 
Germany, entitled 'Questions addressed to the Swedish Delegation with 
respect to the draft provisions regulating the prohibition of attacks - 
in Working Paper eD/ReP.52 1  

- CD/RW/CRP.28, dated 12 Juby 1984, entitled 'Programme of work of the 
Ad Hoc uommittee on Radiological Weapons. 



"III. WORK DURING nit: 1984 SESSION 

"7. The Ad Hoc  uommittee on Radiological Weapons proceeded to review and assess 
how best to make progress on the subject matter entrusted to it. The 
Ad Hoc committee agreed that during the 1984 session it would continue its 
substantive examination of questions relating to 'traditional' radiological 
weapons subject matter and questions relating to prohibition of attacks against 
nuclear facilities, without setting up two subsidiary bodies to deal with these 
questions or prejudging the relationship between them. 

"8. In that context, the Ad Hoc uommittee devoted two meetings to the continued 
review ,  of the question of linkage between the two major issues before it. 
Although no delegation disputed the importance of those issues and the need for 
their solution, differences of approach persisted with regard to the procedure 
to be followed in resolving them as well as to the form of any eventual agreement. 
In the absence of consensus, the Ad Hoc committee agreed to concentrate its work, 
on the substance of the issues involved. 

"9. At its 5th meeting, on 12 July, the Ad Hod committee adopted the following 
programme of work for its 1984 session: 

"'Within the questions of the  prohibition of radiological weapons in the 
"traditional" sense and the prohibition of attacks against nuclear facilities, 
the following problems should be discussed without prejudging the final positions 
of delegations as regards the "link" between the two aspects of the issue: 

- Definitions 

- Scope 

- Peaceful uses 

- Cessation of the nuclear arms race and nuclear disarmament 

- Compliance and verification'. 

"10.The Ad Hoc Committee discussed and examined various documents, inter alia, 
those submitted to it during its 1984 session by the delegations of the 
Federal Republic of Germany (/PreRP.26), Sweden (0/530, cD/RW4WP.54 9  55 ana 
56) and the United Kingdom (0 RV .53). Many delegations held that the 
approach proposed by Sweden in its draft provisions of a treaty prohibiting 
radiological weapons and the release or dissemination of radioactive material 
for hostile purposes (0/530) provided the best negotiating framework for making 
progress on all the major aspects of the issue and thus in the fulfilment of 
the Ad Hoc tAmmitteels-mandate. Other delegations, however, reaffirmed their 
conviction that proposals aimed at resolving:the question of prohibition of 
attacks against nuclear facilities in the context of prohibition orradiological 
weapons could only result in a failure to make progress an either of them. 

"11.The Ad Hoc committee devoted four meetings to the.cansideration of the 
questions of definitions and scope in accordance with its programme of work. 
With respect to these questions, it concentrated its work on consideration of 
criteria which would apply in determining which nuclear facilities might fall 
within the possible scope of a prohibition of attacks as well as on definitions 
of such facilities. In order to allow for a more structured discussion of that 



issue, the Chairman, upon request of some delegations, prepared a working paper
(uD/RW/WP.57) which reflected some of the proposals made by delegations during
the session in this regard. Proposals for scope and definitions contained in
the Swedish proposal (^:D/530) were examined. In particular, attention was
focused on the criterion used, i.e. the potential to cause mass destruction for
determining the four categories of facilities proposed to fall within the scope
of the prohibition of attacks on nuclear fac;ilities. The Ad Hoc uommittee also
discussed the suggested definitions, capacity thresholds and other possible
delimitations as well as other related questions such as the distinction between
military and non-militaxy facilities, protective zones, physical identification
(marking) of nuclear facilities, the definition of tattackl, verification, legal
and other aspects. The documents uD/RW/WP.53, 54, 55, 56 and CD/RW/t;RP.26 were
valuable contributions in this respect. With regard to the definition of
radiological weapons in the traditional sense, some delegations reaffirmed their
views con,.érning the so-called 'negative' or 'positivel approach. Divergent views
were also expressed on what should be considered a radiological weapon. While
some delegations maintained that it should include radioactive material as well
as devices and containers, other delegations held that radioactive material
should not be included since amy known radioactive material has a utility for
civilian peaceful purposesq and that the term Ispecifica].].y designed device and
equipmentt will be sufficient as the definition of a radiological weapon. In
this connection a suggestion was made to the effect that the prohibition of
configuration of radioautive material to weapon use might be envisaged. A number
of delegations maintained that a definition of radiological weapons should not
imply any restrictions on the use of radioactive material for peaceful purposes.
They also held the view that such a definition should not provide a basis for any
provision which might be interpreted as legitimizing nuclear weapons. The
exchange of views, which was generally considered to be useful and constructive,
contributed to a.better understanding of the substance as well as of the positions
of various delegations. Although some divergences of views continued'to èxist,
the deliberations revealed that more delegations than previously supported the
criterion of mass destruction as the most appropriate one for the identification
of facilities to be covered by the provisions of a prohibition of attacks on
nuclear facilities.

1112. With regard to the questions of peaceful uses and the cessation of the
nuclear arms race and nuclear disarmament, delegations generally reaffirmed the
views reflected in their earliér proposals to this end. Some delegations noted
that the compromise formulae proposed by Sweden in CD/530 could serve as a basis
for an eventual agreement on those two outstanding questions. Other delegations,
however, pointed out that a compromise should be sought in the context of all
provisions of that paper which could not be considered separately. Several
delegations emphasized the close link between the treaty on the prohibition of
radiological weapons and the cessation of the nuclear arms race and nuclear
disarmament. Some other delegations7 howeverl reaffirmed their view that it
would be unrealistic to expect States parties to a future agreement on
radiological weapons to undertake obligations which did not relate directly to its
subject matter. It was noted in this connection that a 'delineating provision'
might be used in order to find a solution to this problem. Some delegations
reaffirmed the importance they attached to the issues of verification and
compliance. In that context, they expressed the view that existing proposals on
those issues were not sufficient and should therefore be further thoroughly
examined. They regretted that the Ad Hoc uommittee was not able to devote more
attention to this problem during the session. Some delegations reiterated that,
as provided in paragraph 31 of the Final Document of SSOD I, the question of
verification had to be examined taking into account the scôpe of a convention.
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In their view, this fautor had an obvious bearing on the nature of the 
verification provisions to be included in a convention. They reiterated that, 
in the case of the prohibition of attacks against nuclear facilities, the 
question at issue was only that of establishing the fact that an attack had 
occurred. 

"13.Some delegations expressed their regret that the work of the uommittee had 
not concentrated more on the available draft texts, including the drafts 
submitted by the uhairman of the two preceding annual sessions, as well as the 
Swedish proposals (cp/530), and that the work pattern had rather been one of 
a prolonged general debate. They also felt that, despite the efforts by the 
Chair, this had not only caused delegations to lose sight of certain common 
positions that had been achieved in the earlier sessions, but entailed the risk 
that the negotiations might altogether lose their earlier momentum. Other 
delegations on the contrary believed that the work of the Ad Hoc uommittee was 
useful and helped to clarify further positions of delegations. More progress 
could not be achieved in view of the basic differences as to the framework for 
the solution of the two major issues. They also considered that due attention 
was paid to the existing draft texts, especially to the proposals by Sweden 
contained in CD/530. They further maintained that the provisions of the draft 
texts by the previous uhairmen could not be considered as reflecting common 
positions. 

"IV. u0NuLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

"14.It was generally recognized that the discussion held during the session. 
contributed to a better understanding of the issues  involved as well as to a 
further search for their solution. 

"15.In view of the fact that the uommitteets mandate was not fulfilled, it is 
recomMended that the conference on Disarmament should re-establish the 
Ad Hoc committee on Radiological Weapons at the beginning of its 1985 session. "  

121.The Conference considered the question  of new types and new systems of 
weapons of mass destruction at its plenary meetings. At the beginning of the 
first part of the session, a contact group was set up to consider the 
establishment of a subsidiary body on item 7. 

122.A group of socialist countries, recalling their earlier proposals, 
suggested in document CD/434 that the subeidiary body should have a mandate 
providing for, inter alia,  negotiations, with the assistance of qualified 
governmental experts,,with a, view to preparing a draft comprehensive agreement on 
the prohibition.of the development and manufacture of new types of weapons'of • 

mass destruction and new systems of such weapons, and also drafting possible 
agreements on prohibiting particular types of such weapons. They continued to 
uphold their opinion that everything must be done to prevent the emergence of 
new types of weapons of mass destruction based on new scientific principles and 
achievements, and as a first step to that end, while pursuing negotiations on the 
relevant agreements, the permanent members of the Security uouncil and other 
militarily significant States should make declarations, pledging not to develop 
any such weapons, which declarations should than be endorsed by the 
Security uouncil. 



123. Some other delegations stated that in their view it would be more
appropriate to negotiate agreements to ban potential new weapons of mass
destruction only on a case-by-case basis as such weapons might be identified.
They pointed out that no such weapon had been identified so far. A general
prohibitory agreement would not, in their view, be applicable to concrete
situations deriving from the emergence of unidentified new weapons systems and
would therefore not permit the definition and implementation of the appropriate
verification measures. For the present, they considered that the practice
followed in recent years - periodic informal meetings with the participation of
experts - allowed the t;onference to follow this question in an appropriate manner
and adequately to identify any cases which might require particular consideration
and which would justify the opening of specific negotiations.

124. A view was expressed by one delegation that, pending the conclusion of a
general agreement prohibiting the development and manufacture of new weapons of
mass destruction, the more powerfully armed States should adopt unilateral
measures to prevent the use of scientific and technical discoveries for military
purposes. It further believed that in this connection scientists would have an
important role to play and that they should therefore be associated in an
appropriate manner with the work of the Conference on Disarmament on this item of
the agenda.
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CD/RW/WP.2/Rer.1 
20  .lune  1980 
Original: ENCLISE 

COMMITTEE ON DISARMAMENT 

Id  Roc Working Group on Radiological Weapons 

I. MAIN ELEMENTS IN THE NEGOTIATIONS  
OF A TREATY ON THE PROHIBITION OP 
RADIOLOGICAL WEAPONS ' 

(Paper prepared by  te  Chairman) 

1. Preamble 

2. Scope of the prohibition 

3; 	Definition of radiological weapons 

4. 'Activities and obligations 

5. Relationship with other disarmament measures and agreements 

6. Peaceful uses 

7. Compliance and verification 

e. 	Cther provisiuns 

9. Amendments 

10. Duration and withdrawal 

11. Review conference 

12. Adherence, entry into force, depositary 

13. Annexes 
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. II. TEE ORDE R OF DISCUSSING MAIN ELEKeNTS ce A  
DRIFT TREATY ON THE PROHIBITION CF RADIOLOGICAL 
WEAPONS AT MEETINGS OF THE WORKING GROUP 

1. It seems advisable.that negotiations of main elements of the 

draft treaty at working group meetings be conducted in the 

following order: 

- Definition of radiological weapons 

- Scope of the prohibition 

- Activities and obligations 

- Peaceful uses, Relationship-to other treaties 

- Compliance.and. verification - 

- The remainine"main elements" (other provisions, 

amendmente, duration and withdrawal, review conference, 

adherence, enter into force, depositary) 

-•Preamble. 

2. During each meeting the working group vill tackle on the same 

level all proposale and conaiderations of States members of the CD 

which veresubmitted prior to the day of the meeting or might be 

submitted and which refer to the main element tb be discussed. 



cD/Fw/^• 5
CO?^Y„TTEE ON LIS,4s^.M^^.II^T 18 June 1980
Vorking Group or. Radiological Weapons

original: F3iGLISfi

Comments from the Canadian,delegation on major elements of

a Treaty Prohibiting the Development, Production, Stockpi-

ling and use of Radiological Weaoons.

The Canadian delegation has already made, in

Plenary, general comments on the joint USA/USSR proposal

on major elements of a treaty prohibiting the development,

production, stockpiling and use of radiological weapons

(RW).
We acknowledged that it might be less urgent to con-

clude an agreement which would prohibit a non-existent

weapon system than one which exists, but we concluded, that,

for a number of reasons, it would nonetheless be a great

value if we could agree on a comprehensive prohibition of

RW. I now propose to make detailed comments on the joint

proposal and on some of the very useful comments and ques-

tions offered by a number of colleagues.

Firstly, on the question of whether a treaty

pruhibitins RW should include particle-beam weapons in its

scope, we have heard some countries say it should, others

say it should not, and others simply raised the question.

The Canadian authorities are of the opinion that a treaty

on RW shoulZi not attempt to include particle-beam weapons.

.../2
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This should not be taken as an indication that we are not 

concerned with the research which is going on in some coun-

tries on these weapons. However,-for objective reasons of 

definition, mode of probable use And scientific principles 

involved, we bellev* that particle-beam weapons are a subs- 
. 

tantially different category of weapon, which could not 

logically be put in the category of radiological weapons. 

With regard to the suggestion that a reference 

be made in the preamble to the priority to be given to 

nuclear disarmament, we would agree to some language which 

would stress that an RW Treaty would not in any way imply 

that the present situation is satisfactory. We would not 

however wish to state that nuclear disarmament should be 

given priority'over conventional weapon disarmament, inas-

much as we firmly believe that the two must proceed 

concurrently as laid down in paragraphs 45 and 46 of the 

Final Document of UNSSOD. 

With regard to Article I, it has been suggested 

that the phrase "in no circumstances" be added to the state-

ment of prohibition. One delegation made a separate but 
01, 

related suggestion that a specific prohibition be made of 

the use of radioactive barriers, even on ones own territory. 

We agree that the use of RW on ones own territory should 

not be an exception to the general prohibition, but we do 

not think it is necessary, or appropriate, to single out a 

particular method of using RW for prohibition. In other 

words, we agree with thesuggestionrthat  the  words " in no 

.../3 
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circumstances" be included in the undertaking of general

prohibition made in Article I, in the sarae-way they are

included in the Biological Weapons. Conven.tion. We realize

that some countries have strong feelings about being able

to defend themselvea-from attack by any and all means, but

believe that exceptions to a treaty would complicate and

weaken it.

The delegation of the Netherlands has pointed out

what appears to be a loophole in the present wording of

Articles II and I II, and suggested, on April 9, alter-native

wording. My delegation agrees that radioactive material

produced, for example, by underground explosions or so

caïled"peaceful nuclear explosions, would appear not to be

covered by the present wording, and we see the wording sugges-

ted by the Netherlands delegation as a distinct improvement.

Also on Article II, another delegation asked what criteria

sh.ould be adopted with regard to level or quantity of radio-

activity considered to be permissible or prohibited. We

see this is a useful question, which may well lead to grea-

ter precision of definition,in the treaty-to-be. Such an

attempt at precision could also lead to complications, if,

for example, it allowed the exclusion of less radioactive

material which, in greater amounts, could also be used as

radiological weapons. We would therefore wish to hear the

reaction of the two co-sponsors of the joint proposal before

we take a position on this question.

.../4



The interesting suggestion-has been made that 

Article III should include a prohibition df attacks on 

nuclear stations. Such attacks woad amount, in effect, 

to the spreading of another country's radiological mate-. 

rial and thus constitute the usdrof'RW. This action is of 

course already banned in part by Article 56 of the Geneva 

Protocol of July 1977 relating to the protection of victims 

of international armed conflicts. Although we would, in an 

ideal world, wish to prohibit such an attack, we wonder if 

it can be done in the case where, for example, the nuclear 

generating station is clearly providing power in direct 

support of military operations. Since this case was consi-

dered in the negotiation of the Geheva Protocol and is 

specifically exempted from iti prohibition, its implications 

should be considered in terms of that protocol and not Ln a 

treaty on radiological weapons themselves. 

The suggestion has been made, both as a general 

suggestion, and in relation to Article VI, that the Conven-

tion on the Physical Protection of Nuclear Material be 

referred to, and. even broadetied to include all radioactive 

material. We do agree that an RW treaty should be consistent 

with this Convention. However, if the suggestion is that an 

international monitoring system for all radioactive material 

equivalent to the IAEA safeguards system for source and 

special nuclear materials be set up, we have serious doubts, 

given the level of technolog>at the moment, that this is a 

workable proposition. We would wish to have further-discussions 

.../5 
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on this matter, as it is clear that States must assume certain 

responsibilities under Article VI, and the Convention on the 

Physical Protection of Nuclear Materials eight well offer an 

appropriate set of ground rules. 

A number of useful suggeetlons have been made 

concerning Article.VIII. First 6f all, that the discrimi-

natory aspect, i.e., the veto option of the permanent members 

of the Security Council, be removed. We would like to explore 

this question with other delegations, to see if this part of 

Article VIII could be made less discriminatory. We would 

support the two changes of wording suggested on April 9 by 

the delegation of Belgium. One would call for the Consulta-

tive Committee to be set up immediately, if possible, upon 

request; and the.other would allow . the Committee to formulate 

opinions on other issues than those raised by the State which 

requested that the Committee be convened. We also share the 

desire expressed by another delegation to know more about 

the relationship between and among the different avenues for 

consultation, investigation and complaint specified in the 

sub-paragraphs of Article HI. In other words, would it be 

helpful to specify that thes'e three steps should be taken 

one after the other, in the order given, or would it be too 

binding if, for example, a party wished to go directly to 

the Security Council? We tend to the view that these steps 

should be undertaken consecutively, but we are open to 

other views. Finally, with regard to the request that an 

example of "assistance", as used in sub-paragraph 5 of Arti-

cle VIII, be given, we would also be interested in receiving 

additional information on this question. 
. . .16  



It has been suggested that the option of with-

from the treaty described in Article X be removed.
drawing

My Government wouTd•accept this suggestion if others agree

to it, but. ve- would remark that'the right to vithdraw, while

explaining the extraordinary'events which, in the percep-

tion of the. State concerned, have jeopardized its supreme

interests, is a standard clause in many international agree-

ments.

Finally, the question of the timing of the first

Review
Conference has been raised. We would be prepared to

a,ccept the formula expressed in the joint proposal, but if

a
number° of other delegations have. doubts about it as it

stands, it, would perhaps be.wi_ser to change it so as to have

the: fi.rst conference sooner.



CCMlITTEE ON DIS9.EMAMENT CD/Rd/WP.4
23 June 1980

Working Group on Radiological Weapons Original: -ENGLISH

FEDERAL RE,^PIIBLIC OF GEEiMAIdYY

Proposed new Article V:
-----------------------

Para 1: Nothing in this Treaty shall be interpreted as

affecting the inalienable right of all Parties

to the Treaty to-develop research, production

and use of nuclear energy for peaceful purposes.

Para 2: Provisions of the Treaty shall not hinder the

use of sources of radiation from radioactive

decay for peaceful purposes and shall be

without prejudice to any generally recognized

principles and applicable rules of inter-

national law concerning such use.
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Working Group on Radiological Veapone

CD/Rr/vP . 5
25 June 1980

Original: ENGLISH

CQ4E8TS FBQf fiH€ D==ION OP TES PBD&RAL FEPQBLIC OF GMEdNl

CE MAJOR SLâMMiT3 OF A TBEl'i`Y PROHIBITIHG TEE i'sFSLQPfflT,

PEODIICTI08, STCCSPII.INC 1HD USE Ci? BiDIOI,OGICIL li&iPGEiS.

In the understanding of the delegation of the Federal Ma-public of

Gexaany it in quite clear what we are aiming at. There ahould be a

complete and comprehensive prohibition of a particular type of

weapon of mass destruction already defined, but not yet in

eziâtence, whose destructive effects are caused by aeana of

radiation produced by the decay of radioactive material.

Hence, any other use of radioactive mater4al not

having the destrVctive effect just mentioned, f.:a particular

in medical and technical applications, will not and cannot

be covered by the treaty. Moreover, we should resist any

attempt to burden the treaty with additional problems;

instead we should limit ourselves to deal with this one

type of weapon for mass destruction only.



cD/Mr/vP.5
25 J-11e 1980 2

Following these general remarks I would like to

offer some more specific observations.

In our- opinion it would be more logical to revert-

the order of Articles I and II so that the definition

comes first, whereas purpose and scop.e of the prohibition

Yould be dealt with subsequently. Otherwise, the prohibi-

tion is postulated before it becomes clear what will be

covered by such prohibition.

With respect to Article V which stipulates the

peaceful use of nuclear energy, we would suggest to

-introduce an additional first paragraph, the existing

para becoming para 2. The new para I of Article V would

read as follows:

"Nothing in this Treaty shall be interpreted, as affecting

the inalienable right of all Parties to the Treaty to

develop research, production and use of nuclear energy

for peaceful pu^poses".

In the last part of what now becomes para 2, the

draft before us -mentions_"without^=prejudice to.any,

generally recognized. principles and applicable rules of

international law concerning such use°.
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CD/RW/WP.5 
25 June 1980 

We would like to ask the authors for clarification 

which principles and rules of international law they 

had in mind. 

The complaints procedure envisaged in Article VIII 

is, in our judgment, far from being ideal. We must, 

however, recognize that the treaty prohibits weapons 

not yet in existence, a tact  that consequently does not 

call for destruction or limitation of stocks. The 

proposed solution might, therefore, be acceptable in 

this case. By the same token, the proposed procedure 

has to be without prejudice to verification and complaints 

procedures in other agreements on the.limitation and 

prohibition of already existing types of weapons. 

Theàe are the remarks I would like to offer at this 

time. I reserve the right to ask for the floor again 

during the further course of our deliberations, particu-

larly concerning the preambular part of the treaty. 



CGr4QTI'ES CU DISABMAMM

Ac Hoc Working Group for Badiological Weapons

Propoeala by the delegation of Sweden

cD/aW/WP.6
30 June 1?AO

Original: MTGILISH

Treaty PrchibitinR Radiological ji ar_*a_Te including the Develoament,

Production, Stockpiling and Use of Radiological Weapons

1. Each State Party to the Treaty undertakes not for any purpose to

develop, produce, stockpile, otherwise acquire or possess, or use

radiological weapons, or otherwise to engage in radiological warfare.

II. For the purpose of this Treaty,

1. the ter.a radiological varfare ans dissemination of radioactive

material, other than through:the explosion of a nuclear explosive

device, in order to cause destruction, damage or injury by mana of the

radiation produced by the decay of such material,

2. the tara radiological weapon sieane any device, including any

weapon or equipment, other than a noclear explosive device,

specifically designed to employ radioactive material by deeaeainating

it to cause destruction, damage or injux7 by ana of the radiation

produced by the decay of such aaterial.

III. Each State Party to the Treaty undertakes not for any purpose to

attack or deliberately damage any nuclear electrical generating

station, other nuclear facility or nuclear deposit on the territory

of States Parties to the treaty.
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30 Jura 1980 

OrigimallEMLISE 

camrazt= ON DIEleteMiT 

Ad Boo Vo±king Group or Radiological Veapora 

COMMENTS FROM THE ITALIAN DELEGATION ON MAJOR ELEMENTS  

OF A TREATY PROHIBITING THE DEVELOPMENT, PRODUCTION, 

STOCKPILING AND USE OF RADIOLOGICAL WEAPONS (DOC. CD/31  

AND CD/32) 

The Italian Delegation has carefully considered the 

main elements of the proposed Treaty, and wishes to make 

at this stage in the ad hoc Working Group on Radiological 

-Weapons  se  comments on the following articles. 

Art. II - paragraph 7 

The Italian Delegation has already asked the cosponsors 

of the proposed main elements for a Treaty on Radiological 

Weapons to clarify what they had in mind in drafting Art. 

II, paragraph 2. It seems in fact to us difficult to imagine 

a sufficieptly clear and unequivocal category of radioactive 

materials ("any radioactive material'specifically designed 

for....") as the one defined by Art. II, paragraph 2. The 

paragraph as it stands now would be of difficult interpre-

tation and could create, in our opinion, some confusion. 



On the other hand we . wonder whether it is really necessary, 

considering that Art. II, _paragraph 1, and Art. III are 

clear and wide enougli for the purposes of the Treaty we 

have in mind. We therefore would like-to suggest the delet-

ion of_paragraph 2 of Art.- II. 

Art. IV  

Our concern has already been expressed to the Working 

Group that the provisions of this Article might in se  way 

hamper or limit  th  d scientific, technical, and industrial 

international co-operation and exchanges intended strictly 

for peaceful developments of nuclear energy and peaceful 

applications of radioactive materials. To make it clearer, 

the Italian Delegation would like to propose.a new wording 

of Art.  IV on' the following lines:_ 

"Each State Party to the Treaty undertakes not to take  

anv deliberate action intended to assist, encourage 

"or induce any person, State, group of States or inter-

"national  organization to engage in any of the activities 

"which the Parties to the Treaty have undertaken not to 

"engage in under the provisions of paragraph I and III". 

Art. V 

The Italian Delegation appreciates and supports the 

amendment proposed by the Delegation of theFederal Republic 

of Germany to include a new paragraph on the inalienable 

right of  all  Parties Co  develop research, producticn and 

use of nuclear energy for peaceful purposes. The Italian 

Delegation also  feels that another paragraph should be 
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added to reaffirm the need to safeguard international

co-operation for peaceful purposes. The new paragraph

could read as follows:

"Nothing in this Treaty shall be'interpreted as limiting

"the right to the international co-operation aimed at

"the exchange of equipnent, materials and scientific

"and technological information for the peaceful uses of

"radioactive materials".

Art. VI

Art. VI has been defined by the distinguished Represen-

tative of the USA as a"uniÎateral obligation". The Italian

Delegation feels that the measures to be taken by each State

Party to the Treaty in order to prevent loss; and to.prohibit

and prevent diversion of radioactive materials that might be

used in radiological weapons should not be only the ones

which it "dee:ns necessary", but should also be "effective"

to their scope. The Italian Delegation as already suggested

as an appropriate matter of consideration to the Working

Group the relationship between certain provisions of the

proposed Treaty and the provisions of the Convention on

the Physical Protection of Nuclear Material, negotiated

within the IAEA. Some Delegations expressed the opinion

that the latter provisions may be impracticable as applied

to the present. proposed Treaty. The Italian Delegation

should like to point out that necessary and effective

measures can also be accomodated within the national laws

and regulations governing the production, possession, use

and disposal of radibactive materials for peaceful pur;".:ses•

We therefore would prefer at least to see Art. VI reading



as follows:
accordance

"Each State Party to the Treaty undertakes, in
& rocedures, to take effective

"with its constitutional P
rahibit and prevent

"mea sures to pTevent loss of and to p

"diversion of radioactive materials that might be8 eto

"in radiological weapons and any activities contrary

"the provisions of Treaty in its territorY or at'any

"lace under its jurisdiction or under its coatrol".
P
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Originpl: PPFSICH 

Proï'.osed amendments to the at; .rzed joint Ur2R-Uwited Uatec ••wpusal 
on major elements of a treaty prohibiting tho 0:.vlopment, 

stockpilinrs. and use of rodialogieni uespons 

U=R-Usitc.à rtnten text  

F.;r the purruse of the Treaty, the te ....m "radiological 

ueapon" means: • 

1. Any device,%including any mapon or equipment, other 

than a nuclear exIlosive 	epecifically designed to 

cmploy radioactive matorial by disseminatire it to cause 

destruction, damage or injury by means of the radiation 

I.:educed by the decay of such materirl. 

2. An •  radioactive material, other than that produced, 

be 0. Luelear enploeive device, specifically designed 

for employment, by its dissemination, to cause 

destruction, damage or injury by means .of the radiation 

produced by the decay of such material. 

III  
Each State Party to the Treaty also undertakes not to 

employ deliberately, by its dissemination, any radioactive 

matorial not defined an a radiological weapon in 

paragraph II, subparagraph 2, and not,produced by a 

nuclear explosive device, to cause destruction, damage or 

injury by means of the radiation produced by the decay of 

• sueh material. 

I/ Reissued for technical reasons. 
GE.00-63433 	• 

Amr.ndmntn 	 tr F.  

For tho puri,ece Cf tL Treaty, the tnia 

ueapon" mcenS: 

1. 'Any devica, including 	uenpon or equipment, other 

Uri: a nuclear explosiv: device, specifically designed to 

dienlminrt ,  radiearti?c m:p.te.rial  to cause injury or dama

to persons or property through the action of tho radiati . n 

produced by the decay of such material. 

2. Any radioactive material, other than that produced 

•y a nuclear explosive device, specifically prepared for  

dissemination  to cause injury or damage to peraone or 

property through the action  of the radiation produced by 

the decay of such material. 

III  

Each State Party to the Treaty undertaken not to employ 

deliberately, by its dissemination, any radioactive material 

not dofined au a radiological weapon in paragraph II, 

subparagraph 2, and not produced by a nuclear explosive 

device, to cause injury or damage to persona or property  

through the notion  of the radiation produced by the decay 

of such material. 
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V 

Provisions of the Treaty aball not hinder  the use of 

n.burces of radiation from radioactive decay for peaceful 

purpdaes and (Atoll be without prejudiee.to agy generally 

recogniued principles  and applicable rulos of international 

lau concerning such use. 

VI 

Eah State'Party to the Treaty undertakes, in 

aceerdanco with Its crinstitutional procedures, to take 

any meanures which it deema necessary to prevent loco of 

PIA to prohibit and prevent diversion of radioactive matoriala 

that might be uued in radiological ueaPons and any activitieu 

contrary to the provisions of the Treaty in its territory or 

at any place under ita juriadietion or under its control. 

VII 

Nothing in the Treaty shall be interpreted as !r: 

7folting or detracting from the obligations . assnmed bY any 

State under the Truaty on the  Non-Proliferation of nuclear 

Weapons, the Protocol for the Prohibition of the Use in War 

of Asphyniating, Poisonous or Qther Cases, and of 

Bacteriological Methods of Warfare, signed at Geneva on 

- 17 June 1925; or any exiating rules  of  international law 

governing armed conflict. 

V 

.provisiona of the Traty.  obell not bin.,r. 	tho use 

of sources of radiation froM radioactive decay for peaceful 

purpoaes and shall bo uithout prejudice to any generally 

reeognized prineiplos and ai,lieable rulaa of international 

l•u Concerning uuuh us*. 

Ti .Qartieular, they Clan not hinder the uno of  

radioactive material, by diaseminatinr: it, for_rr..search  

on materials for and rietiv.dr  of  preteotion ar.ainat radialier. 

VI 

Each 2tate Party to the Tu,laty undortaken, 3n 

accordance uith ita conetitutional procedures and with  

enistim international arroL7cmntn,  to tak.:. any measnits. 

uhich it decmc moon:tn.:ay ts iinvent loan of and to prohf,bit 

and prevent diversion of radioactive Materials that might 

be uned in radiological uer.ponc and any activitieu contral 

to the proviaiens of the Treaty in Its territory or at any 

place under itu ::urisdiction or under ita contr:q. 

• VII 

• Withing in the Treaty oa11 be interpreted an in any uay 

limiting or detracting from the obligations anaumed by States  

Signatorien  of the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of nuclear 

Weapon:3, the Protocol for the Prohibition of the Use in War of 

Aaphyxiating, Poisonoun or Other Gases, and of 

Bactoriological Methods of Warfare, aigned - at G-neva on 

17 June 1925 9  or any eniuting ruleu  of. international lau 

governing armod conflict. 
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VIII

3, ;.ny State Party to the Treaty which has reasons to believe

that any other State Party in acting in breach of obligations

deriving from the provisions of the Treaty may lodge a complaint

with the Security Council of the United Nations. Such a

complaint should include all relevant information as well as all

poeeiblé evidence supporting its validity.

IX

1. A State Party may propose amendments to the Treaty. Each

proposed amendment shall be submitted to the Depositary, which

shall promptly transmit it to all States Parties.

2, An amendment shall enter into force for each State Party

accepting the amendment after the deposit with the Depositary

of documents of acceptance by a majority of the States Parties.

Thereafter, the amondsent ahall enter into force for each

remaining State Party on the date of the deposit by it of the

acceptance document.

VIII

3, Any State Party to the Treaty which has reasons to

believe that any other State Party in acting in breach of

obligations deriving from the provisions of the Treaty may

lodge a complaint with the Security Council of the

United Nations in accordance with the provisions of the

Charter. Such a complaint should include all relevant

information as well an all possible evidence supporting

its validity.

I3(

1. Any State Party may propose amendments to the Treaty.

Each proposed amendment shall be submitted to the

Depositary, which shall promptly transmit it to the other

States Parties and to the Committee on Diearmament.

2. The Committee on Disarmament may decide to etudy the

proposal and refer it to a meeting of governmental experte

open, in accordance with the Coaunittoe'n procodure, to all

States which express their intention to poarticipato in it.

3.
The proposed amendment shall enter into force for

each State Party accepting the amendment after the deposit

with the Depositary of documenta of acceptance by a

ma ori
of the States Partieo. Thereafter. the amendment

shall enter into force for each remining State Party on

the date of the deposit by it of the aoceptance documont.
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X

1. The Treaty shall be of unlimited duration.

XI

1. Ton years after entry into force of the Treaty, or earlier

if requosted by a majority of States Parties.'a conference of

States Parties should be convened to review the operation of

the Treaty, with a view to aseuring that the purposes of the

preamble and the provisions of the Treaty are being realized.

SLch.review shoùld take into account any new scientific and

technological developments relevant to the Treaty.

3. If no review conference has been convened within (blank)

years following the conclusion of a previous review

conference, the Depositary should solicit the views of all

Statee Parties on the holding of such a conferenoe. If

(blank fraction) or (blank number) of the States Parties,

whichever number in less, respond affirmatively, the

Depositary should take immediate steps to copvene the

conference.

XII

3. The Treaty shall enter into force upon the deposit of the

instruments of ratification by (blank) (3overnments in

accordance with nubparugraph 2 of this paragraph.

X

1. The Treaty shall be for a period of twentY--five yee.re.

XI

1. Five years after entry into force of the Treaty, or

earlier if requested by a majority of States Parties, a

conference of States Parties shall be convened at

Geneva (Switzerland) to review the operation of the Treaty

and with a view to asBuring that the purposes of the

•preawble and the provisions of the Treaty are being

respected. Such review shall take into account any new

scientifio and technological deyelopcn4nts likely to affect

the purpose of the Treaty or the possibility of verifying

observance of the obligations aseumed by the Parties in

this regard.

3. If no review conference has been convened within five

yéars following the conclusion of a previous review

conference, the Depositary should solicit the views of all

States Parties on the holding of such a conference. If

two thirds of the States Parties respond affirmatively,

the Depositary ehall take immediate steps to convene the

conference an soôn as possible,

XII

3. The Treaty shall enter into force upon the deposit of

the instruments of ratification by ton (iovornments

in accordance with subparagraph 2 of thin paragraph.
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Annex to the Treaty  

Conaultative Committee of Experte  

1. The Coneultative Committee of EXperte  chah  l undertake 

to make appropriate findinga of fact and provide expert views 

relevant to any problem rained pureuant to Paragraph VIII, 

eubparagrapti 1, of the Treaty by the State Party requesting 
the convening of the Committee. 

Annex to the T2eaty  

Conaultative Committee of Experts  

1. The Conuultative Committee of Experts obeli undertake 

to make appropriate finding° of fact and provide expert 

viewe relevant to any problem rained purauant to 

paragraph VIII, eubparagraph  1 , of the Treaty. The 

Coneultative Committee of Experte chah l be entMed to  

receive apy information which a State Party to the Treaty  

deema it useful to communicate with a view to etrengthening 

the confidence of Staten Partiee in the obaervance of the  

purpono  

6. Phe Connultative Committee and each of the 

governmental experte ehall, where neceeeary„ preeerve the  

confidential character of any information they receive, 

in accordance with the proviaiona of the Treaty, from a  

State Party or international organization. 



Ad Roc Working Group on 
radiological weapons 

COMMITTEE OF DISAIMIMENT OD/EW/WF.9 
8 July 1980 

Originalz MUSE 

PROPOSAIS  3! CEE DELEGATION OP  

PIIUSTLI 

Revise Article V as follows:  

1. Nothing in the present Treaty will be construed in such a way 

as to limit or restrict in any %my the full exercise of the inalienable 

rights of all States to apply and develop their programmes for the 

peaceful uses of radioactive materials and of their programmes in the 

field of nuclear energy incltkling the right to have access to and he 

free to acquire technology, equipment and materials for this purpose. 

2. 'Hach State party to the Treaty undertakes to contribute fully 

to strengthening international cooperation for the promotion of  the  

transfer and utilization of nuclear technology, including the 	. 

peaceful uses of radioactiVe mat -ials, for economic and social 

development especially in the developing countries. 

Add a new article after Article V.  as follows:  

Each State Party to the Treaty undertakes to promote 
cooperationont 

/a$sistance, as apprtpriate. to 

internatiop 

tht. tivvriomolt 	adequato 

ma ures  of protection ar,ainst sadiation hy all countries', especially 

the developing countries. 



CQ4Q1T.̂..S CIO DI5LML2SEHT

Ad Hoc Vor3cl.ng Gz'oup oa
ssdiological veapoas

CD/ W/VP.10
8 Suly 1980

originat : EyGL1S3

Proposal by the delegation of ZVG4MI1YI1
for an article of the :reatT reia`.ed to the
defS.aitioa of radiological veapoaa.

"For the purposes of this Treaty, the term "radiological.xezpon"

includes:

1. Any raterial which is by.its nature radioactive, or i

the process of treatment before used as a weapon artificially mad

radioactive, and specifically designed for employment to"cause

destruction, damage or injury by its dissemination and by aear.s

of ionizing radiation in the process of natural decay of such ma-

.terial. •

2. Any device, weapon or equipment specif{cally desigr.ed

to employ radioactive material by its dissecination to cause

destruction, d3ma€e or injury by means of ionizing radiation in

the process of the natural decay of such material."



cD/Rw/wP.ll
9 July 1980

MIGLISH
0r: ginal : SPANISH

QBSERVATIONS OF THE DMEGATION OF ARGENTINA

llthough we believe that any prohibition of an unloaovn weapon is basically

preventive in its intention, since the more hi;-;'nly developed countries are

agreed that there is a need to draft a convention on radiological weapons and

believing as we do that the properties of radioactive mate rial may well encourage

its use as an instrument of varfare, my delegation would like to make a few

preliminary comaents as a contribution towards achieving progress in the

negotiations.

We are pleased at the introduction of the idea of "radiological warfare" by

the Svedish-delegation since it implies that the proposed prohibition could cover

all related and corJplementary aspects of the use of a radiological weapon.

We believe that we must first reach agreement on a definition of this type

of weapon, a definition free of ambiguity and satisfactory from all points of

view.
• , .

Taking the definition given in the USSR-United States draft as a

starting-point, we would make the following observations:

1. It would seem desirable to maintain a reference to the two aspects

mentioned in the definition, that of the radioactive material and that of t)--

devices capable of being used for its dissemination, since the peculiar

characteristics of the substances involved gives them a versatility vhich makes

it necessary to foresee different possible fo=as of use.

2. Substantial objections have been expressed with regard to the proposed

definition ovine to the fact that it exaressly excludes any "nuclear explosive

device". This could give rise to the interpretation that something which we

hope to make the subject of a separate prohibition would be tolerated.

We therefore endorse the proposal of the Netherlands that we should use

instead, in the definition, the notion of "dissemination independently of nuclear

explosions".

This makes it possible to refer to the origin of the radioactive material

to be covered by the convention xithout explcitly mentioning nuclear explosive

devices.

3. We also believe that the word "specifically" should be deleted from both

parts of the definition in order to give a wider scope to the prohibition.

cE.aa.63631



The deletion of this word would allow the definition to cover the possibility 

that a given radioactive material or a device of any kind, not originally intended 

or designed for hostile purposes, might at  soue  time be used as agents of 

destruction. 

This would mean,  then, that wheneverthe purpose of these items was so 

éhanged, whatever the purpose for which they were-originally designed, the 

conventionwould apply. 

We believe that this amendMent would help to achieve more completely the 

objective sought by the sponsors of the draft and by all delegations which have 

made known their views up to now. 

4. With regard to the content of article V of the draft, my delegation 

agrees with the distinguished representative of . Italy regarding the support 

merited by the proposal Made by the delegation of the Fedexml Republic of Germany 

for a teaTfixmation of the inalienable riéht of all States to develou research, 

production and use of nuclear energy for peaceful purposes. 

It is our-understanding that the future convention àhould in no way  unit 

 international. co-ieperation in the exéhange of scient•fic and technological 

information, as also equipmentand materials, intended for the peaceful use of 

nuclear-energy. 



CD/Rw/^P.lz
11 July 1980

IIYGLISH
Original: SPANISH

CQHMITTFE ON DISA3YAHENT

Ad Hoc Working Group on Radiolcgical Weapons

PROPOSALS BY THE DE=TT_ON OF VENEZÜ.̂^IA

Draft amendment to the "Agreed joint USSR-United States proDOsal on major
elements of a treaty prohibiting the development, production, stockpiling

and use of radio?ogical weapons"

1. The title of the Treaty (or Convention) which may result from the

negotiations being conducted by the Committee on Disarmament should be:

"Treaty (or Convention) on the prohibition of the use of radioactive materials

for hostile mu=Doses."

2. Replace articles I, II and III of the "Joint USSR-United States proposal"

by the following:

3-

"Article I

Each State Party to this Treaty undertakes not to employ any

radioactive material deliberately, by disseminating it, for hostile

purposes or during an armed conflict, for the purpose of causing

damage or injury to persons or property by means of the radiation

produced by the decay of such materials".

8e-number the other articles of the "Joint proposal" corresponding?y.

.
GE.80-63673



CD/R (/W.14 
14 July 1980 

Original: ENGLISH 

CŒKITZEE OU DISIMAMENT 

Ad  Hoc vork.in,g group on 
radiological weapons 

CCKPLIINCE IND TERIIFICITION 

PROPOSIL SUBMITTED BY TEE DELEUTIOU 

OF SWEDES 

The Committee on Disarmament hereby requests the Secretariat to 
perfora  an overview study  of the  possibilities of establishing and 
adainistmring safeguards to ensure that radioactive wastes, 
especially high level radio—active »etas from nuclear reactors, are not 
used in such a way as to further the development, production, 
stockpiling, acquisition, possession or use of radiological weapons 
or otherwise to further radiological warfare. 

* reissued for technical reasons 
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TI3 7LITICY 

of  mmomosals submitted to the Id Ecc  
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an a tmeem7 mrchibi•tmr radicihrtaal  
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Emc Vomesime Grau; em Ead.f.-'cecal Uae;cms. 

The car:tam:3 of the f::.lawe.me Eccumemm3 ame tahm:.ated Lm 
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acre :se :1 

3aiLaihrIcal Weapcme". 
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$aisL--I ► The States ?z-ties to this T-eat-r,

C M740 i}et:^_.i.V!ed to i1t.^.hsr eaha=ce iat:r*.,.a:icrtz? pezce
aaà secu=:tT and to sa,re =a:m j-d f^n the d;agar
of the as• of ae++ Qeaas of va..-:Z-i and. to caa:r! -
huts to the cause of the c*s3zt-4= of the &== --.-Ace
rith the fi-al goal of zcŸievi.g beae_Ml and c^gllte
dise -^ent %.der stw ct aad lf.ic=i4e iate^stSor.a?
taat^l and to e^ti=e negot:.a.:.as to ac ::eve
1`.t.^^er ;-g-rase in the d_siaent flald ,

Can4=^_ed of the izpor'.znce of ad^pt::.g effec_ïve
mQasti:..-ez « •.a pnveçt the •e of scientlSic L.d
tee:^olog:cal ac::rcer:s for devf?.opi=g ae+r ' .7-;es
ind sfste= of weiP=s of naaa destrzc :lca !Mcl::d=g
rs.a..iolcg:cal veapcns,

Rea, :z:-r the of t !le .'.svelcp-
aent anc ^eploTe:^t of rzd_olcg:^: veapcns ia :!:e '
a_-^enal of a_-_ed r--=es or sta-.45

qeca' li.-r that the ^eae^l :sse_^17 of the 3ri .^
.•^ô for the prrhihi :icn of develo^e^ t,^ia . ^ ns ci '_ed
^d^C'_ca, s .oc'xpil^ and ue of
veapcas,

Consc:o2:s :ra: the use of r3d+olo^ ca_ Yeapc::s vcula
bave devasta.:^.g cc--se- ercts fo:

CJrrvi^cr? t:u= :: e ,,._^^_t^ca of ^^oicg•_^.: Jeagcna
vI^ C^T:t ^rS::â t3 the p-.-2e--,m t^^,n Of "e
!IIV'^ TS^e^.^ for the p-resellt and

Recaari__.^.r the weed for pezce^.i-l tues of sci:.: -_es
of rnc:atica f:ra :ad:aac:_ve decay j_, dr:fe-_-e::t
fields of h==an ac_ivi .ies,

3ezirir.r to fu..t`er ecr.f=:e^ce and 7eacefr.: re_i-:cr.s
aaong s:ates and to :s-,--ve at=cs;.re_e
in icccr-3sr.cr vi:5 the ti,.cees and ÿ_-:c:lles of the
C^-.er of the United Natic-rs

Hav^ ag:^ea on the fo:lovt-ng:
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Bulgaria 
CD/EW/C113 -12/Idd.1 

Sweden 
CZ/EW/CEP.:12/ 
Idd.2 

Inner: after the flret pernqraph or the 
preambalar pert (CM/40 )  a nee paragraph 

!Declaring that nothing in this-Cacrentlan 
should ;treenail= the detarminatton 0.f -the 
internaticca.1 cossonity to achieve effeati7e 

.imazures relating to the cessation of the 
unclear arms race at an scrlY  date  ge =Lem= 
disarmament as the highest priaritr in the 

Aleermament negartiations.* 

Hew •maragrach 3 (doc. CZ/40) 

wEee. 4 -4-s.  the ecwing potential risks at =dialogical 
warfare connected with the i=CZISAline =cunt af 
radioactive waste" 

- 17edenaL 2epublic af 
	  In paragraph 2 - (doc.. CD/40), second line, to replace the 
CDCW/CE2.12/ 	words *to prevent the une af scienti.!'ic ace technological 
Idd.2 	 achievements for developing. rev types and systens at 

weapons of mans destruction.." with: 

*to prevent the emergence of new types of weapons or 
teas destruction based on hey Scientific principles 
and anhieYeneees.." 
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larisim=iCK C7 RIMICLCGICIL %rap= 

1. 1D7  dérfien, including any vexpcn ar equipment, 
other than a nuclear explosive device, specilicallr 
designed to employ- radioactive matarial le 
disseminating it to cause deer:me:inn, damage ar 
injury by means af the radiatian produced by the 
decer at such material. 

cm/31-cm/32 	 Par the purpose at the  Treaty, the term 
'radiological »span' means: 

1=11-Z21 

Irmejum3 
Mie.'11/Œ2 .1 

7E1.1C2  
C1 /Dr/4;2.8 

2. Icy radioactive =at/trial, other them that 
Produced, by a nuclear axplosive device, specificaUT 
designed far emplaymsnt,.by its dissemination, to 
eau« destruction, damage ar ineurr by means at the 

radiation preduced.by the decay at mach matarial. 

Yee subparagraph 2 of paragraph II of the ait 
7=-1751 proposal: 

2. sine- radioactiva material specificare 
designed far emplayment, by its dissemination 	. 
indemend•ntly of nuclear rrolceians,  to tame 
destructian, damage er in:arr by means at the 	. 

radiation produced  br the decar at such mauriari 

Imendmant of paragraph II at the joint W.F.24.751 
proposal: 

?cr  the purpose of the Irrearr, the terra,"radiologiaal 
weapon° means: 

- 
1. Iny device, including  ai  y veapcn er equipnent 
other than a coclear explosive device, specifically« 
designed to disette radioactive material to 
cane. damage ter intury to persons or pr....7p--e  T mewm oe 
the radiation produced by the decay of such material. 

2. Iny radioactive material,  the  than that --oduced, 
by nuclear implosive device, specifically designed 
for dissemination  to cause damage er 	ta persans ar 
=ropert7 by means of the radiation produced by the 
decay of such material. 
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^ at3:^s^ Lo _ c^12^s di..^e, i^^^ or C^2I ^+^...•^

^ asars aS :adü:ica 7r--,du=,d 3T s-= T n+etrod othSr tu=

as;rlos_Te asscles= :isaim cs fnsica'.

ldd a ranr sstn,-sarsS='i^h ^:.rser 3.^a:: L^:=cls ==

rsdio3og:t.Z (vez^caa} (vzr: a..--:
^•..a detiai :ica of

eoa'.s:zad r 1=c,+ 2 of •.b^a i=ticlz -.:Gel
:

=e cf n=e--e=

aspiosi^e deT:c=a, irc?^^ .^e^ :a^?s.i^ E._ec:s

•^ ,•-cse of cius^ des, =^ctica, da=..Fe or
: or

:icn of ^sŸr 2 cf ►=t-^? e :^T,.^ Sus,r^a tad :hs de? e ^-

^- of the . joir: T .̂S.'.-^1 r rpoasl.



TnJMSls^a
cm/`W jicp.2d

Tame--,.=ela
© =2

vibr the gsrpcses of this Zl--IstT, the ta=

'TSdio1o8iCi1 YeapQIIl

1. 1r7 as:sr3sS vhich is by its mata--& rsdioacti7e,
cm in the pzmcesa of triataent ôeiors ased as a

mon srt3tic?s1IT made rsdioac tiTe, and s^ec^ icsl^

dasigned tor .nPlaycmt to ca=e destmiction. da=4e

or L-.,iu--7 17 i ta dissa^^►:ioa zn4 à7 mars et
i=J•;ng rsdia:iarn in the pzvicesa of r•a^il decZT

et sacs

2. 1c7 d.r,ite, veiPaa or .qui? ►ea t spe ei: =cz? 1T
tadesi,gmed `•a, esp1o7 radiazc`.ir Bat'a---,AI by

dissaai^s:icn ta csuae dsat*c tica, da=4m ar
^^? by mea= of ioaisi.3r rsd:s:ica :n the

tsta^si.';==lis ot the rstu.^: dseaT or sur-Il

1. ?-oxesd aeY ti._e c: the :_-ez^: "--ei-1

(ot C^ea:ica} ca •: e-- _̂:^-'••i•..:ca cf tre =e of
E_^^S for .~.Ca -. ^-e .52^̂pC3es°Te ,;.a-

2. Tc :-splacs a..^ic? es I, - and !:': ef t!:'*
. ;r a nev i-:icl e I'jo±--

":'.ac-;2 Sta:a ?a.'̂ =? =r •r='-s =:!O=--a3cas _ct ta

e7 st:7 rz^cac :_Te >ztia=àl de__^e o:Pl?. t7

d+sa^^' _^ :: ^3 i t, for e -,,U=?oses c_

a= L^ea rr,= t!ie pu--,ase =f cZ.:Si:.+j

a^ cr i=.,^-r.7 :o pe---zc^m or Ÿ^ge= :-y b? =sa=

cr the _rdLced '.-YVy z.e dec-a:7 --f sur-!-

a8:8 =â:.s^ •

The o-Llie= of '.!:e -,--tosa'_ sha••=d

_e ^.. rcer°s ca^es:c^^i^? ? -

3=dorsed the :.a• at 4'-'-e aoticm

C; î=Y^ ^^s .lI i-idspandantll of siclsa: ez^laa:^s'.-

2, Sct^Xes'4d_ •.3a delttioa cf the Y=3 'speciticïr'
f--= bo%^ paru cf

"=ac_elc^ ca? va._--ta..-a'.3. Ta ^^ ` dnca the :e=



;Le é 

Mbrocco  

CZ/EW/CEP.1/ 
ldd.5 

icy tacm=amh II  

Por the purpose of this l'esat7, the tau* «radiological 

weapon' means: 

le weapon *Tatum, including any veapon, munition or 

equipment, other than a nuclear device, specifica117 

designed to produce or emit aidimactive mmdiations 

mtma substances, meta= or sue crtur= radisactiTe 

sources uhich it ommtaims or vith Ideich it iS loaded 

are instamtanecusle cr enema:L.7' =sleamee br 
nanipalatiom of the veapan or equipment or br rcpt.:me 

of the munition's container. 



SC= td ^ ?°C°-""'rQ

2

Sae.^ Stita Pa,.^:7r to tbs ^ss:T =de-tsicss not ta

^ 32 ds"lop, prodncs, stac3cpils, otharriss acqni..-s or

passass, or use rsdiolagical rsspoas.

III

Zs,ch SLsta
^..^ ••a the --8&4.7 also tesr*.aicss not to

espleT dslibs_--atsl7, by its d^samistioa, ssY
:idioae••in sztsrisl not dstjasd

ha2,
Ql^ '22-1

^rsspca S= ^^^ û,
produ=sd by a nuc14as er^losi^ ds.rics, to czuae

dsst+-ar :ioa, da=&P ar izju_? b7 asaaa Of ths
rsd:s:icn pt'odutsd by the dscz7 of snch oatar4--al.

•3z^z«zpr:
l=ad-âent cf pa.wsÇirh I ce '.ha joia: û^

.U-17-1 psoposzZ:

©l^^^ .2 ^.ss 5 tats ga. to the Z='+at7 aud e_-^t sic-0 noyer. =.d a_

s^ e:r_^'s.^ers. to dsr^lep. prvdnes• stoeic^ils,

otherrriss acqvi.. or poesess, = use :idialog^.ca1

vliD=2 ".

I
S6E31 Mach 5ta..a ? ;o *.la :--aat7 oader'.z^= not Lar- anT
={ md/wr.6

a..-`•7
Pu.-7ose ta drrelop, Prodac:. stocipils. otbs.-rii•

&CCvv,:_.-! Cr pognons, az une :sdiolag.csl ,rsapar^q, ar
rad3olag=ci: vz.^s^-e. _

otbsr+riss to er.gs.,-* in

IZ+

rs.ch S tats ?z.^ :7 ta the ;tia:7 =dsrta3cas aat :or ar.T

Pu--pose ta a:•.scr or delibirs:s1? d=ae-1 sr'.y %=lsar

station. otÿs= 3uclsar Ssc:^:T
elec ^_ei gsne_-s.._.g
or aicSsa: dspos_' on the ta---.Cr-.r of States ?=" es,

ta t^a rsa :y.

©/V1CU.2

le:anda+ent of L,-tiele I-- Of t-'16 j01-- 7'=2 Y`-POg2,I:

"Eath S:ati Pa_ t7 to the T_ta:7 also underts,:ces not
to employ delibentely, by its diaseain.i:ion
indeoe.^.dent:v of nuc'_ea= e"loaior.s* any :ad=cactive

rates:a: not def-I-ed s.a a radioloir-cil veapcn in
pL-a.T--iP,h II, subparzq-aah 2, to cauoc destr•actian.
dnssa.gs or :n^:z.-y by means or the --2.dia-.cr. pracucrd

-..ate_=L:'.by the decay of such



IUST3iL/i 
CD/litli/C212 .2 

Irticle Ill 
Each State Party to the Treaty also undertakes not to 
=ploy for military ar other hostile purposes, bY 
ita diseeminatian, any radioactive zaterial not 
defined as a radiological weapon ta Paragraph II, 
wub parag•aph 2 (but excluding•radioactive material . 
when it is produced by  a nuclear =plosive device), 
to cause destruction, damage or. injury by mean» of 
te  radiation produced by. the decay or such matarial. 

Prance 
CDCWAIP.S . 

Icy irticle III: 

'Each State Party to the 1L-eaty undertakes 
not to employ delibtamtelT, by ita dissen.ination., 
any radictactive material not defined as a 
radiological veapon in Parae•avh II, 
Sub-paragraph 2, and nøt  produced by & nuclear 
explosive, to cause injury or damoure to sterlcos or 
..-or-.ezerm:  by means of the radiation produced by 
the decay ot - such material." 
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ACTIVITIES Lem OBLIGATIONS  

- 
CD/31-CD/32 	 IV.  

USSB-USI 	 Each  State Party to the Treaty undertakes not to 
assist, encourage, or Lnduce any person, State, 
greup of States or international organization to 
engage in any of the actiyities vhich the Barties 
to the Treaty haye undertaken not to engagm in 
under the  evisions of paragraphe I end III. 

VI.  

Each State Party to the Treaty undertakes, Ln 
accordance vith ita constitutional procedures, 
to take any measure vhich it deems necessary to 
prevent loss of and to prohibit and prevent 
diyeraion of radioactiye materials that might be 
used in radiological weapons and any activities 
contrary to the provisions of the Treaty in its 
territcry or at any place under ite radiction  
or under its enntricl. 

ItalV  

CM/EW/V7.1 

New Article IT. 

Each  State Party to'the Treaty undertakes not 
to take any deliberate action intended  to assist; 
encourage or induce any peraon, State, grrup of 
Statee or international organinaticn to engage in 
any of the actiYities vhich the Parties to the 
Treaty have undertaken not to enrage in under the 
provisions of paracraph I and III". 

New Article VI. 

"Each State Party to the Treaty undertakes. in 
accordance vith its constitutional procedures, to 
take effective 'measures  to preYent loea of and to 
prohibit and prevent diyeraion of radioactiye 
materials that  nit  be used in radiological veapcns 
and any actiyities contrary to the provisions of 
Treaty in ite territory or at any place under its 
Curisdiction or under ite control". 

Australia  
CD/EW/CE15 .3/Add.1 

New Article v:: 
Each State Party to the Treaty undertakes, in 
accordance with its constitutinnal prccedurms, 
to take any measures in its territory at any 
;lace under its jurisdiction or under its con-
trml which it deem necessary to prevent loss 
of and to przhibit and prevent diYeraion to 
radiological weapons cf radioactive naterials 
that night be used for such wea7..cns and any 
activitiee contrary_tc the provisiche of the 
Trea ty.  



New i.:icle TI:
Prince

5 .p .9 *Ear.s 5 ta:s ?2---Y to the uudertakas, :a
=nea v^_ th its canst.:^stiflr.a: proc:d3:_-ss

and the e^stent iate^at ior.al a.^-zn3Mente . to
tLks aay araau.--as vnica i. eems aacsssa-7 to
pravent laas of and to p=hibi : and p'revent
diTe^^on of :zd{ aactive ma:er:a3s ,̀^ st aig^t

bs used i,-; zzdia3ogical veaxas and aay acti•ri t7

conta...-^ to the P=Qisians- of the :^=Y ",- =ts

tr---J:o:7 or at any place under 1 "*3 jur:sd-43d

or Lu:dtT i,,.3 cz21 t--ol .°

'?ï

1



?Mee Reenic  
op =MANY  

CD/EWM.4 

TTALT 

CZ/Fellie.7 

PEACEFUL USES  

Prnvisions of the Treaty shall not hinder the use of 
sources of radiation from radioactive decay for peace-
ful purposes and shall be without prejudice to any 
generally recognized principles and applicable rules 
of international law concerning ruch use. 

New Article T: 

1. Nothing in this Treaty shall be interpreted as 
affecting the inalienable right of all Parties to 
the Tneaty to develop researoh, production and use 
oreuclear energy for peaceful purposes. 

2. Provinces of the Treaty shall not binder the 
use of sources of radiation Co  radioactive deoay 
for.peaceful purposes and shall be without pre:judice 
to auy generally rsccgnized principles and applicable 
rules of iota:national law cloncernieg such  use.  

To add a new 	 to the Article T prnposed by 
TM: 

pe.ge 

CD/31  -CD/32 

USSA-USI 

"Nothing in this Treaty shall be interpreted az 
limiting the right to the international cm-operation 
aired at the eUntie of equipment, naterials and 
scientific and technologioal infornation for the 
peaceful uses of radioactive materials-c 

Prance New Article T: 
Z372e7Y.P.8 	 1rFrnvisicns of the Treaty *hall not  hinder the use cf 

sources of radiation fro= radioactive decay for 

	

. 	. 	. 
peaceful puroses  and shall be  thouiii:etocny__ 
generally recognited Principles and applicable rules 
cl international law ccncernier such use. 

In :articular. thev stall not hinder the use 	radio. 
active materials. bv .iizzeninatitn. with  the  v...ev  

tz studv the ma:er.:s:z and the methods tf nr-tectizr  
arainst rsdiatizn. 
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Pakistan  
CD/WM.9 

New Irtiole V  

I. Wothing in the present Treaty  vil  be construed 
in numb a way as to limit or restrict in any vaY 
the full eternise of the inalienable rights of all 
States  tø  apply and develop their programmes for 
the peace£U1 uses of radioactive materials and of 
their programmes in the field cf nuclear energy 
including the rit  to have access to and be free 

to acquire technology, - equipment  and  ma,:em-Lals far 
this purpose. 

2. Eich State party to the Crest./ undertaken to 
contribute fully ta strengthening international 
cooperation for the promotion of the test:der and 
utilizatian of nuclear technology, including the 
peaesfUl uses of radioactive aateriala, for economic 
and social development especially in the developing 
countries. 

. Cm add a niv  article after Article 7  

Each State -Party te the Treaty undertakes  ta  
primate- Later-national cooperation and assistance, 
Le appropriate, to ensure the development or 
adequate measures of protection.prirgmt..r:diation 
by ai: onuntries, especially the developing countriew 

CZ(ZW/C22.4/14d.3 	 Amendment ta paragraph 2, Article 7 (Paxistan). 

In paragraph 2, secand line, the vorMa 
.....ta strengthening international 	 to  

be replaced vith " 	alane or together vith 
other States or international urganizatione 
to the s=nnetherlimg of intair.ationa2. 	 
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4S58-û51 âothi
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May l'..nitia; 03 dstzic:ia8 £--mm the obligations

assruaed b? +Dy State sader the ^sat^ m th+. 3on-

Pro1iSssstioa of Iruc1ssr VetQœm: uL* P=otocol for tba
ot _ Z=aS•prohibitioa ot the Use Lu Var

pois=c« cc Other Gases,
aiL G^ mcs^^• 1925,^thods of W^r=ars. si&1sd

= &=y a=Làti=t sz108 ci :atarsst3oas: lMt gc.e","S
&=ad er,aflict..

,Lust=-&1iz P.-sVosed deletion of Lrtlcls Ti ot the

C^1729 Cq..^.5/ldd.1 joint •,S8-ü51 gropcail.

?-aac* lev 1.-'.ic1e TiS:

CD%3Y(YP.S

Pakistan
CD/Ti/CFi.°. 3/ldd. 2

-So t,.iag in `.b» '=es =T sh&'? be iats_^r+taà

aa ia axff va,7 lis: tir4 or dstrsc t:.a3 :-'os the

oà1'as:icns assnaed b7 the atates eiz*stariee

of the on, the âca-?-^iL`eratioa of

âucls= Yeapon=, the ?:-o•.aeal for '.be

P_-ohibi tiaa of the use !a Va= of la^atiag^

Pfliacacua or Other Ga.aes, and oS °nctsriolo3^ca1

I!ethods of YL^L^7 ^ sigted i.-t Geaetz on

Juns 17, 1925, or &M ^stias :sies of

Llta1 '.+aL:Olli^ Law aCVe=ing L^ed G.n.^ ^c t. w

Nov Article atter L-t:c?e M-1

The States Pir:iss '.o the solezftlT

under'aics •a pu.-sue urgrnt aegot^Lioas :a

acb+rre a bal-. ta the qualitatire drre'_cpee-nt

or Buclear YeaQonsi a csssat:on cf th^ pr-duc:ioa

or sueh. wapoas and to :..-piszse3t a;hs,sed to,^ss^e

for t:sir rsducticn lesdias '-a theaS u= ====e
elia:natioa, as vell u:a conclude e!SectiTe

ue afssaa--ts :a grevent vh• use o= f

ruclsa= veapc^s.
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cD/31-ci/32 
ussamml 

CCMPLIIICE LAD TEMZPICITIOff  

YlIl 
1. the States Parties to the Treaty undertake  ta  consult 
cue another and to_co-operate in ealving mOr Problem= 
vtlah may arise in relatton .  to the - objectives of 2r 
in the appliaation of the prewiaions of the Treaty. 
Consultation and oe•operatian pursuant to this Paragranh 
nay also be under•aken throueapprepriate international 
procedures vithinthe framewank:of, the Uniteditations and in 
accordance vith - ita Charter._ These internatianal procedures 
may include the services of apprepziate int.:national 
organizations, is vell as of a Consultative Committee of 
làrperts as provided far in Subparagraph 2 af this Paragrupb. 

2. Toethe purposes set forth in Subparagraph 1 of this 
Panwaph, the Depositary shall, vithin one mcnth af the 
receipt of a request from any State Part"», COITTerte 
Cannultative Committee of Esparta. lay State PartT =w7 
appoint an expert to this Ccmmittee, whose functians end 
rules at procedure are set out in the lane:, vhich 
canstitutes an integral part of the Treaty. the Committee 
shall tranitit  ta  the Depositary a summary of its findings 
of !act, incorperating ill 'fillet  id infarnation oresented: 
to the Committee during its preceedings._ 'eta Depositary 
shall distributJuthe rummar7 tee &12. Stetate ?srties. 

3. le Stats Party to the Treaty vhich - bas reasons to 
believe that any other State Panty is acting in breach 
af obligatians deriving frem the previsions of the Tret7 
:Kr lodge a camplaint vit  the Secority Cauncil af the 
United latians. Suc  h a cemplaint should include all 
relevant informatian as well MI all possible evIdencs 
suppo•ting ita •alidity. 

4. Each State Party to the Ti*  underuNkes ta :a-operate 
ia ear=7:LMC =IL I .  investigatien which the Security 
Council may initiate, La,aceardance,vith the previsions af 
the Charter at the United Nations, on the asis of the 
complaint received by the Council._ irherSecunity Council 
shall inform the Staters Parties to the Treaty of the results 
of thit investigaticy. 

5. Each State Party toth@Treaty ondertakes ta previdfr 
or support assistance, La accariance vith the previsions of 
the Charter of the United lations, to any ?arty  ta  the 
Treaty vaich so requests, if the Security Council decides 
that sumh Party has been hammed or is likely to be harmed 
as a •esult of violaticn of the Treaty. 

ELIMUM 	 Ta emend_the , first sentence- of'Subparagraoh 2. 
CD(EW/7 E15 .6 	 Paragroph V:::, as follows: 

w?cr the purposes met fcrth in Subparae-ozh 1 f this 
Paragroon. the Depoeitary shall, 11 bcesible imneilate:y 
and in any case  vittin :ne acnth of :he receipt of & 

request...". 
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Pakistan

âe,ri+icleRr

«&ce to coaaul tI. The States ?2..^ies ta the a&-,estr =de--
cae• aaot.itr and to ca-ope^:e ia wlTinc sty P=blesss

Yhich W a.-as La relation ta the objectives or or :a 1211
&Mlicstioa oS the przv:siors of the :--sa:Y. Cor.sul••at:cr

Md ea-opetYtioa -.3naat '.a this Pasa^rs;^a -moi-1 be
=des'.siua Lhr=u* açrproQrr-ata :nt^.st:aail .;==sà,---es
vith4" the f-zms+m=3c cf t.1-.e United Nations sad in acr.ar3ar

vi'.S its Chs..^.ar inc2^.idisg the aerricas of a^=^=`-sts
iatarsst:casl o=^iutians, as re? 3 ss of s Cor.su.i :asi^e

C^i ::se of brpe_-'a as -,,=ridsd for ^ Suàpa..-a^ca^a 2

aad 4 or *19is Pacacm?h-

2. Lz:y statu part7 siy s.$poi.at an cxr: oa We
Ccasvl'.stiTe Cc^1::n, viiase i`.:ac:_ana and ^les or

,-:z^csd•.:^^ a-re *et out in •-!:e &=e= &-,r»-Ii caaat:^ -aa an

ia•„ass: Ps,r: of the T--eat7. 12-he C^aa::ltativs C---• ttez

vill aeet prriodicalÿT •..3 c^.L.aa^ •.^:c--_^t:ica pe-^.=:.^.i^r3

«.a c--=-,liancs by States ?&r-.-:es vith tse4- obl=gst^or3
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L.  Upon the receipt of 'Path a complaint by the General 
Iseenhly (Governing licerd) the Depository shall immediately 
ilea= all States Parties and ureemgy convene the 
Consultative Committee of Imparts. his Committee shall, 
on the-basis of the information provided ta it, sake a 
preliminary determination um the compleint, to request 
earthier-information from the parties canoe:red. The 
ConsultatiVe Comaittewrehall trausaitto.the General 
Immel7 (Gevemmilot lelle) a summary °t rite findings, 
incoeparatime ail  Yield! and information presented  ta the 
Committee during its proceedings. The Depositary &hall 
diseribut. this Summary ta  all States Parties. 

5. Each State  Party ta the treat,' ondertakss  ta  
00-operate  in carrxiour out any investigation vhich 
the adhere assembly (Governing Board) may initiate, 

aomordamoe vith the previsions of the Charter of the 
United Sations on. the basis of the complaint received: 
by the lasso:UT (Board). The General Iseembly 
(Governing Board) shall inform the States Parties to 
the treaty.of the _regults of the investigation. 

6. Each State ?arty  ta  the Treaty uhdertakes  ta  previde .  
er support lenirtinCle, in ecoohnimhse vith the m'vteiorla 
of the Charter of the United 3azioms, to any Party ta  
the treaty Nchich so requests, if the General Issembly 
(Goverr.ing Board) decidee that such ?arty has been 
harmed ar is likely  ta  be harmed as a result of 
violation of the treaty. 

ere=er 
CD/EW/VP..:4> 

?re-tonal ter  -a Seudv  

The_Committee-on Disarmamért hereby requests 	Secretariat 
ta perfore an- overview soudy of the possibilities of 
eetablishingaeminis-e-ing safeguards  ta •nsure that 
radioactive vastes, •specially high :evel radioactive 
wastes frem nuclear reactors, are net used i= such away 
as ta  further the developmert, preehotion, stockpiling, 
acquisition, pcseession or use cf radicicg•ica/ weapons 
or otherwise  ta  farther hadioloalca: verfare. 
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YaLSCE 
CD/Md/WP.S- 

1. A State Party say propose amendments ta the Treaty. 
lach proposed amendment shall be submitted  ta  the 
Depositary, which shall prmmptly transmit it to all States 

2. la amendment.shall enter:into force for eaCh State 
Party accepting the amendment after the deposit with 
th.  Deposits:7 of documents at acceptance bre- & majority 
at the States Parties. Sae:matter, the amendrent eL&LI 
enter into force tor tech remaining State Party on the 
date at the deposit by it of the acceptance document. 

Yew Pararm.-amh  

1. lar Ste& ?art,- m .7  propose amendments:  ta  the Treaty.. 
Zach proposed amendment shall be suhmittid ta the 
Depositary, vhich:shall promptly- transmit it  ta  theother 
States Parties and to the Committee on •Disarmament. 

2. The Committee on Disarmament mar decide to stmd+ the cro-
=sal and refer i: to a meetinz of rover:mental =meets 	• 

omen, in accordance vith the Committàe's trmOedure. to all  
States vnich ehmress their intention to oarticima:e in it. 

3. The  proposed amendnent shall enter into forte far each 
State Party aceutpt:mf the amendment aftem the deposit vitt 
the Demositar+ ot docmments of accemtance by  a maorit+ 
of the States Parties. Thereafter.  the  amendment shall  
enter into forde for each remaining- State Party on the date  

of the demos:::  bi  it cf the accemtance doe-anent.  

CD/31-CD/32 
IISSR-ZIS1 
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D U R A I TOA A N D A it

.
X.

CD/31 - CD/32 1. The TreatT sha11 be of naliaitad dc=tioa.

Dr53 - ü."; A. . 2. Fscit State Par:T to the Trsat7 si, 11 im
ti oocal s vers' tY have

iti-ar.cr

as s^szeseisias its
ths rSet ta vit: d.3v irQm the T--Owt7 if it
decidss tiust aztxso^_7 evests, rslsted
tu the subject atttar of the have
jeops, .̂,izsd the sugrsms iatsrest or ita
eonatz-7. St shs,11 rive notice or such. V-:lth-
drairal ta aII other States Ps.^:les tu the
T.sasy sad ta the Qoite Kstioas S^c^ ^t3
Ca=cil th..-*« months in sdvance. 9nch notice
.shs11 Sacluds i stztmert of the
sveats i t rs^--s'.a as bs`ring ^ ec Ps- '' ed its
ssip,.ame i.sterests.

Pa==z-;h X. aev sub,-ta1:

1. T!je Trli:y 9hi1 be :or ape_od of

tiv* 7es -̂s .



;s4e 2c

RETMW caap*..^sr.^s

0^31-=/32
Pa=g--oh ^

. TM-M

Q/42 ,

Dewocratie 3e=b1' c

l. Ton Jlir! after 4Mt77 juta forts Cr

.he Ttsa:T, ar earlier if reqcestsd br'a
m&j^^tT of States ?a..-:ies, a contsrsacs
of States Pa.- tisa ahcraid . be =nvened to

-WW4- sw ths .: ops_-ation of the L ea:T, tirith .
avisw to assn.^iag that the pur'posas of
the gr-amble and the jrvv:sions of the
112sat7 art beina rsalis..d. Such review
aàonld t.aics !=ta aecocnt anT new sci enti.: ic
aad +.ee1=lo€i cz2 do+eloFoenta rslrv=t to

the '1'--8&t7-

2. Thereatter, i aa^o:!:T of the States
?z.^iea eou?d obta^2 the co=ven.r of a
carSsreacs vi`.h the sasse ob4ectires.

3, It no ;*r_r+► caater ^zs hs.s been c^a,rened

ri•.^ia (blsaic) 7qa.-s foll oviag the conc!;IsiQa

Of a pr++=ons rr►isw cant@rszcs, the Depoditsx-7

sàosild se+ici t the V-49+ra of all States
on the holding of such a canf*rsnce. .I

(bl:nic or (blznic o=br-^) of the

Sta:ss ?art=es, vtL:chever oz=bar -a 2ess,

respond at.-Irzis:40I7, the 3i?oei'.ar7 ar.cnld

•.a]cs :=ediats s teps to qn7ene '.he c=tfexnca.

$-sdna^P ^ new erab-aâôta..•^•

j. Lr ao -et± e+r corSerencr has been cc=Teaeà
vl•.In..n tan Tell-" 1olIoviZg the canca^sa:.on of a

zrt+-^ aus -evïev can..`erTce, the 3exei'.a_-7
ahculd sc:ici: the T_e,rs Of ill States ?L-tien

an the soid=ag of-, such a. creertnc:. L

=*--thir3 or :e= of the States
ràie hever :^be_ ls Issa, -e3IX7=d
the Depasi•.i^! eàa^? d tiz= :saedii:s s:eps to
C.,,̂Z7eIIe 4..^.e cCT.itTeZ1Cl.

Article w_ as ae .̂.dQd
i'Lus

C'D/3W/M. =0 1. Ten Years at :ar ea :-.-I into _*c" _e of the
sa;or_:y^-ear', or •a=::er ir :equeatad by the

of SU:es ?a.-:ies, a_:-erence of States

iâa12 be c_r.•er_ed :a -ev:ew ::^e opera::aa of the

:reat7 v: :h a_ v:e+r to aasL__g L^s t • :e ^rroaes

of the rresable of- the rr•a_ons of :.`'.e :'=ti:7

are be_r.g Such rcv:eti ei:cuid eake

accn:n : zw ::e,+ ecien t:= =c i.d
... the ^=ea:.r.



oategmny or veapcns  !ha  ll be .ven a place 
of each of these zonferences. 
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Prance 
757g7WP.3 

2. Subsequent Conferences te review the  
aneratian of the Treaty. with a view to  
&smarine the ,t1=705112 of the ureamble and the  
=revisions of the Treaty are beine realised.  
could be convened tv  amalority of  the States  
Parties. 

3. tastralia has no ab!totion te the proposal 
end, by the German Democratic Republic in CI)/42. 

Para:each 7.1% new sub-dearsha 1 und 3  

I. rive Years after entry Into faros of the 
treaty, 

 
or  earlier if requested by a majority 

or States Parties, a cones:ens: af States 
Panties shall bt convened at Geneva (Switzerland) 
to review the operation of the treaty, and vith 
a view te assuring that the purposes cf the 
preamble and the provision/ of the Treaty 
are brie reeceeted.  Such review ss- 1 1  take 
into account any mew scientific and :rent:clerical  
develcoments likely to affect the purpose of the  
Treaty 

 
or the Possibilitv of verifv7;-9e obeervancs  

of the oblizations assumed by the hrties in ttis  
rerarC. 

3. Zr no review conference  ha  s been convened 
vithin five veers  following the conclusion or a 
previous review conference. the Depositary 
sheuld solicit the  viees of all States Parties 
an the holding of such  a  conference. :r two tnirds 
of the Staten Parties respond affiroatively, the 
Zepoaitany sha  ll taxe immediate steps to convene 
the conference az soon as moseda 

ecrocen 
ZZ(ZW/CE2.10/1dd.1 

New tarazr%th  
1. Zvery five yearn from the date cf entry into fcroe 
of this treary, or before that -late if a macnity cf the 
States Parties so request by sahnitting a --trposal te 
that  effect tc the depositary, a Conference of the 
States Partissahall be zonvened tc rrviev: 

the operation cf this treaty; 
Proposed amendments tc this treaty; 
.1my additienal olanse or proposed editionaZ 
Protocol tc tt.i3 treaty 

2. In any case, 	new.  scientific and tac.
discvenies and achieve...ten-a vitt  a bearing on  ttiz 
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cm/31,4o/32' 
USSR-US1  

German Democratia Recnblio  
CZ/42 

1ustralla 

1DEERENCE, ExTer irro met, upcsiTIEr 

Paratmah XI:  

1. • 21e Treaty shall be apen to all States for 
signature.  L  State which does not sign the 
Treaty before its entry into forte in accardance 
with sub-para,paph  3  of this paragraph may 
accede ta it st LnY time. 

2. .The Treaty shall e; subject to ratification 
by signatary States. Instruments of ratification 
and secessian shall be deposited with the 
Secretary-General of the Znited Utica*. 

3. The Treaty shall enter into far= upon the 
deposit of the instruments of ratification bY 
(blank) Gover=ents in accordance with 
sub-paragraph 2 of this pacag•ap.h. 

4. Fur States whose instrunenta of ratification 
'or accession are deposited rubsequent ta the entry 
in•o force- of- the Treaty, it shall enter into 
forts an the date of the deposit of their 
Instriments of ratification or accession. 

5. The Depositary shall promptly inform all 
signatory and acceding States of the date of 
each signature, the date of deposit of tact 
instrnment of ratificatian or  acceseion and the 
date of entry into forte of the Treaty,  a.  vtil 
as of any amendment to it and of the receipt of 
otter notices. 

6. The Treaty still' be registered by the 
Depositary:parsuant.to 1rticle  102. of the 
Charter of the:United Nations. 

?arazraoh X::. new sub-oaraerach 3  

3. The treaty shall enter into forte upon the 
deposit of the instruments of ratification by 
25 Governments (including the nuclear-weapon 
States) in accordance with rub-paragraph 2 of 
this parag•aph. 

lrticle IZI,pararraph 3  

3. 	instraaia  ha  s no . objeotion to  the  proposal 
lade  • y theCerman Zerecratic...Republic.in CD/42.. 
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Nrsgruth Xi/. enb-naratmanh 3  

3. %he treaty shall enter into force upon the 
deposit of the inwL-mments at ratification 
by  ta  n  Governmente In accordance vith 
sub-parsimaph 2 at this paraeaph. 

Suggested that the vords 'incIudiag the 
nuclear-weapon States* be deleted 
(cD/42, subleara.3). 
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he=. ta t^r rtis^► ^ C^saltatiw Cas^t ,̂ss at ^-s•

1=2241=1 1. Sàs Caasaltati.^Te Cami ttsa ad ltrp=ts sàia =da--

^^- taks ta aab apprQgr3sL 14-Md4 ce fsct sad prc+r+^da

=par►.s yin« =sis*sat ta arw g=blm =6:.sad ga.-sUa '-
ta -ae FiII,. S h I, ad the by the

QJ=V=i=C cl the Casai:`.«.StaL P=t,T -..»qasatiz+i the

Z. 3s ad' the- Cxssl+.stiw Cesi tt.ss et *mmr,=

aàa11 bs a:Ezsaissd in sacs & w7 as ta prrzi : i: '.o pezt =
the t^a+ :aas aa3 f or'.^ :s ?a.-açsgâ I ot uis Laasz.
ebs Ct:s3i ^s^ ^^1I dse:ds ^. qsrlstims ^ls:zn
ta the ar^ai:sz:ai of i:s vcs's.. rtsrs pa«i :2i by
ee=aas^s, bat atbn=rias by s ms„ar::7 of thas• P=seat

^ zo tvti^. on ^t-.a_-a otmd rort+yg. Mm" s"Il
sa2mts^cs.

3, - MM ?rp=i'.^7 ar ^:s :^pr^e..̂ -taL:^s shiLî sarr!
ss •.^s ^_-- af ^a Cs^si :`sa.

^. ^se= c^er: s^ `sr assis•,.ad a^- s^t-^^ ^^s ez scrs
aàs•:sats.

5. Fsr.t =;WC= sha:l lits tt--oCz the ^*.a:._-, :
•A a^sst :^-^s Stitss, sad :^ Lts^s ^crsl ar; ^: =^^=c^s•^

s=t = aMd ass^'.^c: as tta =;N=s

den-1.ibla f= %.`s a+GaEgilstme..̂t cf %hs VC7,^*.

3s+r I o.t the l=sr:
i. ma C=sul•s.4r C-i :-.as Of, : ^ri sàsi: %=ds_-.aiQ

•.a =Lu apprcPr.̀ss ::ad{r.an af. tact axci grzr-lda erpe=

vir+rs rs.la•aat •.a sur rroblew iised- p=wSas `-a;

?s..-a=2#â: Mie
C^aui^aTS C^i••.s^ of 3r^e-ts eii-l be eatj':2od ta

r^ec! ^ Ts ax^T ^t c^:2a^ v^c:: a S•.ate ^.---^ :a •.!i+e L^sa`_^►
deess I• ^sfal •a e^is.a vi•.a a r e+r •.a 2=9!=-:=-+r'9

t.t! eaz! ideaza af States ?L^:n S3 L^e obsr_-rsae: ot •.:.z

}•=Qne asd ci the :^satT.

'o sdd a asv Par>erapà ta the iaac:
6. The Cacsal••aar^ Cac:i :•ss aad tact of tuta
c,Pe_ •j sàa,ii, v}tr-" r.sc:eai-► . ^ass-*s the e^! de*t'ï

e:^s._^cts^ of ^ '_' ar-3 =: ^ ^^.a± :^ses:^s . !r ac^o•-'^e:
of :ÿe aSt.ita ?z--? or

cra► orzs. -_"^tar^t• ••. ^
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: OIT DIS^^^^MIT *Cb/acrA.zp .15/Aàd.lmeQ.1
16 Plarch 19û1

Ad Hoc 1-lorking Grotis on
iZadiological ! ieanonc Original: BIGLLSE

Pr12osals by the deleEption of India for anendments of Articles I, M.

III, V and VII of the elements of the vroaosed ^-aft Treaty on the
Prohibition of Radiolorical Weaaons

ARTICLE I

This Article should be reformulated as follows:

'T,ach State Party to the Treaty undertakes not to develop, produce,

stoclagile, othernrise acouire or possess, transfer or use radiological

weapons".

The word "transfer" has been added to the fo=ulation contained in the

joint ûSM-United S;.ates proposals so as to make it clear that the prohibition

covers the transfer of such weapons to other countries as well. This is in line

with other treaties on the prohibitions of different kinds of veapors.

ARTICLE TT

j•Thile the Indian delegation has not as yet a precise formulation for the

wordinC of Article II, it recorimends that any definition that is adon,41ed'mu.st not

contain an exclusion clause with respect to nuclear weapons. Thus the phrase

"other than a:uclear emrilosive device" in sub para 1. of Article II and the

phrase "other than that produced by a nuclear e=losive device" contained in

suo-aara 2. of Article II ought to be dropped and a ruitable•formulation based on

scientific principles ought to be attempted. Such a definition could be based

on the specific technical characteristics of potential sadiological weapons.

ARTICIZ III

Article III of the draft elements presented by the United States and the

USSR is ambiguous in character. Its language seems to suggest that the scope of

the Treaty is open-ended and extends beyond radiological weapons. The Article may

be deleted altogether or it should be drafted in a more precise manner so that it

is clear what is intended by this Article.

ARTICLE V

This Article should read as follows:

`TProviaion-- of the Treaty shall not hinder the use of any radioactive

material or sources of radiation from radioactive decay for peaceful puzp oses

and shall be without prejudice to any generally recognized principles and

applicable rules of international law governing such use".

The phrase "any radioactive material or" before the words "sources of

radiation" has been introduced so as to comnlete the meaning of this Article and

to bring it in conformity with Article II.
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MITI= VII 

Article VII should read as follows: 

"Nothing in the Treaty shall be interpreted as c'ctracting . from the 

obligations assumed by any State under any other international treaty or 

other existing  ruiez: of  international law - governing an armed conflict". 

As non—signatories to the Treaty - on the Uen,qeroliferationef Unclear Weapons 

we are unable te accept a specific reference to this Treaty in this Article. 

Je  would, therefore, prefer the Article to be worded  in .a  general 	 dropping 

specific references to other imterrational treaties and agreements. 



CCFEL.-er-r:72  ON D TS.tser-Arerl 

Ad Eoc. Wocing Groun cr. Radicic#cal  Wear.s 

lat. VIII 

Statement delivered by the delecati= cf Indonesia  
t the Fourth Meetinz of 	A • 	 G—cur  

:on Radiological Weancrs held cn 13 March 19B1, 

Allow me tc make a very bmief cznment on the pmcmcsed article VIII 

w•ich deals lath conmlianc'e and verificaticn ns appeared in WP.15 

in?. 14 to 16. 

• While the r= ieems to be = c-mmen ammrcaah az.tc  te stages of 

procedures tc solve any mrohlems !'nich may arise in relaticn tc the 

objectives and the ammlicaticn of the treaty and the pcssihie use cf 

internatiOnal procedures, including the use of a ccnsultative ccmmittee 

of experts, I note the foliwinf; differences ix:the :mistime mremcsaIs: 

(a) The Tnited States-73SE nrcmosal conceives that, - dterinr the 

initial stages, the examinaticn cf the ruestion wculd be confined in 

the Committee of exmerts which Ilculd be ca•vened itii cne month  

umon the viceipt of a request made by a martytc the treat -y. Orly 

subsequently,  hen a party finEs thst a breach cf the treaty has taken 

place, that the matter shoula be breught. -on to one of  th  = mrincimal 

crgans cf the ":nated raticns, the Se=rity Council; 

(b) Accordinz tc the Pakist:n prrIcsal, rne cf the prinefra crans 

•cf the •nited raticns, the -Generlal 	(n:t the SeTarity Ceuncil  

as suggested by the 7-mitei States-7E 3P  promesal) shculd he seamcd fmcm 

the very beginninz wamhz-.-t waizinz -until a marry, takinr intr. account 

of the results of the axaminatiel: cf the committee cf enzerts, censiders 

that  the: e has been a -r—azh 	 Fahist= ,t 7nrciecsa1 

suggestZ that the Committee cf Tnperts he cenveneizentI7 	the 

United Statea—T3SE mrcpcsal su:,-zesta "within cne m•nth"; 

the 3e1 gien amendment :reprses a ecmtrcmise fermula which r-.1..aez: 

"if messible 	 ...Er2. in any :as= within ene 	 :f the 

receipt cf a request made 're- a marty te the treaty. 

• It is my delegatiel.': view that :h.= =taces cf the srut'en te 

prcblems which may arise in -..:nne:tian with the shjectives :r aptlicati:n 

cf the treaty'shzuld :e az frllows: 

1 . 	A —cour-=t for ccnceder=ticn cf th: mette— =hc-u7 " 	='ir:ssed tc 

the dcmcsitary zevernment. 
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MC  

2. The depositary government Would then canvene  the  committee of 

experts which woula examine the question raised; 	- 

3. Subsequently, when a tarty considers that there has been a breach - 

of the treaty, the question would be brout te -the attention cf one 

.of the principal organs cf the United Nations. While we feel that the 

Security Council seems to be. the =st  suitable-organ to take ut the 

questicn, the possibility cf brineing up the matter tc the General Assembly 

• shaald not be excluded, in the case, for example, of the failure of the 

SeçurityCouncil to eet in accordance with the provisions cf the treaty 

(suggested paragraph 4 of the United States-eSSR Drowse.).  I note that 

the suggested article VIII cf the United States=JSSR  proposai  is identical 

with article V of the Geneva Ccnventicn on the Prohibition of Military 

orAnyGther Hostile Use of Environmental Modification Techniaues (ENMCD) 

of 18 Mar  1977. 
4. With regard to the questicn cf when the committee of experts should 

be convene& after the receipt of a request made by a tarty to the treaty, 

considerillithe importance of the matter, my delegation aerees that the 

committee should in Principle be convened urgently. Rewever, to enable 

the parties to make the necessary arranFaments to desirnate and send 

their experts to the meeting (which may not always be easy for a 

develotinr country, like mine, which has a limited number of  experts whc 

could be put on a stand-by basis), an ample tire shculd. be  foreseen 

without however affectinz the ureent nature cf such a meetinz. Ny 

delegation feels therefore that the Belai 	ropose amznIment, which 

reads "if possible immediately  ai E in any case within one month etc." 

constitutes a good compromise._ 

As regards_draft article IX,  my deleration has're diffimulty with 

the text sue:rested by the Znit,-d States-USSR p-orcsal l  whiàh 

Cr  less similar tc the text cf article VI of the 1977 Er= Cenvention. 

delegation  ha  s scme difficulties wit'm rezard to the -efe -rence 

to the CD cf eny propose& amendment tc the treaty as sugwested by 

paragraphs 1 and 2 of the FrenchWcrki Fe.per fcr the fcilowing reasens: 

1. We cannot now foresee for ho-,7 Iona-  the CD veuld àxist. It may be 

exnected. to exist until the mime •hen the ultimate roal cf the disar-,t 

process has been achievd. it may else be retlaced by enother crman 

with a different name anda.lifferent.man4ate.. In any case all these 

possibilities- should - not be-zolu::edand-the.7matter - derends on the. 

General 4:.ssemb1y; 
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2. F►J.r the t'.^-..e the iTS è: ^2rS `^.^.zC 2'C=Cë, th- s•^:_re:^e 7CSder :L'.

i..- ^s L!^i Cm., is ini' S ^l^S 'm s i Z1relation tC u :le treZ-y, i:aCi::G r

l:2^1GS of the pZT̀':i6s to t^ °_ i ._ .^,.._:."_Y ; the parties to the treâ:;ÿ

the=selves :TCtCC:: wC+lG the = èYCI1Ct tC -_c_ ..Î1 any 1TCpCzi^

a=s1a =Gnt

Art. X In resz.-d to draf- article X, _;,f 3c^ié;m^vlCn has also no EiffiT.:itÿ

;._th the tnited States=^°^r _rc_esG_. The _T^.^osed :Zr-c_8.L 1 is

Si:.li'cS 'W C' the FT4S:^.^ CI 2="Gicle v1:l cf Zh°_ ►C7? .'.M..'.7.1-vT: Ci'vT:10niICi. ..^.Z

the LrC^CSEd _ cr2^2p^ 2 8=v'.^S to .'+c ^r•S^' Tc ^ by 1 of

article X oi the _:t_p•

^.t C^è z T̂^^ ^ Y ^:.. be
Fixing a _ • : m^F=^1 -er the ' •irw ^.•' t'n .:^.the ^r^^^_ Ĵ̂ ^„ b

necessary for the f.li^•:ir^ r_azzors:

(a) - With the a=e^_ .̂^zr.t --c:^^.-^2rs îrcvid_d for by d-=a.-:,t article IX,

if the =^ajority of the parties sc 1_s :,' the _:ration of.-the treatp could

always be shcrrened;

(L) SiZ^=C1cgiCcl we_j*Ys are ^.;... _1GTc as Z -é`» tj^_`e of ë 2rQZI5

c^ mass r.PJŸ^.l^tioi az:E use -Z.: ^C^.SbGV1ri^ CcnseQ..envLS

i^. -+.vi^î n ^f ^ y^ C^ÿ ^+ ^
the Y^:Gty mi= ii^:G^ v.S S C^^C► tilt^r ^^e C

of rea d'L:rat_ori.

Art. Xl As re^^s draft st'_ci_s k:I) th--:. c_ hZv=.-:i; revie.r

CCS2GTeT:CeS, -;;ï^^ Z tc Zss:-'r.-r 0-1 `2L:-. zÎ

the L'reZrble ,^,f :_-- tTc '. , -S Cy al'. T::0

o;:es%_CLS 'vJC'.:id SZ2} 1 :'c:? 12:C-:::

1. SIIO:22d the f_=St =C::^é:. CC3•rETE'^: _ . _ !télC ^ .i an -,-°_ZS C_ ^er

the e::t_jr 1nT.a force :r

and Australian tT^_c==--̀) --ve ;;ee=s : _.crc:._ tc t :^ _re^c: __o_^sz)

2. 1.^+Sr-v?-S z_ ^.:^ ::.:5•: _ è'_": -.:îél: __^rèrE«_c.`' ^2.c^. ^:.. jc'?^S

.îS..after ï_ cf so

ZCCCrG"^_ .. _ the ..J _ C

Al:Stré:_C.) .- CC_.-TC.i- _ :c , iC5â2, é :!:c
J

â:C_.?CC..^_`': _rC_CS2_ S _^t•:. ^: .?i the as

retiie3•: S:-C.._.. Cç =-T__,'.1_Z__^ ^^è^' r^.C s'=45^•

CcrSidcr' -.= p6 Cù cf ^:c t•: _»`:C_C rCZi ZTCT:SS '.:: 2... T: v _EZd

i.0 T.eSI: SCT:tif^C and. :._C:_T.3...^1 i£érieS ,_._..

the 17:..̂_ CsG cf -,*.,-.C- tren

that the fi=3v

entry into force cf the T=-- r ....^_e ss_se_

be cCnve`.'aeû i% =a:: '''ç S

p^rtlt:s t r, thL. v=CL.L^, s c Ci_rS _- z :_Sc ....

.:r,.} the

^^ ^ _ J EC^ ► ^ YL-r Yii^•

if t: ..3 -^ -- ^---

vc^,.S'^
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(final clauses), nY dele^.ti.on has
Art. ^i

As regards dr^t a_iicle XII (-
2, j and 6_ ^• 3e1e^...tion

no objection to the ssg^stzc ParagraP.s 1, ,

reserves
the rit to ^e its cc=ents on .ara^aPh 3 at an appropriaie

ti^1e. 1 tEi

15.7 ,

^ilP1C.^. 1S
As to the draft Ars.ex, the LT••=t ed S ^atesaSH ^

Gr^ea ,e^iion r ^ is acceràcZe
--^,5 r.t a^

identica.l to the ^ex of the Co^•,__ Gnh ^^,

to my delegation. I surgest hcwe ver that the wcrâs '^s ar.
-^'_

++^-Kici=_ VIII, Païar_raPh I" (I assume
subparagrzPh I" be replaced.
that roman VIII refErs to article rZs and ^'-nic 1 r_fers to azr^aPh 1

of that arti-ale). • 1
With regard ta the :nzâerïi.:ed rart of the Pr-Posed new P^aP^

^

ary
gested 'cy the French dEle2ticn, I don't t==-^-{ that it is necess

because the
of every expert to rea'.i'-sts nct rYly to receive,

exr.ational
^o^ation and alsc assistance from States and d

int,

States-USSR pr P^aZ.lcns,

has âeen sPelled out in para^_Fh 5 of the Unite
- ^sted by the6 s^6

While a^eeir.G with the new ProPcs^d ÿua^aPh
^"d 'f ^CV6 w.^e..tZ"^ ^_ ,ro `f the w._

French d23e^tior_' I- wc•.:3 . ..-Ga. st the del_tion

i

ts, ^e^oers cf ther
fst line of the text, bec^^= a11 the ^xen thé s

^^ ;_gci^•
.ted by t.•= s^Ve ^===t of States party to the treaty,

Cormittee, s_
=t and are of course gcve^enta?aP'r. "Purstzaut to article VIII Pâra ^

experts.

^^^
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COIIM^T`I:^ OIi DISIMTr11r̀,I2

sd Hoc Worsing Group an
Ra.diological 'Jeapons

Indonesia's cc=.ent on the agreed joint ûSSE-United States CD/31-CD/32
esnecially paragraph 3 Article VIII concerning cor:aLance and

verification and on the French proposal contained in GD/Z'i^tiiP.2.

In its statement on 13 ilarch, 1581 the delegation of Ind,nesia has stated,
inter alia, that the Security Council seems t•^ be the most suitable organ to take
up the question when a party to the treaty considers that there has been a breach
of obligations deriving from the provisions of the treaty (CD/Kr7^,,jP.15A`cid.2,

page 2).

In this connection in order for the Security Council to discharge its
functions effectively and properly, the Indonesian delegation considers that

certain measures need be undertaken:

(i) in the e.tisting Provisional Rules of Procedure of the Security Council
a chapter should be added, :.hich refers to the role of this organ on

disaxmaaent agree=ents;

(ii) such chapter should, inter alia, contain provision that decision for
an inclusion of an item in the agenda of the Security Council should
be automatic so as to ensure that the Security Council would not fail
to take up azq corsnlaint brought to -;Vs attention of alleged breach

or violation of a iisarrar.ent agreement.

(iii) it should further be necessary to include a provision governing such
aonvlaint that action •aould be tzken by the Security Council by
waiving the prercgative rights of the per r̂anent nenbers of the

Security Council.

This suggestion should not be interpreted as an aaend-ment to article 27 of
the United Yations Charter, but merely as amaniïestation of the continued belief
of the Indenesian delegation in the primary responsibility of the- Security Council
as an ianortant or-an in the maintenance of international peace and security. In
the ooinion of the Indonesian delegation, arq verification machinery or rrocedure
governing disarûanent agreements :•rould be ^eani..^.gless unless coupled with such

arrangements.

The Indonesian del e`-atien is aware that the foregcing has no direct link with
the work of the Committee on Disarna.:.ent but -iv has a direct bearing with the,

implementation of the future treaty.

GE.81-6099i)
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CMDIETZEIE Oir DISAMAIMIT 

Ad Hoc Work-ire Grou-o on 
Radiological Weapons 

Promosal by the deleeation of Yumslavia for amendments to Article II  
of the elements of the =a-nosed. Draft Treaty on the  

Prohibition of Radiolozical Weapons  

Article II  

"For the purnoses of this Treaty, the terri "radiolorical weapons includes: 

1. Any radioactive material which, when used as weapon, Produces effects 

exclusively by ionizine radiation create& in the Process of natural decay of such 

material. 

2. Any weapon, device cr equipment specifically designed to be employed for 

dissemination of a radioactive material as defined. by the precerii-ng paragramh 

of this Article. 

GE. 8 1 —60864 
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COMTTEE ON DISARXMIZTT
Ad Hoc Working Group on Fiadiological Weapons

Rerort to the Committee on Disarm-amert

I. IN MODIICT I02i

1. The Fina1. Document of the Tenth Special Session of the General &ssembly in

its section III entitled "Programme of ûction" contains the following paragraph:

"76. A convention should be concluded prchibiting the,develapment,

production, stockpiling and use of radiological weapons".

2. At its 1979 session the Committee on Disamnament noted with satisfaction the

submission by the USSR and the United States of !'imerica of an agreed joint

proposal on major elements of a treaty prohibiting the development, production,

stockpiling and use of radiological weapons (CD/31 and CD/32). Following a

preliminary discussion, the Committee concluded that it would continue consideration

of the agreed joint proposal as soon as possible at its next annual session.

3. At its thirty-fourth session the General Gssembly of the United Nations

adopted resolution 34/87 A entitled "Conclusion of an international convention

prohibiting the development, production, stoèxpiling and use of radiological

weapons", which operative paragraphs 1 and 2 read as follows:

"1. Welcomes the report of the Committee on Disarmament with regard

to radiological weapons and, particularly, its stated intention

to continue consideration of proposals for a convention banning these

weapons a^_ its next session;

2. Reguests the Committee on Disarmament to p?'7ceed as soon as

possible to achieve agreement, throuEb negotiation, on the text of

such a convention and to report to the General Assemoly on the results

achieved for consideration by the Assembly at its thirty-fifth session."

4. In considering item 5 of its 1980 agenda, entitled '2iew types of weapons of

mass destruction and new systems of such weapons ; radiological weapons", the

Committee on Disarmament at its 69th plenary meeting held on 17 March 1980 adopted

the following decision:

"The Committee on Disarmament decides to establish for the duration of

its 1980 session an ad hoc working group of the Committee with a view•

to reaching agreement on a convention prohibiting the development,

production, stockpiling and use of radiological weapons.

GE.a0-65007
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The ad hoc working group uill report ta the Ce=ittoe erl the pro.-ress 

of its worh at any appropriate time and in a.::y ease before the 

conclusion of its 193O session." 

5. At itz CG -th meeting on 22 April the Committee iTesitna 

Ambassador Dr. Imre Komi-.7.pc of Hungary as Chnirman of . the - Ad  Hse  1:brizin-:: Group. 

Er. B. Konstantinov, of the United listions Cant= for Disarmament,'served az 

Secretary of the 1.Torking Group. 

II. SOU= OP TM Pilt,U.DIUGZ  

6. In accordance with the agreement reached in the Committee tho 	Hoc  -Worhinr 

Group held 16 .meetings betueen 24 April and 1 ._ugust 19,C, . 

and conducted also informal consultations durint that period. 

7. Delecates of all member States of the Cormittee an "..,isarmamemt participated•  
in the uork.of the Workinr,  eoup. Experts  froc CsechonlovaLia, Egymt, France, Roman. 

Indonesia, Sweden, USSR, United States and Yugoslavia provided additional infermatics 

and gave explanations. 

3. At its first meeting the Working Group considered organisational matters. 

It  iras  agreed that the Group would resume its substantive work on 11..nday, 16 June, 

and that, at the beginning, possibility w-Juld be given for a short general exchange 

of views on radiological ueapons. It was - loft that each deletation would decide at 

mhich point the -assistance of experts would be needed. 

9. At its second meeting the Working Group ngreed that the 7Drceedings should 

encompass three phases: 	 •  

(a) to identify the main elements of the future treaty, bearing in 

mind the documents submitted so far and the statements made; 

(b) 'to negotiate on each of identified elements; 

(c) to_draft the text of the convention. 

10. At the recuest of the Uorhing Group the Chairman submitted and the Group 

adopted at its third meeting a morhing paper ccntainint the '1:sin elements in the 

negotiations of a treaty on the prohibition  cf radiologieca weapons", namely: 

1. Preamble 

2. Scope of the pr-hibition 

1/. Definition of radiological meap:ms 

4. Letivities and obligations 

5. Relationship uith other disarmament measures and arreements 

6. Peaceful uses 

7. Compliance and verification 
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8. Other provisions

9. Amendmer.ts

10. Duration and withdrawal

11. Review conference

12. Adherence, entry into force, depositary,

13. Annexes

11. At the same meeting the Group adopted a prorosal by the Chairran concerning

the order which'could serve as a guide in discwssing the m3.i.n elements at meetings

of the Working Group, namely:

It

Definition of radiological weapons

Scope of the prohibition

Activities and obligations

Peaceful uses, Relationship to other treaties

Compliance and verification

The 'remaining "nain elements" (other provisions, amendments, duration

and withdrawal, review conference, adherence, entry into force,

depositary)

Preamble

was further agreed that during each zeetin6 the Idorking Group would tackle

all proposals and considerations of States members of the Committee on Disarmament

which were submitted prior to the day of the meeting or might be submitted and

which refer to the main element to be àiscussed.

12. In the conduc -. of its work the WcrKi.~o Greup.had before it the following

documents and working papers :

(1) CD/31 "Letter dated 9,3uly 1979 addressed to the Chairman of the

Committee on Disaxmiament from the Rezresentative of the Union of

Soviet Socialist Reuublics transmitting a document. entitled

"Agreed joint üSSR.United States proposal on major elements of a

treaty prohibiting the development, przduction, stockpiling and

use of Radiological Weapons."

(2) CD/32 - Letter dated 9 July 197° addressed to the Chai=an of the

Committee on DisarmamAnt from the Renresentative of the

United States of t.merica transmitting a document entitled "Agreed

joint United States USSR proposal on majcr elements of a treaty

prohibiting the development, pro^auction, stcckpiling and use of

radiological weapons".
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(3) CD/40 - 'Working pacer on the draft mreambular Part 

of the Treaty  cri the Prohibition cf the development, manufacture, 

stocktiling and use of radiological weapons", dated 25 July 1979, 

submitteE by the delegation cf Htnearv; 

(4) CD/42 - 'Working paper on draft paragraph XI, stibparagraph 5, and 

paragraph XII, sub -paragraph 3 of the Treaty on the Prohibition of 

the Develonment, Manufacture, Stockpiling and.  Use cf 'Radiological 

Weapons", dated25 July 1979, dubmitted by-th? delegation of the 

German Democratic Republic. 

(5) CD/Rd/WP.3 - Canada:  Comments on major elements of a Treaty 

prohibiting the development, production, stockpiling and use of 

radiological weapons. 

(6) CD/R•P.4 - Federal Republic of Germany:  Proposal for a new-

Article V. 

(7) CD/a1"...1P.5 - Federal Republic of Germany: COMments on major 

elements of a Treaty prohibiting the development, production, 

sc1cpi1ing and use of radiological weapons. 

(8) CD/ReP.6 -Sweden: Proposals  for  .Lrticles I, II and III, of. a 

Treaty-  prehibitine radiological warfare including the develomment, 

production,  stockpiling and use of radiological wearOns. •  

(9) CD/ReP.7 - 	 Comments on major elements cf a Treaty 

prohibiting the develommenti production, stockpiling and use cf 

radiological weapons (Doc. CD/31 and CD/32). 

(10) CD/R1/gP.8 - France:  Proposed amendments to the agreed joint 

USSRUSA mrOposal on major elements of a Treaty Prohibiting the 

development, production, stockpiling and use of radiological weapons. 

(11) OD/ReP.9 	 Proposalsfor a-revised A.rticie.V.and..a.new 

article-after Article V. 

(12) CD/ReP.10 - Yugoslavia:  Proposal for an article of the Treaty 

related to the definition cf radiological weapons. 

(13) OD/RUPP.11 - Argentina:  Observations on a rPreaty prohibiting 

radiological-weapons. 

(14) ceeP.12 - Venezuela: Pronosals for a.title and for.substitution the 

Articles I , II and III of the "agreed joint USSR-USA  proposai  On major 

elements of a treaty prohibiting the develomment, production,. stockmi1in7 

and use of radiological weapOns". 

(15) OD/RVAIP.14 - Sweden: Proposal for a study on IAEA safeguards. 
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In addition to these documents the Working Group took into' account the views 

expressed by many delegations on the question of the Prohibition of radiological 

weapons in the Committee, as well  ce  during the last session of the General Lssembly. 

Many delegations have also commented  on the documents referred to previously, 

making suggestions and also asking questions in connexion with them. 

Lt the request of the Group the Secretariat compiled in twelve Conference 

Room Fapérs and their addenda ail  proposals and suggestions mentioned cbove, as 

well as additional proposals and suggestions made by the delegations of Lustralia, 

Belgium, Bulgaria, Egymt, the Federal Republic of Germany, India, Mexico, Morocco, 

the Netherlands, Romania and Pakistan. 

L list of documents, working Papers and conference room papers was premared 

by the Secretariat (CD/RW/CRP.13). 

13. Lt the request of the Working Group the Secretariat Prepared .a "Compilation 

of relevant documents on radiological weapons covering the Period 1979-1980" 

(CD/104).- 

14. Llso at the request of the Working Group the Secretariat prepared a tabulation 

of the texts of all proposals concerning the provisions of a treaty on radiological 
- 

weapons.  (CD/RW/WP.15).. 

III. Streit.RY OF  1i 1-4. DISCUSSION 

15. In carrying out its mandate, the ad hoc  working group held extensive 

discussions on the main elements of a treaty prohibiting radiological weapons. 

The discussion confirmed that while all delegations were ready to negotiate a 

treaty on radiological weapons, different concepts existed with regard to approach, 

the priority, the role and scope of the treaty, the definition of radiological 

weapons and the procedures of verifying of compliance as well as on some other areas. 

16. With  respect to the approach, the role and the scope of the treaty, the view 

was expressed on the one hand that its importance consists of preventing the 

emergence of a partiCular tyme of weapon of mass destruction not ye -Lin existence 

but which could be developed nnd produced. Consequently the treaty should not be 

burdened with additional problems. Ftrthermore, the treaty would represent another 

contribution to the limitation of the qualitative arms race and progress towards 

the objective of using scientific and technological achievements solely for 

'peaceful purposes. The joint USSRUnited States proposal  ras  regarded as a 
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sui.trLle basis for rez.cring agreement on ^ trenty prob'biting the developnert,
, ^ On the ot:jer h^rd, in

produ, tion; stockpili hg and. use of rr_diolo^ c^ ^re= por_s.
the te^t wcs too

assessir^g- the joint proposel, the view was exgressed th-nt
n„ to =-rclude the prohibiti on

restrictive and. =t should be broadened m,- --er as

kinds Of weapor^ th^t ^ased r^.dic.tion.
I,, this respect, it w^s_ stressed

of all
+ ,-

^,
any tre^t nrohibi ^in^ the ^se of r^ dîoîo^c^1 weapons should contein

tru.t ^Y . _
cit provisions concerning the urgent priority cf r.uc_eax dis^^^m

eygli

ent.

The view wr.s held thnt p^xticle becn we^por.s should -1so be covered by

^^wever, others pointed out
p,xticle ber^.

^, ban on 4adiolo!•c^1 we^por^. û
differer_t nature and. could not be included within the scope of

weapons are of <.

the proposed convention.
_T'ne question of ir,troducir_g the notion of ro.â.iolo^c^1 w^xfpse was rrised.

of
The view was expressed that the term rc.diologio.l iraxf^Se means dissemination

ar explosive device,a nuclea
radioactive. materiûl, other than througn the explosion of

of
in order to cause destructior_, damage or inju_^,* by neans

the r^diation, produced

by the decr.y of such materiel. In "'"-a'3 connexion the vietT was expressed that the

introduction of such r. nôtio: would ler.d to confusion in the-field of

ationcl lrw related to -xrned conflicts ^^ d that the joint proposol. is c^.med
intern

as the rohibi ti0^ . Of
at a preventive prohibition of radiolo ^c^1 we^ pons

^̂ s well p.

a.diologi cal warfrxe, i. e. milita^ actions with the use of such weapons or any.

radioactive mr.terial.
_ The view was expressed that the treaty silould exrlicitl^r proY+ibit deliberate

On the other
attacks on nuclear reactors or any other nuclear fuel facilities.

; hib' tion is ^1re^.dy provided for in
h^^nd the view was expressed t:^.

.,t c. si mil,_ pro. '- `

l,rticle 56 of the ydditional Protocols.of 1977 to the Geneva Conventions on the

protection of victims of

_
It was stated that, as r^.diologice:l weapons did: not,,yEt e^st, and that

since itdid not seem foreseeable that they could exist as rspecific type of

wec.pon, the work of the Comittee on Dis^xn^er.t s^.ould be oriented towr.rds the

conclusion of a convention on the prohibition of the use of radioactive metericl

for hostile g^zr,poses.
This opinion w: s contested and the view was expressed t:^.rt.

such approach would liait the scope of r. future treaty ana that the joint proposci

was more comprehensive and ^lready provides for the -prohibition of the use of any

radioactive materiVl for mi11-tr1y P ►:•rPoses.
should be used wi t:.

- The view was expressed that more explicit wor3ing.

respect to the prohibition of rr.diologic,l weapons in wartime, for defençe purposcs,

as well as to the use of radioactive barriers and per-missinle levels of radio: ctivity •
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With respect to the defi.r.ition the view was expressed that the joint proposal

wa.s'insufficient.
The view was expressed that the definition of radiological

weapons should not be so drafted as to imply that the use of nuclear weapons would

have a legal justification that certain delegaticr.s did not accept. The déîinitior.

of radiological weapons should, therefore, be in terms of the specific attributes

of such potential weapons and not in terms of the exclusion of nuclear explosive

devices.
On the other hand the viel.r was expressed that the defirition of

radiological weapons contained in'thé* joint nroposal had a sound scientific basis.

At the same time the vie« was expressed that it would be useful to continue the

search for a formulation that would define radiological :•reaaons in strictly

positive terms, trithout resorting to exclusion clauses.

17.
Questions were raised regarding the manner in which the obligations contained

in the joint elements not to divert radioactive material for use in radiological

warfare would be ensured, especially with regard to radioactive material in

nuclear facilities outside international safeguards. It was proposed in this

context that an overview study of the possibilities of establishing and

a ministering international safeguards should be perîormed by the Secretariat.

Others expressed their disagreement with this proposal.

18.
It was generally accepted that the provisions of the treaty should not.hinder

the use of radiation from radioactive decay for peaceful purposes. Views were

expressed concerning the need for more explicit provisions for the rig^it of the

parties to exchange information as well as to develop and acquire nuclear

technolog3r for peaoeful purposes.

19.
In considering the procedures of verifying of compliance the view was

exnressed that the relatec provisions of the joint proposal correspond to the

subject and scope of prohibition and meet the requirements of this particular

treaty.
Some held the view that the procedure of lodging complaints, envisaged

in the joint USSR=ünited States proposal couîd be rega_Tded as a satisfactory one.
the proced e of

On the other hand, reservations were raised t^-ith regard é°r le of the Security Council
the

verifying of compliance as proposed, in particular to

of the United Nations, as well as the proposed ==
-date for the Consultative CoL,L:i.ttee

of Experts. The view was also expressed that greater authority, including with

respect to on-site inspection, should be granted to the Consultative Comi.ttee of

Experts as an independent body. The view was also expressed that the ultimate

authority in the matter of compliance should be vested not in the Security Council,

but in the United Nations General Assenbly or in a Governing Board consisting of

all the States Parties to the Treaty.
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20. The yorYing gscup also briefly considerec other eleaents of the treaty such as

the preamble and the final clauses.

IV. CONCLUSION

21. There was vide recognition of the need to reach agreement on the text of a

treaty prohibiting radiological weapons.
However, vasious differences -'Of approaci_

ha,ve , yet to be resolved.

22.
In the light of the prog=ess nadd, the Ad Hoc s•;orki.ng Group recoaaends that

the Committee on Disarrsament set up at the beginni.ng of its 1901 session another

Ad Hoc Working Group on Radiological t:teapôns under koprapriate mandate as to

continue negotiations on a treaty prohibiting racliologicaï veapons.
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AD ROC WORKING GROUP ON RADIOLOGICAL WEAPONS 

-- Brief for-the Chairman 

delivered at the First Neetine of the Ad Hoc Workinn Group on 
Radiolozical Weeporo held on 20  February 1921  

I declare open the first meeting of the Ad Hoc Working Group on Radiological 

Weapons re-established by the Committee on 12 February 1981 for the duration of its 

1981 session, so that it may continue its work on the basis of the former mandate 

which had appeared in document CD/79 of 17 March 1980. The Ad Hoc Working Group will 

report to the Committee on the progress of its work at any appropriate time and in 

any case before the conclusion of its 1981 session. 

the outset of our work I would like to thank all the members of the Committee 

for the trust they have shown in appointing me as Chairman of this working group. 

Nembers may rest aàsured that I shall devote my efforts to serving the Group and 

to lead its work to a successful conclusion. I rea1i that we have a heavy list of 

questions to be solved during this session. Yet, I believe that in a spirit  of 

conciliation, accommodation and good will we can fulfil the main task entruated to - 

us to elaborate a draft treatyprohibitingthe development, production, stockpiling 

and use of radiological weapons. 

As you are aware, last year the Ad Hoc Working Grcup held extensive discussion 

on the main elements of an agreement which revealed the readiness of all delegations 

to negotiate a treaty on radiological weapons. Although  se  different concepts still 

exist with regard to the approach, the priority, the role and scope of the treaty, 

one cari  now state that we have reached the stage at which negotiations on a concrete 

'text could be possible.- 

The Ad Hoc Working Group recommended that the Committee on Disarmament set up 

at - the beginning of its 1981 session a further ad hoc working group under an 

appropriate .mandate to be determined at that time, to continue negotiations on the 

elaboration of a treaty prohibiting radiological weapons. 

I consider it extremely.important and encouraging for our work that any 

delegations at the last session of the General Assembly had advocated completing the . 

elaboration of a treaty by the Committee on Disarmament during its 1981 session. The 

Ad Hoc Working Group also has before it the resolution of the General Assembly 

A/Res/35/156G by which the General Assembly, inter alia,  called upon the Committee 

to "continue negotiations with a view to elaborating a treaty prohibiting the 	- 

development, production, stockpiling and usc of radiological weapons and to report on 

the results to the General Assembly at-its thirty-sixth session". 

GE..61-6u44 5 
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' 	The General Assembly, in its Declaration of the 1980s as the Second Disarmament 

-Decade (A/Res/35/46), striÉbed -that -- EII -effUrtb--SUcUid bë .--e/e-rted"by the--Committee--- -- 

on Disarmament urgently to negotiate with_a_view to reach agreement and submit agreed 

texts where Possible-before-the- eecend- ecial---seesiela deveted. to- disermament on a 

treaty on the prohibition o1. the deveibpment; production and use of radiological 

weapons. 

To commence the-substantive-work of. the Ad HocWorking Group,.the-Chair would 

propose to proceed on the line the group started last year, to continue from where we 

stopped. 

According to paragraph 9 of our last year's report the Working • Group agreed 
that the proceedings should encompass three phases: 

(a) to iàentify the main  elements of the future treaty, bearing in mind 

the documents submitted so far and the statements made; -  

(b) to nesotiate on each of the identified elements; 

(c) to draft the text of the convention. 	- 	 - 

We have completed the task appearing under stibparagraph (a) and agreat part oZ 

the task under subparagramh (b). The Chair suggests to continuefrom-there in the 

following way:. we would distribute the main elements appearing-under paragraph 11 

of the Report into three groups and would take them un one by one during three 

subsequent meetings as follous: 

1. Definition of radiological weapons; scope of prohibition. 

2. Activities and obligations; peaceful uses, relationship to other treaties. 

3. Compliance and verification; remaining main elements. 

During these Meetings delegations could SUM up, review the results of last year's 

negotiations, put forward nem positions, proposals and try to narrow the existing 

differehcesi, 

Conseauently, the Group could take UD one-by-one particular main elements, 

altogether 13 as listed in paragraph 10 of the Report of the Working Group-. The Chair, 

with the help of the Secretariat, would compile all proposals pertaining to the 

main element under discussion. The Group would proceed on that basis to negotiate 

an agreed text acceptable to all. 

W. bave  or may have a number of experts with us froc  various countries for the 

negotiations to be carried out in this working group. The Working Group, due to 

known_circumstances, has one meeting per.week. Consequently, the timeof_the-experts 

is not- fully, not even - partly utilized. 
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. On the other band, to promote the work of the Group efficiently, we need more 

concreteness, specific concrete formulations available on the basis of the eXiSting 

proposals and of the results of our last year's work. 

As far as existing differences are concerned, if me are unable to solve them in 

the Group, they could also be discussed within the framework of oPen,-ended 

constatations under my chairmPrship with interested members, as well as in other 

possible consultations among various delegations. On this matter, I think we should 

be flexible. While it might be premature to establish any fixed dates for apy 

consultations, it is my intention to conduct consultations before every meeting of the 

Group. May I suggest also thattheproposals and amendments to the draft should be 

submitted to the Chair in written form; thus, they could be included into the existing 

tabulation (.1.P.15) to promote our negotiations without delay. 

In thanking you for your attention, I would like to ask you for comments and 

suggestions concerning our work during this sszsion. 

The floor is open. 

Summing up by the Chair 

_ I am very grateful to.the members of the Group for their comments on our 

organization of work and on the need to start negotiations on a draft treaty as soon 

as possible. 

In general I heard no objection to the suggestion in that connection and, if the 

Group accepts, we could use them as flexible guidelines for our future work. 

I have taken note of the views expressed concerning the need of infommal, 

open,-ended consultations, the nature of those consultations and their relation 

with the activities of the working group. It is my intention, as I said at the 

beginning, to promote informal contacts among delegations, keeping in mind all the 

views expressed here todee. 

The Chair will circulate its comments as a working paper of the Group, so that 

we might have soMe guidance for our work. 

We will proceed according to it right from our next meeting, which is to take 

place on 27 February. 
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COMF•ffTME ON DISA_HIMOTI'
Ad Hoc Wcrking Group cn Radiological Weapons

CHAIRMO' S WOR.KIl`IG PA`PER

Since t.ze Ad Hoc Working Group is approachin the end of the first stage of

its work during this session, namely the review in three g7nups of the main

elements of a future treaty on Radiological 5^leapons, the Chair intends to facilitate

the transfer of the wor'.c of the Group to the next stage. As the Ad Hoc

WoT ;n Group agreed during its first meeting as contained in document CD/RWP0 .17,

after having finished the review of the main elements the Group will take up one

by one the particular main elements. This stage reauires more concreteness,

constant efforts to bridge the existing differences.

In order of the above mentioned aims and on the basis of the mandate accorded

to the Chair, the Chair submits on its own initiative alternative text concerning

the definition and the scope of prohibition of a future treaty. In doing so the

Chair has taken into account the joint USSR-United States proposal as well as

other proposals submitted by delega,tions'in tfritten fozm as contained in the

Tznulation. Of course the Chair has been unable to take up all proposals.

As a new text for the definition of radiological weapons and as a new

Article I of the treaty proposes the following:

For the purpose of the Treaty, the term "ra.diological weapen" aeans

any device, including any weapon or equipment, other than a nuclear explosive

device; specifically designed to employ radioactive material for militarY or

other hostile ru_*vose by disseminating it to cause destruction, damage or

injury to persons or prooerty by means of the radiation produced by the decay

of such material.

For the scope of prohibition as new Article II (in replacing Articles I and III

of the joint draft) the Chair puts fcraard the following text:

Each State Party to the Treaty undertakes never, under any circumstances;

to develop, produce, stockpile, otherrrise acquire or possess, or use

radiological weapons as well as to use for milita=t or other hostile uuracses

any radioactive material not produced by a nuclear explosive device by

disseminating it to cause destruction, damage or injury to nersons or uroperty

by means of the radiation produced by the decay of such material.

In order to meet the wish of some delegations concerning the extension of the

prohibition to a wider range of pcssible means of radiological destruction and those

according to which the high priority of nuclear disar.azment sr.ould duly be refletted in

the future treaty the Chair submits two additional paragraphs to be included in the

Preamble:

GE.81-60698
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Conscious that the prohibition of radiological ^^reapons will malse a

furthe_ contribution to saving mznkiind from the danger of the use of

radiation for hostile pu.rposes, and d.eiermi.ned to continue efforts tos•rards

the complete eli-nin^tion of such a danger,

Declar^^ that nothing in this Convention prejudices the deterni.nation

of the inteanational com=irit:j to achieve effective measures which would

outlaw nuclear weapons, as a priority question at disarmament negotiations.
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COMMITTEE ON DISAPMAIENT 

Ad Hoc Working Group  on  Radiological Weapons 

CHAIRMAN'S WOREING PAPER 

On the basis accorded to the Chair, the Chair submits on its own initiative 

alternative texts concerning the following main elements of a.future treaty on RW: 

Abtivities and Obligations and Peaceful Uses. 

I. ACTIVITIES AED OBLIGATIONS 

1. New text proposed by the Chair for Article III: 

"Each State Party tc the Treaty undertakes not to transfer to anybody, 

directly or indirectly, radiological weapons and not trkl.  any deliberate action 

intended to assist, encourage, or induce any person, State, group of States or 

international organization to engage in any of the activities which the Parties 

to the Treaty have undertaken not to engage in under the provisions of 

paragraph II." 

2. New text proposed by the Chair for Article IV: 

- "Each State Party to the Treaty undertakes, in accordance with its 

constitutional procedures, to tn›,  any measures which it deems necessary to 

prevent loss of and to prohibit and prevent diversion to radiological weapons of 

radioactive materials that might be used for such weapons and any activities 

centrary to the provisions of the Treaty in its territory or at any place under . 

its jurisdiction or under its control." 

II. PEACEFUL USES 

1. New text proposed bi the Chair for Article V: 

"Nothing in this Treaty ghall  le interpreted as affecting the inalienable 

right of the Parties to the Treaty to carry out their programres for the use of 

nuclear energy for peaceful purposes and as limiting in any way their right to the 

international co-operation in the field of the peacefUl uses of nuclear enerEy 

inéluding the exchange of equipment, technology, materials, and scientific and 

teChnological information for the peaceful uses of radioactiv 	terials. 

Nb pzovisions of the Treaty qh:11 1  hinder the use cf any sources of radiation 

froc  radioactive decay for peaceful purposes and they shall  be  without prejudice to 

any generally recognized principles and applicable rules of international law 

concerning suCh use. 
- 

In particular, they shall not hinder the use of radioactive materials, by 

dissemination, with the view to study the materials and the methods of protection 

against radiation." 

e .81-60884 
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CHAIRMAN'S WORKING PAPER 

On the basis accorded to the Chair, the Chair submits on its own initiative 

alternative texts concerning the following main elements of a future trea#y on HU: 

Relatiorghip with other Disarmament Measures and. Agreements, Compliance and. 

Verification. 

RELATIONSEIP-Ivim±  OR  DISARMAMENT 
MEASURES MID AGREEMENTS . 

• • Article VI  

Mothe in this Treaty Shall be interpreted as in any way limiting 

or detracting f•om the obligations assumed by the States Parties under any .:- 

other international Treaty or air  existing rules of international law 

governing arced conflicts." 

COMPLIANCE AND VE11,12iCATION 

• Article  VII  

1.•  The States Parties to the Treaty undertake to consult one another and to 

co-operate in solving any problems which may arise in relation to the objectives 

of or in the application of the provisions of the Treaty. Consultation and 

co-operation pursuant to this Pararerath may also be undertaken through appropriate 

international procedures w-ithin the framerk of the United Uations and in 

accordance with its Charter. These international procedures may include the 

services of appropriate international organizations as well as of a Consultative 

Committee of Experts as provided for in Subparagraph 2 of this Paragraph. 

2. For the purposes set forth in SubparaEmaph 1 of this Paraeraph, the Depositary 

Shall, if possible immediately and in any- case within one month of the receipt of 

a request from any State Party, convene a Consultative Committee of "Experts. Any 

State Party may appoint an expert to this Committee, whose functions and rules of 

procedure are set out in the Annex, which constitutes an inteeral part of the 

Treaty. The Committee Shall transmit tO the Depositary a summary of its findings 

of fact, incorporating all views and information presented to the Cnmmittee dure 

its proceedings. The Depositary shall distribute the summary to all States Parties. 

GE:81-61038 
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3. sr^y State Party to the Trezt,f *.^ni.ch has reasons to be_ieve t'r.at any other

State Party is acting in breach :f obliGations derivinG fro^ the Provisicns of

the Treaty ^.y lodge a c^nr,laint with the Sec.zrity Council of the 7nited 'rTations

in accordance with the -.)Tc ^ 1s2onS of the r.`harT.@r. Such a cCzj7°j t 3hC^17.lt1 lncli2a.e

all relevant infcr-^ation as well as all passible evidence supporting its validity.

T. Each Stzta Farty.t) the Treaty sndertakes to co-tmerate in carryizg out any

investigation which the. Security Council n.=y initiate, in accordance with the

provisions of the Charter of the Uri^.téd Nations, on the, basis c_ the conPla.iiit

received by the Council. The Security Council s:na71 infor3 the States P?.rties to.'

the Treaty of the results of the investi,-ations.

5.
Each State Party to the Treaty undertakes to provide or support assistance,

in accordance with the provision of the Ch=ter of the United "Nations, to any

Party to the Treaty wnich so requests, if the Security Council decides that such

Party has been ha.rned or is likely to be haxmed as a result of violation of the

Treaty.
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COMLUTEE ON DISARI1= 

Ad Hoc Werking Group on 
Radiological Weapons 

CELIR/LIN'S T.ICRICMG PAPZ3. 

ANUEX 

1. The Consultative Committee of Experts shall undertake to make appropriate 

findings of fact and Provide expert views relevant to agy Problem raised pursuant 

to paragraph VII, subparagraph 1, of the Treaty by the State Party reeuesting the 

convening of the Committee. The Consultative Committee of Exmerts shall be  

entitled to receivm amy information which a State Party to the Treaty deems it  

useful to communicate with a view to strenetheninrr the confidence of States Parties 

in the observance of the Purmose and Provisions of the Treaty. 

2. The monk of the Consultative Committee of Experts shall be organized in 

such a may as to permit it to perforutthé functions set forth in paragraph 1 of 

this Annex. The Committee shall decide Procedural questions relative to the 

organZzation of its work, where possible by consensus, but otherwise by a majority 

of those present and voting. There shall be no voting on matters of substance. 

3. The Depositary or his representative shall serve as the ahairman of the 

Committee. 

4. Each expert may be assisted at meetings by one or more advisers. 

5. Each expert shall have the right, through the Chairman to =Guest from 

States, and from international organizations, such information and assistance as 

the expert considers desirable for the accomplishment of the Committee's work. 

Œ .01-6116 3 
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Radiological Weapons

-- CHA IRNAII' S WC=,M .PAP ZR

'On- the basis accorded to the Chair, the Chair submits on its ot,rn initiative

alternate text concerning the formulation of the following.articles- of a future

treaty on RW: Amendments, Duration and '.tii-tàdrawal, Review -Conferences, Adherence,

Entry into-Force, Depositary.

^2^ND;QTTS

Article VIII

1. State Party may propose amendments to the Treaty. Each proposed.

amendment shall be submitted to the Depositary, which shall promptly transmit

it to all.other States Parties and to the Committee on Disa=anent."

2. The Committee on Disarmament may decide to study the pronosal and refer

it to a meeting of Roverr_mental experts on-en. in accordance with the tbmcaitteets

procedure, to a11 States which express their intention to aa_rticiaate in it.

3. An araendment shall enter into force for each State Party accepting the

amendment after the deposit with the Depositary of documents-of acceptance by a

majority of the-States Parties. Thereafter, the amendment shall enter into

force for each remaining State Party on the date of thedeposit by it of the

acceptance document. - , -

D UR3TIC:t' AND t,'Ifi^DRILWAL

Article IX

2. Each State Part,y to the :Treaty, shall in exercising _i.ts•.national

sovereignty have the right to withdraw from the Treaty i_f it. decides that -

extraordinary events, related to the subject_ matter of the Treaty, have jeopaTdized

the supreme interest of its -country. It shall give notice of.such withdrawal to

all otherStates Parties to the Treaty and to the United ?TationsSecurity Council

three racnt'ns in advance. Such notice shall incluàe a statement of the extraordinary

events it regards as having jeopardized its supreme interests.

GE.81-6119;
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REV= COlTFPF.ETiCSS

_Article X

1. Ten yea_s after entry into forc:- of the Treaty, o_ earlier if requested

by a majority of States Parties, a conference of States Parties should be convened

to review the operation of the Treaty, with a view to assuring that the purposes

of the preamble and the provisions of the Treaty are being respected. Such review

should-in any case take into account any new scientific and technological

developments likely to affect the provisions of the Treaty.

2.
Thereafter, a majority of the States Parties could obtain the convening

of a conference with the same objectives.

3. If no review conference has.been convened within 10 years following

the conclusion of a previous review conference, the Depositary should solicit the

views of all States Parties on the holding of such a conference. If one third

or 10 of the States -Parties.,_ _whichever-. number is. less, respond affirmatively,

the l2positary shnul,d_ take_ immediate .steps to .convene. the conference.. at the

most_ apPrODrlate. _timL'. . .

9DHE1MISCF.,._ ENTRY .I'î TO F!]RLE, DE.EASITARY

_Article XI

1.
The Treaty shall be open to'a11 States for signature. A State which

does not sign the Treaty before its entry into force-in accordance with

subparagraph 3 of this paragraph may accede to it at any time.

2. The Treaty shall be subject to ratification for signatory States.

Instruments of ratification and accession shall be deposited with the

Secretary-General of the United Nations..

3. The Treaty shall enter into force upon the deposit of the instruments of

the nuclear-weanon States)
ratification by twenty-fivefive governments (including

in accordance with subparagraph of this.paragraph.

4.
For States whose instruments of ratification or accession are. deposited

subsequent to the entry into force of he Treaty, it shall enter into force on

the date of the deposit of their instruments of ratification or accession.

5. The Depositary shall promptly inform all signatory and acceding States of

the date of each signature, the date of deposit of each instrument of ratification

or accession and the date of entry into force of the Treaty, as well as of any

amendment to it and of the recaipt of other notices.

6.
The Treaty shall be•registered by the Depositary pursuant to Article 102

of the Charter of the United Nations.
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COIeLL-2 1 '.:KOt DISLIMAIMIT 

Ad Ecc Wbrking Grmp on Radioloaical Weapons 

Memoranchm: sUbmitted by the deleaation of Sweden  on  certain aspects  
cf a convention prohibit...n4 z.Radioloeica1  Warfare  

The joint proposal  on a prohibition of radiologicalweamons tabled by the 

United States of Imerica and the union of Soviet Socialist Republics in July 1979 

(CD 31, 32) has the te  rm radiological -weapon as its basic concept. The proposed 

convention would preclude a possible future development, production, stockpiling, 

acquisition or possession of weamcns "specifically desiened to employ radioactive 	- 

material by dissemirating it to cause destruction, iP ,,,Pge or iajury.by means of the 

radiation Produced by the decay of such material". The draft also Proposes that 

the prohibition should be extended to cover the deliberate dissem -iption fer the àadé 

hostile purposes of any radioactive material not defined in the text as a 

radiological weapon. The treaty exempts all nuclear weamons  or  their use fram the 

scope  of. the  Prohibition  :ch,  however, must not be understood as a-legitimization 

of the use of such weapons. 

Studies undertaken by the competent authorities in Sweden show that the 

development of specific radiological weapons as defined by the drafters is a very 

remote possibility. They could hardly became practical weapons of mass destruction 

or for that matter even effective ueamons  on the battlefield. A radiological weapon 

of sufficient strength fer denying an enemy access to significant areas of terrain . 

would be almost impossible to fabricate, handle and deliver. There is, however, 

corresmondingly less difficulties in using radioactive materials in much smaller 

amounts for the purpose of terror or to exceed peacetime dose limits in various 

environments of man. It must be observed how enormous the difference is between 

doses capable of inducing sickness and death within a very short time and the dose 

limits usually recommended for the public. The amounts of radioactive materials 	. 

needed to block enemy access ta an area of only a few square kilometres would be 

enough to exceed peacetime dose limits fer an area corresponding to the entire earth, 

if evenly disseminated. A radiological weapon in the low end of the dose spectrum 

wculd not constitute a weapon of mass destruction. In the high dose end the effects 

of such a weapon could be profitable for a user, but the problems associated with 

its production and delivèry are 30 overwhelming that use must be considered 

unfeasible. 

GE.81-60740 
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There exists, however, already todaj a very real risk  Cr mass destruction 

from dissemination cf radieactive eubstances in war and that is the case of 

military attacks cn  nuclear power industry installations where very large amounts of 

radioactive materials  arc  present. In this case the nain obstacles connected with 

high dose weapons, i.e th.c_productien and delivery problems,...are .bypassed. 

In Sweden's opinion Article III cf the jcint preposel prohibits-such a -L:tacks. 

Our conclusion is thus that Article III of the joint - proposal covee's much more 

important risks for mass destruction than de Articles I and II. This fact should 

in our vie be reflected in the structure of a treaty te::.  The Swedish delegation 

proposed inaccordance with this view on 30 Juno 1980, alternative language for 

Articles 1-III (CD/RWATP.6). Tie prominence of the risks from radioactive sources 

other than specific radiological weapons motivates that the more general concept of 

radioloeical warfare should b•  the key werd in the title of tha treaty rather than the 

less important and limited weapon concert. The Swedish delegation on the sane 

occasion also suggested that the main source of radiological warfare, i.e. attacks 

on nuclear power installations, should be Mentioned explicitly in Article III. 

It is important to note that attacks on nuclear installations, may concern not 

only States engaged in war, since releases of radioactive substances following such 

attacks may spread across borders to other States as well.. 

. Although releases following an attack on nuclear elbutrical generating stations 

in operation would yield the most widespread effects,. considerable-effects could 

also result from the destruction cf reprocessing facilitie• and dePobits of Spent 

fuel and radioactive waste. 

Some of these risks are foreseen and prohiited in the 1977 Additional 

Protocols (1:56, 11:15) to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949. These 

provisions are, however, limited in two respects. Firstly, they cover only nuclear 

electrical generating stations l•aving other installations with large amounts of 

radioactive materials present uncovered«. Secondly, their purpose is limited to 

providing protection  for  the civilian population in thic vicinity of these 

installations. They, however, permiteailitary considerationsto take priority over' 

the humdnitarian ones and thus providc  for exceptions from the protective provisions. 

A general prohibition of radiological warfare should covor all important risks 

and have no loopholes. Therefore, it would be necessary to includo in a 

RW-convention a provision going beyond those already agTeed in the Additional 

Protocols. 
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n:e•r1 asUects of the JweiLzll -=7T.`Osa? ::eed cc=ont. iS:OSS r'::a te to nLtcloa_T

_ ^i.. LOr3aCtOTS d? ÿ8C tl;j SuDpCrtî..,rg ...iM _tar,ÿ nT .̀era -:^S, m aCrJ ^ ASc ^d i ^Cr rCZ`iu1J1:n i_

i°s _ naval el3 çl1' nil4t ^_f and^.. a.+î n..n ^- ^Dj -r`3L1L'I;îar and other /_̂ Fss , _î+. ^^ss_bÎ_^ :cv^_.. Te^c ^G_ on

land and stoCkmilCs of n-aC? -,ar .IEOmcnS and of fissionable materials for :dnaJQns and

other aurzoses.

In the case that ord'Larf nuclear _ ouer reactor so :=.vidcs substanti a.ï

e? ectri cal power in regular direct support oî ^.̂ ^l itayo uaerations, amil itarf

objective to termina te such support :901'ld, accOr .̂_-irg to the .G.wOd+sh proposal, have

to be exeCuted by other means than a ^ .-ack on the r'aac tcr _ t'sel_ . In our

such effective means a0 °_:dst. If, in `particul.ar case, such =ans ?dould nct C`1LS 15- r

prioriFl should be given to the need to avoid r•imass destruction and the reactor sheul3

be protected accordingly.

It seems reasonable to exclude from ag-a.^.eral arotection of nuclear reactors in a

radiological warefare convention thcse used for propulsion cf sutrlaries or other

naval vessels. Firstly, releases of radioactive substances at sea, while unfortunate

from the point of view of env_ron.:,en tal protection aould not constitute mass

destruction. Secondly, regulat_ons of such vessels are to a certain extent

negotiated within the SALT contoxt. The delégation of Sueden therefore supports

that protection of nuclear reactors would applf to the ter:i to^ es of States Parties,

i.e. to their land arcas and territorial waters, leaving high sea ^Teas outside the

scope of the treat-y.

^ few reactors have been constr^acted for the sole pu_rpose cî producing pc;ler for

military forces, some of them movable. It scens, however, that this technique is

impractical and would not be very much utilized in the fut-dre. In principle, it is

the snderstanding of the Suedisn delegation that such reactors shculd be- covexLd by

the protective provisions of a radiological aarfare convention. Prepcnderance shou?d

rather be given to the prevention of the possible mass destructicn.effeots tüa.^_ to the

military objective to terminate thei.r support of convantional military operations.

.An unconditional pro tecticn coveri.^; all reactors on lwnd nas in addition the „rea t,

advantage of avoiding the 3roblem of dis ûin^;lishi.rg between mil i tax^; and other reactors

in :Jar±lAe.

Another sensitive i sxae is nuc? aa.r :Ieapens c_ he: on station or in stoc3n)ilo

and stocks of fissionable raterial for w eanons a.d,cthcr pu._rncsas. The Swedish

delegation does not _rODose tr,a t such veapons and stoc'xni! os shculd be nro tected by

the raàiblogical aarfare convention. 771"?:e reason is t: a t the radioactive substances

1.lvolvCd have a low radiation inlansi ty ana that, ther32'Jro, at taCk on such

s ûockUll3s would not cause _eZCasCs 91i th raass destruction 2îfCctS.
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i.onsolidated tweXt based on proposais

s:;^ ,-eĉ t3 tr.E cra_-z".^ ^

The Mna; _.•,, an is 3ware thnt, ,ahi7.e effarts ?ave been Lade

to reach agree^ent on a text, reservations wTe maintained

c: sose sEiegations on specific artiales axd _'ur:her

corsideration is nee:ie=.

:,)ZFM--,7_17IO:T

A=ticle I

'r or the _tu^^ose of the T_eat ,̂^, the t2r^ '=a:ioloa cal weapon` neans

ar.y de :ice, ir.cludins 'any tiYeapcn or eql:.iprent,• ot :er tr:an a nicïear

exp?osi.ve dei-ice, spee_:_c^:y eà t6 e*rrlcy _ioactive =aterial

for mi_itary cr other _^.ostiie mu=posé by disseminating it to cause

destr^.:cticn, dz`a^e or in,; ^^.̂ ^i to --e--son or Froper^ ^^ means of the

radiati•or_ pred^.^ced 'e3 t~e 3ec ;y of sacl•.. =ateriai .n

SCU_ Cr srt`JL-M:V_7T_0_Z

Arti cle 1-ï

`^ach Jyate ?a--ty to tre -rea ty 1mdertakes nevcr, I:n.^.er c'.T'^j

c±.re',=.s taL'.'.es, to leve_om, _TM`Ci:ce, stockpi1e, otherlnlSe acQi2i_e or

_ossass, _r ::se radiologi ca? ^:ea^cns, as wel? as to ^:se for mi.lita=j

7r other . ^sti^e ^,]r+oses è^ÿ _aà_7sc+ire Wateri°? aot _JrJd1C8C bj =

- E^'icE ^y d_a'e*`':atiZ:g i t to ca ase àEstrtict^.Jl-,
T:1c_E_.r c OsitiE _

àaras ^= i^j:=,i to zers^ .s c= _romerrr by =ear:s of the ra:iation

-proQ1C^^ -tJ tr_- :Jc-f- s..'ic: ^-^^.uCr^.r1.R

.. :sl,J ^.z:^! lsâT _Jli.S

tt.̀ra!h State PârL' t-:, theT=e: î.; '.',,Z:.^. er t-à:ces rio t- t'.': t,-Ils?er tO v`v

.i=eCt -y ^^_d1rec ^"^J =adic_-^_.2l 4:eaÿons and P.Q +r^ ^ ç

UC ..̂G_ -^- ^^^.....v • ^Cû^^^ _._..cY-°_C _n az^ ;.'ÿj :o er::^LiI2^,:e, -r inc::ce
.^t

L^• _ .. , _
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any person, State, groüp of States or international or^zation to

engage in any of the activities o:hi::h the Parties to, tY:e T:eaty have

j=derta-ken not to engage in mdnr the provisions of Article =I."

Article IV

lach State Party to the Treaty, in accordance with its ce:isti tution_ï'T

nrocedures and international arrangements in force to c:I^.ich i t_s a Party,

shall take effective reasures to prevent loss of and to pro'rib^ t and

nrever_t diversion to radiological weapons of radioactive materials that

right be used fcr such weapens and any activities contrary to the provisions

orof the Treaty ^:i t'rin the territory of such State, ^der its jurisdiction

;mder its contrc1 anywhere."

Fm..LTL L^S

Article V

'Nothirg in this Treaty shall be ir_terpreted as affecting the ir.ali.enablé

right of the Parties to the Treaty to carry out their prog--a..r̂ nes for the use

of nuciear energ; for Teacef^zl pu-oses and as Iimi.ting in any way their ri^t

to the international cc-operztion.in the field of the peaceful uses of

nuclear energy inc? ud? ng the excrange of eqz:ippe :t, technology, material s,

and scientific and technological information for the peaceful uses of

radioactive mat-e--rials."

No provisions of the Treaty shall hinder the use of any sources of

radiation from radioactive decay for peacefi:l pu--poses and they shall be

without prejudice to any generally _ecognized p=inciples and applicable

rules of international law concerning suc h use.

In particular, they Shal_ not hinder the use of radioactive materials,

by disseWinetio:, with the view to'study the-raterials_and the nethods of

protection a^^st radiation."

=^ T=Oi; zZP WI13 0T-= P 1S î.r-1'f:LT1=7I` iNE .1..S
LM ï;C-_Ftr..y ^^+iS

Axticïe VI

"Nothing in this Trez ty s'r:all be interpre ted as in any way ? imitirg or

detracting f=L :^e ^r-1+jGÎii-cr^s assuTied" by the S vates signa+iAries under any

other lnterY:a -zi xnf Treaty o= any existing rules Of in teZ11â t:oam-Z' iaP!

go ve•^•^^^.nj ar.ûFd ..v:ili.P. k.lf
. . .
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COMPLILNCE ADD VERIFICATI= 

Article  VII  

1 •  The States Parties to the Treaty undertake to consult one anothe-c and to 

co-operate in solving any Problems which may arise in relation to the objectives cf 

or in the application of the Provisions of the Tneaty. Consultation and 

co-operation Pursuant to this Paragraph may also  'ce  undertaken through ammrppriate 

international Procedures within the frac "r  of the 7.1nited Nations and in 

accordance with its Charter. These international mrocedures may inclule .the 

services of appropriate international organizations as well as of a Consultative • 

Committee of Experts as provided for in Subparagraph 2 of this Paragraph. 

2. For. the  purposes set forth in Subparagrach I of:  tbis Paragramh, the 

Depositary shall, if possible immediately and in any case withia one m •nth of 

the receipt of a request  froc  any State Party, convene a Consultative Committee 

of EXperts. Any State Party may  appoint an expert to this Committee,  :h se 

 functions and rules of procedure are set cut in the Annex, which constitutes an 

integral part of the Treaty. The Committee shall transmit to the Demositary a - 

summary of its findings of fact, incorporating all  vies and information presented 

to the Committee durLag its umoceerlirE,s. The Depositary shall distribute the 

summary to all States Parties. 

3. An •  State Party to the Treaty which has reasons to believe that any other 

State Party is acting in breach of obligations deriving from the provisions of 

the Treaty may lodze a complaint with the Security Council of the United Nations 

in acpordance with the provisions cf the .Charter. Such a complaint ahould include 

all relevant information as well as all possible eviderce supporting its validity. 

4. Bach  State Party to the Treaty undertakes tc co-operate in carrying out any 
_- 

investigation which the Security Council may initiate, in accordance with the • 

provisions of the Charter of the United :ations, cn the basis of the complaint 

received by the Council. The Security Council shall info -cm the  States Parties to 

the Treaty of the results of the investigation. 

5. Bach  State Party to the Treaty undertakes to mrcvide cr support assistance, 

in .ccordance with the provision of the :harter of the 7nited :ations, 

Party  to th. (.reaty vhich so -ecuests, if th. 

Party bas been harmed or is likely to be hamzed as a result cf violation of the 

Treaty. 

ry 

^ec 4 des that such 
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AZEMDMENTS 

Article VIII 

1. Any State Party may Propose amendments te the Treaty. Each proposed 

amendment -shall be submitted to the Depositary, whioh shall Promptly transmit 

it  to all ether States Parties and te the Committee on Disarmament. 

2. The Committee on Disarmament may decide:to study  the proposal and refer-it 

to a meeting of governmental experts ,  open, in accordance with the Ccmmitteels 

procedure, to all States which express their intention to Participate in it. 

3. An amendment shall enter into force for eaàh State Party acc.miline the 

aMendment after the depcsit with the Depositary of documents of accePtance by a 

majority of the States Parties. Thereafter, the amendment shall enter into force 

for each remaining State Party on the date of the deposit by it of the acceptance 

- document. 

DUrImICN AMD WijrivW 

Article IX 	 -  

7 . The Treaty shnll be of unlImited duration. 

2. Each State- Party to the Treaty shall in exercising its naticnal.savereigntY 

have the right to withdraw from the Treaty'if it décdes that extraordinazy events, 

-related to the subject matter of the Treaty, have jeopardized the supreme interest 

of its country. It shall give notice of such withdrawal to all other States Parties 

to the Treaty and to the United Nations Security Council three months in advance. 

Such notice shall include a statement of the extraordinary eveats it regards as 

having jeopardized its supreme interests. 

REVIEW COMFEMEUCES 

Article X 

1. Ten.years-afteren.try into:force of the:Treaty, cr earlier if requested by-

a majority cf States Parties, a conference of States marties should he convened 

to reviem the nperation of the Treaty, mith a view to assuring trat the murposeS 

of the Preamble and the provisions of the,Treaty are 'being respected. Su•h review 

should in any case take into account any  ne  w scientific and technolozical develcp-

ments likely to affez: the provisions  cf the Treaty. 	 • 

2. Thereafter, a majority of the States Parties could obtain the convepirg of 

a corference with the same objectives. 

3. If no review 2-onference-  has been convened within 10 years following the 

conclusion of a.previzus revie: conference, the Derositary should solicit the vie•s 

of all States Parties on the holc3ing of such a conference. If ore third'or10 - of 

the States Parties, whi:hever number is less, =pond affirmatively, the Depositary 

should take Immeliate 	c,:cnvene the (uomferen,..te as sc.on as  r.sssib:.E.. 
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ârticle XI

State which does
1. The Treaty s!'^.= be open to all States fcr sisT..a ^re. A

nOt sigA the Treat,: before its entry into force in accorrance with S'1b_Ja^^g^:r

of trLj^s paragraph may accede to i t at any time.

2. The Treaty shall be subi ect to ratification for sigatory State:.

jastrunents of ratification and accession shall be deiosited with the

Secretaay-Zeneral' of the Elrited 'Nations.

j. The Treaty shall enter into force =on the deDOsit of the ?ns-tvaMents of

ratification by 25 6 ve='^-IIentis ^inc:'l^ling the nilcleZr-wea: en Sta ^es ) in accordance

with sLLbpa ragm_h of this parag--aph.

4.
For States whose instruments of ratification or accession are deposited

subsequent to the en t_y into for ce of the T=ea tj, it s:.all enter into force cn

the date of the deposit of their instz-umer.ts cf ratification or accession.

7. The Deposita---y -h--I -l prosp tZy infoz--- all sign--torf and acceding States of

the date of each sigmat-,=e, • It'r.e date of deposit of eac_^_ instr=ent of ratification

or accession and the date of ent_-',^ into force of the Treaty, as well as of er^-

anendment to it and of the receipt of other notices.

6. The Treaty sb~?'_ be regi.stered by the Deposita ; pursuant to A=ticle 102

the Charter of the United Nations.

A2MED',

1. The Consul tati :e Cor..nittee of x-perts sha?_ mcEr take to Wrke appropriata

=- :^ any proble^ r^^ised p1:rs'tfir.dings of fact and provide expert views relevant to ar

to paragg*'aph VII, s::bpara^=ph 1, of the r•reaty by the State Party reques±i.^.g the

converi ncp of the Corni.ttee. Tti:e Consultative Le^ _ttee of arperts s'r:aîî be

entitled to receive any inf o=-matior_ w'ric: a State Party to the ^ï^reaty deers it

useful to co.I•^:S.iCate with a v_e'vi to Stre»tther-=-r-g the confidence of States ?3_ ^3.°_S

in the observance __ the purpose and pr:ti:sicns of the T_eaty.
^ ' o_^^zed in

2. The wo=k of the Consultative Co=i t ^:a cf :^:perts shall be^.i

such a way as to -pe=: t-t to _ er:or^_' the ^:ü:CtiJr.S set fcrLP in pa:as ^-- - 1 C-

this . 'Si..̂x . + - ^ -^ •T: e r^.-^ tt-e s•.-1-de,;ide ^w•cedural questions rela
tive to the



GD/-L?l!/, !.T - -'0^
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^i ZctioTi _ T' 7 ^S i•lor!i where : OSS_17E :j cCr2SenS:== r C'^t J tP?2R':iSc by a
or^a.:_ - ^ -

^ere sr^'_ ..e no votir_g on. Watte_s of
mzjorit•,^ of those zrese nt and vetir.s.

substance.

3 ilu2. ,i5 rc^ rcBF^+^ ^Z?le sei".c3li serve - the :^r-^-°-^-r of e
MIS De'JCSith. r,^ Cr

Committee-.

d. Each expert may be assis tue:: a-t° -eat; .^-s by one or more ad-r_sers.

5. Each e--Pert shall ^ve the -igi:-., th-ro::_:h the Chairman to reqLcst from

States, and from international orga=izatJ. cns f such _r:ïc rc.-atian and assis anca as

the expert considers desizabie for the =ccoui:'lis!'=eLt of the l'+o-=itteerS wCrK.



CD/RW/WP.20/Add.1 
6 July 1981 

Original: ENGLISH 

COYIIITM ON DISAIDLANENT 

Ad Hoc Working Group on 
Radiological Weamons 

Proposal by the delegation of Sweden 

RELATIONS WITH OTHER IETERNATIONAL 

Article VI 

Mothing in this Treaty qh= 1 1 be interpreted as in any way limiting or 

detracting from the obligations assumed by any State Party under any Disarmameat 

or Arms Regulation «  Agreements, or from any existing rules of international 

humanitarian law amnlicable in armed conflict." 

GE.81 -62489 



CD/RW/WP.20/Ad .1.1/Sump.1 
1 0 Jul' 1981  

InaLTS77, 
 Orieinal: 

couurt.  ON DISiaMil= 

Ad Hoc Work.ine, Group cn 
Radiological Weapons 

Proposal 7.J7 the deleza'zion of Morocco  

RELATIONS= VILE CrPrR InEE1=0.11U -11;=WTS 

Article 1/7  

"NothirF in this Treaty shall be interpreted as in any*.nLy limiting or 

detractine from the oblieations assumed by any State Party under any Dispre,Pnent 

Aereements, or under any rules of international law applicable in armed ccnflict.P 

FEE:CE 

Œ .31-62913 



CD/R1/WP.20/Add.2 
7 July 1931 

Original: MOLISE 

Caeirre:ir, ON DISARMAI£NT 

Ad Hoc Working Groun on 
Radiological Weapons 

JAPAN 

Pronosed amendment to Article V of OD/RW/20  

The first paragramh should be amended by adding a phrase as underlined as 

follows: 

Article V 

"Nothing in this Treaty shall be interpreted as affecting the inalienable right 

of the parties to the Treaty consistent with the internationally accented objective  

of preventing the nro1iferati.7n of nuclear wettys-ms  to  carry out tbeir programmes for 

the use of nuclear energy for peaceful purnoses and as limiting in any way their 

right to the international co-operation in the field of the peaceful uses of nuclear 

energy including the exchange of eauipment, technology, materials, and scientific 

and technological information for the peaceful uses of radioactive materials." 

■• 

GE  .81-62561 
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New -aa_ragramh3

3- If agreement
cenx:ot be reached, a report containir all c-fferent op^or_s

and the reascns given shall be prepzred and sûo^'itted.



C^/-1-Tr.'rtirP . 2 C/r à:! . 3
-tJLLT.l_-ûc^. -^-

Cr=s=

ui L^Y LCV^a.=1= OIT iJ1VCî ^l' w..-

Ad Hoc Wcrkir.e• Group on
Raàiclogical. Wea3or_s

P?OPCSAL BY TEE 7Er.^ATIO`_' OF
M.7, EEMERkT+ 3EPPr3LIC OF G=-IMt̀1Y

C^.mplia*Ice az^.û terif icaticn

Article VII

2. For the pu_DOsc3 set fOrvh in SLJ_Jar2grPPh 1 of th^. ° t^TM'..^?L^^., the

DeVOsitary sha1i, if possible i:.+..eLL' aûel.y and in any case :+1 thin one moS'itII of

the reCeipt Of a r°queEt froL any State Pa rt,; , convene a COrS'.ltative CoImittee

of Experts 3rr,^ State ?a="-.y Mây zPVOi_ra^ sr. a^ert t0 ti`^s Co^ittEe, :ThOSe

fuzlctions and _^.I? es of prccecï::r= are set out in the lan=x, -wi'.ich constitutes an

integral part of the Treaty. All S tates -pa-^;°_ s :I.^.CeTtF'ke to C'J1`me=ate f::l.'^..TM

with t.^_e Consultative CO=
-itl3e Of '-=ErtS With a J_EW t0 r?C-i_tZtLT:E the

execution of i ts task. i'_-ie Co=i ttee shall transmit to the Djepos_tw-°r a s;:=zry

of its fsiir.^s of fact, _Iccrporatir.5 all riaw-Q and inïo='uaticn rresente3 to

the Co^ittee dY:Ti•*Ig its Procee .̂.=.^Igs. ?^e 'DePositary shall dist-ribute the su= =..y

to all States ?ax-ties.
any other

Any S+' te Party t.7 th!?'TreSty y^--CZi h? :casOns t0 ^211cVe that

State Party
is acting i^_ ^re^Ch of oD'lig tiOL's C.e_i:•ir.g -rosi the -zrCVisiJ_^..°. O:

i• .Y C. ^ i^^ ^ lCC ^- _.1V-_.s ^--.
^C

i'+
- _J t ^= C L-

_4^.the Treaty mZy T°T =r the
i

s". lZ! 1not ^^t_3Ct+ froc the State PaT^J's __^'t y^^ lOG_.e a C^
. ^LT: ^^^.ât :^î • t:2_

S°Cli_1t;Ÿ CO•+:IICll O ^ Nations =.̀1 _ccoTM..̂ ..'lce the .'^TO:^°1:215 cf the
off th2 JP.i'c•.^. :+1 ^._r-

C:^artar. Such a cormizin:^ ', - c3::ce all relevant ?r_or_^aticr. =w. ?•,ell as a-1

possible et^-44enc.-z

^'..._...4

The Consultative LC^.it:cE of .^=ert£ s- al" +:.?é_ta.tie to W=.ti^
__^rc'r4ât_

r.z c -.,+. r--it2 and
y ^ ^^ ++.^r

L. -
f^ings of f.3.CN, inter ^^G Y..rC'.^: _ VG-ri^l!

JrQ74.^-°_ expert ï-2W°i relevant to any ^TC.^Jlem =aiJ2Ci TJ'1rs'ra`lt- t:

1
,

L:..^. 1^L ^^ by . .A - State ?̂r+.1
rEû ueC tZnr ^^,.^::VGr r-5 of the

.^.^iCmarGe^.r2.rt: ^, -- . .

^riz s::a^^. ^E -̂ _.tii:le-- t.. Mecc1JGThe r^.. ^ta1^3 V,^,«^^:tè= of :3.^J_ -
Cor-mit

to the Treaty iee^s it :se* ^c -^e
any Lr:.fC State z-^t,i^2.T10I: l1.*^c!2 --- -

with a Ÿl 'w• O StrE:l 1 confidence of States Parties in the -I--I":?_IC? •_
.7

T ^r -
c ^E û:Ie..'^Pa th_

the purpose and r,rcvisior._ of the ire'-t;i.

CM.81-638653



CD/RW/WP.20/Add.4 
27 July 1981 

Original: ENGLISH 

COMUTTEE ON DISARMAMENT 

Ad Noc  Working  croup an 
Radiological Weapons 

Sweden 

AMMDMENTS 

Article vii_L 

1. Md  to subparagraph 1 at the end: 

"Thereupon, if requested to do so by one-third or more of the Parties to 

the Treaty, the Depositary shall convene a conference, to which he shall 

invite all the Parties to the Treaty to consider such an amendment." 

2. Delete submaragraph 2. 

3. Renumber subparag-raph 3 subparagraph 2. 

Œ.81-63950 



CD/ZIAIP 20/Ac13. 5 
27 July 1931 

ElKMISH 
Original • szurisa 

COMMITTEE ON DISAR•AIENT 
Ad. Hoc Working Group on 
Pasi  i   °logical Weapons 

IMIEZIELLA. 

Pronosed amendment to article LX of document CD/HeWP.20  

1. The Treaty sh>ll  lie of unlimited duration. 

2. Each State Party to the Treaty shall  in exercising its national sovereignty 

have the Tight to withdraw from the Treaty. Tt shmll  give notice of such 

withdrawal to all other States Parties to the Treaty and, if it so decides,  to 

the Uhited Nations Security Council three nnnths in advance. Such notice sh.211  

include a statement of the reasons it regards as having prompted it to withdraw 

from the Treaty. 

GE.81 -63956 
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n,.; -; 1. -, .̂..iTC:j-:s-
CCI-U^iIm= 0:'i 7=:1i.Tÿ?:?'
^Id Hoc Uor in _ Group on
P.ad=oloaical :Iea_ ons

i`r^â ^CC

Proposed aaendment to article VII of document CD/2'.I/;;^.20

1. The States Parties to the Trea ty undertnl.z to consult one anot.ler and to co-

., any problems .llhlch may a=ise in relation to the objectives ofopesate in solviI,-

or in the application of the provisions of the Treaty tirouga .:7propriate

international procedure3 within the framework of the United : ations and in accordance

with its Chz-rter. These international proced^:res may include the services of

aDDropriate internation.al orgar.izations as uell as of a Consultative Comittee of

Experts as provided for in subnarag:aah 2 of this

2. For the _rn:rposes set forth in suhpa_TMaL,ph 1 of this par .̂z,^ph, the Depositary

shal_, within one month of the receipt of a reauest from any âtmte Party, convene a

Consultative Coumittee of Experts. Any State Party may appoint an a--pert to this

Committee, whose functions and rules of procedure are set out in the •^^r.nex, trhiciz

constitutes an inte^l :a.rt of the Treaty. The Committee s:•.a11 transmit to the

Depositary the result,, of its investigation and a surirary of all the vievs and

information- presented to the Comaittee durind its proceedirZs. The De;positai-y shall

transmit copies of this material to all States Parties.

3. Any State Party to the Treaty which has reasons to believe that any other State

Party is acting in breach of onliz;ations lerivirZ from the provisions of the Treaty

may lodge a complaint with the Consultative Committee, inîo=ina thereof the

Security Council and the Cener^^l Assenb_;;T. Such a compl int shoul3 include all

relevant information as well as all rossiùle evidence sup_.or+irC. its •ral idity.

4. Each State Party to the Treaty undertz::os to co-operate in oa..^,rs.` out any

investigation uhich the Consultative CÎmmiYtee may initiate, in accordance vith the

provisions of the Charter of the United .iatior.s and of this Treaty, or. the basis of

the complaint received by the Committee. The Consultativc Comi ttee s?:all inform

the States Parties to the Treaty oï the results o_ the invectiGaticn.

5. Each State Party to the lreaty •inàerta:;es to nrov_de assistance, in accordance

with the provisions of the Charter of the United Nations and cf this Treaty, to any

Party to the Treaty u;zich has been iazned or is likely to be ::=ed as a rexzlt of

violation of the Treaty.

w.81-64163



CD/RW/WP.20/Idd.7 
30 July 1961 

Original: =ISE 

coaJ OJ DISArEA•EUT 

Ad Hoc Working- Group on 
Radiological Weapons 

c--a=ur s WOP=G PA.PER 

DEFINITIOU 

Article I 

"For the  rpose of the Treaty, 

1. The term "radiological weapon" means any device, including any weapon 

or eauirment, specifically designed to =ploy radioactive material for military 

or other hostile purmoses by disseminating it to cause destruction, damage or 

injury to persons or Property by means of the radiation nrcduced by the decay 

of such material." 

2. The terms "radioloracal weapon" and "radioactive material" do not mean 

"a nuclear explosive device" and/or radioactive substance produced by it. 

SCOPE OF PROFT7sITIO7 

Article II 

"Each State Party to the Treaty undertakes never, under any circumstances, 

to develop, produce, stockpile, otherwise acquire or possess, or use radiological 

weapons, as well as to use for military Cr  other hostile Purposes any radioactive 

material by disseminating it to cause destruction, damaze or injury to mersons or 

property by means of the radiation produced by the decay of such material." 



cD/RT.,t/t:'P . 20/2,dd. 3
;C jul,T 1081

Ori6i.nÿl: MITC1I":7

1101-211= OIT DiSAMIT-111VIETT

At'. Hoc GrouD on
P.adiological Weapons

cHrL._ULr Is WORKE:G PAPE-R

PEA,c^ USEs
Article V

"Nothing in this I'reaty shall be ? nterrre tea as liTnitir_5 in any way the

inalienable rig1it of the Parties to the Treat;,T:

to implement their programme for the peaceful uses of radioactive materials

and nuclear energy,

to international cooneration in this field, including the e:cc^.ange of

equipment, technology, materials, scientific and technological information, the

development of measures of protection against radiation, as well as

to render and receive appropriate assistance ta:-.ing into account partie.ilar

needs of the developing countries in the interests of their economic and social

developnent.

Provisions of the Treaty shall not hi.-ider the use of sources of radiation

from radioactive decay for aeaceful purposes and shall be =.1ri4hout prejud.ice

to any generally recogni.zed principles and applicable r,:,l.es of international la7wr

concerning such use.

In particular, they shall not hinder the use of radicactiyc material by its

dissemination with the view to s t^i45- the naterials and t: e methods of protection^

..against radiation.

Gz• 81-64as4



cD/-l-r/A rP. 20/add. 9/Rev. J.
7 16--pril 1982

Oriôir.ai: EIiGLISfi

CURE I OPT DISAIMMTT

Ad Hoc z•rorking Groua on
Radiological Weapons

PROPOSAL BY TEE ?TEET =11MATTDS

Amendments

Articles VIII and X

Article VIII

1. Rephrase paragraph 1 as follows:

"9n<y State Party may propose amendments to the Rreaty. Each proposed

amendment shall be submitted to the Depositary, which shaill promptly

„*+G+T+it it to all other States Parties and which shall infoxm the

Co=ittee on Dis?Tr++ament. The Depositaay shall seek the viec•rs of the States

Parties on whether a conference should be convened to consider the proposal.

Thereupon, if requested to do so by one-third or more of the States Parties

to the Treaty, the Depositar^f s'nall convene a conference to which he shall

invite all States.Parties to the Treaty to consider such a proposal.

States not Parties to the Treaty shall be invited to the Conference as

observers. The conference may agree upon amendments which shall enter into

force in accordance with paragraph 2 of this Article."

2. Delete paragraph 2.

3. Rem=ber paragra.ph 3 to paragraph 2.

Article X

Amend paragraph 1 as follows:

"If after a period of 5 years following the entry into force of the Treaty,

or earlier if requested by a majority of States Parties., no conference has

been convened in accordance with Article VIII of this Treaty, a Conference

of States Parties shall be convened to revie*.r the score and oreration of

this Treaty and to consider any proaosal for amendments of this Treat-,f.

States not Parties to the Treaty si-7.1 be invited as observers to the

conference. The conference may agree upon amendments which shall enter

into force in accordance with Article VIII anove."

GE.82-61983



CD1'I.111:7. 22
1 July 1;81

Origin`. ,ITGLIcn

. ^iu L iY -

s'JOF.IIEtG 2APER

RADIO1,OGIii.7.T t:^iPC!TS

JCone 4nd Defini' ions

The- question of the scope of the proposed convention and the consequent

definition of a"ra3iological weaaon" ap^.earT to be the major outstanding problem

regarding the proposed Raciiological Ueanons Convention.

The follorrinc comnents and suggestions are offcred by...the-Austra7,ian. Delegation

in an attemmt to assist the Comeittee to resolve the defin=.tional issue by dra.fting.

This paper leaves aside the question of civil nuclear facilities, although it is

recogni.zed that resolution of that question may have implications for drafting.

Articles II and III of the "major elements" pronosed jointly by the

United States and Soviet Union in CD/52 read as folloirs:

I-1

'Tor the purpose of the Treaty, the term radiological wsaŸôn means

1. Any device, including any weapon or ec?uiayent, other than a nuclear

e::plo:ive device, specifical ;T •designed to eaPloy radioactive nzterial, by

disseninating it to cause destruction, damage. or injury by means of the

- -radiation nroduced by the decay of si:.ch material.

2. Any radioactive material, other than that arod:uced, by a nuclear e::plo sive

device specifically designed for employment, by its dissemir.ation, to cause

destruction, damage or injuy * by means of the radiation r.roduced by the decay

of such mat=i al . -

i i

Each State Party to the Treatf also undertalces not to eaaloy deliberately,

by i-ts.dissemination, any radioactive material not defined as a radiological

tréanon in p aragraph IT, subparagraph 2, and not produced by a nuclear e:cplosive

device, to cause destruction, damage or injury by means of the _adiation

produced bf the decay of such material."

The Wor1.nL Group Chai=an has proncseà the fol lowin^ revision:

rmor the nur.sose of the Treaty, the term 'radiological lreapor_` means any

device, including any weapon or ecuipment, other than a nuclear e:rnlosive device,

specificàlly desi€ned to errplo;;r "zAioactive mater-al for nilitary or other

hostile purpose by disseninating it to cause destruction, damage or injux-j to-

person or property by meens of the radiation produced by the decar7 of such

materi,-1. . "

M.81-62289
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There is widespread agreement within the Committee as to what it is proposed 

to ban, that is: 

(1) any device, specifically designed for the purmose of disseminPting 

radioactive material with a vie'  tethat radioactivity seining as a weapon; 

(2) 'any.  radioactive material intended to be used so that its radioactivity 

• serves as a weapon; 

- (3) the use of an radioactive  material for this purpose; 

but the ban will not cover  

• (4) -  nuclear weapons; nor 

(5) radioactive material in civil uses; nor .  

(6) bullets, kniVes  or  other weapons in which the radioactivity of the : 

constituent elements is slight and its deleterious effects, if agy- , are incidental 

to the essential purpose of the weapon. , . 

However: 

The  Indien,  Brazilian and other delegations have raised objection to the 

phrase "other than a nuclear explosive device" in Article II, 

. 

	

	subparagraph 2 and to the similar phrases in Article  II, subparagraph 2 

Prci Article III, onthe grounds - that itcan be read as "legitimizing" 

nuclear weapons. 	• 

- 	Several delegations have objectedto the intricacy -- some have suggested 

implausibility-- of the.formulations in the joint "elements". • • 

The Australian delefzation has pointed out that.Article II, subparagraph 1 

as formulated might be read to extend to medical treatment designed to 

cause the destruction by radiation of cmacerous tissue; Australia has 

pointed out that the first line of subpara.F....aph 2 would seem to exclude 

• those radioactive substances which- are  produced by nuclear explosive 

devices even when that material is  producedby other means, or radioactive 

material produced by a nuclear explosion and gathered up for sdesecuent 

use in a radiologiCal weapon; and that the nord  "designed" in-

eibparagren  2  seems inappropriate as "design" (whatever its meaning in 

this context) would be only one aspect of the preparation of a 

	

- radiological weapon. 	 • 

Tye approaches have been suggested to overcome the difficulties identified in 

the Articles as promosed . in  the draft "elements". 
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The most elegant ansuer  is that suggested by the Venezuela delegation. 

Venezuela last year proposed recaSting the convention into a prohibition of the use 

of radioactive materials for hostile uses: 

Replace Articles I, II and III of the joint element with: 

"Each State Party to  titis  Treaty undertakea not to employ  any 

radioactive material deliberately, by disseminating it, for hostile purposes 

or during an armed conflict, for the purpose of causing dlmece or injury - 

to persons or property by means of the radiation produced by  the  decay of 

such Materials." - 

- Tua objections have been raised against this formulation: 	 .  

(1) that this  formulation on a plain -reading would seem to include nuclear 

weapons; —and 	- 	 •  

(2) that it chances the thrust of the proposed convention . from a weapon ban 

to a ban'excldsively on certain  uses of  radioactive material; 	• 

The first difficult; may be soluble by defining the terms "bedisserirating it" 

so as to avoid reference to nuclear weapons. Thus, for example,-the Venezuelan ' 

formulation might be supplemented. by a definition on the follOwing -lines: 

"dissemination here means the dispersal of-material by—means of a chemical explosive, 

a mechanical device, gaseous or fluid means". This formula, or some variation on 

it, mould seem to meet the call-by the Indian delegation in WP.15 for "a formUlation 

based on scientific prinCiples". The second objection, being essentially of a 

philosophical nature, does not appear to be capable of solution by drafting. 

The YUgosl= delegation has suggestd a proposed solution'which follows.more 

closely the model of the United States/Soviet Union "elements" as drafted. 

Yugoalavia has proposed the following redraft of Article II: 

"For the purposes of this Treaty, the tern 'radiological weapons' 

includes: 

1. Any radioactive material which, When used as a weapon, produces effects 

exclusively by ionizing radiation created in the nrocess of natural decay of 

such material. 

2. Any weapon., device or equipment specifically designed to be employed for 

disceminatien of a radioactive material as defined by the proceeding paragraph 

of this Article." 
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To this it has been objected

(i) --éhat subparagraph 1 can be read as meaning r'an,v radioactive material which

is caus:ole of üeing used as aweapon" and that this vould cover :auch radioactive

material which s.t is not intended to ban;

(2) that the ter.a "ionizing radiation" may raise complicating technical issues;

(3) that subparagraph 2, on a plain reading, covers at least some categories

of nucleas weapons, if not all nuclear weapons.

Objection (1) may be overcome by rephrasing the :oefinning of subparagraph 1

of the Yugoslav draft to read "any :radioactive material specifically designed to be

employed as a weapon producing effect etc.". Objection (2) may be overcome by

dropping the word "ionizing". Objection (3) may be overcome by adopting a

definition of the word "dissemination" as suggested above in connection with the

Venezuelan formulation.

A third possibility ,-rould be to seek to combine some of the original ideas in

each of the Venezuelan and Yugoslav formulations irhi.le staying as close as possible

to the ori;inal United States/Soviet Union."elements" but seeking*to cover all the

objections raised. against other formulations as follo*.rs:

Article II

'Tor the purposes of the trea.ty the term 'radioloLical treapons' means:

1. Any device speci_ically desi€ned to disseminate radioactive material for

hostile purposes and to cause destruction, damage or injury, exclusively by

means.of the radiation produced.by the decay of such material;

2. Any =.3ioactive material specfically prepared to be disseminated for

hostile purposes in a way intended to cause destruction, damage or injury

exclusively by means of the radiation produced by the decay of such material."

Article III

Each State Party also undertakes not to use any other radioactive material as a

ueapon in this,way.
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COMMITTEE ON DISARMAMENT 

Ad Hoc Working Graum on 
FPdiological Weapons 

WORKING PAPER OF IMP,  GROUP OF 21 ŒU CERTAIN 
r,-17ZMENTS OF THE CON1h.i.21TION ON T7M 'PROHIBITION 

OF RADIOLOGICAL WEAPONS 

One of the most important, questions regarding the future Convention on the 

Prohibition of Radiological Weapons is, no doubt, the definition of radiological 

weapons. In the Opinion of the Graup of-21, this definition, for thé purpose of 

this Convention, must be precise and complete, based on scirntific data and 

refer exclusively to specific dharacteristics of radiological weapons, since the 

content must not, either implicitly or explicitly, legitimize nuclear weapons.- 

The Group of 21 considers that the scope of the Convention should include 

the following elements: 

1. An undertaking never to develop, produce, stockpile, or use 

radiological weapons. In this - context, serious consideration should be given 

to the inclusion of the concept of radiological warfare. 

2. An undertaking never to transfer radiological weapons to agy recipient 

whosoever nor to assist anyone in production or use of ' uch weapons. 

3. Since there exists a very real risk for mass destruction from 

dissemination of radioactive substances thraugh attacks on nuclear facilities, 

serious consideration should be given to the inclusion of an undertaking never 

to attack or deliberately damage any such facility. 

The Group of 21 considers that the following elements should bè included 

in the peaceful use provisions of the Radiological Weapons Convention.. 

1. Inalienable rights of all States to develop and amply their programmes 

for the peaceful uses of radioactive materials and sources of radiation 

including nuclear energy and riaht of access and acquisition of related 

materials, eauipment, information and technology. 

2. All States undertake to contdlute fully to the strengthening of 

international cooperation in the peaceful uses of radioactive materials and 

sources of radiation including exchange and transfer of technology, eauipment, 

material, scientific information and know-how, etc., taking into account the 

particular needs of the developing countries for their economic and social 

development. 
W. 81-63252 



3. Promotion of international coomeration in developing protective 

measures against harmful effects of radiation for the benefit of all countries, 

especially in providing assistance in this field to developinx countries. 

In dealing with  the auestion of nuclear disarmament, the  future  Convention 

on Radiological Ilearons provisions Should take into account the following - 

elements: 

1. The Convention shou/d not contain an exclusion clause with respect 

to nuclear weapons. 	- 

2. The Convention should be looked upon as a positive stem in the process 

of future negotiations aimed at banning all weapons of mass destruction. 

3. The Convention must contain an explicit commitment on the part of the • 
States Parties to urgently -pursue the goal of the dessation of nuclear arms race 

and the adhievement of nuclear disarmament. 
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Ad-hoc  Working Group on Radiological Weapons 

Chairman's Statement  

Distinguished Delegates, 

I open the second meeting of the 1982 Session of the Wo+kirg. Group on 
Radiological Weamons. 

. As agreed at our last meeting, I have used the past ten days for. a process 
orinformPl consultations on the direction which our work should take during this 
session. I have been in contact with all 40 delegations and I have had extensive 
consultations with them, individnally or in mmmll groups, depending on the mishes 
expressed. I should like to thprk delegations for their readiness to consult 
with me, and for the wealth of opinion and advice which they have offered. I 
should also like to thPrIr the Secretariat for helping me in digesting the material. 

.• 
Distinguished Delegates, as I pointed.out at the previous meeting, I consider 

it my utmost obligation as the Chairman of this group to.correspond.to  the 
exnectation of the General Assembly, expressed in Resolution 36/97 B, that-the 
Committee on Disarmament achieve the early conclusion of a Radiological Weapons 
treaty, in order to have a presentable work result ready in time for the 
second. special session on disarmament. Zcrever, looking at the material from 
last year in preparation for my round  of  consultations, I have had to realize 
that the negotiation process hrd largely become blocked. Despite the considerable 
efforts by Chairman Kiimives-i.it anoeared that a major stumbling block  had been the 
conflicting views as to ham to handle the amendment, origin>lly moved by the . 
Swedish delegation to also :include in the temt of a radiological weamons convention 
a ban on attacks on nuclear facilities. This proposal, designed to amplify the 
original. United States/USSR draft (CD/32), seemed to beset the entire negotiation 
process with considerable difficulties and caused arguments to go around in 
circles. 

. A major part of my consultations therefore centred around the problem how best 
to deal with this particular mroblem and how to construct modes of mrocedure which 
would allow delegations to get around the divergencies of the last session and to 
take a fresh look at the problems, mermitting negotiations to go forward. -  

Happily, my consultations have given me an opportunity to discover that thers 
has been movement on many sides and that a compromise, albeit on a procedural basis, 
might well be possible. 

Mïnds have undoubtedly matured and in my contact with delegations I have been 
able to merceive that there is a large degree of agreement on some essential 
components of the over-all problem. 	. 

- Firstly, I could perceive a determination on the partof all delegations 
to bring the negotiations on a radiological weapons convention to an early 
close, to reach progress within this spring Session, and to have .a good 
record to present to the second special session on disarmament. It  ras  
generally felt that the credibility of the CD would suffer if even a 

.82-61054 
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convention text of this limited proportion and relevance could not be
negotiated successfully after ao many years of insertion in -the Committee's

programme. Delegations also stressed to.me their. ;rillingness tô-show
flexibili ty and to take different views into account as far as they could.
There was also *.ridespread agreement that_ the radiological ;•reapons item was
something of a nerishable good and that-it would probably not be possible
to negotiate i t again next year if this year' s effort should fail.. It was
also felt by some that those delegations zrhich would not allow the
negotiation process to go fort•.=ard in a constructive manner might load
onto them the heavy respor.sibility for failure of the entire negotiation

exercise.

- Secondly it was sniformly felt that the Swedish proposal to. protect nuclear
facilities from attacks has substantial merit. :4hile there was difference
on hoir it could best Tie- treated, all delegations appear now ready to
concede that the Swedish delegation has a good point and bat er.isting.

-international regulation of the protection of nuclear installations from-.
attack in other legal documents appears unsatisfactory.

- Thirdly, however, it is now also aclso;cZed6'-ed by delegations that_ the

-Swedish proposal is not an easy one to incorporate into a convention
and that it r.arbours more technical complesi.ties than were thought: to

exist on first sight. r1a.r+.y delegations feel 'therefore, that additional
technical inauiries are necessary before drafting is embarked upon, and_that,
in addition, the drafting exercise =.•ri 11 have to be comprehensive and go
beyond a single cpnvention article or t

_ Fourthly, I have de.tected a growir_g; readiness to negotiate the problem
of protecting nuclear facilities from attac'_t within the Cômmittee on Disaiz.nament
as opposed.to other fora. YJhi1.e some delegations have èxpressed-doubts
as to the suitability or competence of this forum and may have a preference
for other bodaes, it has appeared to me that in the last analysis no
delegation seriously contests the right of the CD to take this work in

rand.

- Fifth and last, I have found zridespread feeling that at least for procedural
purposes it rrould be prudent to disentangle the traditional radiological
weapons subject matter, as embodied in the original United States/ûSSH

drâ.ft. CD 32), and the additional problems posed by the Swedish amendment-.

All delegations, however, seem to agree that such sorting out of the two
distinct yet related subject matters would have to be complemented by some
sort° of linkage between. the separate- procedures one might devise.

If the foregoing points reflect the degree of agreement t•rhich I have been able to
perceive in my informal consultations with delegations, there are also -- and it
vTould be-futile to deny this -- a number of remaining disagreements.

- A number of delegations still give definite preferer_ce to incorporating all

asvects of the radiological *.reapons problem in one single convention. 'While
prepared to consider negotiation modes which allow for problems to be dealt
with separately, and in a soberly disentangled fashion, they cannot at this
time agree to alternative legal fo=s. In their vie*•r the negotiation
sequences relating to problem A-- the traditional radiological weapons
subject matter -- and problsm B-- the ban on attacks on saecific
facilities ---would have to be closely linLed.to prevent their final
drifting away from each other. Even ar.der the hypothesis that-these
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delegations *.-*ill finally accept a dividing-up of the total sucject matter
into two different legal instruments, say a convention and an additional
facultative protocol, coanrehe*isive li-r.kage mechar.isms *rould 'rave to be
devised in their vie*-•* to make certain that the two instruments are put on
the international market place and are opened for legal action at'the^same
time.

Some -other delegations, by contrast, prefer a total separation of the two
-negotiations and insist on their being embodied, in the final analysis, in

two different, specific legal instruments. These delega.tions, hôc;evér,
also agree to some linkage and have pointed out to me that they can even
be more generous at this time in conceding linkage mechanisms than they
uere' last 3rezr. Reciprocal verbal references in the two instruments uhich
they envisage, and even a forma]. undertaking to open negotiations on the
protection of nuclear facilities at a given time and at a given place are
some of the devices that shcn-r their willingness to be forthcoming. The
difference bets^reen the two vievs -- and this observation ,•rould apply in
varying degrees -tô 'the many intermediate shades of opinion -- vould then

e between the two subjectappear to lié merely in the degree of liakag
matters, both as regards the negotiating procedures and eventual final.
legal instruments. Looking at the substantial amour_t of basic'agreement
and at the relative smallness of the divergencies on the linkage problem
in the spirit of compromise zrnich a Cha„+an should promote, I thus come
to the conclusion that there is room for a formula which may help to get
our nego-tiation process unstuck.

My proposal which I am confident is acceptable to all delegations, in the same
spirit of compromise, and will -allotr them to ma.intain their particular positions
intact, is the following,-._ :.

(a) The working group agrees as a-arocedural hypothesis and without prejiidïce
to later'decisions on the number and form of international legzl instruments intô
which negotiation results are to be incorporated, to conduct separate meetings on
the traditional radiological weapons subject matter, on the one hand, and on-the
special problems relating to attacks on nuclear facilities on the other.

(b) Both negotiation areas are going to be tlcen in band during the eurrént
spring session of the Commi.ttee on Disarmament. However, some difference in
treatment'of the one and the other will necessarily result from the different
character of the issues and the different stages achieved in the prior work of
the Worki.ng Group. Thus, the traditional radiological weapons problems i-riZl be
negotiated on the basis of a largely completed text where it will be our task to
clear up remaining difficulties, while on the nuclear facilities iss"ue technical
and legal groundwork has to be laid so as to give to our present negotiations or
pre-negotiations'rather an exaloratory•nature.

(c) -The sequence of work thus proaosed is one of "substance before fo=;-.
But precaution would be taken both in the editing of i*crl•.ing rzpero ar_d in the
report of the working a oup that appropriate disclaimers are inserted, Arherever^^--
'nécésse.ry, to make clear that delegations have presérved their-positions as to the
form of a future legal instrument or instruments.
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(d) In practical terms thip proposal, if adopted by the work4ng group, 
translates as followa: 

There-will  'ce  formal meetings of this working group, devoted to the open 
drafting issues of the traditional radiological weapons convention today, 
on 16 March, on 19 Match and on 23 March. Additional inforMaI meetings 
are going to be scheduled in both March and early April, as the negotiation. 
process demands, with a view to firmlizing the greatest possible number of 
teits. Delegations Til1 then be called upon, if possible asaisted by 
technical experts, to convene on 6 April and 13 April to consider the 
prereouisites for an early regulatien of attacks on nUclear facilities. I 
am confident that all delegations havirg an interest  -in  this particular 
subject matter will attend these meetings and make certain that the greatest 
possible expertise is brought to our work. I will remain in contact with 
interested delegations to collect their views as to the format and possible 
prior inputs into these meetings. 

Distinguished delegates, 

Before' inviting your comments and, if possible, approval of this procedural 
- formula, I should now like to thrn to the progress which we mi et m2 1  on the 

already largely negotiated text of a.zadiological weaponaconvention.. If ray 
procedural proposal is followed I would take it that our negotiations throughout 
the month of March would largely deal with the issues described in part II of the 
questionnaire which has been used for my informal discussions. I am pleased. to 
report that consultations have shown a growing degree of convergence on magy of the 
problems listed in the ruestionnP,ine. Idorder to fertilize our later negotiations 
I would like to_take the opportunity to give-you a brief rundown of>my findings. 

Therewas universal agreement that, as a practiéal matter, begptiationa ahould_ 
take place on the basis of the Chairman's consolidated draft  as reflected in 
CD/WWP.20 of 21 April 1981, it being understood that  ail  other proposals and 
suggestions, if still defended by their authors, could  'ce  brought in on an erual. 
footing. This general acknowledgement of the ouality of the Chairman's draft of 
last year is indeed a tribute to Ambassador nmives' contribution to the work of 
the ad hoc Working Group. 

I have perceived wide ranging support for a definition  Of radiological weapons 
which would try to avoid a negative formulation -.7  setting radiological weamons off 
from nuclear  explosive  devices -- and seek.an  appropriate, technically sound 
positive formulation.. Personally, Lmouid - see-good prospecte fortheelaboration 
ofsuch a-clause., There are now,several.formulations which meet the.requirements 

- of:technical experts. I have asked - the Secretariat-to prepare a working  paper 
which compiles ail  practicable formulations proposed as of this date, and - I expect 
this pamer to be distributed as soon as ourmegotiations start. 

On the scope of prohibition  (abstracting from the problem of the protection 
of nuclear installations) suggestions were made to also include a ban on the 
transfer of radiological weapons, even at the cost of some limited overlap of the  
varions  activities to be interdicted in the convention. There appear to be no 
objections to such a solution, especially since similar wording has now been 
suggested also for use in the chemical weapon convention. There are some differences 
as to whether the concept  Of radiological warfare promoted by the Swedish delegation 
should be used in the convention. Some delegations continue to have difficulty 
with this term, in part for linguistic reasons. Other delrgations have explained to 
me that the use of the concept would depend on a final settlement of the auestion.of 
the number of legal instruments; yet other delegations have brought out that it would 
very much depend on the definition of radiological weapons whether this additional 
concept is needed. I would suggest that we leave this question aside and deal with 
it only when later decisions on legal form are being taken. 

.; 
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On the peaceful uses  issue, many delegations have voiced their dissatisfaction 
with a merely -limitative, negatively worded clause  as presently - incorporated in 
artiele.V of the Chairman's draft ,  and iis Addenda. These delegations want to see. 
more affirmative-wording and a concrete undertaking of the contracting parties 
to promete the useof the nuclear materials which are the subject of the convention. 
On  the basis of •consultations I mould suggest that.there should be.room for both 
an affirmative formulation and the existing text which would guide our interpretation 
of the:future convention: - 

- 	• . 	. 
On  the , problem of compliande and verification,  delegations'heNe voiced  soue 

 dissatisfaction as ta the general pattern employed in the existing-text, where the 
concept ef a. Consultative Committee ofExperts , and a. complaint procedure with . . 
organs of  the  United.  Nations 	two different models, heretofore only used in - 
disarmament-conventions alternatively and not cumulatively -- form a bad-mixture,. 
and that some more conceptual clarity rould be needed. -This point-appears to-need' 
a more extensive discussion in the wo -ricing group in order to fertilize our 
conceptional thinking.  1 haie  asked the Secretariat to provide us mith.a: 
comprehensive study showing where  the one or other device:has been mbployed int• • - 
related treaty texts. Some delegations have pointed out to me that the 
Consultative Committee of Experts should be the focal point for all.complaints 
and - verificatian , matters under:the convention and that it should.be provided with 
broad.investigatory movers.: , It has.been pointed out to,me that- the complaint . 

 proceduxe-wîth- theUnited Nations': organs is already available  as of  right under-
the United Nations Charter and-would not-apnea; to need . special regulation in '.- 
this.convention.› -On-the Question of-on-bite inspections •  some delegations have : • 
been unable to visualize a need at this time, while from other cuarters I have - 
recieved large-scale support for endowing the Consultative Committee of Experts 
with Competenny in-this regard, especiaUT since the Scientific and technological 
Trogressin the field-of-radiological meapons.can hardly be guaged at this time. 
In any event, no delegation - has insisted that the verification instrument of on-site 
inspection be- expressly:excluded from the text. - 

As regards the final clauses  the general feeling Which  I  detected bas  been -that 
the amendment procedure should be in the hands of States parties to the radiological 
weapons treaty, and that the depository should, if necessary, convene amendment 
conferences. Mhile some delegations see merit in a ten year interval for review 
conferences, the argument was  broadly advanced that scientific and technological 
progress in this as yet uncharted field of weaponry could be such that a five 
years interval mould be more suitable, in accordance with the interval chosen in 
other related conventions. 

There was a biped feeling that a radiological weapons convention should be 
allowed to enter into force with a lower nuMber than 25 completed ratifications; 
figures advanced in this context ranged from 15 to 22. While the desirability of 
having all nuclear-weanon-States and generally all technically advanced countries 
in the field of nuclear science included among the signatories was  stressed, it 
was  generally thought that a formal renuirement to that effect would give even one 
nuclear-mmapon-State veto  powers vis-à-vis the entire legal instrument; and 
delegations suggested other means ho•  the desirability of having these States 
ratify the convention could be expressed by molitical means. 
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Some delegations also raised an issue not aoecificallraddressed in my 
ouestionnaire. Taking a cue from the Non-Proliferation Treaty, these delegations 
_thought it advisable or even necessary that the radiological -weapons convention be 
nut in the context of general nuclear disarmament and should:contain commitments 
of the signatory States to that effect. I have however-perceived some flexibility 
in regard to this  item  so that perhaps a solution could be found in the context 
of the drafting of preambula7- language. Considerable flexibility...Was also shown 
as regards the reference to "existing rules of international law governing-armed 
conflicts"  in Article VI of the Chairman's draft (CD/HUMP.20). It appears that 
the:concern regarding this clause bas  new became.less:nressing for certain 
delegations . and that they could, with auprouriate understandines, accept the 
clause. It should however be noted that a similar - clause is  flot  included in other 
disarmament conventions which -limit themselves to delineating their particular 
instrument from other international treaties. 

Distinguished delegates, I have come to the conclusion of my brief rundown on 
durrent feelings regarding the  principal remginiug divergencies in the draft-before 
us. 

I would now like to open the discussion. Anticimatinethat you may wish to 
have a text of my statement, I have arranged for a sufficient number of copies  to 
be made._ I see that the paper .11 I  already been distributed in the original rnglieh 
Version. I.suggest that yOu indicaté-whether you would want the statement to 
become.a fo7mal,vorkiegpaper of:this workirggroup, entailing:early translation 
intnthe other working laneUages. 

Let me close by suggesting that if the procedure I have charted out as, in 
my opinion, the best course for ourvurk meets with your ab,21;vval, we should-use the 
remainder ofour meeting today to start with the problems of 'definition'. An 
indicative working agenda for future meetings of the Working Granu  during the 
spring session will be distributed to you shortly. 
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CMff=4 ON DIS^^ILMIT

Ad Hoc Workinjz Grour on
Radiological Ueapcns

CE3IFWi;' S 1*22IPED PROFOSAL

for the orp--anization of work du_rirg- the o-oeni-q-- session
adopted by the 'dorkin5 Group on 15 Iiarch 1982 )

The ^7orking Group agrees as a procedural 'Itrpothesis and withcut rrejudice

to later decisions to conduct separate meetings en the traditional 7-d subject

matter, on the one hand, and on the question of prohibition of attacks on

nuclear facilities on the other according to the following programme:

Traditional RVI subject matter - 16, 19, 23 March

Question of prohibition of attacks on nuclear facilities -; meetings to be

scheduled for late March and early April.

`CD/ t::/17P.25/Add.1 has already been circulated (in --:nglis'r_ only) and discussed in
the meeting of the 77orkir_5 Group an 15 :%tp_rcr

GE.82-61ï05
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11.1.11SRITATliTE I 

CMIEGILUISIMULtid PAPER 

Positive Fcrmulaticns Of an III Definition  

(Synopsis) : 

Article II 

For the purposes of th  is Treaty, the term °radiological 

weaponsuincludes: 

Any radicactive material which, when used as weapon, 

produces effects . ezcIusivelyby ienizing radiation created 

in the process of natural decay of such material. 

2. Anyweamon, device or equipment specifically desieaed 

to be employed for dissemiretion of a radioactive material 

as defined by the preceding paragruh of this Article. 

ALTERILTIM II 	Replace Lrticles I, -  II and III of the joint us4Lu 

_proposal by a new Article I: 

Each  State Party to this Treaty undertakes not to employ any 

radioactive material deliberately, by disserirpting it, for 

hostile purposes or during . an armeà conflict, for the Purpose 

of causing dame or injury to persons by means of the 

radiation produced 1:7 the decay of such ma'carials". 

fturrepTATI72  III. 	 77• 

For the purposes of the Treaty the  te  rm 'Iradiological weapons° 

means: 

. 1. Any device specifically dew:med. tc disseminate 

radioactive material for hostile purpoSes and to cause 

destruction, damage or injury, =elusively by means of the 

radiation nrcduced -or thc decay of surch material; 

2. Any radioactive material snecifically premared to be 
. 

• 
	. 	. 

disseminated for hostile purposes in a way intended 'eo cause 

destruction, &rage or injurï -erclusivé-1Y by means of the 

radiation produced by the decay of such material. 

GE.82 —61073 
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Article III

;a Cil J'L,--te. ?2 rty a 1So i::1dC^tal_e£. not to use any o tiler

r34ioactZS'e :2teridl as a Zlennon in this =.2y .

ALM-P.2iA= IV For the :,?u...^oses of the ireatJ:

IIIa L:1Tîs1I`,iL V

1. ^iRaaiological •rea-pon:` •782"s1S:

(" ) any Ciev'_C-a, in cl'Ldl`ll; 2n y:'eC71o?1 Or eQu=UIIent,

--7.QCi?.c^11y. C'le.^^3"^TIeC: to -_^lov* rvC:.'^Jacti^.e E•^.c ^e=i1^..1, by it.^a

di:,sem=^ticn, to k.-'^e OeStractioP_, CSr2r-e or :.njury by L1eS.AS

of the r^Q?2'tiion )roduced. by the deca,, of rV.C.tl

(b) any =(:iactiJe material :3r1^.^^ril^t suit ble for

empplo;;ment, by its Cii.^^^s3L•7i.ns^.tioia, to cause de^trucvion,

da=Le or injury by means of the radiation produced by the

decay of such _ ter21 .

2 •Dicsem.ir.atio=; means dispersal eralo ,̂; inC a ch^mical

explosive, a mechanical device, or gaceous or fluid means.

.LMI11{ÎMiit T::artl^^il^i]

VGriGr_t 1

'•.Tea_^ons in whiciz ra.âioe_ctive ^terial is incornorated du_-ino

device construction so tiz2t zLe mzin damao mechanism of the

:1e??on 7.s associa ted S'?i th the i? di.c^ Ylon : roduceCl by the

decay of that radioactive material.

Variant 2

ine term ^'ro-:dioloCicr.l vea-pcr.-; neans any device or equipment

employia-lg radioactive m~terial, snecïically desiE,^ied to

disseminate the radioactive natcria:l for hostile purposes,

:rhose prir.cipaZ mechanisra for destruction, dam,-7e or . Jury

is the radiation nroduced "o^- the- r.a;:ara^. deca^* of the

radioactive x teria.l employed in the device.

Variant 3

The tern '^wdiolcLical wearon-° weans an;- devi ce or equinnent

emioIoyino radioactive r--teyial not nroZuced in the Lrocess

of f:1^ûGI'?Z'11 iCn, etc.



CD/-W/%4P. 28
15 11arch 1982

Original: I-iiCLISE

CCiti^+i= ON DISAIU?9iENT

Ad Hoc Working sroup on
3adiological Weapons

CH=.UN' S WORKING P9PER

Suxgesied formulation of the mrovision on score of 'the
P.adioloaical Weaaons Trea W

"Each State Party to the Treaty undertakes never, under any circumstances,

to develop, produce, stockpile, other-.,ri.se acquire or possess, or transfer, or use

radiological weapons, as well as to use for military or other hostile purposes

any radioactive material not produced by a nuclear erplosive device by

disseminating it to cause destruction, damage or injury to persons or property

by neans of the radiation produced by the decay of such material."

,

(2:.82-61624
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22 March 1981 

Original: ENGLISH 

COMMITTEE ON DISARMAMENT 

Ad Hoc Working Group on 
Radiological Weapons 

CHAIRMAN'S WORKING PAPER 

Suggested formulations of the provisions on peaceful uses  

ALTERNATIVE I 

ALTERNATIVE. II 

ALTERNATIVE III 

. 	Article V 

1. Nothing in this Treaty . sha11 be interpreted as affecting the 

inalienable right of all.Parties to the Treaty to develop research, 

production and use of nuclear energy for peaceful purposes. 

2.. Provisions of the Treaty shall not hinder the use of sources 

of radiation from radioactive decay for peaceful purposes and 

shall be without prejudice to any generally recognized principles 

and applicable rules Of internati&iaï law cOncerning such use. 

Article V 

1. Nothing in this Treaty shall'be interpreted as affecting the 

inalienable right of all Parties to the Treaty to develop research, 

production and use of nuclear energy for peaceful purposes.. 

2. Provisions of the Treaty shall not hinder the use of sources 

of radiation from radioactive decay for peaceful purposes and 

shall be without prejudice to any generally recognized principles 

and applicable rules of international law concerning such use. 

3. Nothing in this Treaty shall be interpreted as limiting the 

right to the international co-operation aimed at the exchange of 

equipment, materials and scientific and technological information 

for the peaceful uses of radioactive materials. 

Article V 

Provisions of the Treaty shall not hinder the use of sources of 

radiation from radioactive decay for peaceful purposes and shall 

be without prejueice to any generally recognized principles and 

applicable rules of international law concerning such use. 

In particular, they shall not hinder the use of radioactive 

materials, by dissemination, with the view to study the materials 

and the-methods of protection against radiation. 

GE.82-61642 
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ALTERNATIVE IV 

ALTERNATIVE V 

ALTERNATIVE VI 

Article V 

1. Nothing in the present Treaty will be construed in such a way 

as to limit or restrict in any way the full exercise of the, 	- 

inalienable rights of all States to apply and develop their 

programmes for the peaceful uses of radioactive materials and of 

their programmes in the field of nuclear energy including the 

-aCcèss ïo and be fré-à t-macciüire - teanàlogy, 

equipment and materials for this purpose. 

Each  State party to the Treaty undertakes to *contribute fully 

to Strengthening international co-operation for the promotion of 

the transfer and utilization of nuclear technology, including the 

peaceful uses of radioactive materials, for economic and social 

development especially in the developing countries. 

To add a new Article after Article V: 	•_ 

Each State Party to the Treaty undertakes to promote
•  international co-operation and assistance, as appropriate, to • 

enstire the development of adequate meàsures . of protection*against 

radiation by all countries, especially the developing countries. 

- Article V 

1. Nothing in thé present Treaty will be construed in such a way 

as to limit or restPict in any way the full exercise of the 

inalienable rights of all States to apply and develop their 

prograMMes for the peacefUl uses of radioactive materials and of 

their programmes in the field of nuclear energy including the right 

to have access to and be free to acquire technology, equipment 

and materials for this purpose. 

2. Each State party to the Treaty undertakes to contribute fully 

alone or together with other States or international organizations• 

to the strengthening of international co-operation for the 

promotion of the *transfer and utilization of nuclear technology, 

including the peaceful uses of radioactive materials, for economic 

and'scicial development . especially in the developing countries. 

Article V 

Nothing - in this Treaty shall be interpreted as affecting the 

inalienable -right of'the Parties to the 'ireaÉy to *Carry out their 

programmes for the use of nuclear enemy for peaceful purposes and' .  

as limiting in any way their right to the international co-operation 
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Alternative VI : in the field of the peaceful uses of nuclear energy incl.uding the

(cont'd) ..exchange of equipment, technology, materials, and scientific and

technological information for the peaceful uses of radioactive

materials.

No provisions of the Treaty shall hinder the use of any

sources of radiation from radioactive decay for peaceful purposes

and they shall be without prejudice to any generally recognized

principles and applicable rules of international law concerning

such use.

In particular, they shall not hinder the use of radioactive

materials, by dissemination, with the view to study the materials

and the methods of protection against radiation.

ALTERNATIVE VII Article V

Nothing in•this Treaty shall be interpreted as affecting the

inalienable right of the parties to the Treaty consistent with the

internationally accepted objective of preventing the proliferation

of nuclear weapons to carry out their-programmes for the use of

nuclear energy for peaceful purposes and as limiting in any way

their right to the international co-operation in the field of' the

peaceful uses of nuclear energy including the exchange of equipment,

technology, materials, and scizntific and technological information

for the peaceful uses of radioactive materials.

ALTERNATIVE VIII Article V

Nothing in this Treaty shall be interpreted as limiting in any way

the inalienable right of the Parties to the Treaty:

to implement their programme for the peaceful uses of

radioactive materials and nuclear energy,

to international co-operation in this field, including the

exchange of equipment, technology, materials, scientific and

technological information, the development of measures of

protection against radiation, as well as

to render and receive appropriate assistance taking into

account particular needs of the developing countries in the

interests of their economic and social development. Provisions

of the Tréaty shall not hinder the use of sources of radiation

from radioactive decay for peaceful purposes and shall be without

prejudice to any generally recognized principles and applicable

rules of international law concerning such use.
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Alternative  VIII In particular, they shall not hinder the use of radioactive-_metatigl 
(cont'd) 

ALTERNATIVE IX 

by its disseMination with the view to.study the materials and the 

' methods of protection aeinst radiation. 

Article V 

The provisions on peaceful uses should include the following. 

elements: 

' I: Inalienable rights of all States to develop and apply their 

programmes  for the peaceful uses of radioactive materials and 

sources of radiation including nuclear energy and right of access 

and acquisition of related materials, equipment, information and 

technology: - 	 .' •  

2. All States'undertake:to.contribute'fally to the strengthening 

of international co-àperation in the peaceful uses of ràdioàctivé 

materials and sources:of'radiation- including exchange and transfer 

. - of technology, equipment, material,-scientific- information and 

know-how, etc., takingintd account thé:particuIaf'needs. of the 

developing countries for their economic and sOcial'development. 

3 • ' Promotion of international ccr-operation in'developing 

protectivdmeasures againstharmful effects of ràdiation for the 

benefit of all countries, especially in - providing assistance in 

this field to developing cduntries. 	• . 



CD/RJ/WP.30 
18 March 1982 

Original: MOLISE 

CCIall'r.eLebl ON DISARMAMENT 

Ad Ec. )c Working- Grc,u-o on 
P.adiological i.e.acons 

PROPOSAL BY • DATION OF YUGOSLA.VM 

Definition of Radiological Weapons  

ARTICLE II 

For the =poses of this Treaty, the te  rm "radiological weapons" includes: 

1. Any radioactive material which, when stecifically emmloyed as a weamon 

and throughout the entire process of its employment as weapon, results in injury 

destruction or (ipmage to human beings, PrimAl  life, the human environment, and 

material goods exclusively by and only through the ionizing radiation created 

in the process of natural decay of sach material. 

2. Any weaton, device or equimment specifically designed to be employed 

for dissemination of a radiological weapon as defined in the first paragraph of 

this Article. 

Œ. 82-‘1591 



CD/.MIA•1P. j1/Ldd.1
2 tluriZ, 1982

0rig9.na1: ENGDIS3

CG2m1fiF^E OI3 DIS9ItMMIi'

Ad Hoc Workizg Group on
i?adiol o gi c al I•Te apons

Prouosal by the Delegation of Australia

ALTERNATIVE IY =ZITICTl

Article I

For the purnoses of the Treaty, the team "radiological weapon" means:

1. Any device or equipment which employs radioactive material for

hostile purposes by a process which, while not creating new radioactive

material, disseminates radioactive material to cause destruction, damage

or injury by means of the radiation produced by the decay of the material

dissp-minated.

2. Any radioactive material prepared for dissemination as or use in

a radiological weapon.

SCOPE OF FROMBI^lIJii

Article II

Each State Party to the Treaty undertakes never under any circuastaaces,

to develop, produce, stockpile, otherwise acquire or possess, transfer or use

radiological weapons.

GE.82-61930



CDr/-qti;/+:IP:31
19 March 1982

Or=ôinal: 7INCLISH
CG%fi-TIT=- CI•T JISIiRL4tM-iT

Ad Hoc Uorsin.,g Group on
.Radiological ? Ieapons

Fronosal by the Delegation of ïustralia

ALTERITA=4 I DEE`INITIOPT

Article I

For the pu--pcses of the Treaty, the te= "radiological creapon" seans:

1. Any device or eq•uiment for disseminating radioactive matèrial for

hostile parposes by a process of dissemination which does not in any way

increase the radioactivity of that material, and which causes destruction,

damage or inju-ry by means of the radiation produced by the decay of such material.

2. Any radioactive material prepared for dissemination for hostile purposes

by a process of dissemination which does not in any way increase its radioactivity

and which causes destruction, danagë'and injury by means of the radiation

produced•by the decay of such material-.

SCOPE OF FIiGFTL3II'IOi

Article II

Each State Party to the Treaty undertakes never under any circ•-stances,

to develop, produce, steckpile, othertirise accuire or pcssess, transfer or use

radiological weapons, as well as to disseminate for hostile pnrposes radioactive

material as defined in pa_ragra.ph 2 of •-Article I.

ALTEfMATIûE II DEFMTIC?d

Article I

For the purposes of the Treaty, the term "radiological weapor_" means:

1. Any device or equipament for disseminating radioactive material for

hostile z=-poses by a process of dissemination which does not add to the

radioactive material being disseminated and which causes destruction, damage or

injury by means of the radiation produced by the decay of such material.

2. Any radioactive material prepared for dissemination for hostile purposes

by apTOCeSS of dissemination which does not. add to te radicacti'Te û.aterial 'oei__g

disseminated and which causes destruction, damage and injury by means of the

radiation prcduced by the decay of such material.

SCOPE OF 'r iOFIBITIGY?

Article II

Each ]tate Party to the Treaty ^.zndertakes never under any circumstances, to

develop, produce, stockpile, other:•lise aceuire or passess, trar.sfer or use

radiological :•reapons, as well as to disseminate for hostile purposes radioactive

material as defined in paragraph 2 of Article I. "

G. 82-61595
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ALTERNATIVE III 	 DEFIUITIOff 

Article I 

For the purposes of the Treaty, the term nradiclogical meapoe means: 

1. Any device or eauirment for disseminPting radioactive material that 

is not in any way produced in the process of dissemination and which causes 

destruction, damage or injury by means of the radiation  produced by the decay of 

such material. 

2. Any radioactive material prepared for dissemirPtion as or use in a 

radiological weapon. 

SCOPE OF PROPMBItelON 

Article II 

Each State Party to the Treaty undertakes never under-any circumstances, to 

develop, produce, stockpile, otherwise acquire or possess, transfer or use 	- 

radiological weapons, as well as to disseminate for hostile purposes radioactive 

material as defined in Paragraph.2 of Article I. 



CD/'-S'I/TN-P. 32
^2 Ham-ch 7-982

C,:-ï1' 'L' 11i1Z 011 JlSiY2i•1:l=

?d coc ^icrki--iE Group on
îtadiolcgicai tTeapans

CFAL2'LLi' 7 iICMIMTL :'iFER

Suggested mechanism nf cenrliance and verification

( fclicuilr on Dcc=er_t CD17RI^-li .2G)

S7Tnc-nsis

CC1irLIAi;CE ^U1D VZR=ICATICi?

1I,TERI9TIZTE I Article VII

1. The States Parties to the `lreat;t andertake to consult one another and to

co-onerate in sôlving arq problems which may arise in relation to the objectives of

or in the application of the provisions of the Treaty. Consultation and

co-operation r ua t to this paragraph may also be undertaken through

appropriate international procedures within the frameworlc of the United 'Nations

and in accordance with its Charter. These international aroceàures may include

the services of aD13rCpriate international organizaticr.s as well as of a

Consultative Cosmittee of 'E:caerts as provi.ced for in subparagraph 1 of this

paragraph:

2. For the purposes set forth in su'cparagraph Z of this paragraph, the

Depositary shall, if possible immediately and in ary case within one month of

the receipt of a reauest from ary State Party, convene a Consultative Ceffiittee

of Experts: ir7 S tâ.+e Party may appoint an expert to this Committee, *.ahose

functions and rules of procedure are set out in the ^innex, which constitutes an

integral part of the Treaty. The Ccmmittee shall transmit to the Depositary a

sumn2rf of its findings of fact, incorporatin€ all views and inîoraation

presented to the'Committee darir.g its proceedings. The Depositary shall

distribute the summary to all States Parties.

3. Any State Party to the Treaty ;-rhich has reasons to believe that any cther

State Party is acting in breach of ^bliGgations deriving frcm- tulle provisions Of

the Treaty may lodge a ccmalaint ;iitl: the Sec,,=-4-*,-,f Council cf the United :'ations

in accordance with the provisions ef the Charter. Such a complaint should

include a? î ralevant info=ation as well as all possible evider.ce supporting its

validity.

^;82-6z661
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4. Each State Party to the Treaty undertakes to co—omerate in carrying  out  any 

investigation which the Security Council may initiate, in accordance  with  the 

provisions of the Charter of the United Nations, on the basis of the complaint 

received by the Council. The Security Council shall inform the States Parties 

to the Treaty of the results cf the investigation. 

5. Each State Party to the Treaty ursiertakes to provide or support assistance, 

in accordance with the provision of the Charter of the United Nations, to any 

Party to the Treaty which so reauests, if the Security Council decides  that  such 

Party:has been harmed or  is  likely to be hPTmed as a result of violation of the 

Treaty. 

AMEX 

1. The Consultative  Committee of Experts . shall undertake to make apprOpriate 

findings of fact and  ovide expert views relevant to any problem raised 

pursuant to paragraph VII , subparagraph 1, of the Treaty by the State Party 

requesting the convening cf the:Committee. The Consultative Committee of 

Experts'shAll be entitled to redeive any informationwhich a State Party to the 

Treaty deems it useful to communicate with a view to strengthening the confidence 

of States: Parties in the observance ce the purpose and provisions of the Treaty. 
2. The work of the Consultative Committee'of Experts 'shall be oràanized in ' 

such away as to permit it to perform the functions àet  forth in paragraph 1 of 

this Annex. The Committee shall decide procedural auestions relative to the 

organization of its work, where possible by consensus, but otherwise by • a 

majority of those present and voting. There shall be no votias an matters of 

substance. 

3. The Depositary or his representative:shall serve as the Chairman of the 

Committee. 

4. Each expert may be assisted at meetingsby - one or more advisers.. 

5. Each expert shall have the right, through the Chairman to reauest from .  

States, and from international -  organizations, sueh information and assistance as 

thé expert  considers desirable for the accomplishment of the Committee's work. 



ALT7T1EAri- -! II  Amticle VII. 

2. For the purposes set forth in sulparaemaph 1 of thi  s para=aph, the 

Depositary shall, if mossible ilmediately and in any case within one  mcnth cf 

the receipt of a reouest from any State Party, convene a Consultative Committee 

of Experts." Any State Party may appoint an expert to this Committee, whose 

functions and rûles of procedure are set out in the Annex, which constitutes an 

integral mart of the Treaty. All States Parties undertake to co-operate fully -

with the  Consultative  ComMittee of Experts mith  a view to facilitatinp the  

execution of its task. The Committee.  Shah.  'rprzmit to the Depositary a smmmary 

of its findings cf fact, incorporating all  vies  and information preSented to the 

Committee daring its proceedings. The Demositary shall distribute the summary 

to  all States Parties. 

3. Any State Party to the Treaty  • hich has reasons to believe that ay .  cther 

State Party is acting in breach of obligations deriving from the Provisions of the 

Treaty may refer the issue to the Consultative Committee of Experts. This shall 

not detract - from  the State Party's rieht to lodge a complaint with the 

Security CCuncil of the United llations in accordance With the provisions of the 

Charter.  Such a complaint should include all relevant information as well as all 

- possible evidence supporting its validity. 

• • • 

1. The Consultative Committee of EXPerts shall undertake to make amoropriate 

findings of fact, - inter alia throu7h carryin77 cut on-site inspections  and 

provide expert viems relevant to  an,-  problem raised tursuant to maragmaph VII, 

sàbparagmaph-1, of the Treaty by the State Party recuesting the convening of the . 

Committee. The Consultative Committee of Experts shall be entitled to receive 

any information  which a State Party to the Treaty deems it useful to comMunicate 

with a view •to strengthening the confidence of States Parties in the observance  

of the purmose - and provisions of the Treaty. 	 - 

New paragraph 3  • 

3. If agreement cannot be reached, a report containing all different opinions 

and the reasons eiven shall be prepared and submitted. 



ALT£RI?:^T?STi III srti c le VI ï

1. The States Parties to the Treaty undertake to consult one another and to

co-operate in ,solvir.g any problems which may arise in relation to the objectives

of or in the application of the provisions of the Treaty through appropriate

international procedures within the framework oï the United Nations and in

accordance with its Charter. These international srocedures may include the

services of appropriate international orgaT;zations as well as of a Consultative

Commeittee of Experts as prcvided for in subp'arag-raph 2 of this paragraph.

2. For the purposes set forth in subpasa.graph 1 of this paragraph, the

Depositar^J shall, ciithin one month of the receipt of a reouest from any State Party,

convene a Consultative Commi.ttee of Experts. Any State Party may appoint an -

expert to this Committee, whose functions and rules of procedure are set out in

the Annex, which constitutes an integral part of the Treaty. The Committee shall

transmit to the DepositarSf the results of its investigation and a sunmary of all

the views and information presented to the Committee during its proceedir.gs.

The Depositary shall transmit copies of this material to all States Parties.

3.
Any State Party to the Treaty which has-reasons to believe that any cther

State Part;; is acting ,̂ in breach of obligations deriving from the provisions of the

Treaty may lodge a complaint with the Consultative Committees inforT{nj-thereof

the Security Council and the General ?ssembly. Such a complaint should include

all relevant information as well as all possible evidence supporting its

validity.

4.
Each State Party to the Treaty undiertakes to co-operate in ca_TM^,lir.g out any

investigation which the Consultative Committee may initiate, in accordance with

the provisions of the Cha:rter of the United Nattions and of this Treaty, on the

basis of the complaint received by the Committee. The Consultative Committée

shall.info= the States Parties to the Treaty of the results of the investigation.

5. ^,s.ch State Party to the Treaty undertakes to provide assistance, in

accordance with the Provisions of the Charter of the United Nations and of this

Treaty, to any Party to the Treaty which has been harreed or is likely to be

hasrned as a=esu'! t of violation of the T•reaty.



cD/RC•1j^-JP.33 •
30 31.1arcb 1982

Original: EItCI+ISH

C0I42IT`IEE 01T DISAIItAMEHT

Ad Hoc Working Croup on Radiological tfeapons

I CIIAZY,I1MIS SOi-44ARY

of sugbested issues of initial relevance relating-
to protection of nuclear facilities for discussion
during t•lorltiing Group meetings on 26 rta.rch and

2 Aaril 1982

I. General Debate: Political considerations arguing for regulating ban on

attacks on nuclear facilities in multilateral treaty fraaework

II. Definition of facilities to be protected

1. Criteria for need to accord protection

2. Types of facilities

(a) Nuclear power reactors

(b) Other reactors

(c) Exemptions to (a), (b)

(cl) Reprocessing plants

(e) Spent fuel storage facilities (including temporary, or

permanent vaste deposits)

(f) Nuclear research installations

(g) Protection of irrractiated ma.terial and other dangerous or toxic

radioactive material uhile in transport

III. Scope of prohibition

(a) Civilian vs. military facilities

(b) Acts to be prohibited

IV. Perimeters of sanctuary; actions to be nrohibited within sanctuary

V. Time limits of protection (construction period, criticality,"operation,

moth-balling, cooling-off, dismantling)

VI. Territorial limits.of prohibition

VII. Possibility of declaration of sanctuary as nexmanent demilitarized area

VIII. Identification, notification and marking of facilities to be protected.

IX. Snecial notification (e.g. in case of facilities adjacent to State borders,

military facilitiPS, etc.)

GE.8.2-61835
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X. Verification and commliance issues. Delineation .from accidents, including 

"civilian" accidents in mar-time 

XI. Role of IAEA. and other international organizations . 

XII. Correlation with Generul Protocol additional to Geneva Conventions of 

12 August 1949 (Additional Protocol»70. ï of 1977, Particularly Art. 56) 
XIII. Consideration of existing draft Promohals for regulation of han on 

nuclear facilities 

2IV. Relationship of possible drafts for prohibition of attacks. on nuclear 

facilities with draft texts on "traditional" RT:1 subject matter 
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Lla^

IleiIorr:n_j-an subnitte^ by the cc? eG---ti on of S*.rEden
on certain _,C-)ects of ^: convention croh^ ùivin^

'iaClolo?1ca1 :kn;_ic^.r0_ - --

In this Ilor^'..]11` 2aDer the Ût!CC'7.Ch ?e1eL tion vants to put for:•.'ard its vie^rII On

some of the ques'cions tabled by the Clni-- in the Lc'•_ Hoc '.:'or?dne- Group on

IiadialoTi cal lle2ponc (G'9^i.tit'J?. 53 ) on 26 iïarch 1902.

The ,?eneral Tie1: of the JireC.lsh dcl : G-ati on on the 3It issue should loy nov be

rather arell-lmot:n in this foxti:n. It lias been nresented in otatenont-- in the-CD on

26 FeôraaL-y 1960 and on 7 Anril 1901, as well as in different t•Ior'-><^ -P aperc in the

t•lor?d.n,? Group (I P. 6, T'JP. 19 }.

j!e continue to be convinced that a treaty alon` the lines su^ested by the

original drafters is of a too limited value. The most effective dialoL-ical weapon

is, of course, the nuclear veapon. For irell-lo~otm reasons this ueapon is excluded

in tYie context of an RII aCreenent. The only other option for re.clialoCt2.cal M-27fsse

of any si^ ^fica:-^ce is attc,ch on nuclea= faci? ities *.r_th lar^ i_nventories of^-

radioactive matter.

I•Ihat tes of facilities shoulc' then be pretacted `^L, ','n-"Lch criteria should be

used to define such facil:tics? iirst of all it must be stated that the criterion for

rrotection of an installation should be its ?roteztial to cause mass destruction lvhxo

the release of radioactivity. !Tot all installations de,-lina tritll nucle4r natters have

such a potential, for er.,a:rnla not r.rinin`, cencentretion, enricInnent and fuel

fabricatiôn facilities, neither some university t.-,.se research reactors, other nucI.ear

research installations or transports of radioactive material on lanf- and at sea. Hany

reactors used for prozsulsion pu~poces could induce severe and harmful effects, but if

attacked at sea such effects can ha.:•31y be e„^ected to entail mass destruction. The

nrine object of concern is the nuclear ener^f `enerati:^.C reactor i. one^^tion. By

systematically attac:d=C several elements of such a reactor, li-Ice core coolinT

systems, power support s;,►stens, en,:r-nee_ed safety systems, a loss of coolant can

Ôe ind'1C°_i 1Cad^tT t0 a core nC^'^ ^ a•. =1, a massive -el_a :e of radioactiveve substances

and catastrophic cor.seauencos.

G^.^2-6192ç
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Hocr large can these consequences be? During the last decade a nimber of

extensive investigations have been carried out in several countries on the effects

of a loss of coolant. core neltdovn. In Streden several . studies were made during the

years 1977-1980 which looked specifica,îlf into tliis 'problem for the four nuclear nower

sites in ou= country. The estimated number of early deaths varies uidely with the

course of events, with the type of ireather and with the population pattern around

the reactors. A conclusion of'ihe Svedish studies is that a lar;,̂ _e reactor accident

in. Sweden could have consequences of the order of hundreds to thousands of early

deaths, thousands to tens of thousands of cases of late cancer an.d. thousands to

tans of thousands 1M2 of contaminated area.

For the case of a reactor in more populated areas. correspondia;,Tly more severe

consequences would be the result. A recent book, "Destruction of Iiuclear Energy

Facilities in 1•lar", by 3ennett ?tamberC cites cases with up to 10,000.early deaths

(table 2-13 in that book).

A full scale nuclear enerL^7 generatin,••T reactor-has a potential for radiological

trarfare for two combined reasons.. First, it has a large inventory of radionuclides, -

Secondly, such a fâcility, in operation or for cone time after shutdoarn, by itself.

provides the force for an effective dissemination of these, radionuclides. Less

powe'rfuT reâ.ctors not only have smaller in-: entories, but tenc=ally the driving force

is too small to induce •.ri despread dissemination of radioactive rràtéiials. Ït. is thùs

conceivable to disc-ass some L-ind of a. linit (e.g. 10 1.11-1) of the power output belot-r

which the facility would not be covered by the Treaty. In this uay the number of

protected facilities can be lcent limited and nanaL-eable. . Such a limit will,.however,

introduce the problem of forcally distineaishing betueen reactors above and.belo^^r

such a limit.

Reprocessing plants, spent fuel stor^..`*̂e facilities and waste deposits do not

have-tlie same violent driving.force for dissemination.as have the reactors: They nie-ht,

however, contain substantially more lon,^-lived radiodctive materials than a power-

producing reactor. Attacks on such facilities are likely to yield a lesser number

of early fatalities, due to radiation, but they can nCo,'_=â extensive areas unfit for use

by man for a very long time. Therefore, such facilitics should be orotected.

mrl:in^.Civilian versus military facilities. Identification, notification and

Possible role of the I:1LA. There may be Zood ar^ur,ents that all facilities of the kind

mcntioned above should be protected by an 811-convention, be they civilian, military

or dual purpose. The objective of preventinC mass destruction would thus override

the - possible military advantage - of an attac2:.
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• The political difficulties of nrotecting military facilities in an internationar 

disarmament instrument are obvious, and such facilities therefore seem to have to be 

Excluded from a convention. The question then naturally arises. of hou to distinguiSh 

between military and civilian installations. One way mould be that a Party to am 

RU-convention  wanting to nrotect one or several installations Should register them by 

notifying-the Denositary about the nature and location of those installations. The. -  

- Demositary mould then pass this information on to all other Parties. 

To ensure that such installations could be physically identified, they moUld_. 

have tO be marked, e.g. in accordance with the provisions of the 1977 Protocol I 

Adaitional to the Geneva Convention of 1949, Annex I, Article 16. If a dispute arises 

between Parties, mhether an installatioa notified and marked for protection is infect 

'Operated for.peaceful purpOses,the Parties mould enter into consultation in accordance 

with the rules of the Convention. 

For a simple  procedure, covering a large part  of the relevant nuclear 

installations l .it would be presumed that facilities sUbject to 1"417.4  safeguards would 

aIways be entitled to protection, once they have been notified to the Depositary and 

adecuately marked.. The application of I=A safeguards should, however, not be a - 

prerequisite for protection. It would only be a way'tosimplify the procedures. With 

this scheme disputes on the status of an installation could be solved case by case. 

The Swedish delegation is of the vieu that there is virtually no risk that a 

release of radioactivi#y could be started by mistake or by some other random 

disturbance. A military attack designed merely to cut  the  production of electricity 

needs therefore not lead to a release of ra.dioactivity capable of mass destruction. 

For a large release of radioactivity, with catastrophic consequences, an intentional 

and well planned operation would be required, specifically aimed at several of the 

systems for reactor control and safety. It is not possible to dram up a complete list 

of actions leading to a catastrophic release. Trdividual facilities have i .mdividual 

systems for cOntrol and safety. 

Therefore, if a catastrophic release occurs, it must be considered to have been 

generated by . an - intentional and well planned action Prfl  mould constitute a violation 

of the 1W-treaty. Some bind of absolute liability could thus be contemplated. 

Area of protection  

A sanctuary area of certain ceometric shape and dimension might be considered 

a straightforward may of protecting a' nuclear facility from attack. Such an area 

of simple geometric form, e.g. a circle, could easily cover not only all  parts of the 
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site.where weamons effects might cause damaGm leading to a release of -radioactivity. 

It might, however, also cover  soc  other parts where an attack could bedirected • ' 

with the purpose of mere/y terminating mover =eduction, without risk for substantial 

release of radioactivity.  This  would in our view gm beyond - the purpose of the  Treaty. 

It is'obviaue that State -Parties to the Treaty must undertake not to une the 

vicinity of the...protected object for other military murposes than its immediate ana 

local defence. 

Tune limitsof mrotection 	 . • 

It has :been suggested that a•facility should be mrotected only clurinT certain 

periods of time. Acooraing to.this idea the mrotection should be.mithdravn vhen.the 

facility.does not oontain dengeraus sUbstances.. In the view of the Swedish 

delegation it.seems reasonable, hovever, to grant mrotection to a facility continuously 

froc  the day the installation is commissioned, notified and marked. 

Civil accidents  

The problem of.distinguishing attacks  froc accidents is a rather hymothetical 

one against the background of the extremely lau probability of  -a severe accident: 

There are normally several.built—in_safety systems in,reactorm which should function 

regardless of var or peace. The United States ileactor Safety Study-, commonly referred 

to  as the Rasmussen Report, arrives at a mrobability of 1 in 20,000 mer reactor year' 

for a core melt  accident in a United States commerciaLreactor. 	• 
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I. INTRODUCTION

1. Taking into consideration paragraph 76 of the final document of the First

Special Session of the General Assembly devoted to Disarmament, which stated that

a convention should be concluded prohibiting the development, productiôn,-stockpilir_g,

and use of radiological weapons and the General Assembly Resolution'34/$7A entitled

"Conclusion of an international convention prohibiting the development, production,

stockpiling and use of radiological weaponsi', the Committee on Disarmament at its

69th Plenary Meeting held on 17 March 1980 adopted the decision reading, inter alia,

"The Committee on Disarmament decided to establish for the duration of

its 1980 session an ad hoc working group•of the Comittee with a view

to reaching agreement on â convention prohibiting the development,

production, stockpiling and use of radiological weapons."

2. The Working Group was re-established by the Coumittee in 1981 at its

105th Plenary Meeting on 12 February 1981 to continue its work on the basis of its

former mandate.

3. In carryi.ng out its mandate during the 1980/1981 sessions of the Committee on

Disarmament, the S,Torking Group held further extensive discussions on the main elements

of a treaty prohibiting radiological weapons on the basis of the Joint

USSR-Unit,ed States-Proposal (CD/31=and CD-/32) as well-as the Chairman's Consolidated

Text (CD/RW/WP.20) and other documents and proposals submitted with a view to

elaborating the draft provisions for the treaty on radiological weapons (CD/133 and

CD/228).

GE.82-62102
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4. The activities of the Ad Hoc Working Group during that period showed that, -- 
while further efforts were made ta narrow down the existing difficulties divergencies 

still existed, particularly on the scope of the prohibition, the definition of 

radiological weapons, the procedure for verif7irm compliance, peaceful uses and-the 

relationship of the proposed treaty with other international agreements and other 

measures in the field of disarmament, including nuclear disarmement. 
. 	 . 

5. in 1981, several specific suggestied were put forward'ià : the Working Group in 

connection with the scope of the treaty. Some delegations argued that there existed 
.• 

a very real risk of mass destruction from dissemination of radioactive substances 

through attacks on nuclear facilities. Therefore, those delegations believed that 

the Treaty should contain a provision for an undertaking not to attack nuclear 

facilities or to deliberately damage such facilities and that the treaty  on 

radiological weapons would be the appropriate legal framework for elaboration of such 

	

. 	- 	• 
an international legal norm. 

6. Other delegations considered that an attempt to deal in the same negotiations 

with the prohibition of radiological weapons and with the protection of nuclear 

'facilities would lead to confusion and make elaboration'of any agreements  on 

both matters - practically impossible. They belieVed that providions - cOncerning this 

matter were already covered by the Geneva Protocol additional to the Geneva 

Convention of 12 August  1949, and  relating to the protection of victime of 

international armed conflicts (Protocol 1), 1979, and that any additional measures 

to protect nuclear facilities should be considered within the framework of 

international humanitarian law applicable in armed conflict. 

7. Some delegations also expressed the view that as a compromise the idea of • 

holding separate negotiations on thid question should be reflected in the text of 

the treaty or in a separate statement. 

II. Present state of negotiations on elaboration of the Treaty prohibiting  
radiological weapons  

A. Organizatioà of work and procedures  

8. Th pursuing . the Committee's . decision on subsidiary bodies, on 18 February 1982 

(CD/243), the Ad Hoc Working Group cn Radiological Weapons was re-established  on. the 

basis of its former Mandate, with a view to reaching agreement on a convention 

prohibiting the development, production, stockpiling and use of radiological 

weapons. 
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9. At its 157th Plenary 1•ieeting on 23 Feoruary 1982 the Committee on

Disarmament appointed Ambassador Dr. Henning :!egener (Federal Republic of Germany)

as Châirman of the Ad Hoc Working Group . iir. Guennady Eflmov of the United Nations

Centre for Disarmament was appointed as Secretary of the Working Group.

10. The Ad Hoc Working Group held meetings between 20 February and

April 1902.

11. In fulfilling its mandate, the Ad Hoc Wor{ing Group continued to take

into consideration paragraph 76 of the final document of the First Special

Session of the General Assembly devoted to Disarma,uent, and the relevant

recommendations of the United Nations Disarmament Commission. The Working

Group further toolc into account Resolution 36/97B of the General Assembly

entitled "Conclusion of an international convention prohibiting development,

prôd•tiction, stockpiling, and use of radiological weapons", and agreed that

a particular sense of urgency was instilled into the Group's woric by virtue

of the appeal contained in that resolution to complete its negotiations in

order to allow a treaty to,be submitted if possible to the General Assembly

at its Second Special Session devoted to*Disarmament.

12. However, at the outset of the work of the Working Group, it appeared

that the existing divergences as to whether or not a provision fbr an

undertakinLg not to attacic or damage nuclear facilities made it difficult for

the Working Group to resume its negotiations with the requisite speed.

Between 24 F e;3ruary to 9Aar ch 1982, the Chai man therefore conducted

informal consultations with all delebations on matters of procedure (conduct

of furthe:, negoti âtions ), issues of substance of a Radiological Weapons

Convention, and problems relating•to•tis protection of nuclear_ facilities.I

In the Working Group's meeting on 9iMarch, the Chairman gave a

comprehensive report on his consultations (CD/RN/14P.25), advancing on a

personal basis a certain number of su;,-,estions as to the procedure to adopt,

and as to possible compromises f or the still unresolved problems.
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13. At the suggestion of the Chairman, on 15 March 1982 the Working GroUp 

agreed as a procedural hypothesis and without prejudice to later decisions, 

,to conduct separate meetings on the traditionaI.raaiolàgical weaponà subject 

matter, on the one hand, and on the question :of prohibition of àttacks on '— 

nuclear facilities on the other, according tO : the following 'programme: 

Traditional RW subject matter - 16, 19, 23 March 1982; 

Question of prohibition of attacks on nuclear facilities - three 

Méetings to be schedUled for late March and early April, (which were: —  

in effect, held on 26 March, 2 April and 6 April). 

14. In cànnection with the proposed procedure of the further negotiationS, * 

 while it was now generally accepted that separate meetings - in equal 

numbers - on a radiological weapons treaty and on the question of prohibition 

of attacks on nuclear facilities should be conducted, some reservations were* 

expreSsed. In that regard, some delegations maintained> that the wording 

of such a procedural decision should not be interpreted as signifying the 

commencement of parallel negotiations - in the full sense of that term - on 

the subject of prohibition of attacks on nuclear facilities. Other • 	- 

delegations believed that the two subjects  on  which negotiations: were being 

conducted in accordance with the proposed procedure should be treated equally 

on a non-discriminatory basis with a view to incorporating them in the'same * 

legal instrument. Other delegations expressly reserved their positioh with 

respect to the form of • the future legal instrument(s) on the subjects undar 

consideration. 

B. Discussions on thé provisions of the draft - treaty On  
radiological weapons  

(to be completed subsequent to the Working Group's informal - drafting 

session on 14.April) 
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C. Con'sfderation of the-questions relating to:thé prohibition of attacks on-r.uclear

faciliti.es.

Ta c .out its decision-,relating to a •separate oonsideration ofthe problem

of protecting nuciear-. facilities- from. attack, the. Working. Gr oup held three meetings

devoted to a substantive and detailed examination-ofissues of initial relevance

to a possible future ban in.this field, following an oûtline.of such issues in .a

Working Pa.per. (CD/RW/WP.33) proposed by the.Chairman.

During these meetings, a number of:delegations.were assisted_by technical

exper.ts..,. Howevezr, some delegations while prepared to participate in _the meetings

expr°ssed doubts as to.the competence of the Committee on Disarmament to negotiate
r...: ` .

the problem af_protecting nuclear:facilities-from attack. Other délegations

maintained their reservations as to the form of any future legalinstrument •regulâting

this matter. Some•delegations made clear that.the consideration of ttiesë'issues

could;:;in their view,, only.be of..an exploratory:nature at this time.

The di,scussions on the.proteçtion of nuclzar facilities from*attack centred-

around the definition of.facilities to be protected, the.•scope of a possible

prot^ibitiont perimeters of sanctuary,.tisne and-territorial a.imits of protection,

identification, notification and markirig of facilities to be protected, and certain

related-probiems.;.:The.Working Group formed an opinion as to the destructive

effects that could:result from•attacks on certain types of nuclear facilities that

were generi,cally.or typically designated as dangerous in the sense of possible

mass destruction;(such effects,-it was found, could emanate from nuclear power

reactors upwards of a certain thermic output, reprocessing alants,.and_storage

facilities of certain inventories of irradiated material and waste). The

Working Group also heard expert views as to certain facilities which because of

their low inventory of radioactive material or the lack of such inventory, would

not be a source of mass destruction or destruction generally, if attacked. It

was generally felt that the technical exploration of these subjects had deepened

the understanding of the Working Group of the problems on hand.

Taking into account these findings, the Working Group discussed the question

whether the scope of a future ban on the attack of nuclear facilities should be

limited in terms of covering only civilian, or also military installations, and

whether a possible ban should only pertain to facilities that would harbour the risk

of mass destruction, if attacked.

A certain number of divergences in relation to these issues appeared. Some

delegations maintained that there should be no difference between civilian and-

military installations, and that it would not be justifiable to exempt nuclear

facilities with a lower level of radioactive releases. In the view of these
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defegatiohs--a11.iukl.aar-:• -installatiànts.attsfLreleesource .s_cg radiatinshoillet.be 

protected from attack, especially in view of the needs of developing câtintieiee-to 

build up their uses of nuclear energy free of all dangers of interference or attack. _ 	• . 	. 	, 	. 
In this connection.,, a specific proposal on the definitiOn àr facilities to'be proteCted 

was put forward by one delegation (CD/RW/CRP.16). 

Some other delegations felt that it would .  be-unreasonable, and even seif-

defeating, to subject ali nuclear installations to the samehan, and that in this 
_ 	. 

context it would be . appropriate to introduce a threshold or minimum rèléase of 

radioactivity from facilities in case of attack  (and ofa Minimum thermic effecein _ 
the case of nuclear power reactors), so as to eliminate fron the ban initalla.tions .  

_which,  in case  of attack, would not be the cause of any  mass destruction,  br'ëven' _ 	. . 	_ 
no destruction at all. These delegations also held that the inclusion of ilitary _ 	

• • 	-- 
installations would entail additional and very complex problenà of "iarfare, and of 

Compliance and verification. A working  caper  embodying; inter alia,  these iriews, 

and a draft : proposal on definition and scopeof prohibition werl put before the 
Working Group-by - one delegation'. 

These divergences could not be settled in the course of this - first substantive . 	. 
discussion of the subject, and, generally, in the time available to the Workink- GrouP; 
and it was generally felt that the topic needed further clarification and 

discussion. The Working,Group also felt that a detailed discussion on the 

remaining issues of the Chairman's provisional checklist (CD/RW/WP.33 )  would require 

a solution of these basic differences of view on definition of facilities  and ; 

scope of prohibition. 
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. B. Discussions  an the Previsions  of the 
Draft Treaty ea  Radiolos.icai  Weapons 
77.7.7=diti0nal" RW subiect matter)  Ç• 

In accordance-with:its decis4,on of 15..March...1.982, the Ad HocUbrking Groub* 

on. Radiological Weapons -conducted three separate meetings deVoted to consideration 

of the matters related. to the traditional radiological weaPens shhject matter.  •  In 

addition, an.pmenended contact groum met three times to examine the draftlanguage 

of some treate. Provisions. The discussions on the Provisions of the draft treaty 

on radioloecal,weamons showed thati while the'number of controversial  issues  had 

decreasad, and:some new possible compromise formulations had been found, bath for * 

the preamble and for the operative parts of the Treaty, divergencies still exist 

regarding, in particular, the definition of radiological weapons, the scope> of * 

prohibition, verification and compliance, peaceful uses, relationshir of the  treaty 

on radiological weapons mith general nuclear disarmament, and some  aspects of the 

final clauses. -  Some delegations-reminded the 'di:irking Groum of their view that all 

draft articles-might have to be revised, in view of their intention to have the ban 

on attacks on - nuclear facilities included as an integral  part  of the Treaty. 

With regard to-the formulation of a definition of radiologicarweaPons, the 

view was expressed -that it should . be of a "Positive" character and avoid an exclusion 

clause concerningpiclear weeoons. Several specific suggestions vere'made in this 

respect (CD/RW/1P.26, 30, 31, 31/Add.1). The Working Group exten'sively considered 

these suggestions, with the assistance of experts from some delegations. Although 

no formulation was  as  yet found to be entirely acceptable, both from the technical 

and legal points of view, the Working Groliafélt that  efforts inthis,direction 

shou1JI be continued on the:basis of the teXtS propased. * **While some delegations 

expressed their-readiness to participate*in those efforts, they still believed.  thnt 

the most effective way to define radiolbgical weapons could be through maintaining 

an exclusion- clause. Some delegations maintaihed their doubts as to the feasibilityof 

including certain radioactive materials in the definition of radiological wearons. 

=.82-62223 
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In connection with the scope of prohibition, some delegations felt that a

decision on the use of the concept of radiological warfare should be taken in the

context of a final settlement on the question of the number of legal instruments.

Some delegations maintained that the use of such a concept in the text of the

future treaty would depend on the definitib'nôf radiological weapons.

Some delegations maintained that the future.treaty on the prohibition of

radiological weapons should, as a conditio sine qua non contain an explicit

commitment to-urgently pursue negotiations for the cessation of the nuclear

arms race, the conclusion of effective measures to prevent the use or threat of

use of nuclear weapons and the achievement of nuclear disarmament. In this

connection, a proposal was made by a number of delegations (CD/RW/WP.36). Other

delegations were of the view that the subject-matter of such commitment was alien

to the scope of a radiological weapons treaty. The possibility of referring to

commitments in this field in a preambular paragraph was also discussed.

As regards peaceful uses, it was generally admitted that the Treaty should

contain both a commitment of States parties to contribute to the strengthening

of international co-operation in the peaceful uses of sources of radiation from

radioactive decay by affirmative action, and a provision stating that nothing in

the Treaty should be interpreted as affecting the inalienable right of the Parties

to the Treaty to develop and apply their programmes for the peaceful uses of

nuclear energy, and to international co-operation in this field: the Working

Group, however, had not completed its consideration of the precise wording of

these provisions.

On the question of compliance and verification, some delegations were of

the view that the procedures provided in the joint USSR/US proposal correspond

to the subject and scope of the treaty on prohibition of radiological weapons and

should be fully maintained, including the provision for lodging complaints, in

case of an alleged breach of the Treaty, with the United Nations Security Council.

Some delegations disagreed with these views and held that the procedures

for lodging of complaints under the Treaty should not refer to the Security Council

or other organs of the United Nations, since such procedures were, in any event,

available under the_United ilations"Charter, and that the Consultative Committee

of Experts should be the focal point1for complaints and verification matters under.

the treaty. It was suggested..that the Consultative Committee of Experts should be

provided with broad investigatory powers so as to include, in the view of some

delegations, provisions-.for-on-site inspections. Some-delegations advocated.a

two-tiered structure for the verification required under the Treaty, with a
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Cc7su?tative Committee of Experts as a fact-finding body, and a General Assembly

of States parties entrusted with evaluation and political matters. While there was a

general feeling that many of these suggestions were useful, it was agreed that the "

issues of compliance and verification und3r the Treaty needed further consideration.

With regard to the final clauses, an amendment was moved for a more elaborate

procedure to act upon proposed amendments: the general idea of this amendment was

supported by some delegations. While some divergencies persisted as to the time

^ztervals between entry into force and holding of a first and then subsequent review

conferences, the view was expressed that these differences of view could, perhaps,

be overcome by appropriate wording.

There was general agreement that the treaty should enter into force upon the

deposit of the instruments of ratification by a lower number than hitherto 14 and

the number of 15 was advanced in this context.

In the closing stages of the session, the Chairman submitted an integral

dMaft text of a future RH Treaty, covering the traditional Ru subject matter

(CD/RW/WP.37) which, in his view, took the fullest possible account of the

^iscussions during the Spring session and which he considered as a suitable basis

for compromise on which all delegations could eventually agree.

If
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_Ad Hoc WoLking Group on 
Radiological 1.1eapons 

TEXT PROPOSED BY TEE GROUP OF 21 
FOR MT ARTICLE IE TEE DRIFT .214.PIATY 

ON RADIOLOGICAL WEIPONS 

The States Parties to the Treaty undertake to urgently pursue 

negotiations for the cessation of the nuclear  as race, the conclusion 

of effective measures to prevent the use or threat of use of nuclear 

weapons and the achievement of nuclear disarmament. 
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'CHAIRMAN!S STATEMENT 

Distinguished delegates, I declare open the first meeting of the Working Group 
on Radiological Weapons during the second part of the 1982 session. Aeyow .  
remember, our Workine Group had a particularly busy meeting echedule during;the 
first part of the  session-heeding the.appeal by the 0eneralAsseMblycontained 
in resolution 36/97B, to finalize our work if possible before the  Second.  Special 
Session on Disarmament. Despite coneiderable effort, for which I wish to pay 
tribute - to delegations, that objective was not reached and we did not-attain more 
than intermediate results to which.I will refer in detail.at a later point: 

On our return from New York, at the opening of this part of the - session, a 
certain - change in perception-had intervened with respect to radiological weapons. 
It was then clearly felt that the brevity of. tha suer part of 'the session-did 
not allow for priority treatment of a. great number of subjects simultaneously and, 
that clearly, top priority Vas  to be allotted to the Working-Groupead Chemical 
Weapons and an the Nuclear Test Zan. In fact, I was -at that time.informed by the 
Chairman - of the Committee that meeting time for the Radiological Weapone 
Working Group had beemreduced ta two or three:formal meetings at Most.: I am 
certain that,..notwithstanding the significance of our subject, you have- all appraved 
of that choice of priorities. 

As you know I, as Chairman of the Working Group, have used the intermedlate 
period to initiate an exchange of views with delegations on the more urgent 
problems that. loom over our Warking Group. ,  :I refer to my letter of 3 lusust 1982 
which all Heads oÉ,delegations received . at  the outset of the summer partof the ' 
session:. In my letter, Ebrought to. bear that the Working Group had been-
temporarily successful in overcoming an earlier deadlock'by a-procedural device, 
the.separation of the'utraditional" radiological weapons subject matter and the 
problems relating to the protection of nuclear facilities against attacks into 
different strands of negotiation; while delegations entirely reserved thàir 
position as to the final.form of the resulting international instrument (or 
instruments). -  

My letter continued to point out that thie procedural approach'enabledthe 
Group.ta,make:some good progress on the text of a - utraditicinale radiological - weapons 
draft convention, and, towards the end of the session, the Chairman felt encouraged 
to introduce informally a Consolidated Draft which, in his view, could serve as a 
promising basis for eventual compromises. In the parallel negotiations.on nuclear 
facilities r delegatas were afforded-  a first opportunity, with the assistance of 
experts in some delegations, to measure, in the course of in-dapth discussion, 
the relevance of the . original Swedish proposal to protect such installations from 
attackae - end it was more widely recognized than perhaps heretofore that the'' 
Swedish- proposal had inherent merit. At the  same time, however, it became'clear 

GE. 32-66309 
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that an international regulation of the problem (amplifying, in substance, 
Article 56 of the First Additional Protocol to the Geneva Conventions of 1949) 
would bu substantially more complex than initially assumed; it also emerged 
that the in-depth consideration of these aspects did little‘to produce conVerging 
views on whether, how, and, eventually, in what forum negotiations relating to 
nuclear facilities should be conducted.  cuite  to the contrary, the debates 
generated a further diversification of views, especially as regards the scope 
of protection of'such facilities. 

In Conclusion of this part of my letter, I pointed out that the Spring 
part of the session in effect did littLd to bring the Group Closer to a 

• finalization of its work, and, in the end, even invalidated the "procedurpl 
hYpothesia" on which the work during that part of the session was based." 

Distinguished delegates, I than used the aforementioned letter to characterize 
the situation of the RW subject matter as follows, and I quote: "A number  of 

 delegations currently feel unable to agree to an el Convention unless provisions 
On the protection of nuelear facilities tecome an integral part of that venture. 
Within that groùp, there are wide and probably unreconcilable differences  on the 
kind of facilities to be so protected. There is another group of delegations 
who do not aCcept provisions on nuclear facilities as part of an RW Convention, 
and wish to limit a Convention to the scope of the original United States-USSR 
prOposal: These positions are mutually exclusive. As matters not4, stand, it  
can.besafely ruled out that either of these yiews win prevail  in  its present 
form. in - termS of a 'consensuaresult." I urged delegations td assess this 	• 

.situation in the light of the fact that a radiological weapons convention; in my 
view, constitut,d a perishable good. I pointed to the losa of credibility . that 
might-en-site from a deadlock of negotiations or, in the worst analyais, 
abandonment of the cause. 

Putting a certain number of questions before delegations at that time, I 
gave my view that the moment had come now to re-consider some of the earlier 
contradictory positions and to look for a medium path which would allow-all 
delegations nevertheless to see their particular concerns covered: and I gave 
my impression that this moment for progress and compromise might not come back. 

Diatinguished delegates, on the questions sent to Heads of delegations in 
a search for compromise, I have received about 20 replies. I would like to 
express gratitude to those who have shared their views with me. I have not • 
expressly enquirod whether the replies received would be designed, in the 
intention of the authors, for a wider distribution. In any event, it may 
appear more practical at this juncture to limit my report on the replies received 
to a summary assessment. 

My first question enquired whether delegates felt that radiological weapons 
negotiations, in the broad sense of the radiological weapons concept, shoùld be 
continued. 

There was a general consensus emanating from the replies that negotiations 
should indeed be pursued and that substantial importance was still attributed 
to the subject. One delegation appeared somewhat more hesitant. 
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14y second question invited delegates to agree that the protection of nuclear
installations from attacks should be iaproved by appropriate internationaï' regulati.on.
Although there was some prudent reserve on the part of some replies, the vast majority
of those that have-exoressed themselves have answered in the affirmative. : must .
then conclude that the merit of the issue originally raised by the Swedish delegation
is now widely acknowledged. I am certain that.the extensive meetings, including the
elucidation of the technical aspects of the issue which the-Tr7orking Group held in the
Spring part of the session have largely contributed to this zwareness.

viy third question enauired of delegations whether they felt that-a regulation
on nuclear installations could be evolved in the framework of the Committee on Dïsar .̂ament,
and subordinate questions asked whether this work should be taken in hand within this
'Working Group or possibly elsewhere and what kind of new mandate might possibly be
reouired.

Here, it became amply clear-from the replies that the Committee on Disarmament
as the single multilateral negotiating body in the field would appear as the
appropriate venue. Only two replies denied the suitability of the Committee on Disarmament
altogether.

Question 4 enquired whether alternative negotiating fora might also be suitable
for these negotiations Co be lodged. The replies showed a great amount of flexi.bilit-i
and, with some exceptions, offered the names of particular fora quite clearly as a
second choice only.

Questions 5 and 6 of my questio*+raire related to a problem which was at the very
centré of my enquiry. In question No. 5 1 asked under what circumstances delegations
would be prepared to envisage a separation of negotiations on the "traditional"
radiological aeaponr subject matter, and an the problem related to the protection of
nuclear facilities from attack and, in the six-th and final question I enquired of
delegations what, in their view, the minimum linkage requirements between such possible
separate legal instruments would be.

As could be expected, here the spectrum of replies opened much wider and, in fact,
the familiar divergent views of delegations on this issue were euite clearly reflected.
From the replies i must conclude tr.at'the majority of those who have taken the trouble
to answer now prefer the separate considera.tion of the two items, but would admit some
.inkage. The_ number of those who continue to believe that the two items should not be
separated as to the final legal instrument represent, seemingly, the minority view, but
a view strongly held. Yet I have perceived some new flexibility on either side of this
trench.

ihose advocating rigorous separation have made a commendable effort to allow for
linkage and have, indeed, suggested some linkage mechanisms. Also, two,delegations
who had formerly severely questioned the appropriateness of negotiations on nuclear
facilities are now ready to join in such a negotiating endeavour provided that the
principles of "separation" plus "linkage" be maintained.

On the other side of the picture, the Swedish delegation - and I cite our Swedish
colleagues with their permission - has now moved away from a rigorous application of the
"one instrument" concept, and gives thought to the possibility of an umbrella agreement
for both subject matters where either would be incorporated in a separate - and I
repeat the word "separate" - annexed protocol.
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As to the linkage mechanism side, aritten replies and oral consultations have

shown me a certain array of possibilities including the following: reciprocal
undertakings in two different legal instruments to negotiate and conclude the otherÿ
incorporation of the two subject matters in one treaty and one (or several) protocols;
simultaneity of signatures and,. possibly, of entry into force, of two, separate legal

documents. In this context I+rould like to pay tribute to the delegation of Japan
which, responding to the Chai.rman's appeal, has given particularly profound thought to
-the nations of separation and linkage. In fact, Working Paper CD%Rttif/?,1P.37 (CD/323) of

1 September 1982 outlines a full scenario for how the issue might conceivably.be

tackled. I find the ideas put forward by the Japanese delegation intriguing on many

counts.

Distinguished delegates, this report about my letter and its replies, including
various consultations, has, I think, moved the matter forward. However, the time
constraint becomes particul.arly-painfuï at this juncture• While some new vistas for
further treatment of the subject have now been opened and certainly a new process of
reflection been set in motion, I, as (:isairnan of the Working Group cannot purport to
take matters further. In a way, my report to you is a form of stocktaking and I can
certainly not do much more than transmit the accumulated material and my own thoughts
to the future Chairman of the Group early next Spring. Personally, I coqtinu-e to
believe that a combination of the-principles of "separation" and "linkage" haxbours
the greatest potential for consensus and I would like to express the hope that our
collective thinking process will mature in that direction between now and the 1983

Spring session. However, i would thin_k that an exchange of view on my findings in our

meeting today would help-to-clarify j',üe:issuesfurther.

vfovir.g now to another recollection.of our work.in the Spring part of the session;
I would like to remind you of the work we had jointly done an the "traditional" RW

subject matter. There was some noticeable progress on several articles of the former

texts, and the Chairman, as I recalled earlier in my statement, felt encouraged to
circulate as an informal working paper some draft consolidated elements on a
"traditional" RW treaty reserving in full the position of all delegations,relating to
legal form.. Document CD%RW/CR.P.17 was discussed in several-informal. meetings and
delegations commented in detail. These comments have all-owed the Chairman to produce
a somewhat amended version of the draft. Several delegations have suggested to me
that this draft should also be known to the Working Group in order to make sure that
these modest fruits of our labour are not lost. I have, therefore, taken the liberty,
as-a personal initiative and with no commitment to delegations to have the revised
version of CD/RZ'T/CRP.17 circulated as a Working Paper in our Group. I hope that'it
will be in your hands beforethe end of this week. Should-delega.tions wish, in our
today's exchange of yiews, to address the merits of my earlier-draft text as contained..

in CRP.17 they would certainly be welcome.

The final point which I Vtould like to touch upon in this somewhat lengthy initial
statement is the report of our Group to the Committee. You are all aware of the
difficult and time-consuming editing of our Report of the Spring part of the session.

Happily we do not have to re-open that Report because it is already before the
General Assembly. T_ have been told-by the Chairman of the Committee and by the Secretary
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that the practice of ail  Working Groups at this part of the session mould be to relate 
to their earlier reports by a brief  documenta  ry reference only. We would thus be 
left with a mere summary of this meeting and a reflection of the oral  consultations 
and written exchanges that have preceded it during the suer part of the session. 
I would be glad if you would follow my recommendation that the text of the statement 
which I am reading now be attached to our draft report since it would seem to reflect 
in full the oral and written exchanges held on the subject matter. However, I would 
certainly be amenable to other modes of procedure the Working Group miht suggest. In 
any event, a draft report which miet incorporate today's exchange of views is 
expected to be in the possession of all delegations at the beginning cf next week. Cur 
second and final formal meeting on 8 September will be exclusively reserved to the 
adoption of that brief report. 
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CHAIRMAN' S WORKING PAPER

Compilation of Radiological Weapons Treaty Provisions

The..suOsequent.compilation of Treaty provisions attempts to reflect some of the

progress achieved in the negotiations of the Working Group during.the first part of.

the 1982 session. However, it does not purport to be a fully negotiated text, and

does not commit delegations, although it was.-generally acknowledged that the level of

consensus on certain of these provisions was higher than on previous consolidated

draft texts..,.The text is couched in the form-of a.complete Radiological Weapons

Tr-eaty:and,oauld be.us,ed as a basis. of such Treaty should the Committee.:on Disarmament

decide to, act• formai].Y..upan a legal "instrument limited to the scope of _ prohibition .as

oriOnally proposed in docU,ments CD/31 and CD/32. However, both the well-known..

absence of a consensus on this issue and the results of the Chairman's._consultations•

in the second part of the 1982 session are to be borne in inind in.cannec;tion with the

text. THE STATES PARTIES TO THIS TREATY

Determined to further enhance international peace and security and to save-mankind

from the danger of new means of warfare,

" Desirous of contributing to the cause of halting, the, arma: race and 'of_ )br,inging

about general and complete disarmament under strict and'éffective interciationaT-

control,

Reaffirming,in this,connéctiôn the urgency of the pursuit and early.:cnnclusioriof

negotiations on effective measures aimed at the cessation of the nuclear arms race-,:

and nuclear disarmament;I/

Convinced of the importance of adopting effective measùres to pr!ev,e.nt.. tria

emergence of new types of weapons of mass destruction based on new scientific

principles and achievements,?/

1/ See foot-note 7.

2/ Alternative wording suggested.by one delegation: "Recognizing that an•.-
agreement on the prohibition of radiological weapons represents another step towards

the prohibition of all weapons of mass destruction".

GE.82-66503
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Affirming the' ' 'principle that the benefits of peaceful applications of nuclear 

technology should be available to all Parties to the Treaty, - in particular  the 

 developing countries, and recognizing  the need for peaceful uses of sources or ' 

• radiation from radioactive decay in different fields of human activities, - 

Conscious  that the widespread use of radiological weapons in whatever form could 

have devastating consequences for huManity, 

Stressing therefora-the - partiorilar imprortanca -  of-  accession - to this Treaty by 

the-greatest possible 'number  of States  advanced- in -nuclear technology, including the 
3. nuclear-weapon States, /  -,. 	•

• 	 • • - HAVE AGREED AS-FOLLOWS: 	 • 

• • - 7DEFINITION 	• • 

-- • ArticleI 	 • 
. 

For the  purposes of this Treaty, the term "radiological weapbbe-meanse- 

1. Any device.or equipment which employs radioactive - material - for hostile purpOSee 

by a process which, while not-creating new radioactivity, disseminates radioactive' 

material to cause destruction, damage, or injury by means  of the  radiation produced 

by the.decay of the material disseminated'. • • 

2. Any radioactive material prepared or adapted...for use in such a2deviceor 

- equipment, or for dissemination for hostile purposes by such a process:- 

3/ In the view of some delegations, the following preambular paragraph should 
be insertect: "Recalling that the General Assembly of the- United Nations. has. urged 
the conclusion of an international convention prohibiting the delielopment, 
production,- stockpiling and use of radiological weapons". 

4/ It was agreed that the wording of this Article, while broadly acceptable 
to mo-i7t delegations should be further examined as to its technical and-ilegal 
tenability.. . 

5/ The followingalternative'wording for Article 1,,paragraph 1.was: suggested 
by one delegation: "For the'pàrposes:of- this• Treaty, the term 'radiological 

 weapons",  means:. - 	• 	. 	- -- 	• 	 • • 

1. Any deviàê or equipment which . is intended to cause radiological damage or 
injury primarily by dispersing into the environnent radioactive materials, but which 
contains no mechanisms or systems designed to create or transform radioactive 
materials. 

6/ One delegation recalled its preference for the concept of "radiological 
warfare" to govern the provisions-of "Definitionn'and "Scope of Prohibition". 
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BCOPE OF PROHIBITION • 

Article .  
• . 	. 

1. •  Each Stàte Party to the Treaty unCiertàkeà nèver; . under'any circUmhtances to 

develàp, produce, stOckpiie, otherwiSe-àcquire or possess', transfer  or use 

radroldgicai : eapons. 

2. Each State Party to the Treaty undertakes not to assist, encourage or ihduce 

any person, State, group of States, or international organization to engage in any 

of the activities which the Parties to the Treaty have undertaken not to engage in 
-6/ • , . under the  provisions of paragraph 

' 	Article III 

Each State Party to the-Treàty. ; in acchrdehOè with ith chnètitUtUnai .eri'Dcédures 

and intérnatiànal'arrangeMentà in'fàrce to . Whi-Oh it is * a Party,  shall iakeitectiite 

measilrehYto i5reVent loss of;  and to . prohibit and prevent diversion'to ràdiolOgiOal 

weaponS of radioactive materials that migiï2 be* Used for sUch weaPOhè l and ñY 
activities contrat to the -Proliisions -of thé : Treaty within the : teiritodr'of . suchr-'  

• State, under its jurisdiction or under its control anywhere. 
•. 	• 	 . 

- PEACEFUL USES 
—• . 

Article:IV 	• 

1. -All  States Parties  t6 the Treaty .undere to àontriliute fully to the 

strengthening of internâtional cOLoPeration in the peaceful uses * Of sources of 

ràdiatihn , from -radidactive:decay; :  and ta facilitate, and have'the right to 
_ 	 . 

'particiPate.in, the.'ftillest possible exchange Of - equipment, materials and scientific 

and téchnolOgical information in thiè field, taking inti6 account -the'particular needs 

of the developing countries. 

• Nothing in this*Treatyhhall be interpretéd'as affecting the - inalieneble righi 

of the Parties to the Treatl .; to develop and applY their prograMmes for : the 

pe'doétuf . uàéà of nuclear energli, : and to international co-operation in thià field; • 

and no 	of-  the TreatY shail hinder the use of sources Of radlatihn frOM - 
•- 	•. 	• 

radibantlVe déday for • peaceful .purpOses, inOilding the study of dethods . of  protection 

against radiation, in accordance with generally recognized principles and 

applicable rules of international law concerning such use. 
• -,•• . 	• 	.; 	• 
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RELATIONSHIP WITH OTHER DZSARMAMENT MEASURES AND AGREEMENTS

Article V

Nothing in this Treaty shall be interpreted as in any way limitiag or detracting

from the obligations assumed by the States signatories under any other relevant

international Treaty or any existing rules of international law applicable in armed

conflictY

COMPLIANCE AND VERIFICATION

Article VI

1.
The States Parties to the Treaty undertake to consult one another and to

co-operate in solving any problems which may arise in relation to the objectives of,

or in the application of the provisions of the Treaty.

2.
For the purposes set forth in paragraph 1, the Depositary shall, if.possible

im6ediately and in any case within one month of the receipt of a request from any

State Party, convene a Consultative Committee of Experts. Any State Party may

appoint an expert to this Committee whose functions and rules of procedure are

set out in the Annex, which constitutes an integral part of the Treaty. The

Committee shall transmit.to.the Depositary a summary of its findings of-fact,

incorporating all views and information presented to the Committee during its

proceedings.
The Depositary shall distribute the summary to a11,States Parties.

3. Any State Party which has reasons to-believe that any other State Party is.

acting i
n breach•of obligations deriving frets the provisions:of the Treaty, may, refer

the issue to, or lodge a complaint with, the Consultative Committee of Experts.. Such

a complaint should include all relevant information as well as all possible_evidence

supportïng its validity. '

4. All States Parties undertake to co-operate fully with the Consultative Çommittee

of Experts with a*view to facilitating the execution of its task.

5. The rights and_duties of States Parties.under this Article°do not affect their

rights and duties.under the Charter of the United Nations;:particularly-as regards

proce6res^to be Initiated by the Secretary-General of the United Nations, or before

7/ The Group of 21 proposeg,that the' ' fëllowing 'tex•t be inserted in the Treaty

as a separate Article following Article V (cf. CD/RIJ/WP.36): "The States Parties -
to the Treaty undertake to urgently pursue negotiations for the cessation of the
nuclear arms race, the conclusion of effective measures to prevent the use or threat
of use of nuclear weapons-and the achievement of nuclear disarmament." See also

foot=note l on page 1.
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the Security Council or the General Assembly. The provisions of this Article shall

not be interpreted as affecting bilateral co-operation and consultation procedures

and other international procedures including the services of appropriate international

organizations.

AMENDMENTS

Article VII

1. Any State Party may propose amendments to the Treaty. Each proposed amendment

shall be submitted to the Depositary, which shall promptly transmit it to all other

States Parties and which shall inform the Committee on Disarmament.

2. The Depositary shall seek the views of the States Parties on whether a

conference should be convened to consider the proposal. Thereupon, if requested to

do so by a majority of the States Parties,. the Depositary shall convene a conference

to which he shall invite all States Parties to consider such a proposal. States not

parties.to the Treaty shall be invited to the Conference as observers.

3. An amendment shall enter into force for each State Partyaccepting the amendment

after the deposit with the Depositary of documents of acceptance,by a majority of

the States Parties. Thereafter, the amendment shall enter. into force for each

remaining State Party on the date of the deposit by it of the acceptance document..

REVIEW CONFERENCES

Article VIII

1. Five years after entry into force of the Treaty, a conference of States Parties. .. . . ^ . -. . .
should-be convened by the Depositary to review the scope and_operation.of the Treaty,

with a view to assuring that the purposes of the preamble and the provisions of the

Treaty are being respected, and to consider any proposals for amendments then

pending. Such review should in any case take into account any new scientific and

technological developments likely to affect the provisions of the Treaty. States not

Parties to the Treaty shall be invited to the Conference as observers.

2. At intervals of five years thereafter, a majority of States Parties may obtain,.

bÿ"submitting a proposal to this effect to the Dépositary, the convening of further

conferences with the same objective.

3. If no Review Conference has been convened within 10 years following the

conclusion of a previous Review Conference, the Depositary should solicit the views

of all States Parties on the holding of such a Conference. If one-third or 10 of the

States Parties, whichever number is less, respond affirmatively, the Depositary

should take immediate steps to convene the conference as soon as possible.
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_ DURATION AND WITFiDRWWAL

Article IX

1. The Treaty shall be of unlimited duration.

2. Each State Party to the Treaty shall in exercising its national sovereignty

have the right to withdraw from the Treaty if it decides that extraordinary events,

related to the subject matter of the Treaty, have jeopardized the supreme interest

of its country. It shall give notice of such withdrawal to all other States Parties

and to the Depositary three months in 3dvance. Such notice shall include a

statement of the extraordinary events it regards as having jeopardized.its suprema

interests.

ADHERENCE, ENTRY INTO FORCE, DEPOSITARY

Article. X

1. The Treaty shall be open to all States for signature. A State which does not

sign the Treaty before its ertry into force in accordance with paragraph 3 of this

Article may accede to it at any time.

2. The Treaty shall be subject to ratification for signatory States. Instruments

of ratification and accession shall be deposited with the•Secretary-General of the

United Nations.

3. The.Treaty shall enter into force upon the deposit of the instruments of

ratification by 15 governments in accordance with paragr•aph 2 of this Article.

¢-. For States whose instruments of ratification or accession are deposited

subsequent to the entry into force of the Treaty,. it shall enter.into forçe on the

date of the deposit of their instrument of ratification or accession.

5. The Depositary shall promptly inform all signatory and acceding States of the

dates of each signature, the date of deposit of each instrument of ratification or

accession and the date of entry into force of the Treaty, as well as of any

amendment to it and of the receipt of other notices._

6. The Treaty shall be registered by the Depositary pursuant to Article 102.of the
_•^ . .. = '

Charter of the United Nations.
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1. The Consultative Committee of Experts shall undertake to make appropriate 

findings of fact, including on-site inspections when necessary, and provide views 

relevant to any problem raised pursuant to Article VI, paragraphs 1 and 3, of the 

Treaty by the State Party requesting the convening of the Committee. The 

Consultative Committee of Experts shall be entitled to request and receive any 

information which it deems necessary for completing its task, with a view to 

strengthening the confidence of States Parties in the observance of the purpose and 

provisions of the Treaty. 

2. The work of the Consultative Committee of Experts shall be organized in such 

a way as to permit it to perform the functions set forth in paragraph 1 of this 

Annex. The Committee shall decide procedural questions relative to the organization 

of its work, where possible by consensus, but otherwise by a majority of those 

present and voting. There shall be no voting on matters of substance. 

3. The Depositary or his representative shall serve as the Chairman of the 

Committee, unless the Committee decides otherwise under the procedures laid down 

in paragraph 2. 

4. Each expert may be assisted at meetings by one or more advisers.' 

5. Each expert shall have the right, through the Chairman, to request from.States, 

and from international organizations, such information and assistance as the expert 

considers desirable for the accomplishment of the Committee's work. 
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CHAIRMAN'S WORKING PAPER 

1. At its second meeting, held on 29 April 1983, the Working Group on 

Radiological Weapons heard progress reports of the Co-ordinators of Group A and 

Group B regarding the work of these two - Groups. The reports are attached to 

this Working Paper as Annexes I and II. It was generally considered that the work 

done in the respective  Groups was encouraging and could serve as a useful basis 

for the work of the Working Group during the second part of the 1983 session. 

2. The Chairman noted that some suggestions were made by the Co-ordinator of 

Group A concerning the issues of 'Definition', 'Peaceful Uses', and 'Relationship 

to other Agreements' on radiological weapons, which were contained in 

document CD/RW/CRP.19. It was made clear that the suggestions contained in the 

document represented the Co-ordinator's personal views on the issues under 

consideration and that they therefore did not engage the pàsitionu of the various 

delegations of Group A on the subject. 

3.- The Chairman suggested a programme of work of the Working Group for the 

second part of the 1983 session, as contained in document CD/RW/WP.43. The 

programme of work was adopted with the understanding that the allocation of meetings 

will be flexible. 

GE.83-61101 
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AM:EX I

Statement made by the representative of the United States of America
at the second meeting of the Working Group on Radiological Weaoons

held on 29 April 19 3

Mr. Chairman, the United States delegation has had the honour of co-ordinating

the work of Group a of the Radiological Weapons Working Group, which has been

mandated to deal with the traditional RW subject matter. The Group has been

co-ordinated by our Alternate Representative, Mr. Busby, who unfortunately is not

able to be with us today. With your permission, I will in his absence read a brief

report of the work of Group A to date. I

At its initial meeting, the Co-ordinator suggested that rather than focusing on

any of the three comprehensive compilations of elements of a radiological weapons

treaty, as submitted originally by the United States of America and the Union of

Soviet Socialist Rapublics and by previous chairmen of the Working Group, the Group

might undertake a substantive discussion of the most difficult, outstanding i ssues.

It was suggested that these issues were:

- A definition of radiological weapons;

- The inclusion cf a satisfactory article regarding peaceful uses of

radioactive materials;

- The relationship of the radiological weanons treaty to other international

treaties and agreements; and

- The compliance and verification procedures to be included in the treaty.

The Group has oroceeded to work along the lines suggested by the Co-ordinator.

It has held three meetings and has held preliminary discussions of the first three

issues outlined above. Unfortunately, due to time limitations, a substantive

discussion on the questions of compliance and verification procedures was not possible.

During the Group's deliberations, a number of useful suggestions were put forward

and the positions of vzrious delegations brought into sharper focus. Based on these

discussions, the Cc-:)rdinator undertook, with the agreement of the Group, to put

forward informal suggestions as to how these issues might be handled in the treaty.

These suggestions are contained in a conference room paper (CD/RW/CRP.19) which has

been circulat;!d to all delegations. The Co-ordinator has expressed the hope that

these suggestions will prove useful to the work of the Group when it resumes its

deliberations this summer. It has been emphasized that the conference room paper

is a purely personal effort by the Co-ordinator to move the work of the Group along

and is intended oài;► as a bss=s of discussion. Mr. Chairman, I would like to

express on behalf of :3r.,Busby his appreciation for help he has received from the

secretariat and interpreters and for the constructive attitude which has been shown

by all delegations in he?ping the work of this Group to proceed.
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ANNEX II

Statement made by"the representative of'the
Union of Soviet:Socialist Reoublics.a.t the
second meeting of the Working Group on
Radio'ogical Weapons held on- 29-April 1983

_ .. ,. _ . .

Three meetings were held.
The discussions'were constructive and useful.

They côntributed to a more detailed appreciatiëdôf the Issues before
`the Group

'
and to a clearer definitiôn of the main points aind provided z good basis for'

reflection'during the break on the bést méans of moving forward.

_,.. -: :... . . . ..
The main and k2ÿ issue was recognized âs being the definition of the scope of

the ban or, in ôttier words, of the extént'ôf'what shoü].d be subjéct to prohibition..,
r ; . ...

It is obvious that the * solution of many othér impôrtant-qiiestions',2.principally'the

issue of verificction will'dépend on the way ili_which this ï9sue is rèsolved.

Four main points of viéw wére'éxpressed concerning the scope ofthë barr: The
^ y ^

. .

prohibition shouldl apply.to:

1. All rniclear facilities;

2. Nuclear facilities above a.specified power threshold;

3. Civil fagili riés alone;

4. All nuclear facilities subject to IAEA safeguards.

In connection with the definition of the scope of the ban, some delegations

drew attention to the fact that there were also the problem of dual-purpose

nuclear facilities, that is, facilities which can be used both for peaceful and for

military purposes, and the problem of distinguishing between military and civil

facilities.

Again in connection with the definition of the scope of the ban, the question

arose of the precise nature of the objective to be pursued in that respect:

should it be the securing of the safe development of nuclear power generation,

the prevention of attacks on nuclear facilities for the purpose of releasing

dangerous forces in the form of radioactive materials, or the prevention of attacks

on nuclear facilities as a form of radiological weapon or, more precisely, as a

means of radiological warfare? In connection with the definition of the objective,

some delegations also raised the question of the competence of the Committee on

Disarmament with respect to the elaboration of the relevant measures.

A number of delegations raised the question of the relationship with

Additional Protocol I of 1977 to the 1949 Geneva Conventions and with the existing

rules of international law, bearing in mind that provision already existed for a

ban, at least with respect to some nuclear facilities.
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The Group commenced .-aisélmgion'of-the Issue of zones around.defended 

facilities. It was obiéi•Ved tÉât-the:maixrdifficulty-.--as farTae- this issue was 

concerned was to secure the_necessary: balance bet -we-ehthe-iféfendê of the facility _ 	. 	_ 
and the preclusion -of-the use -of a zone for military.purposes (the reference  • , 	 - 
being to  •  th d possibility of-the location in the .zone •  of various militeary  facilitiez).  

A numbee of -delegations - expressed.heir views concerning verification. It 

was emphasized in this connection.that solution of this problem would bé possible 

only after:the sàoPe of-thilOban had been defined.. In the . course.of the discussion 

on thià - iseie; -descriptions were given-of possible approaches to the solution of 

the preblem of»ierificatiomin relation to- bans of.varying.scope. .This , helped ta 

 build up an Overà.alrpicture of'the - way in which the. various delegations . see the 

impleientation ofjmeasurescto. defend nuclear facilities  •  in general. 

Consideration was also given at the Group's meeting to procedural matters 

connected, in particular, with the organization of work during the simmer part of 

the session. 	 - 

.• 
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WOIIIING PAPER.: SWEDEN 

Compliance and Verification  

1. The«following two alternative texts are proposed on "Compliance and Verification" 

in a Radiological Weapons treaty. The first text, called Text A, .j..9 intended for a 

treaty covering only "traditional radiological weamons" and the sécond, called Text B, 

for an Agreement cOv:ering both "traditional radiological weapons" and prohibition of 

attacks against nuclear facilities. Text B could also serve in a treatyWhich is 

only dealirg with the prnhibition of attacks against nuclear facilitiés. 

2. "Compliance and Vérification":  Text A 

Article W  

1. The States Parties to this Treaty undertake to cOnsult One another 

and  to co-operate in solving  ai  y problem which- May -arise in relation to 

the objectives of, or in the application of . the proviSions of, the Treaty. 

2. .Consultatim and co-operation pursuant to this article may also be 

undertaken through appropriate international procedures within the framework 

of the United Nations and in accordance with its Charter. These international 

procedüres include the services of appropriate international organizations, as 

well as of a Consultative Committee of Experts, as provided for in article X. 

Article X  •  

1. For the purpose of effective fulfilment of article W, a 

Consultative Committee of Experts shall be-established after  the  entry into 

force of this Treaty. The Committee's functions and rules of proceduréare 

set mit in the Annex, which conatitutes an integral  part ofthe Treaty. 

2. Any State Party to the Treaty which has made unsuccessful efforts of 

consultation and co-operation purSuant to maragrath 1 of article W and which 

has reason to believe thatany Other State Party is  acting in breach of 

obligations  deriving from:the . provisions of the Treaty may refer the issue to, 

or lodge a complaint with; the Consultative Committee of Experts. Such 
• 

complaints Should inclUde all relevant information as well as all possible 

evidence supportingits validity. . 

GE.83 -61689 
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- 3.. All States Parties to the Treaty undertake to co-omerate fully with the 

Consultative Committee of EXperts with-a view-to facilitating  the e±ecUtien-

of its task. 

- AMEX TO.TEE TREATY 

CONSULTATIVE COMMITTEE OF EXPERTS 

1. For  the Consultative  Committee of E±perts, referred to in article X 

of the Treaty, the following shal/-apply. . 	-.- 
2. Each State Party ehall at the time of ratifying or aqçeding to the Treaty 

communicate to the Demositary the name of one expert and one  alternate expert 

of the Committee. Eaàh expert maybe assisted at meetings by advisers.. 

3. . The Depositary or his representative shall serve as a ahairman of the  

Committee. 

4. The Committee shall be convened by its President immediately upon 

receipt of a request to do so from any State Party to the 	.ty. 

5. The Committee shall be competent to make findingS - of fact such as 

on-site investigations When necessary, and provide expert views relevant tà 

amyl:tatter raised pursuant to maragraph  I of ArticleW of this treaty. 

6. The work of the Committee shall be organized in such a way as to permit 

it to perform the functions set out in maragrath 5 of tbicl Annex. The 

Committee shall ITIPIre decisions where possible by consensus but otherwise by a 

majority of those present and voting'. The President shall have no vote. 

7. The Committee, or any of the ermerts shall have the right, through the 
- 

PreSident, to request from States, and from international organizations sueh 

iàfdrmation and assistance as are considered desirable for the accamplishment 

of the Committee's work'. 

"Cammliance and Verification":  Text B . 	, 
Article Y 

I. The States Parties to the Treaty undertake to consu17-b one another and 

ta co-oPerate insolving ani.problem-which.may - aris2- in relation io the 

objectives of, or in the - aliplicatian of the-orovisions of, the Treaty. 

2. Consultation and co-operation pursuant to this article may also be 

undertaken through appropriate international procedures within the framework 
. - 

Of the United Nations and in accordance with . its Charter. .These 

international procedures include  the services of appromriate international 

organizations, as well as Of a Consultàtive Committee of 'Experts, as mrovided 

for in article Z. 
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Article Z

1. For the aurpose of effective fulfii^ent of article Y, a Consultative Committee

of ^=erts shall be established after the entry into force-of 'this ?`reaty . The

Cemmittee t s functions and rules of procedure are set out in the Arnex, : orni.ch

constitutes an integral part of the Treaty.

2. Any State Party to the Treaty which has made unsuccessful efforts of

consultation and co-operation pursuant to paragraph 1 of article Y and which has

reason to believe that any other State Party is acting in breach of obligations

deriving from the provisions of the Treaty or its b,nnexed Protocols may refer the

issue to, or lodge a complaint with, the Consultative Committee of .Experts.

Such complaints should include all. relevant information as well as all possible

evidence supporting its validity. _

3. All States Parties to the Treaty sndertake to co-operate fully ^rith the

Consultative Committee of Experts with a view to facilitating the execution of..

its task.

^@EC TO TIM `ïIMTY

CONSULTATIVE CCMEMEE.. Or EXPEMPS _

1. For - ihe Consultative Committee of MCÇerts, referred to in article Z of the

Treaty, the following shall apply.

2. Each State Party shalï at the time of ratifyir.g or acceding to the'2`reaty

ccmml*+icate. to the Depositary the name of one exaert and one alternate expert of

the Committee. Each expert may be assisted at meetings by advisers.

3. The Secretary-General of the United Nations or his represens..ati•re shall serve

as President of the Committee and of any sub-committee that.may be established.

The Secretary-General of the United Nations shall ensure that the functions of the

President are exercised at all times and that,-in case of a dispute, they are

exercised by a person who is not a national of a Party to the dispute.

4. The Committee shall be convened by its President immediately upon receipt of

a request to do so from any State Party to the Treaty. .

5. The Committee shall be competent to:

(i) make findings of facts*and provide expert views relevant to any

technical or other matter raised rursuant to the Protecols annexed

to the Treat7j.

(ii) enquire into facts alleged to be a violation of the Treaty or its

annexed Protocols and, if appropriate, prepare for investigation of a

situation on site.

(iii) facilitate tr.rougii its g-cod offices compliance with the Treaty.
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6. The Committee, or any of the eraerts shall have the rigt, s rougn the

President to request from States, and from inte_ -̂a.tional orflTlzations such

information and assistance as are considered desirable for the accomplishmer_t^

of the Committee's work.

7. Each StateParty to the Treaty undertakes to co-operate in carrying out any

activity which the Committee-may initiate, including on-site investigations.

8. The Committee, or any süo-committee established by it, shall make decisions

where possible by consensus but otherwise by a majority of those present and

voting. The President shall have no vote.

9. In order to facilitate its proceedirgs, the Committee may establish

sub-committees for'specific eneuiries on the basis of eqaitable geographical

representation.

10.
In case of a dispute or alleged violation of the Treaty, a Fact-Finding

Sub-Committee shall be established. It shall be composed of eight members,

six members of the Commi.ttee not nationals of any Party to the dispute, to be

avnointed by the President of the Committee on the basis of eauitable geographical

.renresentation, after conjsultation with the Parties to the dispute, and two Ad goc,

members, not nationals of any-Party to the dispute; one to be appointed by each

side.

11.
Upon receipt of a request for an enquiry from a State Party, the President of

the Committee shall appoint members to the Fact-rinding Sub-Committee without

delay, and specify an appropriate time limit for setting up the Sub-Committee. If

any Ad Hoc member has not been appointed within the limit, the President shall

immediately appoint such additional member or members of the Sub-Committee as may

be necessary to complete its membership.

12. The Fact-Finding Sub-Committee shall invite the Parties to the dispute to

assist it and to present evidence.. The Sub-Committee may also seek.sa.ch other

evidence as it deems appropr; on.its o%.,-n ir'tiative, cairy-out on-site^,te. and' naf,,

invesiigations.

13. The Fact-Finding Sub-Committee shall, without delay, submit to all States

Parties a summary of its findings of facts, incorporating all views and information

presented to the Sub-Committee during its proceedings, together with such

recammendations as it may deem appropri.ate. If the Sub-Comnittee.is unable to

secure sufficient data for factual findings, it shall state the reasons for that

inability.

14.
If the Committee, or its !act-Finding Sub-Commi.ttee, is unable to provide for

a common report on its findings of fact, it shall present the differentviews-of

experts.
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Page 3, Article Z, aara 1, lir.e 2:

After the r-oreS "er.tri• into force oî" the T.Grd n then should read "this".

Page 3, Article Z. Dare. 2, line r:

Delete the t?orQS "or its Annexed PTCtOC:r1S"-
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Radiological Weapons 

Proposal by  the deleaution of the 	 • 
• 	 United States of America. 

1. For the past three years the United States delegation hPR participated in the 

negotiations in the Committee  on  Disarmament to conclude a treaty prohibiting -- 

radiological weapons, including those directed to the important matter of the 	 •  

provisions regarding consultation and compliance. The delegation  has  carefully - 

studied the various mromosala Which  have been mut forward for these'provisions, 

including thOse contributions referred -to.  or-contained in OD/1044seatIons-Ir5 • 

and II.4); CD/RW/Wp.3; CD/RW/WP.5; CD/RW/WP:8;"Oli/RWÏWPiI4;-- 10D/RM/WP.15/1dd.2; 

Cb/RW/WP.15/Add.2/Sum.p.i; CD/RW/WP.16/Add.2; .- CD/RW/WP,18/Add.2; 

CD/RW/WP.18/Adda/Supp.1; OD/RM/WP.20; CD/RW/WP.2 .0/Add.3; CD/BM/WP.20/Add.4; 

CD/RW/WP..20/Add.6; .CD/RW/WP.24/Rev.1; CD/RW/1P.23; CD/RW/WP.32; 	- 

CD/284*/Rev.1; 0/RW/WF.39; CD/RW/CRP.6; and CD/RW/CRP.6/Add.1. 

2. The United States has given further consideration to whether it wouldbe 

useful to make certain.  suggestions for modification of its original propOsal 

regarding . consultation and compliance (CD/32: "Agreed Joint US-USSR Proposal on 

Major Elements of a Treaty Prohibiting the Development, ProddétIon, StOckpiling 

and Use of Radiological Weapons"). 

3. Taking into account the valuable contributions noted above,'the United States 

has reached the conclusion that . it  would at this point 'ce  useful to modify .m/32. 

The United States believeathat a more mraOtiOal and efficient mechPnism for the 

resolution of questions concerning compliance with the terms of the-treaty-should 

be enVisaged. 
••• 	 ' 

4. The United States modification provides for a two-part structure. The first 

part constitutes the establishment of a standing fact-finding panel of iiMïted 

membership. In a case that the concerns of a State party regarding compliance had 

not been resolved through initial efforts of consultation and co-operation, this 

panel woUld be aVailable:immediately to undertà.ke an inquiry to establiàh the facts. 

A  maller fact-finding body would clearly bè  simuler in its Operation than a 

"body witâ a membership comprising potentially all the States parties to the 

radiological weapons treaty. It would be more effective by operating more rapidly 
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and at the lowest possible level than the lareer, more public body. A further 

consideration is that the radiological weamonm treaty also deals with use, which is 

often a time-urgent matter, so that a standing body would be more quickly 

responsive thPn a meeting of all States parties. 	 _ 

6. The second part constitutes a provision for recourse to a consultative 

meeting of all States parties. The depositary would be empowered to convene such 

a meeting if the possibilities Écp'fact . Éindiusing the fact-finding panel have 

been eihausted, upon the reauest of five or more'States parties. This second 	. 

step is consequently a more serious one. The combination of the two steps 

results, in the view of the United States, in a more effective over-all set of 

provisions for consultation and compliance. 

7. A nuàber of other modifications, reflecting the course of negotiations on 

the specific issues involved, have also been introduced. 

S.  For  Element VIII ,  substitute the following': 

- Consultation and Co-operation 

1. The States parties to the TreatY undertake to constlt one another and tO 

co-operate in solving any problems: which may be raisedin relation to the. 

objectives of, or in the application of the provisions of, the Treaty. 

2.. The States parties ghell  exchange to the fullest possible extent, 

bilaterally or multilaterally, information.deamed necessary  • to provide 

assurance of fillfilment of the obligations under the Treaty. 

3_ Consultation and co-operation pursuant to this article may also be 

undertaken through appropriate international procedures within the framework 

of the United Nations and in accordance with its Charter. These 

international procedures may include the services of appropriate international 

organizations, as well as of a fact-finding panel or consultative meeting 

of Parties as provided for in article ( ) of the , Treaty. 

- Complaints Procedure  

1. Any State party which has reasons to believe that any other State party 

may not be in compliance with the provisions of the Treaty, or mhichbn  

concerns about a related situatiou .  which may be considered aàbiguous, and 

is not satisfied with the results of the consultations provided for under 
article ( ) of the Treaty, nay reauest the Depositary to initiate an 
inquiry to ascertain the facts., Such a reauest should include all relevant 
information, as well as all possible evidence supporting its validity. 
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2. For the purposes set forth in paragranh 1, the Dejositary hall  convene, 

as soon as possible and idany case within ten days of the receipt «of a 

request from àgy State .  party, the standing fact-fimiingmanel established 

•rsuant to Annex I of the Treaty. The panerghP11 transmit to the 

Depositary a report on its work, including its findings of fact and 

incoi-porating  ail  views and information Presented to the panel during iis 

• proceedings. The Depositary sh11  distribute'the report to àll States liarties. 

3. All States parties undertake to co-omeràte to the fullest possible extent 

with the fact-finding panel with a view to facilitating ità work. • 

4. If the possibilities for fact-finding pursuànt to paragraphs 1 and 2

•  'have been e±hausted without resolution of the problem, five or more - 

States parties may request the lepositary to convene a Consultative meeting 

•of States parties to consider the matter. The Depositary shall convene Suàh 

a meeting as soon as possible and in any case within one month of the receipt 

Cif the request. Any State party may participate in such a meeting, whose 
- 

functions and rules of proéedure are established in Annex II of the Treaty. 
- 

5. Eaàh State party to the Treaty undertakes to provide assistance, in 

accèrdance with the provisions of the Charter of the United Nations, to .any 

State party t6 the Treaty which 1.12•been harmed or is likely to be harmed as 

" a result of violation of the Treaty. 

6. The provisions of this article shall not be interpreted as affecting the 

rights and duties of States parties under the Charter of the United Nations, 

particularly as regards bringing- to the attention of the Security Cauncil 

concerns about compliance with the Treaty. 

7. Annexes I and II shall constitute integral parts of the Treaty. 

9. For the Annex ,  substitute the following: 

› 	Annex I  - 

I. Within thirty days after entry into force of the Treaty the'Depositary 

shall establish a fact-finding panel. The panel Shall  undertake to make 

appropriate findings of fact and provide expert vieWs relevant to anY 

problem referred to it by the Depositary pursuant to  article ( ), paragrabh ( ) 

'of the Treaty. 

2. The fact-finding panel shall be composed of not more than fifteen"membe-s 

representing States parties. 
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A. Ten members shall be appointed by the Depositam-y, after consultation

with States parties. In selecting these members due regard shall be given to

ensuring an appropriate geographic balaince. Members shall be named for a

two-year period, with five members being replaced each year.

B. In addition, those permanent members of.the Security Council who

are parties to the Treaty shall also be represented on the fact-finding panel.

3. Each member may be assisted at meetings by one or more advisers.

4. The Depositar•,r or his representative shall serve as chairman of the

panel, unless the panel decides otherwise under the procedures established

in paragraph 5.

5. The work of the fact-finding panel shall be organized in such a way as to

permit it to perform the functions set forth in paragraph 1 of this Annex•

At the first meeting of the panel, to be held-not later than sixty days after

entry into force of the Treaty, the Depositary shall submit recommendations,

based on consultations with States parties and signatories, as to the

organization of the work of the panel, including any necessary resources.

The panel shall decidé arocedurAl questions relative.to the organization.of

itswork, where possible by consensus, but otherwise by a majority of those

present and voting.. There shall be no voting on matters of substance.

6. Each member-shall have the right, through the chairman, to request from

States and from international organizations such information and assistance

as the member considers desirable for the accomnlishment of the work of the

panel.

Annex II

1. The consultative meeting of parties, convened pursuant to article of

the Treaty, shall undertake to solve any problem which may be raised by the

States parties requesting the-meeting. For this purpose, the assembled

parties shall be entitled to request and receive any information which a

State party is in a position to communicate.

2. The work of the consultative meeting shall be organized in such a way as

to permit it to perform the functions set forth in pasagraph 1 of this Annex.

to theThe assembled parties shall decide procedural questions relative

organization of their work, where possible by consensus, but otherwise by a

majority of those present and voting. There shall be no voting on matters

of substance.
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3. Any State party may participate in the meeting. The meeting shall be 

Chaired by the Depositary or his representative. 

4. Each State party sbP11  have the right, through the chairman, to recuest 

from States and from international organizations such information and 

assistance as the Party considers desirable for the accomplishment of the 

work of the meeting. 

5. A summaey of the meeting, incorporating all views and information 

presented during the meeting, shall be prepared. The Depositary ghP11  

distribute the summary to all States parties. 
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WCRX;IiG PAPER: • UN= K=OM

The. Prohibition of Attacks on Nucl.ear• Facilities

1. This worlfl.ng pa.pei considers some of the conceptual'approàches which'haQe been

suggested as a basis for the discussion of a possible extension of prohibi-aon of

attacks on nuclearfâ.cilitieé.

2. One agproach hes 'beea tô describe an attack on a nuclear faci3.ït,3r''as équivalerit

to the use of i radiologi:cal.^iieapon. This causes• some difficUty si:nce 'the mental

picture 'most of us might have of a weàpon probàoly corre"onds to one dïctiônatÿ

defi.riition of a weapon as "material designed for use,' or tsabl'e as, an instrBmerit-

for'inflicting bodily narm e.g. gun, riflé, sword, etc:". But a weapon o^tn. alsd`bé•

defined es'`"à me^iis"used to get the better in a conflict" or •â.s "an instriiment of

any -1dncT4 usëd in warfare or combat to attack• and overcome an enemy". üsing -these •

widér `defiziitions we can perhaps embrace the -3.dea of an attack on anücclear facilii,ÿ

being a weapôn or ég,uivàl`ent tb the usé of "a weapon. - But tQ'concludë-'fï^re tfiïs Mit

the use- of a radiolog_csl wéapon (as conceived`in the "traditional"`-ârait`' tr&àty)

and an attack on a nuclear facility can be treated in"the samé instrumei, *,: simplr.

because both are in the broadest sense'weapôns, leâds us down an unheipfizl*pàih. `•

As has been explained in CI7jRW/WP47.• there are real differences between the use-6f"

some form of rm,nition loaded with radioactive material and an. attack on a'uucle2r`_`'

facility which, in the view of the United Singgdom delegation, make it necessàiÿ' 'tô-

adopt different approaches to deal with the two situations.

3. It has also been silggested thâ,t we should base oursélves on the critèrion of'---

"mass destruction". 0^r usé' of the te= wèanon of mass 'des tructiôII ` derives froer' a

resolution adopted by the Commission for Conventional Armaments on 12 August 1948

which stated, inter a]ia, 'that••'rwes,pons of mass destruction -shànld -be defined to

include--atômic e: plosive weapons, raciioactive=ngtérial weapôns, lethàl chemical and

biological tirëapons and any' weàpons deve? oT7ëd in • the future which have 'chàre.cteristics

comparable iddestïuctive effects to•, thbse of the- atomic bomb or other weanons

mentioned abôve". The effects and modes of--action of these different types"ôf

weapons is not of course identical and thé Conmi•ssion, while stating that it=intended

to apply the term weapons of mass destruction'to certain' categvriés of weavon; did

not attempt a precise description of the characteristics which make these weapôns-

ones of mass destnzc"tion. The' idea 'of radiologi.cal weaaons-as weapons of mass -

destruction would seem however to depend on the assumption that large numbers of

G:11; .83-b19b7
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indiscriminate casualties wauld be caused by the use of such weapons. But while even 

a single nuclear weapon would be highly destructive it is possible that in the future 

a radiological munition could be developed which would. only have a very local effect. 

According to the 1943 Commission's definition a single weapon of this type would still 

be classified as a. "weapon of mass destruCtion" even though its individual effect 

would be small and not,.in a_literal sense4;-very destrUctive.. Thus we have a conflict 

between the terminology applied ta a particular class of weapon and_the commonsense

.•  meaning of.the,Ifords used in that terminology. . . 	. . • 

4. Another amproach it be to argue that even if the effects produced by a sing1e. 

chemical.munition wau/d be small, we do not . propose that single weapons should.be 	, 

exempt.from 	 weepons,treaty. Non da we argue that the use of a single 

radiological ueapon.should be permitted under a radiological.weamons treaty. By. 

analogy therefore, it shauld follow .an attack on a nuclear . facility, however 	 

which produced an,effect on à scale comparable to that produced by a single existing 

chemical or_theoretical radiological.weapon, should also not be exempted from a ban.; 

But this conclusion . depends on an acceptance by all delegations that the7analogy,can-. 

justifiably be.draun, which.is  not the.case. Further, a -wide extension.in the range , 

of facilities:to be protected which,such . a ban wauidentail would lead tc a, • 

prohibition that was so wide in scope that.ityould be impossible to put.it,into .  , • 

practice because of the difficulties involved,im,identifying sites and verifying 

type of activity which was being carried out at.them.. • : 

5. Prom.these-considerations,. the United Kingdom.delegation concludes that 

arguments,based on concepts of.what constitutess. "weapon" arà "weapon of mass-

destruction" leads us down certain logical paths which are based on doubtful premises 

ath which lead to impractical and unworkable oonclusions. An alternative would be to... 

set these.rather theoretical approaches to one side and to try to ascertain what it 

is we mishrto prevent ,and-what are the practical means by which this.mieut be 

achieved.. 

6. What is.it we !iish to .prevent?. The original  proposal,was.prompted by.a. 

perceived need to prevent the Adssemination in wartime of. radioactive material in - - 

such quantity as would cause indiscriminate and lasting damage to man and to the - 

environment. In accordance with this, one delegation has suggested that - the 

principal dangers are likely to  arise. from attacks on nuclear electrical generating 

plants,.reprocessingplants and-from:waste storaee facilities because the main 

dangers arise from. fission i.J.Loducts.rather than from unirradiated materials (which -
can of Course also be radioactive). .0f these facilities; nuclear electrical . 

generating plants are the most important in numerical.terms. If  these:are the. • • 
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types of facility-Which we are concerned to mrotect, then an amproach which identified 

identified protected facilities with those under TWA  safeguards, as has been 

sumested:brbéMedelegations, offers the merit of great simplicity .  However it . 

leaves eut thoSe sitiolear faciiities whiCh are not under TY9  safeguards  and.  this 

bas made it unacceptable to  soma  delegations. Clearly, if the primary murpose of 

the ban is to prevent the release of radioactive materials it oan be argued that all 

facilities-of a Similar tYpe should be treated eTually whatever_their status. 

the  IMA,-Sut there-ieoulde a preblem in identifyingfacilities not under full 
- 	 • . 	. 	. 	. 	. 	 - 

scoee saféguardS :and a Problem eaually  in  being certain that  such  facilities we=e. 
- 

	

genuinely peaceful. 	 . 

7. If TIMA-SafeguariS  are  adopted as the criterion far giving.pretection frms 

attack, and even if suàh safeguazdm were -iMMlemented in all civil nuclear facilities, 

there weuld still remain tËSPrObleM Of Military facilities, The current definition 

of what Oebâtitutes -apOSSiblè'target is set out in the AdditionaI„Protocols_to.the . 	- 
Geneva Conventions. The:Protocols provide (Article 56) that a nuclear electrical 

generating station maybe attacked "if it provides electric power, in regular, 

significant and direct summort.lf military operations and if such attack is the 

only feasible way to terminate such support". However this is essentially a 

differentiation between the various uses of civil nuclear facilities and is 

concerned with the utilization of their product, electrical power, rather than 

their basically-peaceful mature and purpose. 

8. The main purpose of a military nuclear facility is the production or 

refinement of nuclear material for use in yeamons systems. Any electrical power 

generated is a by-product, and whether it is used for civil or military purposes is 

largely incidental. As many delegations have pointed out it would be absurd to 

offer protection tc specifically military targets simply- because they contained 

nuclear materials. However apart from such targets it may be difficult to define 

precisely what constitutes a facilitybeing used for military purposes. A 

considerable amount of wort needs to be done, using as a starting point the aurrent 

definitions set out in the Additional Protocols to the Geneva Conventions, aimed 

at reaching a set of criteria for prohibiting attacks on peaceful facilities whiàh 

would be acceptable to all delegaticns, and which could form the basis of a treaty. 

9. If the primary purpose  of  -prohibiting attacks on radiological facilities is 

the prevention of the sprepd cf radioactive miterial, then the prohibition cannot 

logically cover attacks on nuclear facilities which contain no radioactive 

.material. But some delegaionr ba7e suggested that just such a prohibition should 

'ce  conSidered, Other delegations have suggested that we should consider the 
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"safe development of nuclear energy". This, however, wnuld lead us away from the-

idea of prevention of "mass destruction" to a field which is the responsibility of.

the International Atomic Lnergy Agency and which it would be inappropriate for the

Committea- on Disarmament to enter.

Conclusions

10. The United Kingciom delegation suggests that further debate based on approaches

which rel5ron the concept of an at tack on a nuclear facility being equivalent to the

use of a weapon or on concepts of "mass destruction" is un].ilsely to be fruitfu.I..

A more practical approach would be irreferable which would:

(a) try to establish what delegations consider is the pr'imary parpose of

any further ban on attaclss on nuclear facilities

(b) determine practical limits to the scope of any new ban

(c) from these considerations determine how far the exdsting instruments

are already adequate in this respect.
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CChl-^i^ CE

^d Hoc Vorki^g Group on
Rpi iolo%^ic:sl jFeapons

^G PAPT^:. G80Ui OF 21

P=oaoszl for an Article x^PeaceiL:1 uses"

1. HothjMg ia this ' Treaty shall be irterpreted as to lisit, restrict-, or

affect in any 'w-y --the full exercise of the ir.alienable rigàts of all States

Parties to apply and develop their grogrames for the peaceflil uses of all

-radioactive =a.terials and. sources of rad.iatiou and of thei: Frogrmmmes in

-the -field of nucle.zr energy ir.cluc:3^g the rie-^=t to have access to anc be free

to acçire i.echao? oey, equiaaeat, materials, scient`fic and tecLnologiczl

+rfozm2.ticz for tais p^.^ose. -

2. Each State Party to this Treaty tmde_*-takes to contribute fully to tne

streagtheT_.j.ng of inte=atioaal càoPeration for the promotion- of the transfer

and utilizztion of nuclear technology, radioactive nateri-als and so=ces of

radiation for peaceful uses includir.g exchange of eç,,,^t, material,

sciectific and. technological izformztion and L-nowhor,, tâ:ias into account

the pe_rticular-needs of developing co=tries for their econoWic and social

develoanent.

3. Each State Party to the Treaty undertakes to promote iate-mmatiôàal

cooperation And. assistance to ensure the developmment of adequate measures of

proiectian of^aI1'States, especially the developing cc=tries agrinst b2xmfu1

effects --af radiation.

GE.83-62038
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Original: ENGLISH 

Working Paper: JAPAN  

PROPOSAL FOR ARTICLE I  ("DEFINITION"), ARTICLE II 

("SCOPE OF PROHIBITION") AND THE RELATED ARTICLE 

1. Article I (Definition) 

For the purpose of this Treaty the terni  "radiological weapons" means 

devices 	 (to be elaborated) 	 

2. Article II (Scope of prohibition) 

1. Each State Party to this Treaty undertakes never under any circumstances 

to develop, produce, stockpile, otherwise acquire, possess, use or to transfer 

to any recipient whatsoever directly or indirectly radiological weapons. 

2. Each State Party to this Treaty undertakes never under any circumstances 
*/ 

to employ (or use) radioactive material as a means of hostilities:— 

3. Each State Party to this Treaty undertakes not in any way to assist, 

encourage or induce any person, State, group of States, or international 

organization to engage in any.of the activities which the Parties to this 

Treaty have undertaken not to enzage in under the provisions of paragraphs 1 

and 2 of this Article. • 

3. Article III (Domestic measures) 

Each State Party to this Treaty undertakes in accordance with its constitutional 

procedures and with other international agreements to which it is a Party, 

to take any measures which it deems necessary to prevent loss of radioactive 

material and to prohibit and prevent any activities contrary to the provisions 

of Article II within its territory or at any place under its jurisdiction or 

under its control. 

*/ This paragraph may be further elaborated so as to include the specific 
undeA-laking of a State Party not to adapt radioactive material for a purpose of 
weaponry use only. 

E. 83-62217  
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Original: ENGLISH

CO1-VITTEE ON DISARMAMENT

Ad Hoc Working Gronpon
Radiological Weapons

A compilation of types or câtregories of nuclear
facilities to be considered

(Prepared by the Secretariat on the basis of-suggestions
and proposals made by delegatiôrris)

1. During the côurse of deliberations . in Group B regarding the scôpe of

prohibition of attecks àgainst' nüclear Tacilitiés,differLnt views were

expressed. Some delegations insisted that the scope should be limited to onlÿ

civilian nuclear facilities, but others héld. that it should cover all nuclear

facilities. However, it has been generally understood that naval vessels,

submarines, space vehicles or any other devices equipped with nuclear reactors

and designed as weapon systems for warfare purposes would not be considered

within the context of "nuclear facilities" as referred to under the subject of

prohibition of attacks against nuclear facilities.

2. Regarding the specific nuclear facilities to be considered, various

proposals have been submitted by delegations to the Ad Hoc Working Group on

Radiological Weapons on the basis of different criteria, inter alia:

All nuclear facilities;

- Nuclear facilities above a specified power threshold;

- Civil nuclear facilities only;

- All nuclear facilities subject to IAEA safeguards system;

- All nuclear facilities in non-nuclear-weapon developing States;

- Generic danger;.

- Effects of mass destruction.

Accordingly, the following list of categories of nuclear facilities is

compiled for consideration:

- Nuclear power-generating plants;

- Nuclear research reactors;

- Intermediate spent fuel storages;

- Nuclear reprocessing and enrichment facilities;

- Plants for producing mixed oxide fuel elements;

- Nuclear waste storage facilities;

- Fissionable materials storage facilities;

GE.83°63694
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- Nuclear fuel fabrication facilities; 

- Nuclear reactors used for propulsion  of large vessels; 
■•■ 

- Containers or other facilities used for transporting radio-active 

material or fuel; 

- Irradiation facilities using radio-active sources for the purposes of 

	

sterilization, such as food products; 	 • . 	- 
- Irradiation facilities-using radio-active . gôurces at hospitals or 

medical-imàearch centres; 

- Various types of nuclear physics and radio-chemistry laboratories, 

accelerator laboratories, nuclear medicine laboratories, etc.; 

	

. 	• 
Uranium  mining; 

. 	 • 

- Uranium and plutonium storage facilities. 

• 
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Original: ENGLISH

COMMITTEE ON DISARMAMENT

Ad Hoc Working Group on
Radiological Weapon9

A compilation of alternative mechanisms for the linkage
between "traditional radiological weapons subject matter"
and "prohibition of attacks against nuclear facilities"

(Prepared by the secretariat)

1. It is generally recognized that there are two major issues before the

Ad Hoc Working Group on Radiological Weapons, namely: ( 1) "traditional

radiological weapons subject matter"; ( 2) "prohibition of attacks against nuclear

facilities".

2. Taking into account various suggestions and proposals made by delegations,

the following alternative mechanisms for the linkage between the two issues as

referred to in paragraph 1 are compiled for consideration:

(1) One single treaty on radiological weapons covering both issues,

in light of the fact that attacks against nuclear facilities csuld

be tantamoùnt to the use of radiological weapons;

(2) One general treaty on radiological weapons containing two protocols,

namely: Protocol I dealing with "traditional radiological weapons

subject matter" and Protocol II dealing with "prohibition of

attacks against nuclear facilities";

( 3) One treaty with one protocol, either integral or optional, namely:

the treaty itself dealing with "traditional radiological weapons

subject matter" and the protocol dealing with "prohibition of

attacks against nuclear facilities";

(4) Two separate treaties dealing with the two issues with clauses of

understanding that the conclusion of one treaty will be pending the

conclusion of the other treaty;

(5) One treaty dealing with "traditional radiological weapons subject

matter, with clauses of understanding that the relevant provisions

contained in the existing legal instruments, in particular, the

Additional Protocol I of 1977 to the Geneva Conventions of 1949

should be amended in such a manner that the question of "prohibition

of attacks against nuclear facilities" be fully covered;

(6) Two separate treaties dealing with the two issues independently

without any linkage.

GE.83-63675-
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3d ?oc Committee on Radiological :.reapons

cD/R:rtaP .53
20 June 1984

Original: ENGZicH

aOa..SG =.'siM: J1:. "'' tt^i TGQ^i'!

A definition relevant to the crohibition
of attacks on nuclear facilities

1. The report of the Ad Hoc ?dorking Group on Radiological TWeapons for 1983

(.A=eg I:lv paragraphs ô _ 9) shqws much divergence of view between delegztions as to

the -nature...-0f. the . faailities wnich might be. included -in negotiations on a prohibition

of attacx,s on nuclear facilities. At one extreme some delegations have proposed that

"all nuclear- facilities":should be covered (without defining further.the precise.

nature of those facilities). Another delegation has proposed that only specific types

of nuclear facility above a specified power threshold or level _of radioactive content

..s year in ashould be considered. This latter approach has been.proposed again th;

working paper submitted by the delegation of Sweden (®/MJI«•52)•

2. The delegation of the ûnited. . Kingdom. in working paper ®/-RW/WP/47 considere3. • the

conceptual basis for a possible prohibition and -suggested that.it would be preferable

to adopt a practical approach -uhich wculd in the first. stage try to establish what
any further ban of attacks on nuclear

delegations considered as the • primary purpose of.

facilities and secondly would try.to determine the practical limits to the scope of

any new ban. in deter+in?^g such practical limits a key role would be p1a,Xed by the

definition given to nuclear facility or installation. In this working paper the
•

United Kingdom delegation wishes to d_'^aw attention to the definition of

"nuclear installations" which already exists in one international instrument to which

the United Kingdom and alarge number of other European States are signatories. The

Protocol to amend the Convention on Third Party Liability in the Fieldd, of Nuclear

Eiergy of 29 July 1960 as amended by the Additional Protocol of 28 January 1964, in

pa,ragraph a(ii) of Article 1, defines "nuclear installations" as follôws:-

"11Nu.clea.r installation' nésns reactors other than those comprised in any

means cf transport; factories for the manufacture or processing of nuclear

substances; factories for the separation of isotopes of nuclear n:el; factories

irradiated nuclear fuel; facilities for the storage
for the reprocessing of

of nucle2ssubstances other than storage incidental to the carriage of such

substances; and suciY•other installations in which there are nuclear fuel or

radioactive products or waste as the Steering Committee for Nucleax EnergY of the

Organisation (hereinafter referred to as the ISteerinro Committee^ ) shall from

GE. 8a.-62528
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- time to time determine; agy Contracting Party may determine that two or 

more nuclear installations of one operator which are located on the same site _ 
shall, together with any other premises on that site where radioactive 

material is held, be treated as a single nuclear installation". 

3. It is not the intention of the, United Kingdom.delegation to suggest that the 

definition given above should be adopted as it stands for any new instrument 

prohibiting attankn an nuclear facilities. Some sections (e.g. the reference to 

the Steering Committee) are clearly inappropriate. It is aur intention merely to 

suggest that it might be considered as a model on which a definition might be based: 

It  bas the  erit of describing in plain language the types of facility whiêh many 

delegations would consider . are thase whiàh, if attacked, might give . rise to a. 

 release of substantial quantities of radioactivity. The categories of facilities 

included coindide to a considerable extent with those suggested in the wotking 

Paper . by the delegation of Sweden. The United Kingdom suggests that thiS text 

Should be taken into consideration in any further work ori this sabject. 

4. The United Kingdom delegation.makes this suggestion without prejudice to.the • 

iriewathey have already expresaediCn.the question of a linkage between the barring. 

of radiological weapons and the Prohibition of attacks on nuclear facilities. The 
- • 

delegation continues to  rein an open mira whether, if existing differences can be 

resolved, and there can be some agreement on the principles on which a treaty - can 
. 	. 	•_ 

be based upon, negotiations should be completed witbin the Conference on 

Disarmament or in some other body (CD/374; aped/Wr/31).: • 
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CONFERENCE OR DISARMAMENT CD/RW/WF.54
CD /^tr/CRP. 27
12 July 1934

Original: :-Z;GL?Sij

S[vr.̂T. ii^;

Notes from the inter7en ;icn b Ambassador HIcéus on 21 June 19E34
concerning criteria and de="i::_ ÿions used in CT Stil r°. F2 "

1. The overriding criterion used when establis'ning which nuclear fwciiities should

qualify for protection under the ;,roposeà treat-,^ has been their potentiaï.to cause

mass destruction, through the release or dissemination of radioactive sa'éerial, if

attacked. Since radioactive P1ateriaZ can occur in ?eT'j small quantities it has be0:1

necessary to make an assunption as to =.-r:-:at should be considered as mass destruction

in tris case.

2. T::us for the p-Lrpose of ,he i1-1-treaty the amount of radioactive aateriaÎ,

uniformly spread out over aspecific i_i.a end suificie:lt to cause serious injuries

to anyone staying there for more than a short.timz is assuned to be equivalent to

-mass destruction. The initial dose rate with this effect is su.;gested to be

one Gray (Gy) per hour, and the size of ti.o area to be one square lkdflo:^e tre.

3. it has been. calOLLZaWed that th.^. =ount of radioactivei material with can

nj ni ti c^.1 disintegration rate in the order of 101a 3q CO;ild cause the dose r^ ' -

::.e;,tiened ai.'v`Te to ur.grotecte% h•ar:;an C'eir.,-s, and that encunh radioactive --?Zer1a1

to causG the saûe dose rate could over time be 'oZoducc^.d in ^^.. Lillclo:Lr reactor

onerating with a thermal effect in :iie order of 10 iiega:ac.tt.

In 5::t^t:r^J, from the basic i1sJÛ.^3^+ion 1u._. ^ ^..^•^} yr e initialj-' dOse rl, :'l^. of

one Gray (Gy ) per hour over one sJt,:O?'a ki1cmCt,e trn"ld DG OQ,L'iva'Len L t0 ^--s0

destruction there is a direct link in rouC.h n1^.-nerice1 terms to the definit'.ons of

the nuclear facilities to be covered by the provisions of tHo

Gray (Gy) is the unit of the dose of rad:ati^n ueasured in te=vs of the energy of

the ionizir.ô -radiation absorbed i r tissue. (A forer ,;ni t of dose still used

in some publications is the rad, 1 Cy = 100 =r^i. Ono Gy also corresponds to the

absorption of I joule or ?cilcgrrw: of '.;issuc ).

GE.84-64609
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_lbcorpte.cted_human_be4gs l p.osed to_the_dose_rate of_ose_Gray mer hour during 

four hours, i.e. to a dose of 4 Grr;y e  will be subject to a mortslity rate of 

approximately 50 per cent. At 10 Groy the mortality rate would be close ta 

100 per cent. 

Beccuerer:(Bc)—is-the  unit for the-disintegration.rato:of atomic-nuclides in 

which process radiation isprodUced.. One Bq signifies the  disintegration of 

one nuclide per second. (3q is a relatively new ter replacing the formerly used 

curie (Ci) which is the measure cf the disintegration rate of one  -gramme radiun. 
• 

1 Ci = 3.7 x 1010  disintegrations/second. 10lE 7q.  is approximately equivalent 

te 25 megacurio.) 
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Ornal: ENGLISH . 

CONFERENCE ON DISARMAMENT - 

eEDEN 

Answers to auestions raised b  the Federal Republic of Germant 
 à,:hbérting- the Swedish'broposal for•draft - ProviOiche prohibiting 

attacks on nuclear.facilities contained-  in.'_GD/RW/W.52  
. 	. 	. . 	. , 

In document CDPW/CR2:26 . the Delegation rf- the Federal Republic of GermagY - 
, . • 

lias Péséd OoMe- cuestiona Pertaining  tes thé- Swediah propimal for draft -Provisions 

- prohibiting attàCks -on nubloar . facilitïea -as presentedin dsCument b/à/W.52. 
. 	. 

Th  ë following is an attempt to answer thOse auestions. The numbers below 
„ 	• 	 , 	_ 	 . 

cCrrespond to 'thoaa of the auestions raiàed in CD/EW/CRP.26'. • 
1. •  In Past deiiberations•in the Coniàittee on Radiological Weapons on the 	 • 

poésibility of" -Crohibiting attacka on nuclear facilities varions criteria .hae been--  - 
suggneted concerning whicà types  of  facilities should be Coverâ by audh a ..•• 	• 	. 
prohibiticn. Onisuch Criterion -has been the distinction between military and 
non-:military facilities. However, discussions in the Committeéhas Shown that . 	.• 	..• 	• .. 	• 
such a . distinction would bè difficult to - Uphold and.  fOrthermore not very useful. 

instead Sweden  ha  s chosen -as the main criterion' the facilitiest . potential to cause 
mass deatruction ta  man if attacked in such a may that release or dieepmil'letion of • 
radioactive material could occur..  This  has been the guidin,i Principle When • 
formulating. ArtiCle II:b in the Swedish *proposal.  (Md  ré detailed explanations on 
heir the calculations in this respect havebeen made is given in documentbD/à/CRÉ.27). 
2. Iii - à.-±der for the facilities (as specificed in Article II b)  not to be attacked - __ 
in accordance with the proposed provisions, hoWever, soue  further and more 
detailod requirements have been deemed necessary. Thus, in Article III and in • 
Annex III provisions are made for States Parties to Provide detailed infcrmation 
on the facilities in question as well as for  international  on-site  inspections. 

With these provisions an attempt has been made to meet the need for information and 

international control while at the same time facilitating the pr)cedUres by keeping -. 	. 	. 	. 	. - 	. 	. 
them as simple as,  posaible. Sweden is of the opinit.n . that if à State Party is'. 

?repared to comply with these regulatioam the'possible military-1r hon-41iilitary .: ' 
• 	- 	. 	. 

nature .if a nuclear reactor, spent fuel storage, repro:leOsing. plahtôr wast e . 
 deposit is not a auestiJn of major concern. 

GÉ.S4-4615 
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3. By the term attack Sweden understands all attacks on the facilities in question which

cause release or dissemination of radioactive material. The question if the facility

itself has been the intended target or if the damage is. incidental i.s,in 'the Swedish

opinion, of less significance since the necessity to prevent mass destruction should

at any given time have priority over other military interests.

4. Concerai.ng tlié "quéatiôn':^^ estahlishizrg-particizia^-saféty zones around_the facilities,

Sweden has, from the past:-deliberations inthe Committee;_-éome to the conclusion that the

problems they give rise to outweigh their possible advantages. From what has been stated

above, under point-3.-,- it follows that any attack on military targets in the vicinity of

nuclear facilities must be plaind and performed so as_to exclude any p-issibility of

radioactive material being released. Given the high precision in today's weapons this

is no overwhelmi.ng task. Furthermore, the existence of protective zones might give rise

to the temptation to use them as military sanctuaries thereby enhancing the risk of

mi].i.tary targets being placed close to nuclear facilities and consequently also the risk

of accidental damage being caused to the facilities. Actually, the protective zones could

in some instances=cïiminish the:very safety it was intended to enhance..-

5. Military activities which cause release or dissemination of radioactive material are

covered by the Swedish draft provisions. Other military activities are not addressed.

6. The,possible release of radioactive material from civili.an vessels would most probably

take place into the sea even if they are docked in ports._ Thus, only under very

exceptional circumstances would an attack on vessels be likely to cause mass destruction.

As very few civilian vessels propelled by reactors actually exist or are planned, Sweden

has not considered it necessary to propose any special provisions for this, in our opinion,

highly marginal case.. Flrthermore, in last year's report of Group B_)f the Ad Hoc Working

Group on Radiological Weapons (CD/421) a.general understanding was expressed that such

vessels would not be considered within,the context of nuclear facilities.

7. Transports ofirradiated material e.g. from a reactor to reprocessing plant or a

18waste deposit which•in each passage significantly exceeds 10 Bq would be rare. Sweden

has therefore concluded.Lh-t :-,pe^ial provisions _or ouch cases could add little

mare than rather unnecessary complications to the general prohibition.

8. Physical identifiçation (marking) of nuclear facilities poses great problems for some

governments fearing.that such markings could cause worry to the population to such an

extent thab.the.sievelopment of nuclear energy for peaceful purposes could be made

difficult. However, Sweden.has no objection to such markings, should States Parties :ri9h

to make them. However, we.consider.that such identification should be voluntary, and that
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absence of such markine in no way should relieve any Party of its obligations according 

to other provisions of the treaty. A norm for physical identification is provided in the 

1977 Additional Protocol I to the Geneva Conventions of 1949, Annex I, Article 16. 

9. As has been pointed out during the discussions in the Committee as well as in 

CD/RW/WP.52, Sweden has anly endeavoured to elaborate new text proposals concerning s,Jme 

of the major still outstanding problems. Verifying post factum an attack on a nuclear 

facilitywas not thought to be suCh a major problem, neither was possible alterations in 

the verification procedures pertaining to radiological weapons in the traditional sense 

as proposed by the Co-ordinator of Group A in CD/421. Sweden would be  open  to various. 

proposals in these respects. 
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Original: ENGLISH

SFiEDEN

Pites fr^6m the intérventibn by the Swedish delearation on 1-•August
in the Ad Hoc Committee. on Radiological Weapons concerni . some
definitions of nuclear facilities in document CD 530. CD RW .52

Some ouestions have been addressed to the Swedish delegation concerning

definitions of nuclear facilities covered by the provisions propôsed in

document CD/530, CD/RW f1tiTP . 52 . .

1. One question is• why .enricbment plants .and various kin4s of fue].:fabrication

plants have not been included among the categories of. nuclear facilities in..

Article II:b of the above-mentioned document.

Sweden hasendearoured to prohibit radiologically caused mass destruction.

Consequently, in Article II:b only_facilities with such a potential have been

included. An attack on enrichment or fuel fabrication facilities would.cause

damage and give rise.to a.number of problems. Nevertheless, Sweden canno.t

seriously demon.atrate that such a-damage would be radiologically oaused mass

destruction.

The radior.ctivity produced in enriciment facilities and.fuel fabrica.tion

plant is of a virtually different character than that in a nuclear.reactor where.

radioactive substances are produced by.mepns of fission.

The relevant isotopes of uranium and plutonium have a very slow,

disintegration.rate and.thus much longer.haif-life and much less activity

per unit weight than is the case.with a]most all fission products. Consequently

much less radiation is produçed. (The half-life is. the.time in which half the

number of nuclides disintegrate, in which process radiation is produced.) Take

uranium for example. Among the two uranium isotopes relevant to the nuclear

industry are Uranium 235 which has a half-life of 700 (710) million years and

Uranium 238 with a half-life of 4,5 (4,51) billion years. The two main plutonium

isotopes relevant -co fuel fabrication are Plutonium 239 and Plutonium 240 and

they have half-lives of more than 24,000 (24,400) and 6,000 (6,580) years

respectively. With such low levels of activity it would take enozmous quantities
a

of material to reach a radioactivity in the order of 101 Bq. If using plutonium

something like 30-50 tons would be needed. A uranium enrichment facility would

have to contain hundreds of thousands of tons of uranium. Obviously this would

cE.84-64543
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imply -truly-gigantic-plants  and. the  Swedish delegation is*not aware of- suth'plants -

actually existing or being planned. Furthermore, even if sUch plants actually 

would exist, -argl.«..e.V.e.n..t_lier WQ.ulik.b.ei•dpened.-.`up.:_irran :attack the .uranium.-.3dould not, 
_ 

as would fissiOïiugrOd.#tài'- -be-disseministed'dvéni'significant'area., biroUld 

most likely . kep lying.  on.  the eroand and'Woald from . a radiological -boint_of view 

pose a danger.-aimilar in kind to_that ia.uranium mining. . 	• 	.•• 	. 	••, 	• _ 
It is against this background that the Swedish delegation for its•part haè 

not found it.  possible to seriously argue that it would be consistent with the 

purpose of tbe proposed provisions to . include enriàhment and fuel fabrication 

plants in the scope of the prohibition. 	. _ 	. 	. 

2.. Another question raised is why,  in Article  II:b, no quantitative  limite  have . 	. 

been set as regards. the  reeocessing plants. 
. 	- 

There are mainly two reasons. :irstly, from the very nature of a reprocessing 

plant follows, -2' 1-t- 

continously, and its radioactivity can be anything from-zero to well above 1018 Bq. 

A potential attacker cannot possibly know haw much radioactive material a'reprocessiag .• " 	• 	. 
plant contains at any given moment, and,must.therefore always assume that tbe .  

. 	 . 	 - 

radioactivity could -be more than  io18  Bq., Secondly,  as far as the Swedish delegation 

is informed reprocessing on an.industrial scale takes place in facilities capable . 
_ 	 . 	_ 

of containing material with a radioactivity of more than 1018  Bq. .It would, in 
• 

the Swedish opinion therefore serve no purpose to try to elaborate any particular 

quantitative limits in the case of reprocessing plants. Nevertheless, should other 

delegations feel that such a limit wouldbe necessary from a substantial.point of 

view, the .Swedish delegation  would study any proposal to this effect in a positive 

spirit. 



CONFERENCE ON QiSARMAMEN f CD/1WA,rP .57
2 August 1984

Original: ENGLISH

CHAIBMAN'S WORKING PAPER

Criteria and categories of nuclear facilities regarding the score
of urohibition of attacks against nuclear facilities

A. Criteria

I. Universality - no distinction amongst nuclear facilities as to type, size

or other factor

II. Selectivity - selection according to one or more of the following

criteria:

1. Effect criteria

Depending on the degree and nature of effect on man and environment through

the release and dissemination of radioactive material caused by an attack on a

nuclear facility

(a) mass destruction such as mass early fatalities and mass delayed effects

(b) environmental contamination without early fatalities.

2. Other criteria

(a) non-nuclear-veapon status of a State

(b) IAEA safeguards

(c) purpose

(d) ensuring safe development of nuclear energy.

B. Categories

(according to above-mentioned criteria)

I. All nuclear facilities regardless of type, character, designation, purpose,

size and thus regardless of degree and extent of effects on population

through release and dissemination of radioactive material caused by an

attack.

II. 1. (a) - nuclear reactors âoove a defined threshold of thermal output

- other nuclear installations above a defined level of radioactive

content to cause mass destruction

(b) - nuclear installations not included in 1(a) above a certain

level of radioactive content to cause environmental

contamination without early fatalities.

2. (a) - nuclear facilities in non-nuclear-weapon States

(b) - nuclear facilities subject to IAEA safeguard system

(c) - civilian nuclear facilities only

- civilian and military facilities.

(E.94-64572



CONFERENCE ON DISARNIAMENT CD/RW/WP.58 
13 August 1984 

Original: ENGLISH 

FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY 

Questions addressed to the Swedish Delegation with  
respect to  th  i:: draft provisions regulating the  

prohibition of attacks in Document CD/RW/WP.52  

In th  à view of the delegation of the Federal Republic of Germany the successful 

conclusion  of the negotiations on a Treaty prohibiting Radiological Weapons remains 

an.  urgent and important task on the agmda of th  u Conference on Disarmebent. The 

delegation eares - the position that both a ban on radidIogical weapons proper, :Ind 

the question of prohibition of attacks on civilian nuclear fucilities are in need 

of an adequate solution within thu framework of the Commit 	work. 

While the technical and lugal problems involved in working out a treaty text 

on the prohibition of utraditional" radtiolOgical weapons have been largely solved, 

a number cf intricate problums remain open with respect to the protection of nuclear 

facilities. Their ciarificati-sn may require considerable . additional negotiating 

time. The existing differences in the degree of progress, and in th  u degree uf•  

complexity  •f  th  u two related subject matters - more than any other codsideration - 

give risa to a number  f  prccodural queries. It should be decided whether th: 

legal format to bu chosen should consist of -.,ne or a-vural legal instruments and 

how, in thu latter evuntuality, these might be linked. Practical consideratims 

may argue for a "separation plus linkageil solution, and the delegation of th. 

Federal Republic :if Germany has made several proposals 23 to the e.xm such 13-,1ution 

might takit. The delegation remains, however, open tc any  f the other sw—est,d 

options. 

Desirous to advance substantive work 	both Mnjar issues, the deleg.Itim 

of the Federal Republic cf Germany welc,mes the drift  amendments tc the Chairmn's 

Draft of the 1983 session au submittzd by the dsli:gation of SwAen in 

Working Paper CD/RW/WP.52 which attempts tc formulate compromise solutiens 	a 

number of outstanding issues. Working Paper 52 indeed presents several pr.miing 

new approaches. En particular, the Federal Republic  f  Germany enders,s th, 

criterion of mass destruction which is pr -;pGsed by the delegation of Skid._n '13 71 

principalcritrin for the selectian of the civilian nuclear facilities t b, 

protected. * 

GE.84-64750 
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The delegation of the Federal Republic of Germany had strongly supported this 

basic approach in a number of earlier contributions to the work of the Committee. 

In this connection, reference is made to document CD/RW/WP/33. 

Yet, the draft formulations suggested in article 2 of the Swedish proposal do 

rot  appear to do justice in all respects to the complexity oftthe:issues involved. 

In this respect, the-delegabion of the Federal Republic of.Germany recalls the 

consideration of theie:CompleX issues contained  in  Working"Èmper CD/RW/WP.40 of 

- 13 September 1.82. It  in  with the intention of further clarifyingthèse . difficulties 

and of increasing the Conceptual clarity of the apprôâàh which shoulegoVern a more 

advanced-drafting proceis relating to a regulation di' the'prOteCtioh Of -civilian . ' 
. 	. 

nuclear facilities that - the- Federal Republià of - Germany'addressés the'folloWing 

questions to the delégation . of SWeden: 	• 

1. Are•all nuclear facilities which fulfil the driteria'apelled Out"in 

draft  article II, b to be protected, irrespeCtivé Of their Militain't or 

- non-military nature? - 	- 

2. IS -it'true that thé draft text:would enable Statea tO proteCt their' -' 

miiitary-nuclear . facilitieS from'attack merdly bY'requesting incluSioh .  

in the register under draft article III? 

- 3. How is the term "attack" defindd? Does "attack" refer eXClUsively to -

military actions that are directly and expressly targeted against a 

• nuclear facility, or does it also embrace:attacks on nearby tmilitary) 

targets, that cause relevant incidental damage . to  the nuclear . facility? 

4. Why has the notion Of-perimeters of protection been dropped? Would an 

adequate protection of nuclear'facilities not reqùire the establishment 

of designated zones around a nuclear facility in accordance with national 

safety regulations, stipulating safe distances between potential -Military 

". targets and nuclear facilities, in order - to avoid -accidental - strikes and 

collateral damage? How can differences in plant layout and plant sety 

be accommodated in the establishment of Such zones? 

5. How can the draft prOvisions prevent that military activities be carried 

out within, or in the vicinity of protected nucleàr facilities, so as to 

exempt these activities from enemy impact? 

6. Why are there no provisions for the protection of civilian reactor 

propelled vessels as icing as they are docked in . pOrts, or otherwise -Close 

to populated areas or in territorial waters? 
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7. Should transports of irradiated material, e.g. from a power plant to a

waste deposit or to an intermediary storage place, not be included in a

listing of objects to be protected?

8. Why do the draft provisions not provide for physical identification

(rlarking) of the protected facilities, as called for in Working Paper

CD/RW/WP.34 submitted by the Swedish Delegation?

9. How can it be maintained that verification for track A and-B is the same

when the attack on a nuclear facility can only be verified post factum

(since targeting is not verifiable) whereas the existence or non-existence

of radiological weapons can be verified ex ante (production, storage,

transfer)?
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CCMMITTES ON DISARMAMENT 

Ad Roc Working Group on Radiological Weapons 

CD/R1/CHP.1 

30 June 1980 

Original: ENGLISH 

NETHERLINDS  

CD/FT.76 

For the purpose of the Treaty, the term 
'radiological veapon' means: 

1. Iny device, including any veapon or equipment, 
other than a nuclear explosive device, specifically 
designed to employ radioactive material by 
disseminating it to cause destruction, damage or 

•injury by means of the radiation produced bithe 
decay of such material. 

2. Iny radioactive material, other than that 
produced, by • nuclear explosive device, specifically 
designed for •mployment, by its dissemination, to 
cause destruction, damage or injury by means of the  
radiation produCed hy the decay of inch  material. 

Ney subparagraph 2 of paragraph'II of the joint 
USSR.ZSI proposal: 

2. "iny radioactive material specifically 
designed for  •mployment, by its dissemination 
independently of nuclear explosions, to cause 
destruction, damage or injury by means of the 
radiation produced by the decay of such eater/al"; 

' CD/31-CD/32 

USSR-USA  

PRINCE 	 lmendment of paragraph II of the joint USSIWISI 
4tt Me.ETrG OP WG 	proposal: 

For the purpose of the Treaty, the tira  'radiological 
veapon" means:  

1. luy device including any weapon or equipment 
other than a nuclmar explosive device, specifically 
designed to disseenate radieactiye material to 
cause damage or injury by means of the radiation 
produced by the decay of such material. 

2. Iny raditactiYe material, other than that produced, 
by a nuclear explosive device, specifically deeined 
for dissemtnation to cause damage or im,yatf trmeans 
of the radiation produced by the decay of  inch  material. 



PGIPT  - CD/PV.77 
MEXICO - CD/PV.74 
PiXIS 	CD/PV.77 
NEW: CD/PV.63 

CANADA  
CD/IN/WP.3 

ITALY 
4th MEETING OP WG 

PAKISTAN  
CD/PT.  77  

SWEDE" 

CD/UW/WP.6 

J•w paragraph II: 

"Per the purpoee of this ereaty, •  
• 

1. the t•rm radiological warfare means 
dissemination of radioactive material, other than 
through the explosion of a nuclear explosive device, 
in order to cause destruction, damage or injury 
by means of the radiation produced by the decay of 
such material, 

2. the ter radiological weapon me ana  any device 
including any . weapon or equipment other than a 
nuclear explosive device, specifically designed to 
employ radioactive material by disseminating it to 
cause destruction, damage or injury by eans of the 
radiation produced by the decay of euch material". 

"To include weapons using radioactive particle-
beams among-  the prohibited radiological weapons", 
'or  •to explore if they should be outlawed in 
another context". 

"Criteria regarding. the level or quantity of 
zadioactivity'considered to be permissible or-
prohibited". 

*Clearer delimitation should be given for the 
categories of radioactive material". 

"Whether the prohibition should be limited only to 
radiation effects produced by non-exploàive 
Leans". 



`_ j Corr --
-

Ad E?c korx'_n` :' rc.:r on Rad_cF:cal. 4:earc+.^.s 3^ .'::ne

Original:

TE F I N I T I C N

FF.Ah: ^

,!th ?EETT. CF wv lmendment of paragraph II of the joint L'SSR-USA

proposal:

Fo= the pu---)ose of the Treaty, the te-= "raâi oi ogi cal
veapon^ means:

1. Any device, including any veap_-n or eq _:pmer.`,
c t:.er tr.r.r: a nuci ear explcs.ve device, specifically
designed to dissen:nate radioactive material to
cause da.:.age or inj^.:ry to persens or 62:ss ry m°-a.r-°- of

the .radiation producea by the decay or _::ci: _3te_ia;.

2. Any radioactive materlai, other -th:--n that A -Ce=+t

by a nilcZea= explosive device, °zecir=ca2ly CesignéC

; c. dissem_:,at:or to cause 3.a.ee or tc pers_r.s

cr g.-:^ads ^y =eans of the ra^:at.cn prod:.ced the

. deca,-.• cr sucs rater_a_.
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6th MEETING OF va 

PAKISTAN  

6th MEETING OF VG 

Imt flr 

CD/t4P.7 

TATA 

COMMITTEE CS DISARMAMENT 

Ad Eoc Working Group.  on Radiological Weapons 

CD/BW/CEP.I/Idd.1 
1 July 1930 

Original: 15GLISE 

DEFINITION 

New  subparagraph 1 of paragraph II of the joint proposal: 

For the purpose of the treaty, the term "Badiolozical 
Weapon" means: 
Any device, includinr any weapon or equipment specifi-
cally designed to cause damage, injury or con+amication 
by  eans of radiation produced by any method other than 
explosive nuclear fission or fusion". 

AcId.a new subparagraph under draft Article II: 

"3. The definition of radiological (veapons)(varfame) 
contained in paragraphs 1 and 2 of this Article does 
not imply any legitimacy to the use of nuclear 
explosive devices, includinz their radiation effects 
for the purpose cf causinerdestruction, damage or 

• 	• injury". 

Sugzeszed the deletion of paragraph 2 of Article  Il 
of the joint USSE—OSA proposal. 

Article II 
1. Any device, including any weapon or equipment, 
other than a nuclear explosive device, specifically 
designed or manufactured tc enmloy for military or other 
hostile purposes radioactive material by dissemination 
to cause destruction, damage or injury by means of 
the radiation produzed by the deoay of such material. 

2. Any radioactive material except when the material 
is produced by a nuclear explosive device, - 
specifically designed or manufactured for em;loyment 
for military  or  other hostile purposes, by its 
dissenination, tc cause destruction, damage cx injur• 

by means cf the radiation produced by the decay cf 
such material. 



COY"^-T^ 0* ^IçAr'v.^-?' Cl }j ï/Add.I/Corr.
7 Jul? IqEO

p.3 F.oc Working Group cn

F.adiological weapoas tc:CHOhL7

D`.PIFiTI ON

d^^ _;ral i a Ir. Pa.rag-aph Il, Sub-par s.graph 2, Line 4, to
replace the vo--d "utiles" vith "hostiles".

,

1



CD/RW/CRP.1/Idd.: 
JillY 3.  1980 

ENGLISE ONLY 

CCWITTEE aN DISAZUMENT 

Id Eoc Working  croup  on Radiological Weapons 

DEFINITION  

INDIA 	 >commended that the cc—sponsors of the draft clarify 
6th MEETING OF WG -  the practical possibilities of using radiation 

produced by decay of radioactive  substances as 
«weapons. The definition and scope of radiological 

. weapons should be in terms of these possibilities and the 
nature of the potential weanons rather than by excludinr 
radiation produced by nuclear explosive devices: 

It  vas  recommended that the language used in the 
treaty should not be,one to give rise to the 
impression  the. use of nu:leer weapons is considerei 
legal br legitinate. 



CC?e.i_̂  TEE ON DISAMMA-11= CD/P.'6'/CEa.1/Add . 3

Ad Hoc Working Group on
Radiological Weapons

!uroela4ia

7 July 1960

Original: E.tiS:^Sh

DEFIN_TIOK

New Article:

"For the pur-Doses of this Treaty, the terW
'radiological veapon' includes:

1. Any material which is by its nature radioactive,
or in the process of treatment before used as a
weapon artificially made radioactive, and specificaî
designed for ea:ployment to cause destruction, dasage
or injury by its dissemination and by means of
ionizing radiation in the process of natural decay
of such ssaterial.

D

2. Any device, vearon or eqiipa:Er.t speci f'_ca1:3
desi&ned to emp:oy radioactive material by its
dissesination to cause destr-action, d-Ag-e or
injury by means of ionizir.g radiation in the
process of the nata:raî decay of such material."

I



D.SA....1+-*r= :1-rCar,)^I ^."':`ti'. ON

Ad Hoc working group on
radiological veapor.s

D:^INITI 2-4

CDl^iii/CPr.llJdd.4
14 1ul1' 1950

Originai : EIwLISH

1.
Proposed new title of the treaty: "Treaty

Venezuela
7Hy,, ..12

(or Convention) on the prohibition of the use of
6radioactive materials for hostile pur'poses".

2. To replace articles I,II and III of the
joint USSIR-IISA proposal by a new article I:

"Each State Party to this Treaty undertakes not to emp1oJ
any radioactive material deliberately, by disse=i-*'.ating

the
it, for hostile purposes or duriag an a-

*aed con*lict, for

puzpose of causing da=age or injury to p`-rsons or propertp

by near.s of the radiation produced by the decay of such

Bateriais " ._

The other articles of the joint proposal should be

remu=^Jered correspondir.gly.

._ ^, ;.,a 1, 15--es ted to mai:^tain a re: ereace to the tvo aspects
p... ze.. . _..
C^lI? aent:^nez In the derinit.on that

of radi^edvfG^itslc:ese'=-^^
and that of the devices capa' le of being ..

^ F:d:+rse3 the ::B e. of the notion "disse=I.-nation ^

indepe :cently
of nsclea= ezploeions" as prorosed by the

Fetheriaads.

j. Sug,
--ested the deletion of the word "specifically"

fron both parts cf the definitien.



CCj,2aTi'v..E ON j)-IShPIM1A^.

Ad Hoc WC'-king Group on
&acio2ogical Weapons

DEFINiT_Oh

ci)/xW/cF^P.l/Ada.5
15 Juty 1980

Et:GLISB
Ori gtina]. : r ^TZE

y"rocco New ^a^ar2: -11
For the F.^PG6t or ti:is :-'rea ^, the tt^. "ra -̂ÿo3oâ c^

veapon" nta-ns :

Any veapoa F7ste=, including a:^v weapon, s' .̂^tion or

eç•,; pment, other than a nuclear devioe, speci_ical l3

cesi^:.-à to pro!-,ce or e^^ t raè:oac:ive ra^a•=oa

^ S^^s•,a^ces, =: tters or other ra;_cacve
v, e^

5c,.=ces cc-tains cr r,7t:i ^

,,e ins,.L.-jta.^ec;:s_F or E-a!•-..a:;ï releasèi c.:

.^.• . cf the we3^C:^ or Ec ^.Te_. Lr
.,.i:atio^ -m^-

of t:.e vxiitic.'s ccn

cz .es^;e4T 5



CQf ZTSB CO DIS1FdSA?WT

1d Hoc Yorkiaa Group on âidiological Yeapons

3CCIPE OF- PROHIBITION

CD/St/CRP. 2
1 July 1980

Original: ENGLISH

I

CD/31-CD/32 Each State
Party to the Treaty undertakes not to

IISSa_ü51 develop, produce, stockpile, otherwise acquire or

possess, or use radiological weapons.

III

Each State Party to the Treaty also undertakes not to

employ deliberately, by its disseaination, any
radioactive material not defined as a radiological
weapon in paraSrjph II, subpa--agraph 2, and not

produced by a nuclear explosive b device,e, to

destruction, damage or injury 7
radiation produced by the decay of such material.

imendseat of paragraph I of the joint IISSR USA proposal:

CD PY.76 "Each State party to the Treaty undertakes never, under

any circumstances,ô to develop,
o^ical,

otherwise acquire or possess,

veapons".

I
S4EREN
CD FN .6 Each State Party to the Treaty undertakes not for any

purpose to develop, prodsce, stockpile, otherwise
acquire or possess, or use radiological weapons, or

otherwise to engage in radiological varfa?e•

III

Each State Party to the Treaty undertakes
not for any

purpose to attack or deliberately damage any nuclear

electrical generating station, other nuclear
facility

or nuclear deposit on the territory of States Parties

to the treaty.



COMMITTEE ON DISARMAMENT 	 CD/RW/CRP.2/idd.1 
7 July 1980 

Original: FRENCH 

SCOPE OF PROHIBITION  

Ad Hoc Working  Croup on 
Radiological Weapons 

?rance  
CZ/RW/VP.8 

Nev Article III: 

"Each State Party to the Treaty undertakes 
not to employ deliberately, by its dissemination, 
any radioactive material not àefined as a 
radiological weapon in Paramraph II, 
Sub—paragraph 2, and not produced by a nuclear 
explosive, to cause injurv or damaee to versons  
or ei:Leby means of the radiation produced by 
the decay of uuch material." 



SWEDEN 

CD/FY.63 

AIISTELLIA 

NETHERLUM 

 CD/F7.76 

Amendent  of Article III of the joint USSR-USI proposal: 

°Each State Party to the Treaty also undertiket not 
to employ deliberately, by its dissemination 
independently of nuclear explosions,  any radioactive 
material not defined as a radiological weapon in 
paragraph II, subparagraph 2, to cause destruction, 
damage or-injury by  amans of the radiation produced 
by the decay of much material*. 

Prosed easo to laclude - uaelear prehlqpition of the 
use of radioactive barriers, even.= ones> own 
terrItoryn. 

"The prohibition of the dissemination of radioactive 
material in articles II and III also cover actions 
for defensive purposes". 

Article III 
Each State Party to tbe rreaty also undertakes-not to 
employ for military or other hostile purposes, by 
its dissemination, any radioactive material not 
defined as a radiological weapon in Paragraph II, 
sub parag•aph 2 (but excluding radioactive material 
vhen it is produced by a nuclear explosive device), 
to cause destruction, damage or ii%jury by means of 
the radiation produced by the decay of such material. 
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CD/RW/CR2.4 

7 July 1980 

Original: ENGLISH 

COMMITTEE, ON DISARMAMENT 

Ad Hoc Wcrking Graap on Radiologdcal Weapons 

PEACEFUL USES  

V 

'Provisions of the Treaty shall not hinder the use cf 
sources of  radiation froc radioactive decay for peace-
ful purposes and shall be without prejudice to any 
generally recognized principles and applicable rules  
cf international law concerning such use. 

New Article V: 

1. 1,›thing in this Treaty shall  ce  interpreted as 
affectrig the inalienable rirht cf all Parties t: 
the Treaty to develop research, prcducticr: and use 
cf nuclear energy for peaceful purposes. 

2. Provicions cf th4,  Treaty char net hinder  the  
use cf sources cf radiation frcz radioactive decay 
for peaceful purposes  and  shall te witheut prejudice 
t: any generally reccgnized principes  and applicable 
rules of international  •law concerninz such USE. 

Tc add a new parazraph to the Article V orerzsed 

"1:::hing in this Treaty sha" be 4 ntercrete' =s 

air.ed at the ex:hanze cf 	 matr'als and 
scientific and techntrical inft--at'on f:- 
peaceful uses -f radi:active mater'al , ." 

The prevision sh:uld ensure explicitly the LI E':f::::.- 

ment and cperati:n of peaceful.  nuclear pr:rranr.se, 
especially cf the develcpng cs--ntri3s. 
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F.til^CBP . 4^^D. 2
COi^iO:TTEE ON DI SAP,M^.^^

CD/

id Soc Vorking Group on Hadiological Weapons
7 July, 1980

Orisrinsl : Dse^ish

pakistan
C^9

FELCEFTL 'USES

sor Article v:

1. Nothing in the present Z-_eaty vi? 1 be ccnstrJed

in euch a way as to liait or restrict in any way
the full exercise of the inalienable rights of all
States to apply and develop their programmes for
the peaceilk uses of radicactiTe araterials and of
theivprogrs=es in the field of nuclear energY
inc'_uding the ritht to have access to and be free
to aceuire technciogy, equipment and aateriais fsr

th.is purpose.

2. Each State party to the Treaty undertakes to
i ona'con tribute fuily` to strengthening internat

caoperation for the promotion of thecrans^ t^aÿ
ut; I i zati on cf nuclear ..ec..n_'o^ ► ,

n

-
peaceful uses of radioactive sa:eriàls, for ec_-n=_c
and social development espec_ally in the deve_cF.:.g

countries.

Tc a'.d a new a_•-ticle after Article C:

Each State Party to the Treaty L:ndertakes tc
promote international cooperation and assistance,
as arprspriate, to ens;=e the deve_opment of
adequate meas::res of protection against radiati..n
by all. countries, espec-a?iy the developing cou.^.tr,es.



COMY- rrer ON DISARMAMENT 

Ad Boo Working  Croup  on Radiological Weapons 

CD/F...VCRP..4/ADD.3 

11 July 1960 

Original:  English 

ROMA N A  
8th Meeting of 
Working Group 

FEACrra USES  

Amend=ent to paragraph 2, Article V (Pakistan). 

In paracraph 2, second line, the words 
r 	to strenehening international 	" to 
be replaced vitl-  " 	alone or together with 
other States or international organizations 
to the strengthening of international 	 



CD/Rw/CRP.5 
7 July 1980 

Original  NGLISE 

CITE Œi  DISARMAIUNT 

Id Roc Working Group on Radiological Weapons 

MILLTIONSEIP WIT.13 crrizzil DISAPMAnNT  
le21,...SURES 

 
AND  AGM:D.-1E711.S  

CD/31-0/32 	 VII 

USSR-USA 	 Nothing in the Treaty shall be intermreted as in any 
way limiting or detracting from the obligations 
assumed by any State under the Treaty on the Non-
Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons, the Protocol for the 
Prohibition of the Use in War of Asphyxiating, 
Poisonous or Other ases, and of Bacteriological 
Methods of Warfare, signed at Geneva, on June 17, 1925, 
or any existing rules of international law governing 
armed conflict. 

PAKISTAN 	 The mention of the Treaty on Non-Proliferation of 
Nuclear Weapons would create difficulties for certain 
delegations. 

EGYPT • 	 For this  provision a special formula shoufd be 
5rd MEETING OF WG 	devided. 

CANADA, FRANCE 	The usual formula in other treaties could be used. 
5rd MEEGING OF WG 



CmaTIŝ.E Clt DISAMU?ENT
CD/P.W/CHP.5/Add.1
7 July 1980

Ad Hoe Working Group on
Aadiological Weapons Original : IRGILSH

REI,ATIONSHIP YITH OT^_.r.R L'ISA!Né,.s . PEAS-L'?ZS

-AND AG7EEXENTS

Lustralia • Proposed deletion of Article VII of the
joint USI'R-USA proposal.'

F--ance
CD Rwl.-P . 8

P eY -'rticle VII:

R,othing in the Treaty shall be interpreted
aa. in any vaT limiting or detracting from the
obligations assmmed by the States signatories
of the Treatg on the Non-Proliferation of
Buclear Weapons, the Protocol for the
Prohibition of the use in War of lsphyxiating,
Poisonous or Other Gases, and of 3acteriolcgical
Methods of karfaTe, signed in Geneva on
June 17, 1925, cr any existing n:lea of
International Law gvverr:=ng arned conflict."



Ad Hoc Working  croup on 
Radiological Weapons 

COMMITTEE ON DISLEMIMENT CD/RW/CRP.5/Add.2 
14 July 1980 

Original: English 

RZATIONSHIP VITE OTHER DISARMA1Me MEASURES 
AND A • or S 

liev Article after Article VII  

Pakistan The States Parties to the Treaty solemnly 
undertake to pursue urgent negotiations to 
achieve a halt to the qualitative development 
of nuclear weapons; a cessation of the production 
of such veapons and to implement a phased programme 
for their reduction leading to their ultimate 
elimination, as vell as to conclude effective 
measures to prevent the use or threat of use of 
nuclearveapons. 
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Ad Hoc Lor^cing Group on Original: E::^^ISE
radiological xeapons

C^LIA^'CE 0D VERIFICATION

CD/31-CD/32
1. The States Parties to the Treaty undertake to consult

IISSE-US1
one another and to co-cperate in solcing any proble=s
which may arise in relation to the objectives of or
in the' application of the provisions of the Treaty.

Consultation and co-operation pu_-^s::ant to this Paragraph

may also be undertaken through appropriate interaationa].
urocedures within the framevork of the United Nations and in

acco--dance with its Charter. These international procedures

may include the services of appropriate internationalss
organizaticr.s, as well as of a Consultative Cocmittee of
Experts as provided for in Subparagraph 2 of this Paragraph.

2. For the purposes set forth in Subpa_Tagraph 1 of this

?a--a.e_.-^.aph, the Depositary shall, within one month of the
receipt of a request from any State Party, convene a
Consultative Co=Mittee of Experts. Any State Party may
appoint an expert to this Commit tee, whose functions and

r•; :es o: procedure are set out in the Annex, which
constitutes a.^. in^.e^al part of the Treaty. The Co...ittee
shall tra:.s^t to the Depos:ta_-y a. e„~a^ of its fir.di..gs
of fact, incorperating all views and i:Lc_-r.ation prese=.=ed

to the Co.-ittee during its proceedings. ?rne Depositar:r
sha? I dis t_ibute the su:.:_.z=y to all States Parties.

3 . Any State Party to the Treaty which has reasons to
believe that any other State Party is act^^ in breach
of obligations derivin_ from the provisions of the ;`re°t,
aay loige a coWpla:nt with the Security Co•.,cil of the

United Nations. Such a conp_air.t should include all

relevant inSorc.aticn as well as all possible evidence

supporting its validity.

4. Each State Par., to the Treaty ^--^._ertakes to cc operate

in car=ying out any investig^ation which the Security
Collncil may initiate, in acc:+=darice with the provisl-^5 of

the Charter of the fnite= Naticns, o::- the basis of the

co=pla_.^.t ieceived by t:e Council. The Se_•^":ty Cou::;--î

shall i.^_form the States ?arties to the Treaty of the results

of the investigation.

3. Each State Party to the `I'reaty unde:taLI--es to p_ovide
or suc-Dort assistance, in accorjan:e with the provisions of
the Charter of the United hations, to any Party to tze
Treaty vaich so requests, if the Sec::rit7 Council decides

that such Party has been }.s..T^r`ed or is likely to be ha--zed

as a resalt of violation of the :`reaty.



- L -
/ -r/ . ^ .6

BEtCFUM To amend the first sentence of Subparagra?h 2,

- Para^^aph VIII, as -' c='- tl. ► s :C^/.Y. 7b "For the pvrposeF set f orth in Sutparagraph 1 of this
Parsgraph, the Dero°itary snall, if possible ir.:.ed_ately

and in any case_ one month of the receipt of a

request...".

FRANCE S•ibpara.graph 3 of Parar--̂. aph tiiII, as a3e.^.ded:
State Party to the Treaty which has reasons to

C^/iw rP. 8 3• Any
at àe_- ..̂ ta. .e Party is ac,.+•u^ in breachbelieve that any J.

of obligations derivir.. irom the provisions of t^e
Treaty may lodge a c=p:aint with the Security Cacacil

United Nations :r. acco--dance with the 'Dray-'Gions
of the
of the Charter. S::c= a c-oWŸla_at shouid i.*iclude all

relevant =s well as all possible evidence

supporting its va-1

Sthat ^:1. cou? (2 be reqieeted to prepare a., . cS'^3:^fi ..^

3th )EE?':N ; U WG studp on pcssibili t:es to app' y IAEF. ssf e€sards under
the provisions of artic:es VIL and VII-11.

,



WMMŒTTEE ON DISAEMAMFST :D/RWZRP.E/Add.1 
14 July 

Ad Roc Working-Group on 
Radiological Weapons 	 Original: ENGLISE 

COMPLIANCE AND VERIFICATION 

New Article VIII  

Pakistan 1. The States Parties to the Treaty undertake to consult 
one another and to co—operate in solvinz any problems 
which may arise in relation to the objectives of or in the 
application of the provisions of the Treaty. Consultation 
and co—operation pursuant to this ParaRraph shall be 
undertaken through appropriate international procedures 
within the framework cf the United Nations and in accordance 
with its Charter including the services of appropriate 
international organizations, as well as of a Consultative 
Committee cf Experts as provided for in Subparagraphs 2 
and 4 of this Paragraph. 

2. Any  state party may appoint an expert on the 
Consultative Committee, whose functions and rules cf 
procedure are set out in the annex which constitutes an 
integral part of the Treaty. The Consultative Committee 
will  met  periodically to.exchange information pertaining 
to compliance by States Parties with their  obligations 
under the Treaty and technolomical and other developments 
relating to the implementation cf the Treaty. 

3. Any State Party to the Treaty'which has  reasons to 
believe that any other State Party is acting in breach of 
obligations deriving from the provisions of the Treaty M.P.;" 

lodge a complaint vith the General Assembly of the United 
Nations (a Governinm Board consisting all the States 
Parties to the Treaty). Such a complaint Should include 
all relevant information as well as all possible evidence 
supporting its validity. 

L. Upon the receipt of such a complaint by the General 
Assembly (Governinm Board) the Depository shall immediately 
inform all States Parties and urgently convene the 
Consultative Committee of Experts. The Committee shall, 
on the basis of the information provided to it, make a 
preliminary determination,on the complaint, or request 
further information from the parties concerned. The 
Consultative Committee Shall tiansmit to the General 
Assembly (Governing 'Board) a'summary of its findinms, 
incorporating.  all views and information presented to the 
Committee durinm its proceedinms. The Depository shall 
distribute this Summary to all States Parties. 



5. Each State Party to the Treaty undertakes to 
ce-operate in carrying out any investigation which 
the General Assembly (Governing Board) may initiate, 
in accerdance with the previsions of the Charter of the 
United Nations on the basis Of the complaint received 
by the Assembly (Board). The General Assembly 
(Governing Board) shell inform the States Parties to 
the Treaty cf the results of the investization. 

6. . Each State - Party.to  the Treaty undertakes te. provide 
or support assistance, .in accordance with the provisions 
of 	Charter of the United Nations, to any Party to 
the Treaty vhich sc requests, if the General Assembly 
(Governing Board) decides that such Party has been 
harmed er is like:y to be harmed as a result :f 
violation of the Treaty.- 



C.^+.M*i_T rrâ CN DISaIMA^EIN-1

Ad Hoc Worxiag Group on
radiological weapons

AiiNEJC

CD/Rw/cRP.7
8 july 1980

Original: ENGiüSH

Annex to the Treaty - Consultative Co==ittee of Experts.

CD/31 = CD/32
IISSR-USA 1. The Consultative Committee of Experts shall under-

take to make appropriate f indings of fact and provide
experts views reievar.t to any problem raised p::_-suant
to Paragraph TIII, Ssbparagraph 1, of the Treaty by the
State Party requesting the convening of the Co=ittee.

2. The work of the Consultative Committee of Experts
shali be organized in such a way as to permit it to perf orn
the functions set forth in Paxagraph 1 of this Annex.
The Co.-..n ittee shall decide procedural questions relative
to the organization of its rrorlc, where possible by
consensus, but - otherwise by a=ajorit4 of those present

and voting. Tâere shall be no voting on =at ters of'

sub, stance.

3. The Depositary or his representative s^l serve

as the C' -airrzar_ of the Co==ittee.

4. Each expert may be assisted at meetings by one or more

ar:visers.

5.
Each expert shall have the right, through the Char.^.^.

to reéuest from States, and from inter-national. organizations,
such information and assistance as the expert considers
desirable for the accoinpiishmer.t of the Co==ittee's wor::.

gn,â;qICE, New Paragraph 1 of the An.*^ex:
, ,. i T+-r^

il S- 1. The Consultative Co'ttee of Experts sha_1 znae_ ^d---
CD^

to make appropriate findings of fact and provide expert
views relevant to any probiey raised pT.arsuant to
Pa: a-r aph yIIi, Suhraragraph 1, of the Treat s. =^ne
Consultative Co=ittee of Ex-oerts sra.11 be ent:t'.ed to

recE? ve ô.^ iff..

^
_:-ytion which a State Fart': to thr Treaty

deems it ^'cca}e with a v'_ew tc strezF hen i-n.-

j'-E confidence of States t'azties in the observance ofth-

-ose and pToYisiolls of the ^_-'reatS .

,To add a new P a-agraph to the Annex:

6. The Consultative Co..ittee and each of the ^'°-='n-̂enta-

experts shall, where ripceGQa^•'• p+'ese=ve the cor-f iden:ia:_

character of any ir.+c_-'..z.tion they receive. in accorLa.ce

with the urovieions of the Treatv. f= cn a State Party or

international crr2-*.=zat4_or..
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COMMITTEE ON DISAIDIAWETIT. 
Ad Hoc Working Group on Radiological Weapons 

CD/RW/CRP.9 
9 July 1980 

Original: ENGLISH 

DURATION AND WITHDRAWAL 

CD/31 — CD/32 
USSR — USA  

France 

_ 
1. The Treaty shall be of unlimited duration. 
2. Each State Party- to the Treaty shall in 

exerbising its national sovereignty have 
the right to withdraw from the Treaty if it 
decides that extraordinary events, related 
to the subject matter of the Treaty, have 
jeopardized the supreme interest of - its 
country. It shall give notice of such with-
drawal to all other States Parties to the 
Treaty and to the United Nations Security 
Council three months in advance. Such notice 
shall include a statement of the extraordinary 
events it  regards as  having jeopardized its 
supreme interests. 

Paragraph X, new subparagraph 1: 

1. The Treaty shall be for a.period of twenty — 
five years. 



C^ rISA~y-A.*`.`2iT CD/R'rl/CRP.10
9 3uly 1aB0

Ad Hoc Working Group on
Eadiclogica? Weapons

cD/31-CD/32
U. SSR-nSA

„
r

r
4LŸ ^

Ge^-sa+. '10exocTatic Fe-st? ic

Original: E,_NG;:ISH

Prr^^ CORFLIENCES

ParasrraDh XI

1. Ten years after entry into force of
the Treaty, or earlier if requested by a
majority of States Parties, a conference
of States Parties should be convened to
review the operation of the Treaty, with
a viev to asErsring that the purposes of
the Freamble and the provisions of the
Treaty are being realized. Such review
should take into account any new scientific
and technological developments relevant to

the Treaty.

2. Thereafter, a majority of the States
Parties could obtain the cc:.veaing of a
conference with the sa=e ob{ecti4es.

3. If no review conference has been convened

Kithir, (blank) years following the conclusion
of a previous review conference, the Deposita..:-,:
should solicit the views of all States Parties
on the holding of such a conference. If
(blank fraction) or (blank number) of the

States Parties, vh_'chever s=ber is less,

respond affirmatively, the Depositary shou'_d
take i=ediate steps to convene the conference.

çar_a:r^aDh X!, n ev s•.:b-ra:-ax-_azh 3

3. If no review conference has been convened

vi'hin ten years following the conclusion of a
urezious review cenference, the iepositary

sho•^ïd solicit the views of all States 'Partie=

on the holding of such a corSerence. If
one-third or ten of the States Parties.

w!:ic âev2r =ber is less, respord affirmatively,
the Depasita..r,i-shculd' +..axe ij=e-iate steps to
convene the conference.

A.-:s;:-a? ia
Article XI as a=e.^.3ef

1. Ten years after entry into force of the
T:eaty, or earlier if requested by the majoritt-
of States Parties, a Ccnference c.° States Partis

a'r.all be convened to review the operation of ti,=
Treaty rrith a view to assuring that the purpose.
of the preamble cf the provisions of the Treats

are being realised. Such review should take

`

account any new scientific and technical
developments relevant to the Treaty.



vL/$N/ v:.► . I L`
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2. Subseauent Conferences to review the
oneration of the 2=eatv• with a view to

assuring the trLLrooses of the rreamble and the

-provisions of the Treats are being reaL.ae...
could be convened by a na'oritv of the Statee

Parties.

3. Australia has no objection to the•proposal
made by the Gez=.a-z Democratic Republic in CD/42.

Pazra-raph 7C2, new sub-naTaqrarhs 1 and 3

1. Five 9ea_Ts alter entry into force of the
Treaty, or earlier if requested by a aajo='it7
of States Parties, a conference of States
parties shall be convened at Geneva ( Svitzer?an?

to review the operation of the ?_eaty, and vith
a viev to assuring that the purposes of the
p.eaable and the provisions of the Treaty

are beine rePnected. Such review shall take
into account any new scientific and technolo^-ca'

Ceveic.-pIDentB 11kelr to affect the û'1^JOse o. the

..lLin,z obse-var-C^stit{1^.`-9 of ver , .^11'.eati- or the
i

of the obligations ass•.^ned by the rd..Tt_e .e n

retra-•-ÿ .

3. If no review conference has: been convened

vithin five years fo2lorriag the conclusion of a_

previous review conference, the Depositary

should solicit the views of all States Parties

on the holding of such a conference. If two thi.

of the States Parties respond a..`firmativelt, the

Depositarry shall take i=ediate steps to conQene

the conference as s)on as poBEible.



Id Eoe Vorkinz Group en 
Radiological Weapons 

C:14Y:TTEE ON 2:SA7-YAM:ENT  ceRw/CRP.11 
9 July 19E0 

Original: ENGLISE 

CD/31-CD/32 
UESR-USA  

German Democratic Remuhlic  
CD/42 

Auetralia  

A •HERENCE, ENTRY INTO FORCE, DEPOSITARY  

Pararramh XII  

1. The Treaty shall be open to all States for 
signature. A State which does not sign the 
Treaty before its entry into force in accordance 
with sub-paragraph 3 of this paragraph may 
accede to it at any time. 

2. The Treaty shall be subject to ratiricaticn 
by signatory States. Instruments of ratificatien 
and accession shall be deposited with the 
Secretary-General or the United Nations. 

3. The Treaty shall enter into force upon the 
deposit or the instruments of ratification by 
(blank) Governments in accordance with 
sub-paragraph 2 of this paragraph. 

4. For States whose instruments cf ratiricatic!. 
cr accession are deposited subsequent to the en: 
into force of the Treaty, it shall enter into 
force on the date of the deposit of their 
instruments of ratification or accession. 

5. The Depositary shall promptly inform all 
signatory and acceding States or the date of 
each signature, the date of deposit of each 
instrument of ratification or accession and the 
date of entry into force of the Treaty, as yell 
as or any amendment to it and or the receipt of 
other notices. 

6. The Treaty shall be reristered by the 
1:epositary pursuant to Article IC2 cf the 
Carter of the United Nations. 

Parairrath XII. new sub-vararrarb  

2 	The Treaty shall enter into force upcn the 
depozit of the instruments of ratification by 
25 Governments (including the nuclear-weapon 
States) in accordance with sub-paragraph 2 or 
thie paragraph. 

Article X:I, marazramh 3 

3. 	Australia hag% no objection to the proposa 

made by the GerMan Democratic Republic in CL!!.. 



France
c^7^u, -.a

-L-

Paraz--amh XII. ssb-uara.#-̂t-arh "A

3 The Treaty shall enter into force upon t: e

deposit of the inst^:sents of ratification

by ten Govezr.mer.ts in acccrdance with

s.^+ r=aph 2 of this Pro Ph.
^.,-ra_--a.

S4ggeeted that the xarda -inc:udi^.g the

pahietan nuclear-weapon States" be deleted
Meeting of Working Group (CD/,&.Z, su_ ara. 3j•}p



CD/RW/ORI.12 
9 July 1980 O=ITTEE ON DislamAn= 

Ad Hoc Working Group on RaEiclogical Weapons 

Original: ENGL:SH 

PR'eAv'e L l- 

Runr=rr The States Parties to this Treaty, 
Determined to further enhance international peace 
and security and to save mankind from the clanger 

of the use of new means of warfare and to contri- 

bute to the cause of the cessation of the arms race 

with the final goal of achieving general and Complete 

di!sarmamPnt under strict and effective international 

control and to continue negotiations tc aehieve 
further progress in the disarmamen 4.  field, 

:onvinred cf the• importance cf adopting effective 
measures to prevent:the use cf soientifiC and 
technclogical achievementsg'cr develotinz ne  w types 

and systems cf weapons of =ass destructionjincludinr 

radiological weapons, 

-40 e- 14-4- Z 4/". e  t'%reatening possibility cf the develop-

ment ad  deployment cf radiological weapons in the 

arsenal cf  are  forces of States 

."1a-  the  General Assembly of the United 

I;ations called for the prohibition of development, 

production, stockpiling  and  use of radiological 

weapons, 

Conscious that the use of radiological weapons would 
have devastating consequences for - mankind, 

Convinced that thc- prohibition cf radiologioal 
Veap:7S 

will contribute to the preservation cf the natural 

environme•t f:r the present and future generations, 
• - 

Reonznizing  the need for peaceful uses of sources 

of radiation from radioactive decay in different 

fields cf humar aotivities, 

Deririnir,  to further confidence and peaceful relation: 

among States and to improve international atmosphere 

in accordance with the purposes and principles cf the 

Charter cf the Un 4 ted I:ations 

Have agreed on the following: 
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Swedefl 	 Specific reference in the Preamble should reaffirm 
U577--V.63 	 the importance and . priority of nuclear disarmament 

and its  basic objectives.  

Ezvnt 
EM7 .77 

3e:zium 
CL/IV.7f. 



CQeSITTEE Cfi DIÿA.~-Wi?ŒhT
GDjR'.i/CRP.12%ldd.1
14 July 1980

Ad Hoc Working Group on
Ba o6ical Veapona

Biu:gn.ria

. Original: EFGLZSâ

P^AYW IE.

Insert alter the fiZat pa:agraph of the

preaa3ular part i ri%v pa.-agraphs

"DeclarTinst that, nothing in this Convention
should pre judice the dete-miration of the
international co=.inity to achieve effective
measures relating to the cessation of the
nuclear a.--ms race at an early date and nuc?ear
diasr:mment as the higheet priority in the

disa.-ma.ment negotiations."



CD/EW/CEP.12/Add.2* 

17 July 1990 

Original. l'1;GLISE 

COMICTTEE CN DIUZUMENT 

Ad Ego Working Group on 

Radiological Weapons 

MIMS'S 

Swede= 	 Ney maragramh  3 (doc. CD/40) 

"Realizing  the growing potential risks of radiological 
varfare connected vith the increasing amount of 
radioactive waste" 

In paragraph 2 (doc. CD/40), second line, to replace 
the words: 

"to prevent the use of scientific and technological 
achievements for developing new types and systems. 
Of weapons of mass  destruction  including radiclogical 
yeapo=s".witt 

"to prevent the emergence of new types of-wearcms cf 
maES  destruction based on new scientific principles 
and achievements." 

Pederal RepUblic 
of Ge=any _ 

* reissuPd for-technical reasons 



1981 



Cil/FICRP.13 
9 July  1?S1 

riina1 ENGLIT4' 

COMMITTEE or  DIS 	•T  

Ad Hoc working Group on 
Radiological weapons 

PROP'.)SAL BY ZEE DELEGATICN cr TEE YE7m7R1ANDS 

The Netherlands proposes that the Ad Hoc ',Torlrine Group on Raeiological 

weapons of the Committee on Disarmament, throupen the zood offices of the 

Chairman of the working Group, invite the Director-General of the 

International Atomic Energy Agency (I.A.E.A.) to present his views on 

Article rv of the consolidated text based on proposals for a convention 
prohibiting the development, production, Stockpiling and use of Raeiological 

-7eamons Doc. CD/R1JM.20), in particular as rezards the possible relationship 
- 

between draft-Article IV of said convention and the Vienna Convention on the 

Physical Protection of ruclear Material, as rell - zs the zaidelines for 

physical protection of nuclear material (Doc. Inf.Circ./225/rev.1). 

GE.81-62804 
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C2 •  

7.1=71 
• ..."1 7 rrn7r---• 	 " 

- 
7:2  

1 ;7 	 cf 

-■ 7 , 

7e-or 	 ; ---+,„,i , 	 „le-„ cr 
threat to release -adicnuclides sr 	 mat-inl-ccntaind 
in nuclear facilities is nrshibite ,ti urJler in'.e-nat 4 snal  L.  

7T 

the 	 :hi  s (Cenventi.7.n) (::cetccol), nuclear facilities 
centaininr7 -adicnuo'iPs  c  c.erhi7hly irradiated ms.terials inc1u-3e but arc 
no:  1iitcc tc =clef- ,-ucsi -fab,"catsn  f  iiii.c, nuclear 7:ver plants, nuclear 
snent fuel faciliti•s, nuclear re7,rcsescinr7 and enrichment facilities, nuclear 
-f.esea,-ch 	 nclear - 7aste straze facilities. 

CZ.3241'20.2 



CD/RU/CRP.17 
6 April 1982 

Original: ENGLISE  

CC•ItIIT= CL  DISI1211-ZENT 

I.d Hoc Working Group on Radiological Ueanons 

DRAFT CONSOLIDATED PU.DICLCGIOLL WEJ:IGNS TRE:.TT PROVISICNS 

Submitted by the Chairmen  

The subsequent  compilation  of Treaty provisions is a nerotiated text. It 

would form a complete Radiologico.1 Weapons Treaty should the Committee on 

Disarmament decide to act formally  on a Treaty limited to the -'traditional" HU 

subject matter. The wording of the provisions reflects the current positicns 

of Participating delegations. 

2. However, in accordance with the procedural hypotheseis adopted by the Working 

Group on 15 "ie..rch (CD/POJeF.25/Add.1/Rev.1) the Committee on Disarmament would seem 

to be precluded from formally adopting this—or any other—draft text until 

decisions are taken on the number and form of international legal instruments in 

this field, taking into account the views cf some delegations in relation to the 

- special problems of attacks an nuclear facilities. 

THE STAISS PARTIES TO THIS TRE:"-TY 

– Determined to further enhance international peace and . security and to save 

mankind from the danger of new means of warfare 

– Desirous to contribute to the cause of halting the aras  race and cf 

bringing about general end complete disarmament under strict and effective 

internmtianal contrcl 

– Reaffirming in this connection the urgency of the - pursuit and early 

conclusion of neuctiations on effective measures relating to the cessaticn of 

the nuclear arms race, including a phased programme for the reduction of 

nuclear weapons, leading to their ultimate elimination, 

– Convinced of the importance cf adopting effective measures to prevent the 

emerrence of new types of weapons of mass destruction based on.new 

scientific principles. and achievem=nts, 

– iUfirming  the princinle that the benefits of peaceful applications of 

nuclear technology should he available fo– peaceful turtoses-to all Parties 

• to the Treaty, and reccmnizing the need for peaceful uses of s urces of 

radiation from radioactive decay-in different fields cf human activities 

– Conscious that the use of radioactive materials for hostile purposes would 

h.2.ve devastating consequences for mankind 

– Stressing therefore the pa-rtioula,- importance cf accession to this Treaty 

by nuclear weapons States as well as the greatest possible number of States 

most advanced in nuclear techncicEy 

1.  

GE.92-61942 
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.S rQLLCWS:

r•w^ID Ii ICI:

[_rti cle I

For the purposes cf th_s Tre.-^..ty, the term 'Ir:cCilolo,F̂4CaI :•:eaJCP_s" m°Sns:

1. device or equipment which effiplOJs raC1.c^CtiV^ :rater^l for f'iostile purL`oSes

by a process rhich, ::hile
not c-reaii-na new ra.dioacziv:..ty, dissemisates radioactive

material to cause destr<zctior_, cc^aso or in,;u_ry by rear.s of the radiation prOduced.

by the è.ecay of the material disseminated.

_ . evZce or
?. Any radioactive material spEcifiCc.llti prepared for use such ^.1

ea or for dissemination for ccstile purroses by such a process:J

SCG 1 GF PRCHsiITIGN

t:_rticle II

1. Each State Party to the Treuty :u_de='takes r•ever, • ur_der any ciscumstar_ces to

develop, produce, stocknile, otheM•ri-se acquire or possess, transfer or use

radiological weapons.

2. Each
^tate Party to the Treaty undertakes not to assist, encourage or induce

any person, State, Eroup of States, cr internati
onal orpa^=zation to engage 'in any

of the activities :rhich. the -Part ies 40 the lrea4y '.^.zi-ve underta.ken not to engage in

under the provisions of paragraph I.

'•.rticle III

Each State Party to the Treaty, in accordance ,•:ith its constitutional procedures

and international arrar.Çements in force to which it is a?ar+,y, shall take affective

measures to prevent :oss of, and to prohibit and :reV?nt diversion to radiological

wearons of radioactive materi.aLs that mignt be used for such -:eapor_s and any

activities contrary to the provisions of the Treaty within the territcry of such

State, under its jurisdictîûn or -Lmder its control as!y'Jhere.

PE!-C=, L USES

Article D1

1, ll States Parties to the Treaty undertake to cont_ihute fully to the

strengthening of international co-operation in the peaceful -uses of radioactive

materials and sources of radiation, and to facilitate, and have the right to

participate
in, the fullest possible e3!cr.ange of eÇulpIIient, mmate:ials and scientific

^ r: 1+^ak r,^ irto account the particular needsand technoloCical ir_for*-^ti on in tr_i s z -e^,

of the ?evelcping countries.

,
^ It was agreed that the -•rording of this `-rticle, ,rhile gé::e_a_lf acceptable

should be further examined as to its tec:.nic.^il tenahility.
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2. Nothing in this Treaty shall be interpreted as affecting the inalienable right 

of the Parties to the Treaty tc develop and apply their programmes for the peaceful 

uses of nuclear enerey, and to international co-cueration in this field; and no 

-provisions of the Treaty shall hinder the use of radioactive materials and sources 

of radiation for meaceful purposes, includine the study of methods of Protection 

against radiation, in accordance with generally recognized principles and applicable  

rules of international law concerning such use. 

FELATICUSEIPIJITH CTEER DIS.EEUEENT 1.7.:USUEES en 'GREErENTS 

;_rticle V 

Nothing in this Treaty shall be intermreted as in any :ray limiting or detracting 

from the obliaations assumed by the States signatories under any other relevant 

international Treaty or any existing  mies  of international lau applicable in armed 

conflict. 

CCMPLI•NCE 	VERIPIUTION 

.z.ticle VI 

I. The  •  States Parties to the Treaty undertake to consult one another and to 
. 	. 

co-operate in solving any problems which may arise in relation tc the objectives of, 

or in the application of the provisions of the Treaty.• 

2. For the purposes set forth in taraeraph  1, the Depositary shall, if possible 

immediately and in any case within one month of the receipt of a request from any 

State Party, convene a Consultative Committee of Experts. :my State rarty me7 

appoint an expert to this Committee whose fulotions and rules of procedure are 

set out in the innex, which constitutes an integral part of the Treaty. The 

Committee shall transmit to the Depositary a summary of its findings cf fact, 

incorporating all views and information presented to the Committee during its 

proceedings. The Depositary shall distribute the summary to all States Parties. 

3. State ..7arty which has reasons to believe that any other -State :arty is 

acting in breach of  obligations  deriving from the provisions of the Treaty, may 

refer the issue to, or lodge a compinint with, the Consultative Committee of Experts. 

Puch a complaint should . include all relevant information as well as all  possible  

evidence supporting its validity. 

4. I.11 States Parties undertake to  cc-cperate fully with the Consultative Committee 

of  Experts  with a view to facilitating the execution of its task. 

5. 3 ch State Party to the Treaty undertakes to provide assistance if so requested 

to any 2arty to the Treaty which has been harmed or is likely to be harmed as a 

result of violation of this Treaty. 
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6.
The r; ^hts end dut _as of States Parties ar:der thi s:.rtic_e do not affect their

r z !ti t2eS :T1Qei the vh?rtEr of ;}12 _:c^^`vïC. 3, Da_.rti^.illârl;% as r°^r-̂S
i`ht z ar

rrocedures zo be iritiaten by the Secretary-General of the United :Ta,ions, or before

the Security Council cr the General `ssemb-y•
The provisions of this Article shall

not be interpretec: as uffcctirg bilateral co-ope2•-azion and consultation procedures

and other international procedures ir.clkdir_g the servi ces of e.pprorriate international

organizations.
: 1 Z1;171OtTS

-.'_rticle VII

1, .'-ny State Par-^y may pZOpcse amendments to the Treaty. Each pr^posed amendment

sr^ll be submitted to the Depositary, :rhich shall proWpti;; %r^̂ ns^it it to all other

States ?arties and which shall -nform' the Commi ttee on Disarmamer_ t.

Z. The Deposite=j shall seek the vi-rs of the States Parties on :^rhether a

conference should be coniened to consiczer the proposa?. î!:ereupon, if requested

to do so by a majority of the States Parties, the Deposita^,^ shall convene a

conference to :•Ihioh he sha-11 invite all States parties to 'consider such a proposal.

States not parties to the Treaty shall be ?rvltal-I to the Conference as observer,.'.

3.
An aner_dinent shall enter into fcrce for each State Party acceDtL--g the amercment

after the deposit with the Depositary of documents of ^.cceptar_ce by a^ajority of
force for each

the States ^arties. Thereafter, the enEri:im _rti Shall enter into

remaining State Party on the date of the deposit by it of the acceptance document.

::-rticle VIII

1. Five years after entr ,̂^ into force of • the Treaty, a conference of States Parties

should be convened by the Deposita2-j to review the sccpe and operation of the Treaty,

with a viet•i to__ assuring that the purposes of the preamble and the provisions of the

Treaty are being respected, and to consider any proncsals for amendments then pending.

Such reTlieu should in any case tal.e into account any neo: .scientific and technelogi ca?

developments likely to affect the provisions of the Tlre^ty . States not Parties to

the Treaty shall be invited to ^he Conference as observers.

-in terv2ls of f ive years t.eereafTer, a ma jori ty of States Parties may obtain,
2. '.L ;,

by submitting a proposr.l to this effect to the Depositary, the convening of further

conferences with the same objective.

3. If no Fevi e:•r• Conference has been coNvET:eC: 'rTiti:i7'n 10 yeclïS frJilCw1.I:a the

conclusion of a;revious Review Ccnference, the Depositar;r- should solicit the views

of all States Parties or. the holding of such a ',c•r_ference. If one-third or 10 of

the States Parties, whichever mamber is less, resnond affirmatively, the Depositary

should take immedia.te steps to convene the confer'nce as socn as possible.
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DURLTIC•  ?.ID  JITEDR.AWAL 

a_rticle IX 

1• The Treaty shall be of unlimited duration. 

2. Each State Party to the Treaty shall in exercising its  national  sovereignty 

have the right to withdraw from the Treaty if it decides that extraordinary events, 

related to the subject matter of the Treaty, have jeopardized the supreme interest 

of its country. It shall give notice of such withdrawal to all other States Parties 

and to the Depositary three months in advance. Such notice shall include a statement 

of the extraordinary events it regards as having jeopardized its supreme interests. 

DEERENCE, •IRY. INTO FORCE, DEPOSIT.MY 

Article X 

1. The Treaty shall be open to  ail States for signature. A State which does not 

sign the Treaty before its entry into force in accordance with paragramh 3 of this 

Article may accede to it at any time. 

2. The Treaty shall be sUbject to ratification fcr signatory States. Instruments. 

of ratification-  and accession shall  'ce  deposited with  the  Secretary—Genel'al of the 

United .rations. 	 • 

3. The Treaty shall enter into force uron the deposit of the instruments of 

ratification by 15 governments in accordance with uaragraph 2 of this Article. 

4. For States whose instruments of ratification or accession are deposited subsequent 

to the entry into force of the Treaty, it shall enter into force on the date of the 

deposit of their instrument of ratification or  accession.  

5. The Deuositary shall prcmptly inform all signatory and acceding States of the 

dates of each signature, the date of deposit of each instrument of ratification or 

accession and the date of entry into force of the Treaty, as well as of any amendment 

to it and of. the receipt of other notices. 

6. The Treaty shall be reFistered by the Deuositary pursuant to Article 102 of the 

Charter of the United Uations. 
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1. The Consultative C,r,mS'uittee of 3,.{'_.'erts shall '1*'_dertto Ke arprSrr^te

findir_gs of fact, inclild?i2g or.-site inspections when necessary, and DrCvide v_ews

relevant to any problem raised pursuar_: to _.rticle SI_, pa ^rraphs 1 and 3, of the

Treaty by the State Party requesti_:` the ccnv=r_ing of the Comittee. The

Consultative Coffiityi.ee of Experts ::'iFa11 be entiL1eL to _eQ:leSt and =_CeiJe any

information which z State ?art;; to the ireatJ is '_n a position to cc=,ur.-icate with

a view to strer.b ^.eninr the ccnfic-'er.ce of States Parties in the observance of the

purpose and provisions of the Treaty.

2. The *rork of the Consultative Ccmr:ittee of Experts shall be org.-rl iZed in s;zc'r.

a:^ray as to permit it to perform the functions set forth in. paragraph 1 of this

1^.SLneS. The CoIDiIIittee shall ti2_rQe zrocedura_ ÇueStlOns -relative to the orgaIIiZatiCn

of its work, where possible by consensus, but othert•rise by a^ajority of those

present and voting. There shall be no voting or matters of substance.

3. The Depositax-y- or his renresent=tive shall serve as the Chairman of the

Committee, unless the Committee decides othenJise 1.znder ti:e prrcedures laid dom

in paragraph 2.

d,. Each expert may be assisted at meetings by one c_ more advisers.

5. Each expert shall have the ri^ht, throu^: the Chai==n, to reçuest from States,

and from international orô .nizations, such information and assistance as the expert

considers desi=ble for the accoT.lT z1i3hr.ent of th e Co=ittee 'S work.
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28 Amril 1993 

Oriz.inel. ENGLISH . 

CO121I= ON DISAW.U'IIIINT 

Ad Hoc Work4 rg Group on 
Radiclogical UeLnone 
Group A . 

Sutiors  y the Coordinator  on the  
"i" ,,,su- of Definition, Peaceful Uses.  

7. ,: 1ation3:1ip tc Other Azreements  

As suzgested at the third meeting of Group A of the £1.d Hoc  Work..-L,16,  Group 

on Radiological 1Joamon3 on Lmril 24, 1983, deleeetiens may wish to consider a 

somewhat different procedural amProach to the issues cf definition, peaceful uses, 

and relaticnshim to other agreements. Taking into account the discussions in the 

Group and the concerns exnressed by several delegations, the following 

suggestions are offered in the hope that thgy may facilitate further Progress 

in the develonment of consensus when Group A resus itz work in the summer part 

of the 1983 session cf the Committee. 

1. A. number of delegations mcinted out that there must be a clear definition 

of the type of weamon which is to be Prohibited. It is clearly unaerstood that 

the definition should not encompass nuclear explosive devices. Delegations have 

differed, however, on the precise manner in which this understanclirg should be 

recorded. In order to resolve this  flatter  delegations mit.ht wish to reconsider 

the merits of the original definition contained in the  US-USSR joint draft, 

without the original  exclusionary language, which could be inserted elsewhere in 

the treaty. The definition of radiological weapons would then read as follows: 

For the Purpcses of this Troaty, the term 'radiological weapon" means: 

Any device, including any weep= or equipment, smecifically designed 

to employ radioactive material by disseminatinir it to cause-destructicn, 

damage or injury by means  cf  the radiation mroduded by the decay of 

such material. 

(b) Any radioactive material sPecifically designed for emmloyment, by 

its dissemination, to cause destruction, damage er injury by means 

cf thgradiation prcduccd by the decay of such material. 

2. In addition to the need to rstat ,? expressly the emclusion of nuclear  explosive 

devices, a number of delegations have stated a need to provide expressly that 

nothing in the treaty will in any way limit or detract from obligations assumed 

(a) 
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by uarties to existing agreements, or the rights cf States to develop and ammly 

programmes for the peaceful.uses cf nuclear energy. %Ling these several 

concerns into account, delegations may alsc wish to consider an article of the 

treaty which would be formulated along - the folloming lines: 

(a) "The avisions of this Treaty shall not apuly  ta  nuclear 

exPlosive devices or to radioactive material nroduced by them." 

(b) tUothing in this Treaty shall be interpreted as in air  way  lit'

or detracting 'ro m the obligations assumed by the States signatories 

under any other releVant international Treaty or any existing rules 

of international lai; apulicable in armed conflict." 

(c) lgothing in this Treaty shall be interpreted as affecting the 

inalienable right of the Parties to the Treaty to develom v and 

apPly their programmes for the peaceful uses of nuclear energy, and 

to international co-oneration in this field; and no Provisions of 

the Treaty shall hinder the use of sources of radiation from 

radioactive decay for Peaceful purposes, including the study of 

methods of urotection against radiaticn, in acco -r-rionce with 

generally recoznized principles and applicable rules of international 

laM concerning such use." 

(Various modificaticns have been promosed to the texts in Paragraphs (b) 

and (c), which are contained in CialTielP.39. The citation of the texts 

• here is illustrative, and without prejudice to the inclusion of mroposed 

modifications.) 

As a consequence of the above suggested changes, Article V and paragraph 2 

of Article IV of document CD/R1MP.39 mould be deleted. 

3. Concerns have also been expressed by a number of delegations that certain 

other.important treaty obligations are relevant to the conte within which.the 

prohibitions on radiological weapons shculd be vieued, and that these obligations 

should be exPressly sét fôrth in the Treaty. Delegatiens have differed as to 

how these obligations should be acknowledged. Bearing in mind the relationship 

to the provisions of paragrauh 2 (b) above, which would be contained in an 

operative treaty article, a more suecific preambular clause relating to these 

obligations might be included along the following lines: 

Affirming  the obligation of all States, including specific obligations 

contained in other treaties,  ta  undertake to pursue negotiations in guod 

faith  cri effective measures relating to the Prohibition of recognized 

weapons of mass destruction, to cessation of the nuclear arms race at an, 

early date and to nuclear disarmament, and on a treaty  on  general  and 

 coMplete disarmament under  strict and effective international control. 
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Ad Hoc Working Group on 23 June 1983

Radioiogical Weapons
Group A Original: ENGLISH

Suggestions by the Coordinator for the
Structure of a Treaty Prohibiting Radiological Weapons

l. The Coordinator for Group A, on a personal basis,
proposes for the consideration of delegations the attached
document. The document is in the form of a draft treaty,
but, as agreed at the meeting of Group A held on June 20,
1983, does not contain provisions regarding verification and
consultation/compliance procedures.

2. The Coordinator wishes to stress the personal basis of
his suggestions, which do not imply commit:nent by any
particular delegation. The document draws on previous work
in the RW fielci and is intended to elaborate a structure
within which negotiation of the Radiological Weapons Treaty
may proceed.

3. Delegations will note that primary sources for the
present text are indicated as appropriate. Some changes
have been introduced.to render the text internally consistent
and in treaty language. in addition, at certain points
texts are enclosed within square brackets, either to illus-
trate various possibilities or to indicate areas where the
Coordinator anticipates further negotiations on substance.
However, there is no intention to suggest that these are the
only unresolved matters: undoubtedly other alternatives
will be introduced as negotiations proceed, for example, on
the issues of definition or peaceful uses.-

4. Finally, these suggestions are without prejudice to the
resolution of the question of linkage with the proposal to
negotiate additional measures of protection of nuclear
facilities against military attack.

Attaciunent : As stated. '

(M.83-61854



TREATY PROEIB_TTING RADIOLOGICAL

WEAPONS [Chairman's Suggestion]

The States Parties to this Treaty,

Determined to strengthen international peace and

security and to preserve mankind from the danger of new

means of warfare, [WP.39]

[Desiring to contribute to the cause of halting the

arms race and to bring about general and complete

disarmament under strict and effective international

control,

Reaffirming in this regard the urgency of the pursuit

and early conclusion of negotiations on effective measures

aimed at the cessation of the nuclear arms race and

nuclear disarmament,] [6•7P.39]

[Affirming the obligation of all States, including

specific obligations contained in other treaties

[agreements], to undertake to pursue negotiations in good

faith on effective measures relating to the prohibition of

recognized weapons of mass destruction, to cessation of*

the nuclear arms race at an early date, and to nuclear

disarmament, and on a treaty on general and complete

disarmament under strict and effective international

control,][CRP.19]

Recognizing that an agreement on the prohibition of

radiological weapons represents another step towards the

prohibition of all weapons of mass destruction, [;•IP.39,

footnote 2]
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Conscious that the use of any form of radiological 

weapons could have devastating consequences for mankind, 

[WP.39] 

Stressing therefore the particular importance of 

accession to this Treaty by the greatest possible number 

of States advanced in nuclear technology, including the 

.nuclear weapon states, [WP.39] 

Affirming the principle that the benefits of peaceful 

applications of [nuclear technology] [radioactive 

materials -I should be available to all Parties to this 

Treaty, and recognizing the need for peaceful:uses Of 

sources of radiation fro= radioactive decay in different 

fields of human activities, [WP.39] 

Recalling that the General Assembly of the United 

Nations has urged the prohibition of the development, 

production, stockpiling, and use of radiological weapons, 

[CD/40] 

Have agreed as follows: 

Article I 

1. 	Each State Party to this Treaty undertakes never 

under any circumstances to develop, produce, stockpile, 

otherwise acquire or possess, transfer, or use 

radiological weapons. [WP.39] 
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2. Each State Party to this Treaty also undertakes never 

under any circumstances to employ deliberately, by its 

dissemination, any radioactive material not defined as a 

radiological weapon in article II of this Treaty to cause 

destruction, damage or injury by means of the radiation 

produced by the decay of such material. [CD/31, CD/32] 

3. Each State Party to this Treaty [also] undertakes not 

in any way to assist, encourage, or induce any person,. 

State, group of States, or international organization to 

engage in any of the activities which the Parties to this 

Treaty have undertaken not to  engage in under the pro-

visions of paragraphs 1 and 2 of this article. [WP.39] 

Article II [CRP.19] 

For the purposes of this Treaty, the term 

"radiological weapon" means: 

(a) Any device, including any weapon or equipment, 

specifically designed to employ radioactive material by 

disseminating it to cause destruction, damage,-or injury 

by means of the radiation produced by the decay of such 

material; 

(b) Any radioactive material specifically designed for 

employment, by its dissemination, to cause destruction, 

damage, or injury by means of the radiation produced by 

the decay of such material. 
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Article III

1. Each State Party to this Treaty undertakes to

contribute fully to the strengthening of international

cooperation in the peaceful uses of [radioactive materials

and of sources of radiation] [sources of radiation from

radioactive decay]. [WP.39]

2. Each State Party to this Treaty undertakes to

facilitate, and has the right to participate in, the

fullest possible exchange of equipment, materials, and

scientific and technological.information regarding the

peaceful uses referred to.in paragraph Lof this article,

taking into account the particular needs-of developing

countries. [t•7P.39]

Article IV [WP.39, CD/31, CD/3 2]

Each State Party to this Treaty undertakes, in

accordance with its constitutional procedure.s and with

other international [arrangements] [agr.eements] to which

it is, a- par-ty, to- take [effecti-ve] [any] measures-[which

it deemsnecessary] to prevent loss of and to prohibit and

prevent diversion [to radiological weapons] of radioactive-

materials that might be used [for such weapons] [in

radiological weapons] and any activities contrary to the

provi.sions of this Treaty [within the territory of such

State, under its jurisdiction or under its control

anywhere] [in its te-rritory or a-t any place:.under its

7urisdiction or under its con-troll.
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Article V [CRP.19] 

The provisions of this Treaty shall not apply to 

nuclear explosive devices or to radioactive material 

produced by them. 

2. Nothing in this Treaty shall be interpreted as in any 

way limiting or detracting from the obligations assumed by 

the States Parties under any other relevant international 

Treaty or [from] any existing rules of international law 

applicable in armed conflict. 

-3. 	Nothing in this Treaty shall be interpreted as 

affecting the inalienable right of the [States] Parties to 

this Treaty to develop and amply their programs for the 

peaceful:uses of nuclear energy, and to international 

cooperation in this field; and no provisions of this 

Treaty shall hinder the use of sources of radiation from 

radioactive decay for peaceful purposes, including the 

study of methods - of protection against radiation, in 

accordance with generally recognized principlés and 

applicable rules of international law concerning such 

use. 

[Article VI and, as approcriate, VI bis: 

verification and consultation/comcliance procedures] 

. 
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Article VII [WP.39I

1. Any State Party may propose amendments-to this

Treaty. Each proposed amendment shall be submitted to the

Depositary, which shall promptly transmit it to all other

States Parties and which shall inform the Committee on

Disarmament.

2. The Depositary shall seek the views of the States

Parties on whether a conference should be convened to

considerthe proposal. Thereupon, if requested to do so

by a.ma7ority_of the-States Parties, the Depositary shall

convene a conference-to which he shall invite all States

Parties to.consider such a proposal. States not parties

to the Treaty shall be invited to the Conference as

observers.

3. An amendment shall enter into force for each State

Party accepting the amendment after the deposit with the

Depositary of documents of acceptance by a majority o.f the

States Parties. Thereafter, the amendment shall enter:

into force for each remaining State Party on the date of

the deposit by it of the acceptance document.

Article VIII [WP.39]

1. This Treaty shall be of unlimited duration.
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2. Each State Party to this Treaty shall in exercising

its national sovereignty have the right to withdraw from

this Treaty if it decides that extraordinary events,

related to the subject matter of this Treaty, have

jeopardized the supreme interests of its country. It

shall give notice of such withdrawal to all other States

Parties and to the Depositary three months in advance.

Such notice shall include a statement of the extraordinary

events it regards as having jeopardized its supreme

interests.

Article IX CWP.391

1. Five years after entry into force of this Treaty,

a conference of States Parties shall be convened by the

Depositary to review the scope and operation of this

Treaty, with a view to assuring that the purposes of

the preamble and the provisions of this Treaty are being

respected and to consider any proposals for amendments

then pending. Such review shall in any case take into

account any new.scientific and technological developments

likely to affect the provisions of this Treaty. States

not Parties to this Treaty shall be invited to the

conference as observers.

2. At intervals of five years thereafter, a majority of

States Parties may obtain, by submitting a proposal to

this effect to the Depositary, the convening of further

conferences with the same objective.
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3. If no review conference has been convened within

ten years following the conclusion of the previous review

conference, the Depositary shall solicit the views of all

States Parties.on the holding of such aconference. If

one-third or 10 of the States Parties, whichever number

is less, respond affirmatively, the Depositary shall take

immediate steps to convene the conferér_ce as soon as

possible.

Article X [6JP.39]

1. This Treaty shall be open to all States for

signature. Any State which does not sign this Treaty

before its entry into force in accordance with paragraph 3

of this article may accede to it at any time.

2. This Treaty shall be subject to ratification by

si:gnatory States. Instruments of ratification or

accession shall be deposited with the Secretary-General

of the United Nations.

3. This Treatyshall enter into:force upon the.deposit

of instruments of ratification by fifteen Governments

in accordance with paragraph 2 of this article.

4. For States whose instruments of ratification or

accession are deposited after the entry into force of

this Treaty, it shall enter into force on the date of the

deposit of their instruments-- of ratification or accession.
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5. The Depositary shall promptly inform all signatory 

and acceding States of the date of each signature; the 

date of deposit of each instrument of ratification or 

accession, and the date of entry into force of- this Treaty 

and of any amendents thereto, as well as of the receimt of 

other  notices.  

6. This Treaty shall be registered by the Depositary in 

accordance with Article 102 of the Charter of the United 

Nations. 

Article XI [CD/31, CD/32] 

This Treaty, of which the English, Arabic, Chinese, 

French, Russian, and Spanish texts are equally authentic, 

shall be deposited with the Secretary-General of the 

United Nations, who shall send certified copies thereof 

to the governments of the signatory and acceding States. 

[Annex or Annexes] 



COMMITTEE ON DISARMAMENT 
Ad Hoc  Working Groum on 
Radio logical  Weapons 
Groum A 

CD/RW/CRP.20/Rev.1 
3 August 1983 

Original: ENGLISH 

Submission by the Coordinator  

Attached, for consideration of Groum A, is a draft 
Treaty Prohibiting Radiological Weapons, which has been 
prepared following consultations with delegations, as agreed 
at the meeting of Group A on July 8, 1983. The draft includes 
provisions regarding verification and consultation/commliance 
procedures which it had not been possible to include in 
CD/RW/CRP.20. 

Attachment- As stated. 
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TREATY PROHIBITING RADIOLOGICAL WEAPONS

The States Parties to this Treaty,

Determined to strengthen international peace and

security and to preserve mankind from the danger of new

means of warfare,

Desiring to contribute to the cause of halting

the arms race and recognizing that an agreement on the

prohibition of radiological weapons would contribute to

this end,

[Affirming the obligation of all States] [Determined]

to pursue negotiations in good faith on effective measures

relating to the prohibition of recognized weapons of mass

destruction and to bring about general and complete

disarmament under strict and effective international

control,

Reaffirming in this regard the urgency of the pursuit

and early conclusion of negotiations on effective measures

aimed at the cessation of the nuclear arms race and nuclear

disarmament,

Noting the provisions contained in other agreements

relating to this objective,

Conscious that the use of [any form of] radiological

weapons could have devastating consequences for mankind,

Stressing therefore the particular importance of

accession to this Treaty by the greatest possible number of

States,
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[Affirming the principle that the benefits of peaceful 

applications of radioactive materials should be available 

to  ai]. States Parties to this Treaty, with due considera-

tion for the needs of the developing countries, and 

recognizing the need for peaceful uses of sources of 

radiation from radioactive decay in different fields of 

human activities,j 

Recalling that the General Assembly of the United 

Nations has urged the prohibition of the development, 

production, stockpiling, and use of radiological weapons, 

Have agreed as follows: 

Article I 

1. Each State Party to this Treaty undertakes never under 

any circumstances to develop, produce, stockpile, otherwise 

acquire or possess, transfer, or use radiological weapons. 

For the purposes of this Treaty, the term "radiological 

weapon" means: 

(a) Any device, including any weapon or equipment, 

specifically designed to employ radioactive material by 

disseminating it to cause destruction, damage, or injury by 

means of the radiation produced by the decay of such 

material; 

(b) Any radioactive material specifically [designed] for 

employment, by its dissemination, to cause destruction, 

damage, or injury by meansof.the-radiation›produced. by the. 

decay of such material. 
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2. Each State Party to this Treaty also undertakes never

under any circumstances to employ deliberately, by its

dissemination, any radioactive material to cause destruc-

tion, damage, or injury by means of the radiation produced

by the decay of such material, whether or not such material

is specifically defined as a radiological weapon in

paragraph 1 of this article.

3. Each State Party to this Treaty also undertakes not in

any way to assist, encourage, or induce any person, State,

group of States, or international organization to engage in

any of the activities which the States Parties to the

Treaty have undertaken not to engage in under the

provisions of paragraphs 1 and 2 of this article.

[Article II

1. Each State Party to this Treaty undertakes to

contribute [to the fullest possible extent] [fullyl to the

strengthening of international cooperation in the peaceful

uses of radioactive materials and of sources of radiation

from radioactive decay[, and to the development of adequate

measures of protection for all States against harmful

effects of radiation].

2. Each State Party to this Treaty undertakes to

facilitate, and has the right to participate in, the

[fullest possible] [full] exchange of equipment, materials,

and scientific and technological information regarding the

peaceful uses referred to in paragraph 1 of this article,

taking into account the needs of the developing countries.
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3. Nothing in this Treaty shall be interpreted as

affecting the inalienable right of the States Parties to

this Treaty to develop and apply their programs for the

peaceful uses-of nuclear energy=and-to international

cooperation in this field[, consistent-with the need to

nrevent the proliferation of nuclear weaponsl; and no

provisions of this Treaty shall hinder the use of sources

of radiation from radioactive decay for peaceful purposes,

in accordance with generally recognized principles and

applicablerules of international law concerning such use.

b

Article III

3

Each State Party to this Treaty undertakes to prevent

loss of and to prohibit and prevent diversion to radio-

logical weapons of radioactive materials that might be used

for such weapons.

Article IV

Each State Party tothis Treaty undertakes, in

accordance with its constitutional procedures, to take any

measures which it considers necessary to prohibit and

prevent any activity in violation of the provisions of the

Treaty anywhere under its jurisdiction or control.

Article V

El,. The.provisions of this_Treaty shall.not apply to

nuclear explosive devices or to radioactive material

produced by them.]



2. Nothing in this Treaty shall be interpreted as in 

any .way limiting or detracting from any existing rules of 

international law applicable in armed conflict or limiting 

or detracting from obligations assumed by the States 

Parties under any other relevant international agreement. 

[Article V bis 

The States Parties to this Treaty undertake to pursue 

urgently negotiations for the cessation of the nuclear arms 

race, the conclusion of effective measures to prevent the 

use or threat of use of nuclear weapons, and the 

achievement of nuclear disarmament.] 

Article VI 

1. The States Parties to this Treaty undertake to consult 

one another and to cooperate in solving any problems which 

may be raised in relation to the objectives of, or in the 

application of the provisions of, the Treaty. 

2. Consultation and cooperation pursuant to this article 

may also be undertaken through appropriate international 

procedures within the framework of the United Nations 

and in accordance with its Charter. These international 

procedures may include the services of appropriate 

international organizations, as well as of a consultative 

committee and a fact-finding panel as provided for in 

article VII of this Treaty. 
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3. The States Parties.to this Treaty shall exchange to

the fullest possible extent, bilaterally or multilaterally,

information deemed necessary to provide assurance of

fulfillment of their obligations under the Treaty.

Article VII

1. For the purpose of effective fulfillment of

paragraph 2 of article VI of this Treaty, a consultative

committee and a standing fact-finding panel shall.be

established. Their functions and rules of procedure are

established in Annexes I and II, respectively, which

ccnstitute- integral parts - of_ t4e Treaty.

2. Any State Party to this Treaty which:has reasons to

believe that any other State Party may not be in compliance

with the provisions of the Treaty, or which has concerns

about a related situation which may be considered

ambiguous, and is not satisfied with the results of the

consultations provided for under article VI of. the Treaty,

may request the Depositary to initiate an inquiry to

ascertain the facts. Such a request.should include.all

relevant information, as well as all possible evidence

supporting its validity.

3. For the purposes set forth in paragraph 2 of this

article, the Depositary shall convene as soon as possible,

and in any case within ten days of the receipt of a request

from any State Party, the standing fact-finding panel

èstablished pursuant to paragraph 1 of this°article.
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4. if the possibilities for fact-finding pursuant to

paragraphs 2 and 3 of this article have been exhausted

without resolution of the problem, [five or more States

Parties] [any State Party] may request the Depositary to

convene a meeting of the consultative committee of States

Parties to consider the matter.

5. Each State Party to this Treaty undertakes to

cooperate to the fullest possible extent with the

consultative committee and with the fact-finding panel

with a view to facilitating their work.

[6. Each State Party to this Treaty undertakes to provide

assistance, in accordance with the provisions of the

Charter of the United Nations, to any State Party to the

Treaty which has been harmed or is likely to be harmed as a

result of violation of the Treaty.]

[7. The provisions of this article shall not be

interpreted as affecting the rights and duties of States

Parties under the Charter of the United Nations, including

bringing to the attention of the Security Council concerns

about compliance with this Treaty.]

Article VIII

1. Any State Party to this Treaty may propose amendments

to the Treaty. The text of any proposed amendment shall be

submitted to the Depositary, who shall promptly circulate

it to all States Parties.
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[2. Any State Party proposing amendments to this Treaty 

may request the Depositary to seek the views of the States 

Parties on whether a conference should be convened to 

consider the proposal. Thereupon, if requested to do so 

by a majority of the States Parties, the Depositary shall 

convene a conference to which he shall invite all States 

Parties to consider such a proposal.] 

3. An amendment shall enter into force for all States 

Parties to this Treaty which have accepted it, upon the 

deposit with the Depositary of instruments of acceptance by 

a majority of . the States Parties -. Thereafter, it shall 

enter into force for any remaining State Party On the date 

of deposit of its instrument of acceptance. 

Article IX 

1. This Treaty shall be of unlimited duration. 

2. Each State Party to this Treaty shall in exercising 

its national sovereignty have the right to. withdraw from 

the Treaty if it decides that extraordinary events, related 

to the subject matter of this Treaty, have jeopardized the 

supreme interests of its country. It shall give notice of 

such withdrawal to all oth'er States Parties[,] [and] to the 

Depositar Y 11., and to the United Nations Security Council] 

three months in advance. Such notice shall include a 

statement of the extraordinary events it regards as having 

jeopardized its supreme interests. 
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Article X

1. [Five] [Ten] years after entry into force of this

Treaty, a conference of States Parties shall be convened by

the Depositary to review the [scope and] operation of the

Treaty, with a view to assuring that the purposes of

the preamble and the provisions of the Treaty are being

realized [and to consider any proposals for amendments then

pending]. Such review shall take into account any new

scientific and technological developments [likely to affect

the provisions of] [relevant to] the Treaty. [States [not

Parties] [signatories] to the Treaty shall be invited to

the conference as observers.]

2. At intervals of five years thereafter, a majority

of States Parties may obtain, by submitting a proposal to

this effect to the Depositary, the convening of further

conferences with the same objectives.

3. If no review conference has been convened within

ten years following the conclusion of the previous review

conference, the Depositary shall solicit the views of all

States Parties on the holding of such a conference. If

one-third or 10 of the States Parties, whichever number

is less, respond affirmatively, the Depositary shall take

immediate steps to convene the conference.
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Article XI 

1. This Treaty shall be open to all States for 

signature. Any State which does not sign the Treaty before 

its entry into force in accordance with paragraph 3 of this 

article may accede to it at any time. 

2. This Treaty shall be subject to ratification by 

signatory States. Instruments of ratification or accession 

shall be deposited with the Secretary-General of the 

United Nations. 

3. This Treaty shall enter into force upon the deposit 

of instruments of ratification by [fifteen] [twenty] 

governments in accordance with paragraph 2 of this 

article. 

4. For States whose instruments of ratification or 

accession are deposited after the entry into force of 

this Treaty, it shall enter into force on the date of the 

deposit of their instruments of ratification or accession. 

5. The Depositary shall promptly inform all signatory and 

acceding States of the date of:each signature, the date of 

deposit of each instrument of ratification or accession, 

and the date of entry into force of this Treaty and of any 

amendents thereto, as well as of the receipt of other 

notices. 

6. This Treaty shall be registered by the Depositary in 

accordance with Article 102 of the Charter of the United 

Nations. 
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Article XII

This Treaty, of which the English, Arabic, Chinese,

French, Russian, and Spanish texts are equally authentic,

shall be deposited with the Secretary-General of the

United Nations, who shall send certified copies thereof

to the governments of the signatory and acceding States.
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ANNEX I

[Consultative Committee]

l. The consultative committee of States Parties[, in

addition to establishing the fact-finding panel as provided

for in annex II,] shall undertake to resolve any problem

which may be raised by the [States Parties] [State Party]

requesting a meeting of the committee. For this purpose,

the assembled States Parties shall be entitled to request

and receive any information which a State Party is in a

position to communicate.

2. The work of the consultative committee shall be

organized in such a way as to permit it to perform the,

functions set forth in paragraph 1 of this annex. The

committee shall [decide procedural questions relative to

the organization of its work] [take decisions], where

possible by consensus, but otherwise by a majority of those

present and voting. [There shall be no voting on matters

of substance.] The chairman shall have no vote.

3. Any State Party-may participate in the work of tY:e.

consultative committee. Each representative on-the

committee may be assisted at meetings by advisers.

4. The Depositary or his representative shall serve-as

chairman of the committee.

5. The consultative committee shall be convened by its

chairman[:
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(a) within thirty days after entry into force of this 

Treaty for the purpose of establishing the standing 

fact-finding panel; 

(b)] as soon as possible and in any case within thirty days 

after a request for a meeting pursuant to paragraph 4 of 

article VII of the Treaty. 

6. Each State Party shall have the right, through the 

chairman, to request from States and from international 

organizations such information and assistance as the State 

Party considers desirable for the accomplishment of the 

committee's work. 

7. A summary of any [problem-solving] meeting, 

incorporating all views and information presented during 

the meeting, shall be prepared. The chairman shall 

distribute the summary to all States Parties. 
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ANNEX II 

[Fact-Findine Panel] 

1. The standing fact-finding panel shall undertake to 

make appropriate findings-of fact and provide expert views 

relevant to any problem referred to it by the Depositary 

pursuant to paragraph 3 of article VII of this Treaty. 

[Pursuant to paragraph 5 of article VII of the Treaty, the 

fact-finding panel may carry out on-site investigations 

when necessary.] 

[2. The fact-finding panel shall be composed of not more 

than fifteen members representing State - Parties: 

(a) Ten members shall be appointed by the [chairman] 

[consultative committee] after consultation with States 

Parties. In selecting these members due regard shall be 

given to ensuring an appropriate geographic balance. 

Members shall be named for a two-year period, with five 

members being replaced each year; 

(b) In addition, those permanent members of the United 

Nations Security Council who are-parties to the Treaty 

shall also be represented on the fact-finding panel.] 

[2. The fact-finding panel shall be composed of not more 

than (blank) members representing States Parties. Members 

of the initial panel shall be appointed by the [chairman, 

after consultation with States Parties,] [consultative 

committee] at its first meeting, one-third being named for 

one year, one-third for two years, and one-third for three 
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years. Thereafter all members shall be named for a

three-year period by the chairman [of the consultative

committee, following principles decided by the committee

during its first meeting and] after consultation with

States Parties. In selecting the members, due regard shall

be given to ensuring an appropriate geographical balance.l

3. Each member may be assisted by one or more advisers.

4. The Depositary or his representative shall serve as

chairman of the panel[, unless the panel decides otherwise

under the procedures established in paragraph 5 of this

annex].

5. The work of the fact-finding panel shall be organized

in such a way as to permit it to perform the functions set

forth in paragraph I of this annex. [At the first meeting

of the panel, to be held not later than sixty days after

its establishment [by the consultative committee], the

Depositary shall submit recommendations, based on

consultations with States Parties and signatories, as to

the organization of the work of the panel, including any

necessary resources.l [The panel shall decide procedural

questions relative to the organization of its work, where

possible by consensus, but otherwise by a majority of those

present and voting. There shall be no voting on matters

of substance.I [The panel shall take decisions, where

possible by consensus, but otherwise by a majority of those

present and voting.] The chairman shall have no vote.
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6. Each member shall have the right, through the 

chairman, to request from States and from international 

organizations such information and assistance as the member 

considers desirable for the accomplishment of the work of 

the panel. 

7. The State Party requesting the inquiry and any State 

Party against which the inquiry is directed shall have the 

right to [participate in the work of the panel] [be 

represented at meetings but may not take part in 

decisions], whether or not they are members of the panel. 

8. The fact-finding panel shall, without delay, transmit 

to  the  Depositary] [all States Parties] a report on its 

work, including its findings of fact and incorporating-all 

views and information presented to the panel during its 

proceedings[.] [, together with such recommendations as it 

may deem appropriate. If the panel is unable to secure 

sufficient data for factual findings, it ehall state the 

reasons for that inability.] [The Depositary shall 

distribute the report to all States Parties.] 



CM-1IsTEE ON îMAMMMn!'

Ad Hoc Working Group on
Radiological Weapons
Group A

REPORT OF GROUP A

CD/RW/CRp.21/Rev.1
9 August 1983

Original: ENGLISH

1. As requested by the Chairman of the Ad Hoc Working Group

on Radiological Weapons on April 8, 1983, Group A has considered

the subject of radiological weapons in the" traditionaf'sense.

A separate group was requested to deal with the question of

prohibition of military attacks on nuclear facilities. Group A

held 12 meetings during the course of this session. The purpose

of Group A, as defined by the Chairman, was to "...try to solve

the still outstanding substantive issues and leave for the time

being the question of the linkage between them.°

2. At its initial meeting on April 11, 1983, Group A decided

on a working method whereby there would be substantive discussion

of four outstanding issues: the question of a definition of

radiological weapons; the question of an appropriate article in

the treaty regarding peaceful uses; the question of undertakings

and obligations of states in the related field of nuclear dis-

armament; and the question of compliance provisions. The

Coordinator proposed; and the Group agreed, that negotiations

should be held on these issues, based on all existing proposals

as well as-suggested compromise texts which the Coordinator

would prepare and present to the Group, in order to arrive at

accommodations. Group A would attempt to find consensus and to

forward to the full RW Working Group an overall treaty text.

GE.83-63592
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3. Based on previously submitted consolidated texts and all

relevant proposals, Group A considered each of the four out-

standing issues.- In this context, Group A took note of and

expressed:appreciation for the efforts of-previous chairmen of

the Radiological Weapons Working Group, Ambassador Komives of

Hungary and Ambassador Wegener of the Federal Republic of

Germany. During the course of these deliberations, the

Coordinator submitted, on his own responsibility, several

suggestions for comaromise (CD/Rff/CHP•20) which were in tura discussed

by the Group.

4: Differencescn matters of substance remain. On August 3',

•1983, the Coordinator prepared a consolidated negotiating text

of a radiological weapons treaty (CD/RW/CRP..20/Rev.l) and

submitted it to the Group. The purpose of the Coordinator's

text was to reflect in a single document the state of the

negotiations, including areas of agreement and disagreement.

The Coordinator pointed out that the text contained internal

brackets and in°some cases alternative language. This method

had been employed not to indicate agreement on the unbracketed

portion of the text but, rather, to highlight key issues,upon

which subsequent negotiations should focus.

5. The Group considered the Coordinator's text. There was

no agreement on the text, but the Group agreed that the

Coordinator formmi it, along with this repo-=t, to the Badiological 7eapons



Working Group, it being understood that the text was 

prepared on his own responsibility. 
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C01.24IT= ON DISAMIAMIT 

Ad Hoc Working Group on 
RadiolOgical Weapons 

GROUP B 

REPORT OF GROUP B ON THE qUESTION OF PROHIBITION. . 
• OF ATTACKS AGAINST NUCLEAR FACILITIES 

I. imniCIDUCT.ION 

1. In accordance with the decision adopted by the Ad Hoc  Working Group où 

Radiological Weapons at its first meeting on B April 1983, Group  B  was 

established with the purpose of considering  the question of prohobition of attacks 

against nuclear facilities with the understanding that the question of linkage 

between this issue and the "traditional radiological weapons subject matter" 

would be left aside for the time being. : 

2. • In carrying out of its task,- Gu g B took into account all relevant proposals 

submitted on the subject and held three meetings between 18 and 28 April, under 

the Corordinatorship of:Mr. Yhry.E. Nazarkin, representative of the Union of 

Soviet Socialist Republics, during the first part of 1983 session. The-Groun 

devoted its efforts to the consideration of various issues involved in the 

subject such as scope, legal question, zones, as well as compliance and 	- 

verification. At the conclusion of the first part of the 1983 session, the 

Co-ordinator oubmitted a progress report on the work of Group B of the Ad Hoc 

Working Group on Radiological Weapons at its secondLmeeting held on , 29-April 1983, 

as contained in Annex  II .. of document C3/RW/UP.44. 

3. During the second part of  1983 session, Group B'held 14 - meetings-between 

21 June and 12 August-under the Co-ordinatorship of:Mr.  Boris-P.  Prokofiev, 	• 

representative of the Union .of Soviet Socialist Republics. At the initial 

meeting of this period, the Group decided,-upon the suggestion of the Co-ordinator 

to continue to. concentrate its  efforts on those issues which have been 

considered during the first mart of the session.. 

4. _In the course of its deliberations the Group also  considered the various 

proposals, suggestions and commentaries contained in the documents and- 

GE.83 -63700 
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working papers submitted to the Commi.ttee and its subsidiar,,l bodies before and

duri.ng the 1933 session. The list of these documents is contained in

document CD/^:'/CRP.2Ç, as annexed to the report of the ad Hoc :Tor'lci.z+g Group.

In addition to tthese documents, the Croup took into consideration the proposals

made and the views expressed by delegations on the cuestion of prohibition of

attacks against nuclear facilities in the Comtaittee on Disarmament and the regular

and special sessions of the United Nations General Assembly. In this connection.

a number of delegations stressed the importance of the ouestion of ensuring the

safe development of nuclear energy as pnopôsed at the thirty-seventh session of

the United Nations-General Assembly, which was the other side of the problem of

prohibition of attacks-gainst nuclear facilities.

II. SüBSTAÎI= DISCUSSIONS ON TBE SùWECT

Objectives

5. The view was widely held that there was a need for effective international

legal measures prch3bit3rig attacks against nuclear facilities because sucti,

âttacks could result in mass destruction. In this connection, a view was

expressed that attacks on certain nuclear facilities might lead to such a

destructive effect as that of a nuclear explosion. T_".ere was also an exchange of,

views concerni.ng the precise nature of the objective to be pursued, namely,

whether the puroose should be:

- to prohibit attacks on such facilities as a form of radiological weaaon

or, more precisely, as a means of radiological warfare;

- to avoid effects of weapons of mass destruction;

- to strengthen the existing legal protection of such facilities;

- to ensure the safe development of nuclear power energy;.or-

- a.combination,of the objectives mentioned above.

t,dhile many delegations held that the objective, in keeping with the mandate of

the Working-Groun, should be the avoidance of effects of mass destruction, no

consensus could-be reached on this issue. Some delegations argued that approaches

which relied on the concept of an attack on a nuclear facilïty being equivalent

to the use of a radiological weapon, or on concepts of "mass destruction" were

unlikely to be fruitful. They suggested that a more practical approach should

be adopted which would try to establish the primary purpose of any further ban

of attacks on nuclear facili ti es,. deterai.ne practical limi.ts, to the scope of
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any new ban and from,these considerations determine how far existing instruments 

were already adequate in this respect. Other delegations stated that attempts to 

thwart negotiations on a subject of such high importance to international community 

should also not be allowed to be fruitful. They - pointed out that avoidance of 

possible mass destruction through radiological warfare by attacks on nuclear 

facilities was indeed the basis as well as the primary purpose of the Group's . 

work. The existing instruments were entirely insufficient in this respect.- 

Scope of prohibition  

6. There was general understanding among the delegations that the auestion of a 

definition of the scope of the ban, or the kind of nuclear facilities to be 

protected, constituted one of the key issues of a future international instrument. 

In.this connection a number  of- specific promosals and suggestions were made. 

regarding categories or types of nuclear facilities to be covered by a possible 

agreement. Several main points of views were expressed in that- regard and it was 

suggested that the prohibition of attacks Should apply to: 	. 

- AU  nuclear facilities: 

- All nuclear facilities in mon-nuclear-weapon developing States; 	• 

- Civilian nuclear facilities only; 

- Civilian nuclear facilities above a specified mower threshold for 

nuclear reactoraand above a specified level of cuality and quantity of . 

radioactive materials for other facilities; 

- - Al].  nuclear facilitiessubject to TAPA•safeguards system. 

It was generally understood ;  however, that-naval vessels, submarines, space 

vehicles as well as other devices having nuclear installations and :designed as 

weapons systems would not be considered within the ccmatert;nf!'nuclear facilities" 

as referred to under the subject of .prohibition of attacks against nuclear 

7 •  In-connection with.the_scope of the ban, some delegations drew attention . 

to.the fact that there:was : also a problem of .dual-purpose, nuclear facilities, 

that is, facilities which:oan,be used both for peaceful and for military purposes, 

and a problem of distinguishing between military and;  civilian nuclear facilities. 

Other delegations stated that the difficulty in strictly distinguiqlling between 

military  and  civilian nuclear facilities was another important reason for all 

nuclear facilities to be protected. A view was expressed in this regard that an 
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effentive existing criterion to _denzify nuclear facilities for peaceful purposes 1

is the z6E&k safeguards system and that therefore among nuclear facilities for

neacefsl purposes at least those facilities under the -'T safeguards should be

included in the scope of protection. Other delegations considered that this

criterion was not sufficient. -

8.
Some delegations stated that all nuclear facilities in the non-nuclear=-weapon

States.were civilian facilities, and at least, these should.all-enjoy protection

from attacks. Other delegations held that the scope of any agreement should not

automatically include all nuclear facilities whether located in non-nuclear-weapon

States or nuclear-weapon States. Further, a view was also exvressed that the

.concept of "generic danger" might be applied when identifying the types of .

facilities to be protected, and that that concept might also be used to determine

the points in ti.me.when protectiôn should begin and cease to operate.

9. It was -suggested that the scope of a possible future treaty could very well

be limited to nuclear power and research reactors, nuclear fuel production and

reprocessing plants as well as fissionable materials, spent fuel and high level.

waste storage.

Legal asmects of the question

10. The Group examined some legal aspects of the problem of prohibition of'

attacks against nuclear facilities. The discussion centered on questions whether

certain relevant provisions in the existing international instruments, in

particular Additional Protocol I(19771 to the Geneva Conventions of 1949, are

adequate,as well as possible types of an agreement to be elaborated. In this

connection some delegations stated that.the existing international law provided

for:a substantial^pratection,of the nuclear facilities in question, and that they

had not been convinced of the necessity for additional protection. Other

delegations held that since the protection covered by the Additional.Pzotocol I

was inadequate in scope, contained a:number of reservations and allowed a

subjective interpretation of.its relevant provisions by military commanders on a

tactical level, there was a clear neéd for a new international agreement,-for

the necessary protection of nuclear-facilities. In the course of discussion the

question of .the application of the II^iOD Convention to the issue of military

attacks on civilian nuclear facilities was also raised.
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Zones

11. The Group also discussed the rationale of -esiablishing:arotective -zones

around nuclear facilities to be protected. In.-this. context1.zones based on

circles with a definite radius were mentioned. However; substantial doubts were

expressed as to the• feasibi.lity s7n usefulness of the concept ,9f -p7otective zones,

especially in view of-the existing differences in the design, typical inventory

and location of the various facilities to be prrotected. Another -vigw- was -held

that thQrn:we;e difficulties with that concept in the case of nuclear power

stations-. .It was suggested that, instead of protective zones, a provision

should be included that an attacker should assume absolute liability if,severe ;._

radiological consequences occur. The problem of clandestine use of protective

zones for military purposes was also ymuched upon.

Comvliance and verification

12. With regard to matters concerning compliance and verification aspects of a

possible agreement it was argued that consideration of those issues would depend

to a gieat degree on the scope of prohibition. It was felt in this connection

that solution oî this problem would be possible only after the scope of the ban

had been determined. Some delegations pointed out that the question of verification

and compliance should be seen in its nroper perspective and in seeking a ban on

attacks on nuclear facilities it is the prohibited action, not the mechanism of

control on the potential victim, which ought to be the subject of verification

and compliance. other delegations considered this view somewhat over-simplified.

A view was also held that the issue of compliance and verification was irrelevant

since it was sufficient to establish the fact of an attack. Some delegations were

of the opinion that if the scope of the agreement would be limited to those

facilities which were placed under the MEA safeguards system the control procedure

could be much simplified and made more efficient with respect to all such

facilities, except those in the possession of nuclear-weapon States. Other

delegations believed that such an approach was discriminatory and had no relevance

to the question of compliance and verification.
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III. CONCLUSIONS 

13. In smite of differences of opinion among delegations on specific matters, 

it was general/y recognized that the cuestion of prohibition of attacks against 

nuclear facilities was an important issue which needed solution and  that it,was 

also a complex problem. The exchange of views on the subject in the GToup.was 

considered as.necessary and useful. It helped to Clarie7 the various positions 

of delegations, in particular the scope of prohibition and the relevant legaL 

auestions. It also contributed substantially to the examination of possible • 

con  approaches and potential main avenues of the  activities of the Group in 

the future. 
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W- eapons 	 English 

Proposals by the Chairman for the items to be discussed in the 

Ad Hoc Committee on Radiological weapons during the summer 

session. 

It is suggested that within the problem of the prohibition of radiological 

weapons in the "traditional" sense following questions be discussed: 

- definition of radiological weapons 

- appropriate article in the treaty regarding peaceful uses 

- undertakings and obligations of States in the related field of nuclear 

'disarmament 	 • 

- compliance provisions 

As far as the prohibition of attacks against nuclear facilities is ccrncer-

ned following items could be considered: 

- scope of prohibition 

- legal aspects of the question 

- zones 

- compliance and verification 

It is suggested that the best wav to deal with all the items mentioned 

above would be to consider them separately in two working groups to be 

established for that purpose. 
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FEDERAL RE: UBLIC OF sc.RM4!d'i

^uast2r,ns addressad to the Swedish Dalasation with respect to
the ^r3f t tr 7v'_sio:^.? r--u13ti:1 -, t:":•3 Dt'ofllbition of attacks

-n

the vi3w of '.̂:'.c'. !.'P_3 ^ati on of the . ^!j-3^al ?ep!iblic of ^s,:r^^any the ?.raft

or oV2Slons r:?aulatin- tri? ^rohi^iti7:1 oi atitactcJ oil nL1Cl--ar Facilities in

'orkin3 Paper CD/3W/?-iP.î2 raise ? rns^:bar of quast=ons, in par ticular if th a

Workin.; Paoer is considerad in thP li.?ht of t:la rravious ne.gotisting history of

t he sub ject .^.lattar .

k first snl^i :s of sUCh '1L':•Stions is contai Il::d in th2 sUbs2Qt2?Ilt 3i:est=or.Iia►z-a .

1. Are all nuclear faciliti2s which fulfil the critaria sfallad out in draft

articl? II. ^ t0 b? Ct'Ot?Ct?d , ir r^3DP.Ct1VZ Of tt7^::.r ^ili tar^J or notl-tniliGaâ y

natur s?

?. Is it tru^ that th:: draft n` ^ ' ^ ` `t x,. .:ould nab•1^. States ^o prot::ct crlair ai itar^

;1'1cle3r f3ci liti::s ft'C:1 3ttacrC .:+?.^?1J by r?q'1t?Stin-,-,, inciusion iri tRc' rlgistE37'

-under draft ar*.icl,^ I=I?

3 .`T ' ^ '^t ^i?F^ ^d ? ^ :^ er ^ .'w^• 1 1S1Ĵa cOrI i S th^ c ~ .ar:[I ^°3ttaC:C i1r ^O^.S 3tt3CK" :. j:O

-1i? itary actions i::'.3t =:r':: d_rA,^.t_;J and ?Ypressl_^ ^ar?P-ted =I_inst 3 11UC1?ar

fcCili ty, o.^ !3oeS it 31so C: :br aCn a:`.tîcéC: Cn n?3rby ;.li! itary; tar-,3tS,

t:lat C2U3ti r''1.:'JafIt i riCi :^tlt3l dariaa,3 f;o th3 nucl:'ar f 3ci.ity?

!. 'JYly has t^a notion of of protaction :)?^n iropped? :iou1d an

adr3Y'1a t;. pror,tiction of IlucLaar fac -lit_a?s <ot C'rquir,. th,) • -t?tj i ' ^^J'1^.Ÿla.llti oI

ddSi.;n3 .?d COnr.S 3i'OUnd ? c? :CLs3:' 13Ci11t'J _ 1 aCCOi d::1C:' :dlt 1 national

saL'E?ty i.?aLilatl.ons, sripulating safa JiJtai1CCnS ;Oti3ntial :7lili tary

tar^:'ts a'-ld nucl'3r faciiiri:'.S, ill Ct'Ciar to avoid acC=d,::lttil s.tY?k,ls atld

collatnral dama?.-'? scw can diff^-ren^r:s in p:allt ; ayout 3:1d piant safety

be accommodated in the astablis'r.ment of suca zyon.:s?

5. How can the draft provisions prev,,nt that military activities be carriad

out wit:lin, or in t^la vicinity of .•rotectad nuclaar facilities, so as to

?xampt thesa activitiAs from ane.^.ly '_:ncac't?

6. '4hy arn th:?rC'. :1o :roVis_onS for t:1. protoctiotl of ciYili311 reactor

propelled vessals as 1or.; as they are dockcd in ports, or otheruisa close

to popu?ated areas or in territorial 'aatars?
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7. Should transports of irradiated material, e.g. from a power plant to a

waste deposit or to an intermediary storage place, not be includad in a

listing of objects to be protected?

do the draft provisions not provide for physical identification

(-arkin;.l.Df. _the protected facilities, as called for in 'rïoricir.3- ?aper

rJ/Rvl/ WP .34 submitted by ttie Swedish Deies3aticn?

9. riow can it be maintained that vcrification for track A and B is the sasiz

when the attack on a nuclear facility can only b:, verified cost factum

(since targeting is not varifiable) wnPr::as the axistznce,or non-existence.

of radiolo;ical weapons can be v;;irified ex ante (production, storage,-

transf er )?
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Notes from the interventien :Jy Ambassador Ekius cn 21 June - 1984—  . 
concerning criteria and efinitions used in CDCW/WP.52  

• 1. The overridirc-  criterion used when establishing which nuclear facilities should 

oualify for mrotection under the proposed treaty has been their metential to cause 

mass destruction through the release or dissemination of radioactive material, if 

attacked. Since radioactive material can occur in very  sali  quantities it has been 

necessary to make an assumption as to what should be oonsidered as mass destruction 

in this case. 

2. Thus for the purpose of the E1–treaty the amount of radioactive material, 

uniformly spread out over a specific area and sufficient to cause serious injuries 

to anyone staying there for more than a short time is assumed to be equivalent to 

mass destruction.  The initial dose rate with this effect is suggested to be 

one Grgy (Gy) per hour, and the size of the area to be one square kilometre. . 

3. It  bas  been calculated that the amount of radioactive material with na 

initial disintegration  rate in the order of 10
1B Bq could cause the dose rate 

mentioned above to uworotected human  'coings,  and that enough radioactive material 

to cause the some dose rate could over time be produced in a nuclear reactor 

operating with a thermal effect in the order  of 10 Magawntt. 

In summary, from the basic assumption thnt the initinl dose rate of 

one Gray (Gy) per hour over one sounre kilometre wnuld be equivalent to mass 

destruction there-is a direct link in rough numerical terms to the definitf.ons of 

the nuclear facilities to be covered by the provisions of the RW–troaty. 

Gr ny (Gy)  is the unit of the dose of radiation measured in terms of tha energy of 

the ionizing radiation absorbed in humnn tissue. (A former unit of dose still used 

in seme publications is the rad, 1 Gy = 100 rai..  One Cy olso corresponds tiD the 

absorption of 1 joule per kilogram of tissue). 

.4-63665  
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Unprotected human beings, expo -sod to the dose rat° of cc° Gray per hour during 

fourjaurp,_i.e.  • o a dosc_of . 4 Gray, will be subject to a mortality rate of 

approximately 50 ner cent. At 10 Gray the mortality rate would be close to 

100 per dent. 

Deceuerel (Bc)  is the unit for the disintegration rate of atomic nuclides in 

which process -radiation -i 1,1.:1-Cueed. One Bog._ signifies the disintegration of 

one nuclide per second. (3q  is a relatively new termréplacing thé formerly used 

curie (Ci) which is the meure  of the disintegration rate of one gramme radium. - 

1 Ci = 3.7 x 1019  disintegrations/second. 101  Bp_ is ampro..ximately cauivalent 

to 2'5 egacurie.) 
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Within the cuesticns cf the prchiUticn cf radicicgical weamcns in the 

"traditional" sense and the .:1-chi.:cition Df attacks against nuclear facilities, 

the follcwinz problers c.1i -ce discussed withcut pre,;udging the final 

pcsiticns cf deleeatizns as regards the "link" between the tur asmects cf the 

issue: 

- 

- 3ccoe - 

- «.Peaceful uses 

- .:essaticn cf the nuclear zrms race and nuclear disarmament . 

- "crrolianc --. 	-7eri'icaticn 
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absence .•11: suzh rarkine in nc way shculi relieve any :art:" cf its -...cliestisns acccrC.Lae 

t^ -ther crcvisisns cf zne treaty. A ncrn fr.= .Dhysical itientificasi -n is prcv4 A& in the 

1 177 2rf.tccci Zc 7cnven: --izn,: of 1;:2-7, , e-nnex 1, Article L.  

	

As nas been zointa..1 	 the iiscussicns in the -7c=itzee 	well 23 in 

	

Zwe.isn nzs 7nLy 	 n= • 	c -r^mrsals ccnccirnini: scne 

ns.',= still cutstanlin zr-bler.a. 	i!y.- 	ctfact= an attack 	a nuclar 

w.ms nct 	tc 	suc" 	 w=c 	 . 1 terat'rn3 in 

ths verificaticn ;rcce.:lures tertainin; tc radicicz'cal 	Ln the 7, -_nditicn2l sense 

LS nrclpcs....d by zne 	 -f 	 22/L: 1 . Zwe:lan 	-:pen tc varicus 

:rcpcsals in :es e  
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